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EDITORIAL NOTE

For the past five years, the Essex Institute Historical Collections

has been produced under the extremely able editorship of Ben-

jamin W. Labaree, who has now relinquished these duties but

has generously consented to serve as a member of the Board of

Editors. As it has been in the past, the main concern of the

Historical Collections in the future will be the publication of per-

tinent articles and primary documents relating to local history

in all its phases. As the tools of scholarship become sharper and

as the interests of both the amateur and the professional turn more

toward the field of local history, the result should be an ever-

broadening, more comprehensive picture of the past of the area

and a greater knowledge and awareness of the men and women

who made this past.

To gather these materials accurately, and to publish them in a

readable manner will be the continuing responsibility of the His-

torical Collections, as its goal will be the proper understanding

and relating of the local history of Essex County.
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JOHN WISE OF IPSWICH WAS NO DEMOCRAT
IN POLITICS*

By Ramond P. Stearns

John Wise was the fifth child and third son of Joseph Wise and

Mary Tompson of Roxbury, Massachusetts. He was born in 1652. 1

His father Joseph had come to New England as an indentured

servant. Having served his term, he became a freeman of the

Colony and a moderately prosperous butcher and maltster. He
was able to send his children to school, and John Wise attended

the Roxbury Free School and was graduated from Harvard College

in 1673. Almost immediately he accepted a call to Branford,

Connecticut, where he served as minister from 1673 to 1677,

with a brief time out while he went as a chaplain to Connecticut

soldiers in King Philip’s War. In 1677 he moved to Hatfield,

Massachusetts, and served as minister there until 1680. Mean-

while, the people along the Chebacco River in the town of Ips-

wich were clamoring for a separate parish and a church of their

own. Their demands were met in 1683 and in that year John

Wise was ordained as the first minister of the newly organized

Chebacco Parish in the town of Ipswich, now know as Essex,

Massachusetts. He retained this position until his death in 1725.

In the meantime, the Reverend Mr. Wise spoke up in the Ips-

wich town meeting against Governor Sir Edmund Andros’s tax

levy in 1687, for which he was subsequently imprisoned in Bos-

ton, tried, fined heavily, and temporarily deposed from the minis-

try. After the collapse of the Andros regime, Wise was one of two

representatives sent from Ipswich to help reorganize the General

Court. In 1690 he was appointed by the court to go as chaplain in

the expedition against Quebec. After his return from this bungled

attack he wrote a report which severely criticized the generalship

of the expedition. A few years afterward he befriended one of the

accused witches in the Colony; and, after Cotton Mather and

* A Paper read at the Seventy-Fourth Annual Meeting of the American
Historical Association, Chicago, December 29, 1959.

1 . Biographical details derive mostly from George Allen Cook, John
Wise, Early American Democrat (N. Y., 1952), passim. See also Joseph
B. Felt, History of Ipswich, Essex, and Hamilton, Cambridge, 1834, pp.
258-260.

2



JOHN WISE OF IPSWICH 3

his associates put forth the Proposals in 1705 urging the ministers

of the Bay Colony to form associations with Presbyterian-like sur-

veillance and disciplinary power over individual churches, John

Wise elected to oppose them and to stand up stoutly for the

status quo and the rights of individual congregations as set forth

in the Cambridge Platform of 1648. 2 To this end he wrote two

books, the first (which he called a “satyre”) was entitled The

Churches Quarrel Espoused, published in 1713, and the second,

called A Vindication of the Government of New England

Churches, was published in 1717. Shortly before his death Wise

also contributed some vehement articles to the Boston press in

favor of paper money. If we add that the Reverend Mr. Wise was

reputed to have been a man of “majestic” and remarkable phys-

ique, with a wide reputation as a champion among wrestlers, we
shall have exhausted the recital of the principal events known
about the life of this robust country parson.

In fact, until the nineteenth century, no one gave more than

respectful passing attention to John Wise. When a fresh ecclesias-

tical dispute broke out in the Bay Colony on the eve of the Ameri-

can Revolution, the conservative faction republished Wise's Vin-

dication (1772) 3 but, aside from this, Wise attracted no attention

until the decade of the 1830’s. In 1834 in his History of Ipswich

. . . , Joseph B. Felt printed a short biographical sketch of Wise

—accurate as far as it went but remarkable neither for its content

nor its interpretation. During the same decade appeared the early

volumes of George Bancroft’s History of the United States of

America from the Discovery of the Continent. The second volume

of this work (1837) contained a reference to Governor Andros’s

tax levy in 1687 and John Wise’s opposition to the Governor’s de-

mands. It ran as follows:

2. For details of this controversy see: Williston Walker, The Creeds
and Platforms of Congregationalism (N. Y., 1893), pp. 442-446, 455-
462, 486-491, 503-506, 517-523; Cotton Mather, Magnolia Christi
Americana (London, 1702), Book V, 45-46; Perry Miller, The New Eng-
land Mind: From Colony to Province (Cambridge, 1953), pp. 261-266,
passim; Cook, John Wise, pp. 85 ff.

3. For the various editions of the Vindication as well as of The Churches
Quarrel Espoused see Cook, John Wise, p. 221. A facsimile reprint of the
Vindication, with an Introduction by Perry Miller, was published by
Scholars’ Facsimiles and Reprints, Gainsville, Florida, 1958. There is very
little evidence to show that the edition of 1772 had any political signif-
icance. See Cook, op. cit., pp. I53ff. and Clinton Rossiter in The New
England Quarterly, XXII (March 1949), 30.
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To the people of Ipswich, then the second town in the

colony, in town-meeting, John Wise, the minister who used

to assert, “Democracy is Christ’s government in church and
state,” advised resistance. “We have,” said he, “a good God
and a good king; we shall do well to stand to our privileges.”4

This statement, when we consider the uses to which it has been

put, was a minor masterpiece of misquotation and historical mis-

representation. Bancroft was correct when he said that John Wise

advised resistance to the Andros demands, and Wise’s statement

to the effect that “We have a good God and a good king; we shall

do well to stand to our privileges,” can be well authenticated. 5

But the quotation attributed to Wise as “the minister who used to

assert” that “Democracy is Christ’s government in church and

state” cannot. In fact, this exact statement appears neither in

Wise’s works nor in previous accounts of him. He repeatedly stated

his preference for democracy in ecclesiastical government, which

is the prime subject of his two principal treatises, but nowhere

does he make the flat statement regarding civil government at-

tributed to him by George Bancroft. 6 Further, if Bancroft was

attributing to Wise words which he (Bancroft) had misread in

Wise’s works (as I suspect was the case), he was nonetheless at-

tributing to Wise as of 1687 words which Wise did not print

until many years afterwards. Again, Bancroft, writing as if Wise

had made this assertion prior to the Andros affair, suggested that

when Wise resisted Andros he was championing political democ-

racy, when, as a matter of fact, Wise was simply standing up for

4. Quoting, “The Author’s Last Revision,” 3 vols. (N. Y., 1883), I,

591. In earlier editions, published in Boston, the quotation occurs in II,

429, and in II, 427, for the 9th through the 24th ed., Boston, 1841 and
1873 respectively.

5. See Cook, John Wise, pp. 199-202, n. 70.
6. It is not difficult to understand, however, that Bancroft, reading

hastily, looking for support for civil democracy in Wise’s works, and im-
patient or little concerned with the ecclesiastical matter which made up
the core of Wise’s writings, read into Wise’s words the meaning he wanted
to find there and quite honestly believed that he was quoting Wise cor-
rectly. The reader of Wise’s Churches Quarrel and Vindication must con-
stantly be on guard to distinguish between civil and ecclesiastical polity.
For statements which may have led Bancroft astray, see The Churches
Quarrel (1713)? P- 102, quoted in Cook, p. 107; Vindication (1717),
pp. 62-65, 67. Wise did say that democracy in church or state is “a very
honourable and regular Government according to the Dictates of Right
Reason” (Vindication

,

p. 67). But he had also written (p. 33) that
“there is no particular form of civil government described in God’s word,
neither does nature prompt it. ...”
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the ancient rights and liberties of Enlishmen as extended to the

colonists by the Bay Colony Charter.

Still, in spite of Bancroft’s misrepresentations, the quotation he

attributed to John Wise to the effect that “Democracy is Christ’s

Government in Church and State,” became the foundation of a

widely asserted belief that John Wise was “the first great American

democrat.” Henry Martyn Dexter used these very words to describe

Wise and quoted Bancroft’s misstatement of Wise’s words as evi-

dence .
7 Moses Coit Tyler said that Wise’s works “proved an armory

of burnished weapons” for the leaders of the American Revolu-

tion and “announced the political ideas that took immortal form

under the pen of Thomas Jefferson .”8 James Truslow Adams re-

peated Dexter’s words ,

9 and Vernon L. Parrington, although more

judicious than his predecessors, especially in rejecting Tyler’s view

that Wise influenced the leaders of the American Revolution, none

the less stated that Wise was a liberal and “the first colonial to

justify village democracy by an appeal to political philosophy.”10

More recent authors have been more cautious and somewhat

better informed. Perry Miller and Thomas H. Johnson, in their

selections of readings about The Puritans ,

11 included a relatively

long sketch of John Wise and his works. They properly presented

Wise as an ecclesiastical writer and as a revolutionary figure in

New England thought, but from these promising beginnings they

slid into the old groove and concluded that “From Wise to the

philosophy of the Declaration of Independence is a clear and in-

evitable progress .”12 When Miller and Johnson prepared their

readings about The Puritans, they were still under the spell of the

view popularized by Parrington and others. Though they properly

presented Wise as an ecclesiastical writer, by their selection from

7. Congregationalism of the Last Three Hundred Years as seen in its

Literature . . . (N. Y., 1880), pp. 498-499.
8. History of American Literature (1607-1765) (N. Y., 1878), pp.

110-116. Cf. Note 3 above.

9. Revolutionary New England (1691-1776) (Boston, 1923), p. 97.
10. Main Currents in American Thought (N. Y., 1927), pp. 119, 123-

124. Dexter, Parrington, and Adams take widely different views in assess-
ing Wise’s purposes. Dexter sees Wise as a defender of the Cambridge
Platform of Church Discipline; Parrington asserts that Wise was at-
tacking and attempting to destroy the Platform; and Adams presents Wise
as a New England John Locke, primarily a secular figure whose works
were far removed from the theological disputes of his Puritan fellows.

IT - CN. Y., 1938), pp. 72 («. 1), 79, 193, 256-259, 384.
12. Ibid., p. 193.
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Wise’s Vindication of the Government of New England Churches

they left the impression that Wise was also to be looked upon as

a secular writer on political philosophy. 13 Something of the same

view lingered on in Miller’s The New England Mind: From Col-

ony to Province .
14 In this work Professor Miller presented Wise as

a man “inspired by a tremendous passion for the rights of English-

men,”15 and as an innovator in New England thinking who “was

in advance of his contemporaries in granting right reason a large

capacity in formulating its own premises and in arguing from

them instead of from externally given data.”16 And again, Pro-

fessor Miller refers to the “uniqueness” of Wise’s treatment “in

his isolating the rational proof, of allowing it to stand entirely by

itself; and in daring to dispense, if only for a moment, with

Biblical and Historical evidences. . .
.”17 In these remarks Pro-

fessor Miller appears to be abandoning the position that Wise was

“the first great American democrat.”18 But later when he discussed

Wise’s part in the currency controversy, Professor Miller reverts

to the traditional thesis, calls Wise the first clear cut farmer, the

agrarian, the “native American,” the “first American Populist” and

concludes, among other things, that “No other theorists of the

time carry the conception of social compact and natural rights

to such Democratic links. . .
.”19 In 1958, Professor Miller pub-

lished another brief evaluation of John Wise. This occurred in

his “Introduction” to the facsimile reprint of Wise’s Vindication

published at Gainsville, Florida. Although Professor Miller still

insisted that Wise was “a man of the people,”20 he portrayed him
as an ecclesiastical writer, stated that Wise had no significant in-

fluence on the thinking of the American revolutionary epoch, and

suggested that Parrington obscured Wise’s achievements by re-

13. The full title of Wise’s chief work is an outline of all of his ar-

guments: A Vindication of the Government of New-England Churches
Drawn from Antiquity; the Light of Nature; Holy Scripture; its Noble
Nature; and from the Dignity Divine Providence has put upon it, Boston,
1717. Most readers have concentrated upon the demonstration in “the
Light of Nature” (30ff) and ignored the rest of the book. Miller and
Johnson reprinted from this section only.

14. (Cambridge, Mass.), 1953.
15. P. 290.
16. P. 429.
17. Pp. 296-297.
18. P. 317*
19. P. 323.
20. P. xvii.
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ferring to him as the “village democrat.” He concluded in words

with which the present writer would largely agree, that Wise did

“vindicate the democratic principle” but adds “—at least, that is,

in chuch government,” and he cautioned against “attributing to

him [Wise] a social philosophy analogous to his ecclesiastical doc-

trine .”21

Three other recent authors have subscribed in varying degrees

to the traditional view of John Wise. The late Professor Ralph

Barton Perry rightly presented Wise as an ecclesiastical writer. He
added that “Wise’s argument was fully in the spirit of the En-

lightenment, and its revolutionary and democratic political impli-

cations were not concealed. . .
.” but he concluded that Wise’s

principal work “became an important revolutionary tract and

earned for its author the title of ‘the first great American demo-

crat.’
”22 Professor Clinton L. Rossiter, in an article entitled “John

Wise, Colonial Democrat,” betrays his interpretation in his title .

23

Like Perry Miller, Professor Rossiter noted that “Wise’s approach

was a revolution in our intellectual history,” but, in referring to

Wise’s Vindication of the Government of New England Churches,

Professor Rossiter wrote that “whatever Wise may have set forth

to prove, his . . . book is, to all intents and purposes, a work

in political rather than ecclesiastical philosophy .”24 Certainly this

statement, as we shall see presently, ignores four out of five parts

of Wise’s book and overlooks the central fact that the fifth part,

which in reality was Wise’s second argument, devoted to “the

Light of Nature,” was, within the total framework of the book,

an argument by analogy only, purporting to demonstrate the su-

periority of democracy in ecclesiastical polity by reviewing argu-

ments in its favor from the secular realm. And even here Wise
does not conclude in favor of democracy in the area of secular

politics although, like many Congregational ecclesiastics before

him, he advocates it strongly as the best form of church govern-

ment .

25

By far the most complete account of John Wise is the book

length biography entitled, John Wise, Early American Democrat,

21. See pp. xiv, xv.

22. Puritanism and Democracy (N. Y., 1944), pp. 198-199.
23. The New England Quarterly, XXII (March 1949), 3-32.
24. Op. cit., 14.

25. See below, note 47.
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published in 1952 by Mr. George Allan Cook. Mr. Cook has pre-

sented a thorough, well-documented, and much needed biography.

But, as his title suggests, he is strongly drawn towards the pre-

sentation of Wise as “the first great American democrat.” He
modifies it a bit at the outset by saying that “John Wise was, for

the times, a democrat both in action and in thought,”26 but on

the next page he asserts that “Democracy was to Wise best for both

church and state.” The latter statement, I believe, accurately rep-

resents the pattern of interpretation of the remainder of the

volume. 27

John Wise’s reputation as “the first great American democrat”

rests upon two series of events in his life. These are his resistance

to the tax levy of Governor Sir Edmund Andros and the interpre-

tation placed upon his published works by a variety of authors

who, while they more or less unite to proclaim Wise’s democratic

philosophy, disagree among themselves about Wise’s objectives

and influence. In the matter of resisting Governor Andros, Wise

is more often than not presented as if he alone and unsupported

had defied the Royal Governor. 28 However, if Wise’s role is placed

in its larger setting a more accurate and realistic situation is por-

trayed. As is well known, the Charter of the Massachusetts Bay

Colony had been under Stuart attack since the days of the Laud

Commission in the 1630’s. In 1684 it was declared invalid by

scire facias proceedings in the Court of the King’s Bench. During

the previous year the Massachusetts General Court, anticipating

the abolition of the Charter, declared that all tax levies would

lapse as of 1684. This represented a deliberate act of obstruction

and placed the new royal government in the postition of being

forced to raise revenues by royal fiat. Unless the new governor

called an assembly to pass on tax levies, the colonists could raise

the cry of taxation without representation, a well-worn pattern of

English opposition to Stuart absolutism in the seventeenth cen-

tury. When Andros arrived in December, 1686, he held royal

authority to continue the policy of his immediate predecessor,

Joseph Dudley; namely, to resume the former tax levies of the

26. John Wise, Early American Democrat (N. Y., 1952), pp. 1, 2. Ital-

ics mine.

27.Ibid., cf. pp. 85, 87, 103, 137, 153.

28. Cook's John Wise must be excepted from this charge.
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General Court without consulting either Council or Assembly.29

But because the General Court had repealed the old tax levies,

the Governor was forced to issue a new tax law by royal fiat. This

he did on March 3, 1687, and he ordered the Massachusetts

towns to proceed to elect a commissioner in each town to assess

property and to collect the new tax levies.30 Several towns re-

fused—Taunton, Topsfield, Andover, Rowley, Haverhill, Salis-

bury, Ipswich, and others.31

It is important for our purposes to note that Ipswich was not

the only town to defy the Royal Governor. It is also important to

observe that John Wise did not act alone in the Ipswich pro-

ceedings. On the evening of August 22, 1687, before the town

meeting scheduled for the following day, Wise met with a dozen

or so other townsmen at John Appleton’s house in Ipswich and

“there did Discourse, and Conclude that it was not the Town’s

Duty any ways to Assist that ill Method of Raising money without

a General Assembly. . .
.”32 This decision carried the day in the

town meeting on August 23, and the town refused to elect a tax

commissioner and to consent to the tax levy, protesting

that the said act [of the Governor] does infringe their

liberty as free born English subjects of his majesty by inter-

fering with the statutory laws of the land, by which it is en-

acted, that no taxes shall be levied on the Subjects without
the consent of an Assembly by the freeholders for assess-

ing the same.33

29. There had been mild opposition to Dudley in this matter. See Her-
bert L. Osgood, The American Colonies in the Seventeenth Century (4
vols. N. Y., 1926), III, 387. For Andros’s Commission, see Publications

of the Colonial Society of Massachusetts (Boston, 1913), Collections, II,

467. Further pertinent materials are drawn from John Gorham Palfrey,
A Compendious History of New England ... (4 vols., Boston, 1884),
III, 309-335; Everett Kimball, The Public Life of Joseph Dudley (N. Y.,

1911), p. 47, passim; and Osgood, op. cit., Ill, passim.
30. Cook, John Wise, 44.
31. See Sarah Loring Bailey, Historical Sketches of Andover (Boston,

1880), p. 136; Thomas Franklin Waters, Ipswich in the Massachusetts
Bay Colony (Ipswich, 1905), P- 238. I am also indebted to Harry Alex-
ander Poole, “John Wise Reconsidered” (M. A. Thesis, University of
Illinois, 1951), PP- 56ff.

32. Waters, Ipswich, pp. 238-239. See also Ms. XXXV, 138-40, Mass.
Archives, Boston, quoted in Cook, op. cit., p. 199. Others at the meeting
were John Andrews, Sr., Robert Kinsman, William Goodhue, Jr., John
Appleton, Thomas Burnam, John Whipple, Thomas Barte, Nathaniel
Treadwell, Nehemiah Jewett, William Howlett, Simon Stace, Thomas
French, and the Ipswich minister, William Hubbard.

33. Waters, Ipswich, p. 239.
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It was later recorded that at this meeting John Wise and William

Howlett “Did particularly Excite and Stir up his Majesty’s subjects

to Refractoriness and Disobedience,”34 and it was in the course

of his speech to the Ipswich townsmen that Wise said “we had a

good God and a good King, and Should Do Well to stand for our

privileges.”

Not long afterwards the ringleaders in the Ipswich proceedings

were prosecuted. Some of them were called before a justice of the

peace court at Ipswich on September 16, 1687. Others, including

John Wise, Thomas French, John Andrews, John Appleton, and

William Howlett, were ordered to Boston to answer to the Gov-

ernor and his Council for their actions. 35 After a stormy meeting

they were committed to the Boston jail to await trial for “contempt

and High Misdemeanor.” During the examination before the Gov-

ernor and the Council Wise asserted “the privileges of English-

men according to Magna Charta,” but someone of the Council,

remembering that the Bay Colony Charter had been invalidated,

replied to Wise and his associates that they “had no further priv-

ilege reserved saving to be exempted from being sold for slaves,”

or words to that effect. 36 In fact, the reaction of the Governor and

his Council to the towns’ refusal to elect a tax commissioner was

so severe and so terrifying that the townsmen hastened to apolo-

gize and make what peace they could with the Royal Governor.

Wise, also, saw that his position was hopeless and, not being of

the stuff that martyrs are made of, he and most of his fellow

townsmen hastened to propitiate the Governor and his Council.

Indeed, John Wise signed three letters, the first two seeking re-

lease from jail on bail and the third petitioning for pardon for “in-

advertent and rash actions” on the grounds of “ignorance [rather]

than obstinacy” and promising “a speedy prosecution and effecting

of the work and service therein required in making a list and as-

sessment of the persons and estate of our town and transmit the

same unto the Treasurer.”37 There would be little point in em-

phasizing these letters of abject surrender had not those who have

sought to extol Wise attempted to portray him as a martyr to the

34. Cook, John Wise, p. 47.

35. Waters, Ipswich, p. 241-243.

36. Cook, John Wise, p. 51.

37. All three letters are in Waters, Ipswich, pp. 247-249. Cook makes a

correction of one in his John Wise, p. 54.
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cause of democracy. Wise and his associates were simply acting

like men who, recognizing the hopelessness of their position and

not relishing their incarceration, simply apologized to the Gov-

ernor and Council as the only probable means of effecting their

release. But their weakness was emphasized by the refusal of an-

other of their imprisoned townsmen, Major Samuel Appleton, to

apologize to the Governor and Council or to admit any error. In

all, the Major served five months in jail and his only petition to

the Governor was to the effect that being “confined in a close

prison” he begged for “the liberty of the [prison] yard” as a means

of exercising his “aged and weak” body. Major Appleton exhibited

little of the apologetic submissiveness showed by Wise and his

fellow petitioners, and it would appear that if there were any

martyrs on this occasion Major Samuel Appleton, not John Wise,

was the unsung hero.38

John Wise and five of his fellow townsmen were tried before a

jury well-packed by the Governor and his friends on October 3,

1687. They all pleaded not guilty to the charge of contempt and

high misdemeanor and they were all found guilty. Thereafter they

waited in jail for three weeks before sentence, which was passed

on October 24. Wise and John Appleton were given the most

severe treatment. They were each fined fifty pounds and court

costs, put under bonds of good behavior for a year for a thousand

pounds, denied the right to hold public office, and Wise was sus-

pended from his ministry for a year. However, the ban against

Wise’s preaching was lifted a month afterwards upon his petition

backed by the “Application of several worthy persons in his be-

half.”39 He resumed his ministry and, after serving in the General

Court for 1689 to clean up after the fall of the Andros regime in

April of that year, his opposition to the Andros party ended.

It had been an honorable and well-fought opposition, but one

is hardly justified in saying that John Wise had emerged as “the

first great American democrat.” Rather, he had shown himself to

be a sturdy defender of the ancient rights and liberties of English-

men as extended to the colonists by their charter. His position,

which was essentially that of “taxation without representation is

38. Appleton’s letter is in Waters, Ipswich, p. 253. See also Poole, op.
cit., pp. 65-66.

39. Cook, John Wise, p. 57.
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tyranny,” echoed that of the English parliamentarians earlier in

the century. It was the position of the signers to the Petition of

Right in 1628 and of Sir John Eliot, Pym, Hampden, and Strode

(although Wise demonstrated less devotion to principle than his

English predecessors). In fact, though Wise proved a stout de-

fender of the privileges of a parliament (in his case, that of the

General Court), he had thus far exhibited only a glimpse of his

political philosophy. Insofar as any conclusions may be drawn as

of this point in his career, it appears that John Wise’s political

position in 1687 was that of an early English Whig, not that of an

American democrat.

The second basis of John Wise’s reputation as “the first great

American democrat” is the interpretation placed upon Wise’s pub-

lished works, especially his “satyre” entitled The Churches Quar-

rels Espoused published in 1713 and his more serious treatise, A
Vindication of the Government of the New-England Churches ,

first published in 1717. Both of these were dedicated to the de-

fense of New England Congregationalism as set forth in the Cam-
bridge Platform of 1648. Both of them strongly opposed the Pro-

posals of 1705 which would have set up in eastern Massachusetts

associations of ministers with mild disciplinary powers over indi-

vidual congregations. In terms of ecclesiastical government, then,

Wise upheld the status quo, which is generally considered to be

the mark of a conservative. But, by the same token, in supporting

the status quo Wise was upholding the Congregational church

polity as set forth in the Cambridge Platform of 1648, which was

broadly speaking a democratic form of church government. Here-

in lies a source of the error in referring to John Wise as a political

democrat, for readers of Wise’s treatises have failed to distinguish

between what Wise wrote with regard to church government,

which was his prime concern, and what he said about civil gov-

ernment, which was secondary and intended only by way of anal-

ogy and illustration to strengthen the case for Congregational pol-

ity. That John Wise was a democrat in ecclesiastical polity cannot

be denied. He was clear and emphatic on this point. Referring

to church government, he wrote that Christ

must needs be presumed to have made the choice of that

government as should least expose his people to hazard,

either from fraud, or arbitrary measures of particular men.
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And it is as plain as daylight there is no species of govern-

ment like a democracy to attain this end .
40

But that John Wise was not a democrat in regard to civil gov-

ernment is equally clear. Although he stated that all the evidence

both from God’s Word and the Light of Nature made “as plain

as daylight” that democracy is the only proper government for the

church, he also stated “that Particular Form of [civil] Govern-

ment is necessary which best suits the Temper and Inchnation of

a People” and that “there is no particular Form of Civil Govern-

ment described in God’s Word, neither does Nature prompt it.”
41

But Wise was more specific still. After a remarkable discussion

of men in the state of nature and of the origins of civil authority

he clearly indicated that among the various forms of civil govern-

ment that government which, as he said, was “the fairest in the

World is that which has a Regular Monarchy [in distinction to

what is Despotick] settled upon a Noble Democracy as its Basis .”42

In short, among the various possible forms of the state, John Wise

gave a clear preference for mixed government in which “each

part of the Government is so adjusted by Pacts and Laws that

renders the whole Constitution an Elisium

It is said of the British Empire, [he wrote] That it is

such a Monarchy, as that hy the necessary subordinate Con-

currence of the Lords and Commons , in the Making and
Repealing all Statutes or Acts of Parliament, it hath the main
Advantages of an Aristocracy, and of a Democracy, and yet

free from the Disadvantages and Evils of either. It is such a

Monarchy, as by most Admirable Temperament affords very

much to the Industry, Liberty, and Happiness of the Subject,

and reserves enough for the Majesty and Prerogative of any
King, who will own his People as Subjects, not as Slaves. It

is a Kingdom, that of all the Kingdoms of the World, is most
like to the Kingdom of ]esus Christ, whose Yoke is Easie, and
Burden light .

43

40. A Vindication of the Government of the New-England Churches
(Boston, 1717), pp. 62-63.

41. A Vindication, p. 33. The injection of the adjective “civil” is clearly

indicated by the context, and Wise himself used it in the second part of the
quotation.

42. A Vindication, 50, cf. p. 64, “The English is reputed to be the
subjects of the most incomparable government in the world.”

43. A Vindication, p. 51. Italics in original (a quotation, as noted,
from the Present State of England, p. 64).
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Thus, John Wise placed himself clearly on record, as preferring

mixed government in the realm of civil authority. In so doing he

also aligned himself with the English Whigs of his time as they

have been analysed by Professor Caroline Robbins in her recent

book, The Eighteenth Century Commonwealth-men

,

44

Those who have labeled John Wise the “first great American

democrat” have been guilty of other errors in the interpretation

of Wise’s published works. As we have noted, they have failed to

distinguish carefully between his treatment of church government,

which was his prime concern, and his discussions of civil govern-

ment, which Wise included simply as a means of defending the

ecclesiastical status quo in eastern Massachusetts. Moreover, they

have ignored the cautions which Wise himself gave against draw-

ing direct analogies from the civil state to the ecclesiastical state.

Like his predecessors in the Bay Colony, Wise pointed out that

Church and State do not stand “in Peerage.” “The power of

Churches is but a faint Resemblance of Civil Power,” for the

Civil Power is “truly Coercive” whereas the ecclesiastical power is

“Delegated [from Christ] and Ministerial.”45 Recent readers of

Wise’s works have too frequently treated them as if they were

secular treatises. This is especially true of A Vindication with re-

gard to which Wise’s second “Demonstration” is given central at-

tention and the other four “Demonstrations” are widely ignored.

Actually, Wise’s intent in A Vindication is amply stated in the

full title of the treatise, which is: A Vindication of the Govern-

ment of New-England Churches, Drawn from Antiquity; the

Light of Nature; Holy Scripture; its Noble Nature; and from the

Dignity Divine Providence has put upon it. The second “Demon-
stration,” from “the Light of Nature,” is but one of five “Vindica-

tions” of “the Government of New-England Churches” although

it is the longest of the five. But even here it is a “Demonstration,”

as Wise wrote, “in Defence of our Platform in the Light of Nature”

—meaning the Cambridge Platform of 1648—from which “I

shall . . . inferr that these Churches . . . are fairly Established in

44. Cambridge, 1959. See the “Introduction,” passim.

45.A Vindication, p. 54. Here Wise appears to be making the same dis-

tinction made in the 1640’s by John Cotton and John Norton (quoting
William Ames) in the latter’s The Answer To the Whole Set of Questions
of .. . Mr. William Appollonius . . . (Trans, by Douglas Horton, Cam-
bridge, 1958), pp. 15, 88.
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their present Order by the Law of Nature/’46 Clearly Wise dedi-

cated his second “Demonstration” primarily to the defence of an

ecclesiastical polity and dealt with secular and civil problems only

as incidental to his ecclesiastical purpose.

Recent authors have also been guilty of another even greater

error in their interpretation of the second part of Wise’s Vindica-

tion. They have been rightly impressed by Wise’s remarkable de-

pendence upon Baron Samuel von Pufendorf’s De jure naturae et

gentium first published in 1672 and probably used by Wise in the

English translation of 17 10. 47 But they have failed to distinguish

sharply, as Wise did, between man in a state of nature and man
in a civil state. 48 Again, like the English Whigs, Wise adopted a

very generous view of man in a state of nature. 49 In this original

state each man was equal to every other man and possessed of

wide natural liberties “Internally as to his Mind, and Externally

as to his Person.”50 But in entering into the civil state Wise held

that “Man has resigned himself with all his Rights” and “Divests

himself of his Natural Freedom.”51 Great inequalities arise be-

tween the rulers and the ruled. The sovereign state holds the pow-

er of life and death over every subject, and “Many Great dispro-

portions appear” which were not present in the state of nature. 52

Wise is not specific with regard to these “Many Great dispropor-

tions” in the civil state, although he does say that

Mans Original Liberty after it is Resigned [yet under due
Restrictions] ought to be Cherished in all wise Governments;
or otherwise a man in making himself a Subject, he alters

himself from a Freeman into a Slave, which to do is Repug-
nant to the Law of Nature. Also the Natural Equality of

Men amongst Men must be duly favored; in that Govern-
ment was never Established by God or Nature to give one
Man a Prerogative to insult over another; therefore in a Civil,

as well as in a Natural State of Being, a just Equality is to

be indulged so far as that every Man is bound to Honour
every Man, which is agreeable both with Nature and Re-

46. A Vindication, p. 32.

47. Cook, John Wise, pp. 134-35; Wise, A Vindication, pp. 32ff.

48. See Wise, A Vindication, pp. 32®.

49. See Caroline Robbins, The Eighteenth-Century Commonwealthman,
p. 16, passim.

50. A Vindication, pp. 38ff.

51. A Vindication, pp. 39, 43.

52. Ibid., p. 43.
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ligion. . . . The End of all good Government is to Cultivate

Humanity, and Promote the happiness of all, and the good
of every Man in all his Rights, his Life, Liberty, Estate,

Honour, &c. without injury or abuse done to any .

53

Obviously, there are distinctions between civil rights and nat-

ural rights but Wise was not more explict as to what were the

differences that led to “Many Great disproportions’’ in the civil

state.

Yet one more distinction must be drawn that is generally over-

looked by recent authors. It derived from the differences which

Wise and his New England predecessors discerned between the

origins, nature, and functions of ecclesiastical and civil govern-

ments. Church government, they held, is a ministry under Christ

whereas civil government is a man-made dominion and a sov-

ereignty. The church is a society of Christ’s servants, whereas the

state is a society of rulers and ruled. The church order is divine

in origin and properly subject to no change, whereas the state

order is human in origin and subject to change. Man has a free

choice in selecting the form of the civil order, but man has no

choice in the form of the ecclesiastical order. Democracy has been

prescribed for the ecclesiastical order. It was the form of the prim-

itive churches, it is the form set forth for the churches of Christ

in the Scriptures, and it is the form, as John Wise sought to

demonstrate, most conformable to the laws of nature and right

reason .

54

But if men have no freedom to choose the form of church gov-

ernment, they have complete freedom in the choice of the form

of civil government .

55 Moreover, as we have noted, neither the

law of God nor the laws of nature prescribed any particular form

of civil government for man. In keeping with his New England

predecessors, John Wise declared “as a fundamental principle re-

lating to government, that [under God] all power is originally in

the people .”56 Civil government, according to Wise, becomes a

necessity because of men’s insolence, pride, and tendencies to-

53.A Vindication , p. 61.

54. See Wise, A Vindication, pp. 60, 73, 75, 77, 86, 87, passim. Cf.
Norton, The Answer . . ., pp. 15, 88, 167.

55. A Vindication, p. 33.
56.Ihid., p. 71. See also pp. 33, 65-66. Cf. Norton, op. cit., p. 115,

for a free people, mutual consent “ is the basis of the political relation be-
tween the governing and the governed.”
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ward mutual injury. But men in a state of nature are free and

they may set up “what species of Government” they please. More-

over, whenever the sovereign power in a civil state becomes ex-

tinct the people are free to remain in the state of nature “if it be

plainly for the best” or set up a new civil state of their choice .
57

Thus, although democracy is mandatory in the ecclesiastical realm,

men may choose in the civil realm among four forms—monarchy,

aristocracy, democracy, and a mixed government. Given this

choice, John Wise passed over democracy—although he accorded

it high praise—in favor of mixed government. His clear preference

placed him in the company of early English Whigs and fell short

of justifying the claims made that he was “the first great American

democrat.”

Actually, the claims made about John Wise’s democratic ten-

dencies are beside the point. Wise’s political views do not appear

to have differed substantially from other Congregationalists al-

though at points they conformed more closely to those of the first

generation in New England than to many of his own day. His

“liberal notions,” as Cook called them
,

58 especially his espousal of

the cause of paper money, were, again, similar to those of the

English Whigs who advocated an “Agrarian Law” to preserve lib-

erty, prosperity, and the balance of the state .

59 Like the Whigs,

Wise was no egalitarian although he frequently emphasized the

equality of man before God and in a state of nature. Of far greater

importance than any of these things was the fact that John Wise

introduced to the New England scene a new mode of reasoning

which presaged the Enlightenment. Although he did not dispense

with arguments from biblical and historical evidence, he added to

them the evidence “founded in the Light of Nature” and in nat-

ural reason. Perry Miller, Clinton Rossiter, and others have been

aware of this but they have been so devoted to the maxim that

John Wise was “the first great American democrat” that they

have scarcely done justice to Wise as an innovator of first im-

portance in New England philosophy. Herein lies the importance

of Wise’s second “Demonstration” founded in the Light of Na-
ture,” although the argument appears at many other points in A

57. A Vindication, p. 44.
58. Cook, John Wise, chapter 11.

59. Robbins, op. cit., pp. 15, 35, 107, 125. Wise may have been in-

fluenced by Harrington’s Oceana.
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Vindication of the Government of New-England Churches and

to a lesser extent in Wise’s other published works. What revolu-

tionary or “liberal” significance there is attached to John Wise

properly lies in his defence of the Cambridge Platform of 1648
by an appeal to natural law. He was unique in introducing this

wholly secular approach into New England ecclesiastical thought

and equally unique in placing the main burden of his argument

upon it. In so doing Wise revealed himself as one of the avant-

garde of New England’s intellectual growth. Both his literary style

and his manner of reasoning reach forward towards the Enlight-

enment. He was not “the first great American democrat” in secu-

lar politics, although he was one of the last great New England

democrats in ecclesiastical politics. His innovations in the content

and method of philosophy outshone his political contributions. He
was a philosophical liberal but no political democrat.



BARTHOLOMEW BROWNE,
PHARMACEUTICAL-CHEMIST OF

SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS, 1698-1704

By George Griffenhagen

The fall of 1702 was a trying time for pharmaceutical-

chemist Bartholomew Browne of Salem, Massachusetts. Despite

the fact that the crews of incoming ships were quarantined by

“mooring up the river” or by restricting the crew to “a house on

the Neck,”1 smallpox had struck in epidemic proportions. In

Boston, the epidemic was out of control by September, and, in all,

over two hundred died in Boston alone. 2 By September 21, 1702,

the Town of Salem considered the epidemic serious enough to

order “that a constable attend funerals of any that die with the

smallpox, and walk before the corpse to give notice to any who
may be in danger of the infection.”3

At that time, Salem was a town of about 1,900 people,4 and

was maintained by three basic industries—fishing, ship-building

and shipping. 5 Ferries connected Salem to Marblehead and to

Beverly,6 and thus as might be expected many of Browne’s cus-

tomers and neighbors were sea-faring men. In fact Bartholomew

himself was at sea in 169 7,
7 and his brother James, is recorded

as having been captured by the infamous Captain Kidd, making

his escape by swimming ashore. 8

During the fall and winter of 1702-1703, Bartholomew had

his share of customers who were inflicted with the dread smallpox,

and in fact, Browne sold supplies directly to the Town of Salem

during the peak of the epidemic. 9 But the smallpox epidemic of

1. James Duncan Phillips, Salem in the Eighteenth Century (Boston,

1937 ), P- 28.

2. John B. Blake, Public Health in the Town of Boston 1630-1822
(Cambridge, Mass., 1959), p. 34.

3. Joseph B. Felt, The Annals of Salem (Salem, 1827), Sept. 21, 1702.
4. Joseph B. Felt, Annals of Salem , Vol. II (second edition), (Salem,

1849), pp. 436-38.
5. Phillips, op. cit., p. 28.

6. C. S. Osgood, and H. M. Batchelder, Historical Sketch of Salem
(Salem, 1879), P- 39 -

7. Bartholomew Browne's account book, Essex Institute, Salem, Mass.
8 . “Descendants of Elder John Brown of Salem,” Essex Antiquarian,

XIII (1909), 148.

9. Bartholomew Browne Account Book: Oct. 20, 1702, and Jan. 3,

1702/03.

19
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1702 was not Bartholomew’s only trouble. There was an epidemic

of influenza in Salem in 170010 which under the name of “Mal-

ignant Colds and Coughs” also prevailed in Boston at the same

time. 11 Then there were the agues (intermittent fever), the

bloody-flux (dysentery), and the ever-present worms.

Bartholomew Browne was born in Salem on March 31, 1669,

eldest son of James Browne, prosperous Salem merchant and own-

er of a plantation and trading establishment in Maryland. While

Bartholomew was only a lad of six, his father was murdered by a

Negro during a visit to the Maryland plantation. Bartholomew’s

mother, Hannah, then married Dr. John Swinnerton, a Salem

physician, and it was from his step-father that Bartholomew

learned about pharmacy and medicine. 12

Bartholomew married Susanna Maule, daughter of the noted

author and Salem merchant, Thomas Maule, 13 on May 1, 1693,

and they lived in the house originally built for Bartholomew’s

father and mother located on the corner of “Ye Main Street” and

the “Highway.”14

There is preserved at the Essex Institute, the account book of

Bartholomew Browne, for the period 1698-1704, when he served

as a pharmaceutical-chemist. The account book, consisting of

ninety pages and measuring six inches by eight inches, records the

day-by-day business transactions of Bartholomew Browne. The
first transaction recorded is dated June 21, 1698, and the last

transaction is dated February 24, 1704/05.

Records of seventeenth century pharmacy as practiced in the

American colonies are rare, and most consist of letters, such as

the letter of 1643 from London physician Edward Stafford to

Governor John Winthrop, 15 or the letter of 1676 from Surgeon

10. Felt, op. cit. (1849 edition), pp. 436-38.
11. John B. Blake, “Diseases and Medical Practice in Colonial America,”

International Record of Medicine, CLXXI (June 1958), 354.
12. Sidney Perley, The History of Salem, Mass. (Salem, 1924), I, 430;

“Descendants of Elder John Brown . .

13. Matt Bushnell Jones, “Thomas Maule,” Essex Institute Historical

Collections, LXXII (January, 1936), 1-42.

14. Sidney Perley, “Salem in 1700. No. 25,” Essex Antiquarian, X
(1906), 152-166.

15. “Receipts to Cure Various Disorders: A Colonial Document of 1643,
with commentary by Oliver Wendell Holmes,” The Badger Pharmacist,
No. 15, April 1937; and Souvenir Publications from the Pharmacy Exhib-
it, Jamestown Festival, Richmond, Va., 1957.
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Will Locke at Hadly during King Philips War. 16 The account

book of Bartholomew Browne is the earliest known record of daily

business operations of an American colonial pharmacist.

Bartholomew Browne’s account book was commenced six years

after the infamous Salem witch trials. It was in 1699 that Cap-

tain Kidd was arrested in Boston, and on March 13, 1700, a re-

port that the Indians were about to unite “and fall upon the Eng-

lish colonies” caused considerable alarm among the population of

Salem. 17

Occasionally Bartholomew recorded particular events in his ac-

count book, as on October 26, 1698, when he noted that “a

snow fell 7 inches deep upon level ground,” or an unexplained

event on October 12, 1701, simply recorded as “that dreadful

night.” At the death of his eldest child, Hannah, Bartholomew ex-

pressed his grief with the bold inscription in the account book

“MOMENTO MORI.” This was recorded on October 12, 1701.

Hannah was born April 13, 1694.

Even though Bartholomew Browne had seven children, the only

birth recorded in the account book was November 30, 1703, on

the occasion of the birth of his namesake, Bartholomew. Father

Browne must have been proud finally to have a son named after

him. Bartholomew’s other children included John, born June 1,

1696; Sarah, born September, 1699, and died March 1700;

James, born February 23, 1701, and died at 7 weeks of age;

Jonathan, born May n, 1702; and Susanna, born November 2,

1707. 18

That Bartholomew Browne has been described as a pharma-

ceutical-chemist, rather than an apothecary or pharmacist, is im-

portant because Browne’s “medical armamentarium” was uniquely

chemical in nature. The account book reveals that tartar in vari-

ous forms was the “wonder drug” of the day—at least in Browne’s

shop. During the period June 1698 through December 1704,
Bartholomew dispensed no less than 335 pots of alb Samech
(white Samech).

Practically every seventeenth century medical text or pharma-

copoeia that might have been available to Bartholomew would

16. “A Drug List of King Philip’s War,” The Badger Pharmacist, No.
25, February 1939.

17. Felt, op. cit., March 13, 1700 (1827 edition).
18. Perley, op. cit., p. 430.
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have given him reason to believe that tartar was a cure for many
ills. William Salmon19 described tartar (wine-lees or argal) as

the dried lees of wine sticking to the sides of the cask. Crude

tartar was either red or white depending on the color of the

grapes used in making the wine, and the crude tartar was purified

into cream of tartar (potassium bitartrate or potassium acid tar-

trate) by dissolving in boiling water and subsequent filtration.

The Last Will and Testament of Basil Valentine published in Lon-

don in 1671 reported that tartar “is generated of a vegetable seed,

but its Creator hath put such virtue into it that it beareth a won-

derful love and friendship unto Metals . . . [and] It is Medi-

cine a very good remedy, to be used inwardly and outwardly.”

But Paracelsus20 had blamed the acidity of tartar for many diseases

as gout, arthritis and the stone.

To eliminate the acidity, Paracelsus calcined tartar preparing

what he termed salt of tartar (potassium carbonate) which he

observed, when combined with cream of tartar, would produce

a soluble tartar (neutral potassium tartrate). John Baptista Van
Helmont21 explained it as follows: “Six ounces of Salt of Tartar

do dissolve seven ounces of crude Tartar because the lixivium or

lye of that salt doth drink up the sharpness of the Tartar.” In this

combination of salt of tartar or oil of tartar (a concentrated solu-

tion of potassium carbonate) with a solution of cream of tartar

(potassium acid tartrate), the seventeenth century chemist would

envision the presence of grapes raising in the bubble from the

effervescence and thus the process was known as “tartarizing tar-

tar.” The resulting neutral salt of potassium tartrate or its solution

was called Samech, which according to Boerhaave22 “seems to

19. William Salmon, Pharmacopoeia Londinensis (London, 1691), p.

175-
20. Paracelsus, The Secrets of Physick and Philosophy (London, 1633),

pp. 94-95, 131-
21. John Baptista Van Helmont, Oriatrike or Physick Refined (London,

1662), p. 234. Walter Charleton’s A Ternary of Paradoxes: The Nativitie

of Tartar in Wine (London 1650), concerns itself largely with the ques-
tion of the acidity of tartar.

22. Hermann Boerhaave, Elementa Chemiae (Lugduni Batavorum,
1732), II, 263-266; English translation by Shaw, London, 1741, pp.
164-165. For additional descriptions of Samech, see Castelli Lexicon
Medicum (Geneva, 1746); Kornelis Elzevier, Lexicon Galeno Chymico-
Pharmaceuticum (Amsterdam, 1755), II, 541; Barrow, Dictionarium
Medicum Universale, or a New Medical Dictionary (London, 1794). The
term Samech is only found in a limited number of books of the period;

it was also variously called Samech of Paracelsus or Balsam of Paracelsus.
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have been derived from the German word which signifies to

conglutinate.”

In addition to the popular alb Samech (white Samech), Bar-

tholomew Browne prepared a unique series of herb combinations

with tartar which are not to be found in any of the standard texts

or pharmacopoeias of the day. These included the dispensing of

104 vials or pots of Fen Samech (Samech of Fennel), 65 vials or

pots of Menth Samech (Samech of Mint), 47 vials or pots of

Puleg Samech (Samech of Penny-royal), 35 vials or pots of Serpt

Samech (Samech of Serpentaria), and 21 vials or pots of Sassafrx

Samech (Samech of Sassafras).

The formula used by Bartholomew to prepare these concoctions

is not revealed by his account book, but William Salmon records

that “Oyls of Herbs” can be prepared by bruising them, adding

“a handful of crude Tartar,” digesting for 8 to 14 days, and then

distilling. In commenting on the use of fennel, it is significant to

note that Oliver Wendell Holmes23 told of a fennel balsam for-

merly “used by everybody in Salem.” According to Holmes, “it

was a solution of potass, partially carbonated and prepared in a

peculiar way, and seasoned with the oil of fennel. It was much
used as a carminative.” Holmes adds that the “reference to Salem

reminds me of a curious fact, which came under my notice; illus-

trating the tenacity with which old names and practices are re-

tained in the ancient and conservative settlement.” It appears very

likely that the Fen Samech compounded by Bartholomew Browne

is the evolutionary product described by Oliver Wendell Holmes

in the nineteenth century.

Second only to alb Samech in Bartholomew Browne’s materia

medica, was an unidentified “Elixir” (326 pots sold during the

period covered by the account book). It appears that this Elixir

was often used as a vehicle or at least as a supplement to one

of the more specific concoctions. “Elixir Proprietatis” was speci-

fied on eighty-eight occasions, usually independent of other medi-

cation, leading one to conclude that this celebrated medicament

was not to be confused with the plain “Elixir.” According to Sal-

mon, Elixir Proprietatis was composed of aloes, myrrh and saffron,

prepared with “Tartarized Spirit of Wine.” “It opens all forms of

Obstructions, comforts all parts of the body, revives the spirits,

23. “Receipts to Cure Various Disorders.”
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chears the Heart and makes the Sick pleasant and lightsom,” ac-

cording to Salmon.

A cordial powder was dispensed by Bartholomew on no less than

145 occasions. Salmon records one formula for a “Temperate

Cordial Powder” consisting of some nineteen different ingredients

to “strengthen and comfort all the Natural, Vital and Animal

Powers. . . Another concoction from Salmon which Bartholo-

mew dispensed was Spirit of Microcosmos to “inwardly open all

obstructions.” The Salem account book reveals that the twenty-one

sales of Spirit of Microcosmos were largely restricted in use as a

remedy for smallpox.

Another specific group of remedies employed by Bartholomew

include the preparations used to dispel worms. Browne dispensed

Pd contr vermis (powder against the worms) no less than 130

times in varying quantities from two pots to six pots at a time.

He sold an additional sixty quart bottles of Aq contr vermis

(water against the worms). The frequency and extent of worm in-

festations by humans at the time can be seen in the Diary of

Samuel Sewall. For example on December 23, 1692, Sewall re-

cords that “she (Betty) takes a vomit, and brings up two worms;

one above six inches and the other above eight inches long; a third

about eleven inches in length.”24

The emetics or vomits, mentioned by Sewall as also used in

dispelling worms, was a stock-in-trade with Bartholomew. He sold

some ninety-seven bottles of Vin Emet (emetic wine) during the

period of the account book. The presence of bloody-flux is con-

firmed by Bartholomew’s sales of at least sixty-four pots of Pd
contr Disentr (powder against dysentery).

Bartholomew Browne must have taken a page from the book

by John Josselyn, who published An Account of Two Voyages to

New-England in London in 1675. Like Josselyn who recorded

that he had “helped many with a sweating medicine only,” Bar-

tholomew sold some 1 15 pots of vin Diaph (sudorific or sweating

wine) either alone or in combination with his special “Elixir” or

salt of tartar. Out of the 1 1 5 sales, however, it is worthy of men-

tion that eighty-one of these were made in 1698 and 1699, while

the remaining thirty-four pots were sold over the remaining five-

year period. Perhaps Bartholomew and the Salem physicians lost

24. Diary of Samuel Sewall (Boston, 1878), p. 371.
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their faith in the use of “sweating medicines only” after 1699.

Other medicines in decreasing sales volume (number in paren-

thesis indicates times dispensed) include anodn pil or anodyne

pills (35); Aq Ocul or eye water (25); Sal Armo or sal armoniac

(23); fever powder, perhaps the only indication of use of cin-

chona by Bartholomew Browne (10); Tinr Amara or bitter tinc-

ture (10); Ext Rudii or the pills of Rudius (9); Sal Absinthii or

salt of wormwood (7); and rosemary and lavender flowers (7).

In addition to these commonly used drugs, no less than sixty-

six other items were dispensed no more than six times over a

period of six years. Botanicals included agerick, aloe, assafetida,

cassia fistula, colocynth, cummin seed, guajacum, hellebore, jalap,

manna, rhubarb and senna. Oils of anise, capers, cinnamon,

cloves, linseed, spice and succin were also stocked and sold. Only

one syrup (syrup of roses), one lohock (Lohoch Samech), two

ointments (marshmallows and an ointment for the head) and two

additional spirits (castor and scurvy-grass) were dispensed, but

a variety of pills and emplasters were sold. The pills included

balsamic pills, diaphoretic
s

pills or boluses, and purgative pills,

while the plasters included emplastrum melilot, emplastrum ver-

mifugum, and only a single sale for emplastrum epispasticum

(blistering plaster). Furthermore, the only sales for cantharidise

were to Doctor George Jackson of Marblehead who undoubtedly

believed in blistering.

Bartholomew’s customers over the period of six years were lim-

ited to about 200 persons, seventeen of which were identified as

residents of Marblehead, while several were from Beverly and sev-

eral from Boston. The remainder were presumably citizens of

Salem. (See Appendix for the complete list of Bartholomews

customers.) Practically all of the income recorded in the account

book was for the sale of medicines, but occasionally a charge is

made for “attendance,” suggesting that Bartholomew was prac-

ticing medicine to a very limited extent during the period. Special

charges were also recorded for night dispensing, as the fee re-

corded for “rising past 1 1 at night.”

Bartholomew Browne was unable to collect cash on about

a third of his sales; instead he had to be content with merchan-
dise taken in trade. Meat supplies taken in trade include “10 lb.

of Beafe . . . , veal 12 lb. . . ,
pork 60 lb. . . , and Lamb lb
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6.” Other foodstuffs included 5 lb Butter, “17% lb. Chease,”

“peck of pease,” “Bsl Rye,” “3 Bsl Indian corn,” “Bsl wheat,” “5

Bsl oates,” “1 Bsl Barly,” and “2 gal. Molases.” Farm animals were

2 poultry hens, 2 geese, a pig, a “7 lb. Turky,” and other farm

produce included posts, hay, apple trees, and refuse fish (un-

doubtedly as fertilizer).

Home commodities included spinning cotton, cotton wool, “pere

of gloves,” “pair of bootes,” and enumerable pairs of shoes, “Shoses

makeing and mending,” and “spinning hose yarn.” Wood for fuel,

measured by the foot, was a regularly traded item. More unusual

exchanges of services included “4 daies work of Ben makeing hay

& 2 dayes work makeing sider” or “Carting ye load of dung and

casting it to ye pasture.”

While Browne was busy providing medicines, he spent little

time collecting, but during periods when there was little business,

Bartholomew appears to have spent considerable time making col-

lections both in cash and in merchandise. When business was

really off, he even worked on his own farm, charging such serv-

ices in the account book, as July 26, 1703, when he recorded: “To

one dayes work mowing barly myself.”

We are able to learn little about the fixtures or equipment of

Bartholomew’s “shop.” The account book records the wide use of

“pots” and “vials” for dispensing medication. Bartholomew made
several sales of distillation equipment to Doctor George Jackson,

including the sale of “Restortes with two Cucurbit head very large”

on May 9, 1704.

It appears unlikely that Bartholomew operated a separate chem-

ist shop, yet a description of the house in which he lived provides

no positive evidence that he worked “out of his home.” The house

contained “a hall, parlor, kitchen, porch, hall chamber, parlor

chamber, kitchen chamber, porch chamber and garret.”25

During the period covered by the account book, there is re-

corded in addition to Bartholomew Browne, two apothecaries

(Edward Moulde and Thomas Barton) and four physicians (Sam-

uel Gedney, Edward Weld, Johannes Casper von Richter von

Kronenscheldt and Joseph Wheeler) in Salem, in addition to Doc-

25. Perley, Sidney, “Salem in 1700.”
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tor George Jackson of Marblehead. 26 At least three of these (Bar-

ton, Gedney and Jackson) were customers of Bartholomew.

Biographers of Bartholomew Browne have recorded that he was

first a chemist and later a physician. The account book gives prac-

tically no evidence that Bartholomew was actually practicing med-

icine during the period 1698-1704; so it would appear that soon

after 1704 he turned to the practice of medicine. 27 Upon his

death on July 22, 1717, at the age of forty-eight, it was reported28

that “Doct. Bartholomew Browne . . . appears to have been a

respectable physician/’ Bartholomew was survived by his wife

Susanna, who subsequently married William Mulhish (Mc-

Ehrich) of Marblehead on June 19, 1718, and by four children,

John, Jonathan, Bartholomew, and Susanna.

26. Felt, Annals of Salem (second edition) II, 436-438; and Russell
Leigh Jackson, “Physicians of Essex County,” Essex Institute Historical

Collections, LXXXIII (July 1947), 252; LXXXIV (January 1948), 76.
27. George L. Kittredge, “Letters of Samuel Lee and Samuel Sewall re-

lating to New England and the Indians,” Publications of The Colonial So-

ciety of Massachusetts, Transactions, 1911-1913, XIV, 142-186, records
Samuel Lee writing in 1690 that physicians do not have to be approved by
authority before they practice, and if their patients approve, that is all

that is required. He further noted that “Physicians may make or buy (their

own medications) or send to the Potecaries.”

28. Felt, Annals of Salem, July 22, 1717 (1827 edition).
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—APPENDIX—
Customers of Bartholomew Browne as listed in the account book:

Jno Addams Mary Cox Widdw
Joseph Allin Wm Cox (Marblhd)

Daniel Andrews Jno Crode

Jno Andrews Snr Jno Crumwell

Banjm Archer

Jonathan Archer

Capt Curtis

Stephen Daniel

Daniel Bacon Daniel Darlin

Jno Barnes Thomas Deane

Jno Bartol (Marblhd) Amos Dennis

Matthew Barton Edward Diamond
Thoms Barton Jno Dixey

Nathl Bedle Sami Dixey

Jno Bennit Jno Dod
Goodwn Berry weaver Thomas Dod
Widdw Abigail Berry Thomas Doliver (Marblhd)

Richard Blanch (Marblhd) Joseph Dugglace

Elizabeth Boin

Capt Wm Bowditch

Micael Dwennie

Joseph Boyse Senr Thoms Elkins

Edward Brittan Benjamin Ellinhood

Brother James Browne Francis Ellis

Wm Brown Sami Phipen Englis

Lt. Jno Buttolph

Nathl Felson

John Callum Thomas Fortune

Edward Carrill Christopher Foster

James Cawly Humphrey French

Jno Chapman Richard Friend

Mary Cheavers

Peter Cheavers Abraham Gale

Edward Cock Phillip Gammon
Wm Coffin Abl Gardner

Gregory Codner (Marblhd) Jno Gardner

Jno Codner Unci Gardner

Capt Conant (Boston) Francis Gatman
Jno Cooke Sml Gedney
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James Gillinham

Jonathn Glover

Joseph Gold

Robert Goodin

Joseph Grafson

Daniel Grant

Robert Gray

Mary Green

Thomas Green

Jacob Grigs

George Hacker

James Hardy

Capt Richard Harris

Jno Hawkins widdw

Jno Hawkins (Marblhd)

Thom Hawkins

Jno Hendersons widdw

Peter Henderson Glour

Benj Hendly

Senr Hendly

Colonell Higginson

Major Gno Higginson

Phillip Hill

Zebelon Hill

James Holgate

Katherine Hollis

Jno Holmes

Edward Homan
Jno Homan
Peter Homan
Henry Hooper (Marblhd)

Jno Hooper

Joseph Hooper

Joseph Horne

Humphrey Horrill

Joseph Houlton Sr

Joel Hunts Widdw (Marblhd)

Lewis Hunt

Thomas Hutchings (Marblhd)

Doctr George Jackson (Marblhd)

Jno Johnson

Jno Kelle

Sami Killburn

Jno King

Richard King

Jno Launder

Brothr Linsy

Jno Mackcauly (Marblhd)

Jno Mackmillion

"Joseph Magery

Laurence Magery

Henry Main

Jacob Manning

Thomas Mascol

Will Maston

Jno Massy Snr & Junr

Father Maule

Jno Maule

Peleth Maule

Sarah Maule

Jno Mecham Snr

Abigal Merrit

Sami Merrit

Goodwife Miles

Joseph Morgin (Beverly)

Sami Morgin (Beverly)

Jerimiah Mechom

Jno Neale

Isaack Nedeham
Edward Norris

Jno Norton
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Jno Oakes

Joseph Orne

Joseph Pederrick

Sami Phillips

Brother Pickering

Sister Pickering

Thomas Pinson

Thomas Pitman

Anstice Powling

Richard Prince

Thordick Procketer

Abraham Purchase

Timothy Rain

Jacob Read

Joseph Read

Chas Roberts (Boston)

Sami Robinson

Jeremiah Rogers

Hannah Rogers widdw
Benjamin Ropes

Ephriam Sanders (Marblhd)

Frances Scerry

Thomas Searless widdw
Israeli Shaw
Goodwife Elizabeth Skinner

Sami Sibly

Nath Silsby

James Simons

Capt Smith (Marblhd)

Christopher Smith

Jno Smith

Sami Smith carpt.

Jno Stace Jur

Wm Stace

Mrs. Stephens widw
Thomas Standford (Marblhd)

Daniel Stone

Jno Stone

Jno Sweetland

Benj Swinnerton

Elias Taner (Marblhd)

Jonthn Tarbox

Jno Trask

Joseph Tuck

Sami Wakefeild

Jno Waldron

Miles Ward
Ezekel Water

Thomas White

(Marblhd ferry)

Thomas Whittemore

John Wigger

Jno Wigger (Marblhd)

Ebenezer Williams

Isaak Williams

Jno Williams widw
Mary Williams widw
Unci Willoughby

Robert Wilson

Elizabeth Woodkins

Micael Wormstall

William Young



AMERICANS IN ZANZIBAR: 1845-1865

By Norman Robert Bennett*

In a previous study by the present writer the entry of Ameri-

can traders into Zanzibar and their rise to a position of dominance

in that island's commerce has been recounted. 1 The purpose of

this essay will be to detail their efforts to meet a rising tide of

American and foreign competition and to recount the difficulties

these Americans met with from Zanzibari and English officials in

an island then “nearly as little known to our curiosity or commerce

as a cape of the newly found ice-continent of the South Pole.”2

With the departure of Richard P. Waters, the first American

Consul and a dominant figure in the local commercial scene, a

reorganization of the various interests represented in Zanzibar

occurred. Waters, who had in his later years represented the

Salem firm of George West, and had worked in close alliance with

the Customs Master of Zanzibar, the Banyan Jairam Sewji, had

shown the value of having the American Consul as an agent. Thus

the competing Salem firm of John Bertram and Michael Shepard

immediately prepared to approach the new Consul, Charles Ward.

Shepard wrote to his newly appointed agent, B. Frank Fabens,

that Ward who came from Maine was reputed to be a good busi-

ness man and that he feared the result of his being won over to

the West group. 3 Fabens however did not think such a step to

be necessary. He said: “Respecting the new Consul, I cannot see

that he can be of any use to me. The Consul must be a ‘big man’,

take things easily, and let others do his work for him, a la

Waters.”4 This estimate was undoubtedly due to Fabens’ own in-

* This article will also appear in Tanganyika Notes and Records in the
Fall of 1961.

1. “Americans in Zanzibar: 1825-1845,” Essex Institute Historical

Collections, XCV (July, 1959), 239-62.
2. Editors preface in J. Ross Brown, “Sketches of Zanzibar,” The Amer-

ican Review, II, (1851), 154.
3. M. Shepard to B. F. Fabens, 16 August 1845, Shepard Papers, P.M.
Abbreviations used in footnotes:

P.M. Peabody Museum, Salem, Mass.
E.I. Essex Institute, Salem, Mass.
F.A. Foreign Affairs Section, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
P.R.O. Public Record Office, London.
M.A.E. Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres, Brussels.

4. B. F. Fabens to John Bertram, 3 June 1845, Fabens Papers, P.M.
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experience, and perhaps also to a dislike for the dominating

Waters, as that individual had worked steadily and efficiently to

control the Zanzibar trade. Shepard and Bertram acquiesced in his

advice for the moment, but they realized the value of the services

of the American Consul and, as will be seen, secured him in

1 848.

The dominant figure in the Zanzibar commercial world was

now Jairam Sewji, the Customs Master and former associate of

Waters. The aim of both the Salem combinations, Bertram-

Shepard and West, now became to draw him into alliance with

their own group as Waters had done previously. Jairam however,

as the present writer has shown in his previous study, had been

moving to an independent position during the last part of Waters’

term in Zanzibar. He saw greater possibilities for profit in an ex-

panded Zanzibar market and now was to deal with all merchants

in an independent manner calculated to bring him the greatest re-

turns. Jairam was to remain consistent in this attitude which en-

riched him personally, and the state of Zanzibar indirectly, until

he left the Customs House. The American firms of course were

opposed to this development, and especially the West group which

had formerly worked through him; their agent had nothing but

complaints for the new policy that favored the firm that ‘pays the

most duty.”5

The first few years after 1845 saw the leading position in com-

mercial matters go to Bertram and Shepard who became known
locally as the “big firm.” In addition to the West group they

had for competition an English firm represented by Robert Cogan.

This firm at first dealt almost exclusively in coconut oil, but in

the late 1840s as the European market for this commodity fell

off they branched out into the staple goods of the Zanzibar trade

—ivory, copal, and cloves. They were never able to meet Ameri-

can competition and later were forced to leave the trade. 6 Ameri-

can cotton goods were the key to the East African trade and

although English manufacturers early tried to deceive native buy-

ers by stamping their cottons with American markings, they were

unsuccessful in their efforts to gain trade and the English share

in trade remained small.

5. W. H. Jelly to R. P. Waters, 3 September and 17 December 1845,
Waters Papers, P.M.

6. B. F. Fabens to M. Shepard, 22 April 1845, Shepard Papers.
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In diplomatic affairs the American Consulate was to be a center

of controversy. The Consul, Charles Ward, a man of determined

character, insured this as he was ever ready to deal energetically

with any real or assumed threats to the American lead in trade

or to the national honor.

Captain Atkins Hamerton, the British Consul, an equally de-

termined individual, had not had very good relations with the

first American Consul. The situation did not improve with the

coming of Charles Ward. Before passing to the English-American

dispute, it might be mentioned that Ward also managed to em-

broil himself with the French Consul. In the fall of 1846 rela-

tions were broken off between this representative and Ward. The
cause of this difficulty lay in the failure of Ward to raise his

nations flag to celebrate the birthday of the ruler of France; all

other nations in Zanzibar did so. Ward later pleaded illness and

tried to resume relations, but the Frenchman remained steadfast

for some time. The real cause of the quarrel may have been in

an early friction Ward had with the French; in 1844 he had

complained of his inability to secure an appointment with the

Sultan and became aroused when the Frenchman was able to

obtain one. 7

Ward’s dispute with the English Consul was of greater impor-

tance. The point of issue was the status of the Indian residents

of Zanzibar: were they subjects of the Sultan or of the British

who ruled or protected their states in India? When Ward first

arrived in Zanzibar Hamerton had told him that if he had diffi-

culty with the Indian merchants to come to him and utilize his

long experience from service in India. Ward had an immediate

problem but ignored Hamerton’s offer and instead took his prob-

lem direct to Said ibn Sultan.

The issue that Ward brought to the ruler was an unsettled

bankruptcy case that the former American Consul had left with

him to finish. A Banyan merchant had failed and all his debts ex-

cept that owed to Waters had been fully paid. When Ward called

on the Sultan to discuss the case he first asked whose subjects the

Banyans were. Said answered that they were his. Ward then

7. M. Guillain, Documents sur VHistoire, la Geographie et le Commerce
de VAfrique Orientale (Paris, 1856), II, 22, 24; C. Ward to B. F. Fabens,
1844, Fabens Papers.
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stated his business and asked his advice on how to secure the

claim. Said replied that he would help him, but that Ward should

aim only to recover what was possible from the bankrupt’s assets.

Ward agreed at once but added that this Banyan’s books were not

in order and that he could prove it and thus receive Waters’ full

share. At this Said became angry and said that if Ward could

really prove this he would make the offender pay double. An ex-

amination followed in which Ward was aided by Samuel Masury,

the agent of George West, and the results showed more than

enough assets to meet the full claim. When Said was shown the

results, however, he hedged on his original statement and finally

Ward was forced to settle for seventy per cent of the sum owed.

Ward claimed that Hamerton had intervened frequently to uphold

his claim to exercise British sovereignty over the Banyans during

the fifteen months these negotiations required and contributed

strongly to the final unsatisfactory result. As a result of this Ward
and Hamerton ceased to hold communication with each other

and were still in that state when the American captain who sup-

plied the above information visited Zanzibar in October 1848. 8

A report by Fabens upholds Ward’s charges as this agent reported

that Hamerton frequently intervened to prevent Banyans from

paying the full sums owed by them. 9

Ward was so incensed over this result that he wrote to the

State Department on the quarrel. He reported that Said ibn Sultan

had soon recanted his original statement to him on the nationality

of the Banyans. To Ward’s repeated importunities he had an-

swered in February 1847: “My friend, there is no necessity for

your asking such a question, for all the people understand who
are Arab people and who are English people.” Ward answered

this diplomatic evasion by inquiring that if they were British

subjects, as they at times maintained, why were they allowed to

participate in the slave trade of the East African coast and to hold

slaves in Zanzibar? He also asked why they were not excluded

from the coastal trade; English subjects were not given the right

to visit a certain area of the African coast by the terms of the

English treaty of 1839, yet all the Banyans did so. No satisfactory

8. E. A. Emmerton, “Journal of a Voyage from Boston to Mozambique
&c. in the bark Sophronia .... in 1848-49,” E.I.

9. B. F. Fabens to M. Shepard, 28 January 1845, Shepard Papers.
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answer was given. 10 When Ward approached Hamerton on these

points he was also put off. Hamerton said: “Mr. Ward, it is best

not to agitate this slave question in Zanzibar as the natives do not

understand it.”
11 1676787

The question of nationality was eventually settled, but in a

manner that left a strong feeling of injury on the side of the

American representative. Said ibn Sultan clearly realized that he

must remain on friendly terms with the British, the major power

in the area, and had early decided to meet their wishes. He said

to Ward: “Now my friend I am going to tell you something that

perhaps you won’t like very well.” He pointed out that the Eng-

lish had earlier helped him in Arabia against his enemies and

therefore it was immaterial to him whether the Banyans were

subjects of England or of Zanzibar. He added that he considered

the English and the Arab people as one! Said finished by saying

that from now on each Banyan when dealing with an American

would set down in writing his nationality and that he would ac-

cept this. Ward could only accept this decision and the contro-

versy was outwardly settled. The American was not satisfied,

however, since he considered that in the negotiations disrespect

had been shown to the United States and its representative. He
reported to the State Department that the activities of Hamerton

were the main reason for this disrespect. He had suggested to

Hamerton that each nationality dispute should be brought directly

to the Sultan for his decision; Hamerton had refused this face-

saving device and had carried his own interpretation through to

acceptance. Ward was even more upset by his suspicion that in

these negotiations with Said he could not even trust that ruler’s

officials; he said he could not use the official interpreter as “he is

supposed to be in the pay of the British Consul.”12

Unknown to Ward this problem of nationality had been settled

between Hamerton and Said as early as 1841. At that time the

Sultan, urged on by R. P. Waters and Jairam, had attempted to

force the Indians resident in Zanzibar to sign a paper stating that

they no longer held themselves to be citizens of the British but

10. C. Ward to James Buchanan, 6 March 1847, “Zanzibar and
Muscat,” F. A.

1 1 . Emmerton, “Journal.”

12. C. Ward to James Buchanan, 21 February 1846, 6 March and 13
March 1847, “Zanzibar and Muscat.”
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were nationals of the island. Hamerton had at once protested such

a document was illegal and when many of the Indians had threat-

ened to leave Zanzibar rather than to sign such an agreement the

Sultan had unwillingly backed down .

13 Hamerton then apparently

let the matter ride and did not inquire too closely into the con-

duct of the Indians as long as no foreign power questioned their

status. An English merchant of Zanzibar in this era pointed this

out to the Foreign Office and thus supported the American’s claim.

He reported that the Indians continued to give the Sultan trouble

as they changed their nationality to suit their immediate needs,

hoisting the English or Arabic flag as the occasion required, and

thus securing access to the closed area of the African coast .

14

When the Sultan had hedged on the Indians’ status to Ward,

he was probably trying to avoid his earlier agreement with Hamer-

ton, if possible, and to keep his relations with the United States

at a friendly level. However when Hamerton remonstrated to him

he soon fell into line. He told Hamerton that he had heard from

“many persons of different nations” that long residence in a coun-

try made an individual subject to it. Hamerton replied this did

not apply to English subjects and the matter was closed. The
English Consul added in his despatch to the Foreign Office that

he had asked the Sultan if he had ever known an Indian to use

both flags. The Sultan of course said he had never heard of such

a thing and Hamerton added that he never had either !

15 Lord

Palmerston later wrote on the problem of Indian slaveholding

that British subjects residing in foreign countries were liable to

punishment either by receiving and becoming the owner of slaves

in payment of debts or by selling slaves or exchanging them for

money to settle a debt .

16 The despatch was not acted on, however,

as Hamerton maintained the attitude expressed above to Ward
over interfering with local slave holding. Finally, in view of the

above reported conversation of Hamerton with the Sultan over

Indian actions, it is interesting to note a later report of the Eng-

lish Consul. In reply to a question over the treatment of British

13. A. Hamerton to J. P. Willoughby, 26 September 1841, F. O. 54/4,
P. R. O.

14. “Memorandum of Captain Cogan relative to British Indian subjects
residing at Zanzibar, 29 January 1846,” F. O. 54/10.

15. A. Hamerton to Lord Aberdeen, 24 September 1846, F. O. 54/10.
16. Lord Palmerston to A. Hamerton, 19 March 1847, F. O. 84/1847,

P. R. O.
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subjects in Zanzibar Hamerton reported that the Indians had more

rights than any other inhabitants of the island; they were free to

visit the closed section of the coast “under the Imaum’s Flag.”17

The question of nationality was not alone in disturbing rela-

tions between Zanzibar and the United States. Other difficulties

arose from the Sultan’s entry into direct trade with England, from

his tentative plans to send further vessels to the United States

(a Zanzibari vessel had visited New York in 1840), and from his

related efforts to preserve his monopoly of trade with that sec-

tion of the coast prohibited to all foreign traders in all treaties but

the American. The Sultan was in a powerful position to influence

trade relations by his actions because on his own plantations he

produced a million pounds of cloves and a quarter of a million

pounds of sugar yearly. He also was able to gain products from the

coast for the export trade at a cheaper rate than foreign merchants.

An import tax on all exports from Africa into Zanzibar had to be

paid to the Customs Master, thus raising their cost to the Euro-

pean and American agents. Said did not pay this duty and could

undersell all competitors.

Before passing to the foreign merchants’ agitation against these

actions, the story of the first visits of a Zanzibari vessel to New
York and London bears recounting. The Sultan’s ship Sultani ar-

rived in New York harbor on 12 March 1840 bringing gifts to

the President of the United States; it was under the command of

an Arab captain, Silman, and had a crew of fifty Arabs. The crew

in their native dress made quite a sensation in the port and a New
York paper reported : “The Collector and the District Attorney we
are told spent all day yesterday engaged in brushing up their

Arabic to work out the ship’s papers.”18 Said ibn Sultan later told

Hamerton that his crew were a little too much of a sensation.

Hamerton wrote:

They were tormented continually by the mob crowding
the vessel to see the Arabs, looking on them as a curiosity

—

their privacy was intruded on, they were pulled by the
beards, and otherwise insulted. 19

17. A. Hamerton to Lord Palmerston, 15 December 1848, F. O. 54/12.
18. Essex Register, 7 May 1840, quoting the New York Courier and En-

quirer, and Essex Register, 14 May 1840, from an article in the New York
American.

19. A. Hamerton to Lord Palmerston, 10 February 1842, F. O. 54/4.
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The captain had brought presents for the President—two

Arabian horses, a box of pearls, a Persian rug, etc.—but soon

learned the Constitution was held to prevent gifts to government

officials from foreign powers. It was first reported that the captain

would not present them as they would be sold at auction, but he

later presented them to the United States Government as the

President refused them. Congress accepted and ordered them to

be sold with the funds going to the Treasury. Congress then voted

$15,000 for gifts to the Sultan including a pleasure boat and

examples of every kind of firearms available in the United States.

In addition the Sultani was repaired and painted at government

expense in the New York navy yard and given fourteen new guns

to replace the four old ones she then possessed. 20 Thus ended the

visit of the Sultani. The American gift to the Sultan fared about

as well as his gifts to the United States. The pleasure yacht, cost-

ing about $3000, was found on arrival in Zanzibar to be im-

practical for the Sultan to use and he soon passed it on to the

British Consul. 21

The Zanzibari vessel Caroline arrived in London in July 1845
under the command of Captain Hassan ibn Yussuf. This visitor

was a ship of war carrying a small cargo of cloves, coffee, dates,

and coconut oil as an experimental venture on the English

market. 22 Hamerton had passed on the Sultan’s request for better

treatment for his crew in London than it had received in New
York and although they were unmolested by the populace the

visiting Zanzabaris had troubles of a different kind. One of the

crew, an Englishman converted to Islam, deserted to the Anti-

Slavery Society (it was later claimed he did so for money) which

brought him to court to testify that twenty of the vessel’s crew

were slaves and that one of the crew had been murdered on the

passage to England. This sailor also affirmed that the crew were

harshly treated and were held against their wills. The London

Police came to the vessel to investigate the charges and found no

proof of any of them. Sir George Stephen of the Society persisted

20. Essex Register

,

20 May 1840, from an article in the Providence
Journal; Essex Register, 4 June 1840; ibid., 30 July 1840, from an article

in the New York Commercial Advertiser.

21. Joseph B. F. Osgood, Notes or Recollections of Majunga, Zanzibar,
Muscat, Aden, Mocha and Other Eastern Ports (Salem, 1854), P- 66.

22. Newman, Hunt & Co., to Lord Aberdeen, 11 and 23 July 1845,
F. O. 54/8-
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in his charges and published a letter concerning them in The

Times. As a result fifteen of the crew were brought into the

courts. They were all released when after examination all were

held to be free. The agent of the Sultan in London felt all this

action was a plan on the part of the Anti-Slavery Society to em-

barrass the slave-holding Sultan and requested the government to

reimburse the Sultan for the expenses falling to him from these

actions. A letter of the Sultan claimed the costs as £21 1. 10. 10. 23

No further record of the incident is given, so probably the whole

affair was allowed to lapse.

An American captain in Zanzibar reported on the measures

used to dispose of the cargoes of a later vessel the Sultan had sent

to England. This vessel, on which 35 to 40 members of the crew

had died due to the climatic changes during the voyage, brought

to Zanzibar cottons, muskets, brass wire and other popular goods

for the local markets. Said had assembled all the native merchants

and had told them what he had to sell; in the captain’s words,

this '‘amounted almost to an order that they should buy them.”

Said also fixed their selling price. The merchants then agreed

among themselves as to how much of the goods each should re-

ceive and paid accordingly. It is interesting to note that when one

of these merchants was unable to meet his payments for these

goods the Sultan went to Hamerton and requested him to use his

influence to have him imprisoned, demonstrating that he was will-

ing to use the English claim of sovereignty to his own benefit.24

The English merchants were naturally aroused over this trans-

action which if continued would drive them from Zanzibar. They
petitioned the home government to end this situation but in Zan-

zibar received little support from Hamerton who was reported by

the American Consul to be somewhat indifferent to commercial

matters. Hamerton, after all, was not a merchant as was his

American counterpart and viewed such matters in a different light.

The American merchants were also disturbed at what they con-

sidered the unfair competition of the Sultan, a fear that was in-

creased by the report he was now considering direct trade to the

United States. Ward felt Hamerton was influential in this threat

23. R. Hunt to Lord Aberdeen, 31 January 1846, F. O. 54/10. En-
closures include the Stephen letter to The Times and the Sultan’s letter.

24. Emmerton, “Journal,” and Horace B. Putnam, “Journal (1847-48),”
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since “he would enter into any intrigue to ruin American interests

in this quarter.” The Americans therefore joined with the British

in protesting Said’s actions and both groups threatened to leave

Zanzibar and establish themselves directly on the African coast.

This was a powerful threat since if the Americans did so, as their

treaty allowed, the English and French could follow as they were

given the rights of the most favored nation in their treaties. 25

It was true at least that Hamerton did not wholly support the

two unhappy British merchants then in Zanzibar, MM. Peters

and Pollock. His main task was to insure good relations with the

Sultan and to utilize these relations to check the East African slave

trade. Although Fabens may have exaggerated when he reported

earlier that Hamerton “interferes sadly with the English house,”

he did in this instance little for them. He wrote to the Foreign

Office on the problem saying merely that the threats of monopoly

by the Sultan were as yet merely rumor; Said so far had only sent

to Europe the produce he grew himself and thus the English had

no grounds for complaint. He discounted the threat of trade to the

coast by the Americans by saying that Said’s authority there was

too limited to allow Americans to do so safely (there was much
truth in this contention). Palmerston agreed with Hamerton and

no steps were taken; he wrote that since the Americans had a

treaty giving this right the English were powerless to act in any

case. 26 The affair soon became of little importance to the English

since R. N. Hunt died in 1847 and the English firm closed out

its operations in 1848.27

Ward was not deterred by the lack of English support against

the Sultan’s plans and soon was undergoing diplomatic bickering

with Said. This ruler was thoroughly aroused over the American

threat to go to the coast and tried to force Ward to promise it

would not be done. Ward emphasized that the Salem merchants

had as yet made no move to utilize their treaty rights but would

make no promise for the future. This was the essence of the

American attitude; Fabens had written earlier that the American

25. C. Ward to B. F. Fabens, 3 January 1848, Fabens Papers.

26. A. Hamerton to Lord Palmerston, 25 and 26 March, 1847; Palmers-
ton to Hamerton, 16 October 1847, F* O. 54/11; B. F. Fabens to M.
Shepard, 13 June 1846, Shepard Papers.

27. Guillain, Documents, II, 368; A. Hamerton to Lord Palmerston,

26 July 1849, F. O. 54/13*
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right should never be acted upon but merely kept as a weapon

against the Sultan, since the United States had no warships in

the area to defend its rights as the Europeans did theirs. Said how-

ever did not know Ward’s statements were diplomatic bluffing and

soon became so aroused that he said he was ready to prevent the

Americans from going to the coast by the use of force. To this

threat Ward rather ungraciously answered that if the Sultan had

the power to do this, why was he making such an effort to have

the United States government restrain its subjects in this affair?

Said’s answer to this threat is not given but he did continue to

press his claims and stated that he wanted a letter from the

President securing him his coastal monopoly. The Sultan then

scored a point for himself by adding that as the American treaty

did not prevent him from participation in trade to the United

States, why were the Americans protesting? Ward did not answer

this question and in the end both questions were referred to the

State Department by Ward and the Sultan. Said, harking back

to the conduct of the first American Consul in delivering his

messages, took no chances this time and forwarded his note

through an independent Salem captain, Andrew Ward, rather

than through official channels .
28

Said’s letter to President Polk stated that he had earlier asked

to have American merchants forbidden officially to trade upon

the coast, but that he had not been satisfied with the answer and

felt that hostile forces had not allowed the true wishes of the

American government to be known. Said maintained that no
foreign vessels had been allowed to trade on the coast for many
years and thus the Americans were endeavoring to destroy an

established custom of his people. He then appealed to the treaty

itself and tried to block the American threat by stating that this

document said that Americans could trade only where there were

established customs houses. There were none on the coast and
therefore the Americans would be acting in violation of the treaty

by such acts .

29

28. C. Ward to James Buchanan, 13 March 1847; B. F. Fabens and S.

Masury to C. Ward, 1 March 1847; A. Ward to J. Bertram, 1 September
1847; Said ibn Sultan to A. Ward, undated, “Zanzibar and Muscat;” B. F.
Fabens to J. Bertram, 10 April 1846, Fabens Papers.

29. Said ibn Sultan to President Polk, n March 1847, “Zanzibar and
Muscat.”
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Another dispute referred then to Washington must also be

mentioned. American seamen had early introduced an element

of disorder into Zanzibar when they came on shore for leave.

One such incident is reported in 1843 when two Zanzibaris were

shot by American seamen. Waters had tried to prevent further

excesses by issuing a circular to all incoming vessels informing

them that no firearms were to be allowed on shore and that all

ship’s crews had to return to their vessels at sundown. 30 In 1846,

however, seamen on shore from the whaler, Ann Parry, of Ports-

mouth, murdered a Zanzibari customs official. Several sailors were

implicated and made a statement to the American Consul that

fastened the guilt upon one of their number. These men were then

brought to trial before a local judge in the presence of the Consul

to settle formally the question of guilt. Ward, in the meantime,

by further questioning had discovered that there was no actual

proof to determine which of the group of sailors had actually com-

mitted the crime. The judge, however, refused to let Ward pur-

sue the matter in court by cross examination and declared the sea-

man implicated in the original statement guilty. This individual

was not considered guilty by Ward and therefore was allowed to

return to his vessel which left the port without any punishment

for the crime being inflicted. The Sultan became extremely angry

over this procedure and strongly defended the action of his court.

He maintained that Ward was now responsible for the restitution

of the loss brought about by the crime; The Sultan suggested that

a sum of $800 would meet the loss caused by the Arab’s death

and would close the case. Ward, of course, refused to pay and

this question was sent on with the others to the State Department.

In the meantime local feeling was aroused against the Americans

and against all whites in general and they were threatened with

reprisal if they ventured on the streets after dark. The threat

happily was not carried out. 31

The State Department replied to these many importunities in

1847. On the Sultan’s request to forbid the Americans from trad-

ing on the coast, the President replied that as treaties in the

United States were ratified both by the Senate and himself he

30. Circular, 16 March 1843, Waters Papers.

31. Said ibn Sultan to President Polk, 7 March 1847; C. Ward to J.

Buchanan, 5 and 14 September 1846; Said ibn Sultan to C. Ward, 4 Sep-
tember 1846, “Zanzibar and Muscat.”
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could not interfere to take away American privileges granted by

treaty. The Secretary of State added in his letter to Ward that

he should use his influence to restrict friction upon this point and

while not actually forbidding Americans to trade on the coast, “to

render their intercourse with that portion of his dominions as un-

objectionable as possible. . .
.” Said’s demands on the murder

case were turned down as being outside of treaty stipulations and

Ward was instructed to act as he had previously—to use the local

courts for American offenders in Zanzibari-American disputes. It

was stated however that he should have the right of cross-exam-

ination recently denied to him. The case of the disputed sovereign-

ty of the Indians of Zanzibar was quickly disposed of: the Sec-

retary merely said the United States had no intention of inter-

vening in this dispute. Finally, the Department informed Ward
that he was to answer the American merchants’ petition against

Said trading directly with the United States by stating that our

treaty allowed such action and it had to be upheld. 32 As earlier

the United States’ government had demonstrated it would not push

for any extreme rights in Zanzibar. American interests there were

a minor point to the national government, and the State Depart-

ment acted in a fashion designed to keep friction at a minimum
while not sacrificing any recognized American rights.

In Zanzibar these decisions were accepted and the disputes

lost their acerbity. The American merchants and the Sultan made
an informal agreement to end their disputes concerning the coast-

al trade; the Sultan gave up his attempt for a coastal monopoly

(much to the joy of Jairam) and the Americans promised not to

open a direct trade there. On the judicial question the Sultan

soon refused to intervene in any disputes involving Americans

and Zanzibaris and allowed the American Consul de facto extra-

territorial rights in such matters. The Americans also accepted the

decision on the nationality of the Indians, though unhappily,

and this problem was heard of no more. A period of quiet in dip-

lomatic relations then followed—but it was to be of short dura-

tion.

Before passing to new disputes let us examine the course of

American trade in the years between 1845 and 1850. As related

32. President Polk to Said ibn Sultan, 11 October 1847; James Buchan-
an to C. Ward, 7 October 1847, Papers of the Zanzibar Consulate, F. A.
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earlier the Americans, represented by the firms of Bertram-

Shepard and of George West, were holding first position in the

trade of Zanzibar. The main problems in the first part of this

troubled five years arose from the intensive competition between

these two firms and from continual friction with Zanzibari offi-

cials and merchants who welcomed the frequent unscheduled

merchant vessels, both European and American, into the local

market. It is a story of repeated attempts to monopolize the trade

by one firm, or by both, in combinations with local merchants, and

soon involved the American Consul in a manner reminiscent of

the earlier R. P. Waters.

In the first years after 1845 the main threat to the Salem

dominance was from vessels touching at Zanzibar from Boston

and from Providence, Rhode Island. Boston vessels had visited

Zanzibar from the first years of American contact, but the Provi-

dence vessels, reported from 1845 on, represented new competi-

tion. 33 Providence was an old trader in the West African markets

and was soon to be important here, a firm sending an agent in

the 1850’s. In the meantime their occasional ships did much to

rouse the ire of the Salem group.

Captain Emmerton of the Sophronia of Boston has left an ac-

count of how a non-Salem vessel fared under these conditions.

He arrived in Zanzibar in July 1848 and was advised by Hamer-

ton to do business through Jairam. Emmerton agreed and found

Jairam ready to accommodate him at once. The merchant Topan,

father of the well-known Taria Topan, was contacted and a con-

tract was soon agreed to. Topan took the American’s cargo and

agreed to dispose of it in five and one-half months’ time. In re-

turn he would supply Emmerton with ivory and copal delivered

within four months. A sample of the copal to be loaded was

brought for inspection, and when Emmerton accepted it Topan

was bound to deliver a cargo consistent in content with the sam-

ple.

Topan had been eager to make this contract as there were then

no other American vessels in port. One belonging to Shepard and

Bertram arrived soon after, however. Topan then tried to back

out of the favorable terms given Emmerton but the Captain re-

33. The logbook of the Richmond of Salem reports the Montgomery of
Providence in Zanzibar, entry of 5 July 1845, E. I.
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mained firm and the contract was forced to stand. Consul Ward,

by then agent for Shepard and Bertram, then intervened. He
visited Topan and inquired if that merchant would deliver the

required goods to Emmerton if the Captain returned from his

voyage to other ports before the stipulated time had expired; the

Zanzibar market was Jimited and Ward wanted these goods for

his own employers. Topan refused. Ward became very angry at

this but did accept the decision. Emmerton later met with Ward
and found him openly friendly. He reported though that Ward
was very unpopular with the local merchants and succeeded in

trade only because of the strength and reputation of his firm in

Zanzibar.

When Emmerton returned to Zanzibar for his cargo in October

he found that Ward had been very active in trying to prevent the

delivery of his goods before the contract date. The Consul had re-

quested both the Sultan and Jairam to intervene in his favor but

both had refused. Ward had to accept this as final but told Em-
merton before he left that he would not succeed again; he would

force Topan henceforth to wait out the full time on contracts by

threatening to give him no more of the firm’s business .

34

The Shepard-Bertram firm was active also in trying to control

the market so completely as to drive out the other competing Sal-

em firm. When the first full-time agents of the West organiza-

tion came, Fabens wrote to Shepard that he had joined with the

English agent to try and prevent them from succeeding. This

attempt failed because Jairam intervened in the new group’s be-

half in order to secure the benefits of increased trade .

35

Fabens soon found however that though Jairam would not act

only for his benefit he remained the most useful factor for his

firm’s trade on the island. Fabens managed to keep his concern in

a leading position in the commercial scramble and as long as he

did so Jairam was ever ready to aid him, though he gave similar

aid to other merchants at the same time. This became clear when
the American merchants began to have difficulty in securing the

necessary specie for trade, due to market disturbances in the

United States resulting from the Mexican War. The Salem firms

were then so necessary for the prosperity of Zanzibar that Jairam

34. Emmerton, “Journal,” entries for 23 July and 19 October 1848.
35. B. F. Fabens to M. Shepard, 4 January 1845, Fabens Papers.
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immediately began to lend them sums of money whenever the

Americans were in need. He advanced them without interest and

gave liberal lengths of time to repay. Individual loans often

reached the sum of $20,000 and the Americans usually owed

much more than this at any one time. Jairam, of course, was not

acting from benevolence; though he did not collect interest he

received it in effect from the customs revenues and from percent-

ages he received when the American goods were sold on the

market. 36

Intra-American rivalry remained strong in this difficult period

and the West group began to threaten the primacy of Shepard

and Bertram. This fact, along with the increasing entry of Eur-

opean vessels into Zanzibar, led John Bertram to write in 1847
that he felt that the Zanzibar trade of his firm had seen its best

days. 37 This passing reflection however did not influence that

merchant to stop his efforts to control that trade in whatever man-

ner possible—and his partner was able to say later of Fabens : “he

has made a large fortune for so short a time.”38

In 1849 the establishment of an agency for a Hamburg firm

made competition even more active. Also in this year Jairam was

absent visiting his home in Cutch and his son, Abji Sewji, who
had been left in charge of the Custom House, decided to take

advantage of the favorable oportunities for larger profits given by

the increased competition. 39 Loans to the Salem men were still to

be given, but on terms objectionable to them—Abji wanted in-

terest! Jairam had acted in such a manner at times, but only

when he was hard-pressed for funds, and he had usually cancel-

led the interest as his fortunes changed for the better. Said ibn

Sultan who had also on occasion advanced sums to the Americans

was now engaged in suppressing political difficulties in his domin-

ions and also consequently refused all interest-free loans. With
the American merchants thus hampered by lack of ready money
Abji took a further step and formed a combine of his own that

36. C. Ward to M. Shepard, 13 May 1848, Fabens Papers; C. Ward to

M. Shepard, 23 February 1849, Shepard Papers.

37. J. Bertram to B. F. Fabens, 16 October 1847, Fabens Papers.
38. M. Shepard to C. Ward, 29 November 1848, Shepard Papers.

39. A brief description of the various members of the Sewji family at a
later date is found in a memo to the Belgian Foreign Office, H. Greffulhe,
“Etats de llmam de Muscate: Zanizbar: Douanes,” undated, Af-6-B-A,
M. A. E.
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attempted to corner the market on various important goods

—

beads, wire and ivory—and he openly boasted to the harassed

Americans that his final aim was to completely control all trade

himself. 40

As a result of the increased competition the office of American

Consul was again drawn into dispute. William Jelly and Samuel

Masury, the agents of George West, protested to their employer

against Ward’s continual abuse of the office and West took the

matter to Washington. The case of the Sophronia of Captain Em-
merton mentioned above was brought to the notice of the State

Department, and West with the aid of Richard P. Waters at-

tempted to have Jelly appointed Consul in place of Ward. John

F. Webb, an earlier agent of Shepard and Bertram, was sent to

Washington to work in their favor and was able to convince the

authorities not to dismiss Ward. Shepard nevertheless felt the

situation to be serious and advised Ward to send in his resigna-

tion to him to be presented if conditions should turn against them.

Ward complied but this plan never had to be utilized. Shepard

was able to report that no new man seemed interested in the

position and that the drive in Jelly’s favor had abated. He thus

felt it was better for Ward not to leave office under such circum-

stances as the Department might then appoint a non-commercial

man (i.e. not from Salem) and thus injure their position. 41

It appears from the above settlement that some agreement

was reached between the two Salem firms to settle this dispute

which might have brought them into discredit with the State

Department. The agents in Zanzibar had long been calling for

such an agreement because their continued rivalry was driving

prices to new heights. Shepard seemed to substantiate this by

writing in 1850 that the opposing firm was now disposed to

better relations and thus the quarrel over the Consulate could be

dropped.42

As these commercial disputes were being resolved the most

serious quarrel in the history of American-Zanzibari relations

40. W. McMullan to B. F. Fabens, 24 September 1848, Fabens Papers;
C. Ward to M. Shepard, 14, 15 and 17 April 1849, Shepard Papers.

41. C. Ward to M. Shepard, 14 November 1849; M. Shepard to C.
Ward, 3 July 1849, 22 February and 22 May 1850; J. F. Webb to M.
Shepard, 18 and 19 June 1849; Shepard Papers.

42. M. Shepard to C. Ward, 17 June 1850, Shepard Papers.
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erupted. The dispute arose in 1850 over the failure of the Sultan

to give a public salute to the American flag on the Fourth of July,

a sign of respect that was given to all other nations represented

there on their national holidays. The Americans gathered to cele-

brate this day every year (A sympathetic British official later

called the Fourth “the day they spread out their tails and crow like

game cocks.”43 ) and Ward in this instance felt the action of the

Sultan to be a direct insult to the United States. The dispute was

an old one but on this particular Fourth Ward had received a

promise from Said that the salute would be fired. Many of the in-

habitants of the island had gathered for this anticipated salute

but it was not forthcoming and no apologies were offered by the

Sultan. Ward went to the Sultan and demanded a written apology

and a salute of twenty-one guns to restore what he considered the

loss to the national honor. Said hedged and said that R. P. Waters

had always fired first during his term and now offered to provide

the powder if Ward would do the same; a salute from the Zanzi-

bari guns would then follow. Ward agreed to this even though

Said, in an effort to save face, added that he must delay the

salute as he was now in mourning for a deceased official. Ward
agreed to this but no decision was reached as Said refused to sign

an apology acknowledging he was in the wrong in refusing the

salute. He offered merely a verbal apology. As a result Ward
hauled down the American flag and closed his Consulate.

The Consul had acted in this extreme fashion because he felt

that Hamerton was advising the Sultan in this affair. After refer-

ring the dispute to the English and French Consuls the Sultan

had made a final unfavorable decision and told Ward such a

salute would be “an insult to the English nation.” Ward added:

“He appeared to have the idea that the U. S. were [sic] a sort of

revolted tributary of Great Britain.” Ward then left Zanzibar with

the affair unsettled, appointing no replacement. Though his leav-

ing seemed to demonstrate his determination to avenge this in-

sult, it is amusing to note that he wrote the State Department

that his health would force him to leave and he did so without any

43. C. E. B. Russell, General Rigby, Zanzibar and the Slave Trade
(London, 1935), p. 92.
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instructions from them. The flag was left hauled down, also

without instructions.44

When Ward returned home he advised the State Department

to use force against the government of Zanzibar to secure the

American demands. He had been given support for his actions

in Zanzibar by the other American residents45 and the Department

resolved to follow his advice. Other matters of dispute that had

been building up between Zanzibar and the United States aided

in this decision. The Sultan had recently agreed with the British

to a new restriction upon the slave trade in his dominions. Im-

mediate compliance had been ordered to the resulting decree and

the Banyans had no time to clear up their investments before

British vessels began to enforce the act. Many of these Banyans

were in debt to the American merchants or had unfulfilled con-

tracts with them and thus the new measure fell heavily on the

Salem men. The Americans held also that the British enforcement

of this measure was unnecessarily harsh, and perhaps was mo-

tivated by the bounties given to crews for captured slaves; but this

of course was not an official factor in the American complaint.46

The State Department proceeded to act and informed Commo-
dore John Aulick of the U.S.S. Susquehanna to proceed to Zanzi-

bar. He was to secure an apology for the disrespect shown to the

American flag and to protest against the new decree on the slave

trade. The Secretary stated that the United States had been active

against the slave trade and had been willing to cooperate with

the British since 1822. This, however, could not be interpreted

to mean that contracts to Americans entered into in good faith

could be broken by a decree as had happened here. The Secretary

harked back to an earlier dispute then and said in any event the

Banyans were Zanzibari subjects and should not be molested by

the British. The Commodore was “to adopt such measures as may
seem necessary to maintain the dignity of the American nation and

honor of its flag” in settling the dispute. The Secretary added how-

44. Said ibn Sultan to C. Ward, 6 July 1850; C. Ward to J. Clayton, 8

and 13 July 1850; G. F. Abbot (Clerk of the Consular Bureau) to Daniel
Webster, 13 March 1851, “Zanzibar and Muscat.”

45. W. McMullan and S. Masury to C. Ward, 6 July 1850, “Zanzibar
and Muscat.”

46. C. Ward to J. Clayton, July and 4 September 1850, “Zanzibar and
Muscat.”
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ever that “the President trusted that no unfriendly measures may
be necessary. . .

.”47

The Susquehanna came into Zanzibar harbor on 2 December

1851. After inviting the Salem merchants on board, Aulick re-

ported that he had visited the governor (the Sultan and Hamerton

were in Muscat) and stated his terms. The governor was to fire

a twenty-one gun salute the next day when the vessel hoisted the

American flag; the vessel would return the salute. An American

Consul would then be appointed and would raise the American

flag at which a nine gun salute must be given; it also would be

returned. The governor at first resisted with “considerable ob-

stinacy” but finally gave in and complied with the demands. As

to the other instructions, Aulick merely asked for the governor’s

word of honor that the United States would be treated as the

most-favored nation in the future. Since the Sultan was absent he

felt any detailed pledges would probably be valueless. 48

A Salem man in Zanzibar soon after this event amplified

Aulick’s account. Horace B. Putnam was told that threats of force

were issued to get compliance. He said that the Commodore in-

formed the authorities that if they did not comply with his de-

mands the town would be destroyed, and that the population of

Zanzibar had been in great fear of such a bombardment. Further

information is given by Charles Ward who was by now in Salem.

He reported on information from Zanzibar that Aulick had al-

lowed the inhabitants to visit his vessel to see its strength; Jairam,

now returned from Cutch, was given a personal tour by Aulick

himself. All were reportedly much impressed with what they saw

and no doubt were influential in aiding the governor to his de-

cision. 49

After this show of American strength the Salem merchants be-

gan to have second thoughts about the wisdom of coercing the

local government, since it might hurt their trade in the future.

These merchants had immediately written to Aulick to say that

any misunderstanding with the government of Zanzibar was un-

47. D. Webster to Com. John Aulick, 9 May 1851, “Despatches to Zan-
zibar,” F. A.; Memo from the Navy Department, 5 May 1851, “Zanzibar
and Muscat.”

48. J. H. Aulick to D. Webster, 8 December 1851, “Zanzibar and Mus-
cat.”

49. Horace B. Putnam, “Journal (1850-51),” E. I.; C. Ward to D.
Webster, 14 June 1852, “Zanzibar and Muscat.”
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intentional and that they were always treated extremely favorably

by that government. Then, reversing complaints they had often

voiced in letters, they stated that they had had no difficulties over

broken contracts and that Hamerton had never intervened in

trading affairs. The new Consul, John F. Webb, wrote quickly to

the State Department then to assure them that Aulick had settled

all and that the whole affair should be dropped and forgotten.50

Michael Shepard in Salem had been very disturbed over the

possible repercussions of this affair on trading matters from its

inception. He wrote Ward that he was critical of his actions;

they could lose for his firm the influence in Zanzibar it had taken

many years to develop—and all for the simple matter of a salute.

He added wisely that Ward’s policy would in the end lead only

to greater influence for the English by driving the Sultan away

from Americans. Shepard then wrote directly to Said and reas-

sured him that Ward had acted purely in an official role and that

his firm wished to continue on the same friendly terms as it

always had held in the past. This reversal of American attitude

appeared to satisfy the Sultan and relations soon passed to their

former state. The new Consul summed up the feelings of all

when he wrote: “I am not quite sure our government took a cor-

rect view of the case; however all is settled now and I hope our

future Consuls will be another style of men. 51

Trade returned as the main activtiy of the Amreicans in Zan-

zibar and remained the principal focus of affairs until the years

after the American Civil War. In addition to the firms of John

Bertram (Shepard retired from business in 1852) and George

West, a new American competitor entered into the market. Rufus

Green and Company of Providence, Rhode Island, established an

agency and soon became a powerful competitor to the Salem mer-

chants. 52 Besides the American groups another Hamburg firm en-

tered the market, and was followed by two French concerns. Add

50. J. F. Webb, W. Jelly and S. Masury to Com. Aulick, 5 December
1851; Webb to D. Webster, 15 December 1851, “Zanzibar and Muscat.”

51. M. Shepard to C. Ward, 31 October 1850; Shepard to Said ibn Sul-

tan, 4 November 1850; J. F. Webb to Shepard, 20 December 1851, Shep-
ard Papers.

52. Green 8c Co. was called a Salem firm by Richard F. Burton in his
Zanzibar (London, 1872), I, 318, and others as R. Coupland, East
Africa and its Invaders (Oxford, 1938), p. 378, have perpetuated the
error.
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to the above firms the group of local merchants around the Cus-

toms Master and the frequent unscheduled independent visitors

to the island, and the intensity of the competition for the limited

resources there can be easily imagined.

The Germans by 1849 were regarded by the Americans as

their strongest competitor. By 1850, with only one firm repre-

sented, they had six regular vessels visiting Zanzibar with four of

them consistently consigned to the Customs Master. The French

firms had entered the trade through the direct inducement of the

Sultan. Said had since 1849 sent vessels of his own to trade at

Marseille, and by 1851 two firms of that city were established in

Zanzibar. One French agent was soon boasting as others had be-

fore him that he aimed to control the trade and followed up his

words by spending freely for the merchandise he desired. The

Germans did likewise and though neither displaced the Ameri-

cans as leaders, they did drive local prices up to new heights and

forced the Americans to meet their bids to survive. One American

effort to end interfirm rivalry and to keep prices more favorable

to them is reported; W. Jelly of West and Co. was approached by

Ward in an effort to fix prices, but Jelly made agreement condi-

tional on an equal sharing of any resulting profits. Ward refused

and thus all American firms competed separately in the trade dur-

ing the increased competition as they had in their earlier more

profitable days. 53

The available letters on the period between 1850 and i860

mirror this competition, but the decade has little in it of interest

for the present. The American merchants managed to meet the

foreign competition and to keep a leading position in the trade.

American cottons remained the dominant staple of the trade,

with Zanzibar taking about 7000 bales a year immediately preced-

ing i860. Although as early as 1851 George West was complain-

ing as Bertram had earlier that profits were so poor trade must

cease, the trade did not cease and all three American firms kept

up the struggle and made enough profits on the average not to

think seriously of ending the trade. Complaints remained con-

stant from the harassed agents in Zanzibar, but the coming of

53. J. F. Webb to M. Shepard, 22 February 1852; C. Ward to Shepard,
21 June 1849 and 3 January 1850, Shepard Papers; W. Jelly and S.

Masury to G. West, 27 January 1851, West Papers.
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the American war found all still active and the Americans in the

lead. 54

Although this study is concerned only with the Americans in

Zanzibar, it must be remarked that the Zanzibar trade was only

part of a larger American complex covering the coast of East Af-

rica, the off shore islands, and the Arabian peninsula area. The

Americans had agents in such places as Mozambique, Madagas-

car, and Muscat and on any one voyage usually visited several of

these places in addition to Zanzibar. This became increasingly

necessary due to the increased competition as full cargoes were

always difficult to secure in Zanzibar alone. The American vessels

would leave their goods with their agent in Zanzibar after perhaps

stopping at Madagascar and Mozambique and doing the same.

Then the vessel would sail to the north and later return to collect

the fruits of the local agents’ efforts before proceeding home. Their

success can be measured from the writings of English observers

who reported a virtual monopoly for the Americans for the coffee

and gums of Aden, for the dates and hides of Muscat, and for

the ivory of Mozambique. 55 At the same time the English Consul

in Zanzibar reported direct trade to England from that island as

completely non-existent. He reported that one English vessel had

attempted to trade on commission from a Bombay merchant, but

communications for English vessels were so poor that tardy in-

structions forced the vessel to be delayed in Zanzibar harbor while

the other merchants of all nationalities combined against it to raise

prices forty percent to prevent it from getting a cargo. An English

Admiral reported to an inquiring Englishman that even to get a

letter to Zanzibar required the use of an American or Hamburg
ship since “no English vessel trades there at any time.”56

With the American Civil War came an almost complete stop-

page of American trade. The cotton trade from the United States

of course suffered greatly (it dropped to 50 bales for the year

54. G. West to W. Jelly and S. Masury, 13 January 1851, West Papers.
For a typical comment on the extent of the American trade see J. H. Speke,
“On the Commerce of Central Africa,” Transactions of the Bombay Geo-
graphical Society (i860), XV, 140.

55. Col. Rigby to C. Wood, 1 May i860, F. O. 54/17; Rigby to W.
Coghlan, 15 October i860, F. O. 54/18; Lyons McLeod, Travels in East
Africa (London, i860), II, 275; David Livingstone to Lord Russell,

7 February i860, F. O. 63/871, P. R. O.
56. Col. Rigby to W. Coghlan, 15 October i860, F. O. 54/18; Admiral

Trotter to A. Scott, 26 September 1857, F- O. 54/17.
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ending i July 1865) while at the same time the Americans were

no longer able to supply the arms and ammunition for the African

slave trade which had long been one of their staples. The presence

of Confederate raiders on the trade routes—the famous Alabama

at one time cruised in the area—also was an important factor in

blocking trade for any of the other goods available to New England

merchants. 57 With this decline in trade came another event, the

sending of the first non-commercial man to be the United States’

representative on the island. William Speer, originally from Ten-

nessee, and a needy Union man who had lost his property due to

the war, was appointed Consul in 1861. His first difficulty was to

find a way of reaching his new post, as the only vessels to ever

sail there were from the Providence and Salem merchants who
had cut services to a minimum for the duration. Speer resigned

once in disgust over his inability to be off but finally was able to

secure passage and arrived in Zanzibar in 1862.

Apparently finding life rather dull with little or no commercial

duties to perform, Speer took it upon himself to write an overall

report on Zanzibar. As soon as he began asking questions, how-

ever, he found that the European and American residents would

never give definite answers as to costs of operation or concerning

the actual volume of trade. Their natural reticence over these

matters was only increased by their knowledge that he was not

a trader himself and they apparently feared he would divulge

their “secrets” to the detriment of their activities. Even though

the new Sultan gave Speer aid, he had a very difficult time and he

finally had to admit that the statistics he had gathered were of

doubtful value. He found Zanzibar “a receptacle of secrets” and

full of spies paid by the government, private family groups, mer-

chants, and consuls—all reporting on the activities of each other.

He concluded that “the Consul is supposed to have too much
delicacy to ask questions” and soon gave up his uncongenial post

and left the island. The Consulship returned to a commercial man
and no more was heard of over-all reports concerning Zanzibar. 58

On his return to the United States Speer continued to meddle,

in the opinion of the merchants, by informing the government

57. E. D. Ropes to F. W. Seward, 1 July 1865, “Zanzibar and Muscat.”

58. W. Speer, “Report on Zanzibar,” 26 November 1862, “Zanzibar and
Muscat.”
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that a new treaty with Zanzibar was required and that the Sultan

had entrusted him to negotiate it. The main change desired by the

Sultan was of course the ever-troublesome article allowing the

Americans direct trade in his African coast dominions. It is

amusing to note that at the same time, in order to magnify his

services to the United States, Speer informed the State Depart-

ment that he had turned down bribes amounting to thousands of

dollars while in Zanzibar and had remained always faithful to

his country. Who would offer such amounts in that time of stag-

nated trade he did not deign to mention! The Department, busy

with the tasks of war, ignored him; indeed, much to his con-

sternation, he learned that many of his despatches, including his

report on Zanzibar, had never been read by the harassed Depart-

ment officials. 59

The State Department, however, did inquire as to the need for

a new treaty. All approached quickly asserted that the present one

was entirely adequate to American needs. Rufus Green of Provi-

dence expressed the merchants’ views precisely: he said there was

no advantage “in disturbing a good and advantageous treaty and

attempting to obtain a new one.”60 The rise to predominance of

the British in the political life of Zanzibar probably caused this

answer. Any new negotiations would not have the same favorable

conditions for the Americans as were present in 1833 when no

foreign nation was represented in Zanzibar. The State Depart-

ment gladly dropped the whole affair and the treaty of 1833 was

left standing.

In Zanzibar the American merchants were struggling manfully

to keep their normal trading channels open, even at the cost of

sacrificing their profits to do so. A few details are available on the

manner of this effort. A sample of the goods now included in the

cargoes to Zanzibar from the United States by the infrequent

American visitors for 1863 included codfish and soap. 61 How
these goods sold is not mentioned! The Americans also gained a

positive advantage by securing through negotiations the accept-

59. W. Speer to F. W. Seward, 13 March and 7 April 1863; Speer to

Abraham Lincoln, 7 April 1863, “Zanzibar and Muscat.”
60. D. Mansfield to F. W. Seward, 4 May 1863; R- Green to F. W.

Seward, 4 May 1863, “Zanzibar and Muscat.”

61.

Log of the Storm King (
E. I.

862-1863), entry of 19 February 1863.
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ance of American gold at par value in Zanzibar. This negotiation

had started many years earlier but had been blocked by the oppo-

sition of the local money changers who made a good profit by

the exchange rate fixed on the island. Another expedient of the

Americans was to utilize British ships to carry their cargoes to the

United States; in some years they were the only ships from Zanzi-

bar to reach that country. Finally, the British resident reported

that the Americans had even imported Manchester cottons to sup-

ply their old customers so as not to lose their established contacts.

In the main these efforts succeeded; at the end of the Civil War
American credit was as high as it had ever been and they were

ready to try to regain their former position. 62

The Americans were not to recapture their former position,

however. German, English, and Indian firms had made great gains

while the Americans were struggling to keep themselves in com-

petition and were entrenched firmly in their new positions. New
conditions of commerce following the Civil War—as the open-

ing of the Suez Canal and the resulting easy access to Zanzibar

of steam transportation—were to keep the merchants of the

United States permanently in a secondary role. The Americans

did, however, remain as a trading force of some significance in

Zanzibar. These following years are not devoid of interest, as the

remaining traders were present to witness the European seizure

of East Africa and its islands in the i88o’s; their comments on

these events and their endeavors in the commercial field will be

the topic of a future study.

62. W. Hines to F. W. Seward, 31 March and 25 October 1864; Hines
to Seward, 4 January 1864; E. D. Ropes to F. W. Seward, 1 July 1865,
“Zanzibar and Muscat;” “Extract from the Administration Record of the
Political Agent at Zanzibar,” Transactions of the Bombay Geographical
Society (1865), XVIII, 82.

The author wishes to thank the African Research and Studies Program

of Boston University for a grant that aided him in the research for this

study.



"SALEM DAY” AT MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

By Ralph W. Dexter

The AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF

science (A.A.A.S.) was conceived in Boston in 1847 at the

eighth annual meeting of the American Association of Geologists

and Naturalists. Its formal organization was on September 20,

1848, in Philadelphia. The following year, the first annual meet-

ing was held in Cambridge, but no regular meeting of the Associa-

tion was held in Boston until 1880. Salem was chosen for the

site of the meeting in 1869, which was the eighteenth annual

meeting of the Association. An account of this meeting has been

published in detail by the writer. 1 At the time of this meeting the

Peabody Academy of Science, formerly the Museum of the Salem

East India Marine Society and now known as the Peabody Mu-
seum of Salem, was rededicated. Perhaps it was the success of the

Salem meeting which instigated arrangements for a "Salem Day”

at future meetings of the A.A.A.S. when held in the Boston area.

This paper will report on the "Salem Day” visits of 1880, 1898,

and 1933.
2

Salem naturalists associated with the Peabody Academy of

Science were long associated with the A.A.A.S. and held impor-

tant offices in this organization. Frederick W. Putnam was per-

manent secretary in 1869, general secretary in 1870 and 1871,

and then again permanent secretary from 1873-1898. He was

elected president of the Association at the second Boston meeting

in 1898. Edward S. Morse served as general secretary in 1872,

1 . An account of many of these events in this article will be found in
the following papers published by the author:

“The Early American Naturalist as Revealed by Letters to the Founders/'
The American Naturalist, XC (1956), 209-225.

“The Summer School of Biology at the Peabody Academy of Science,
1876-1881,” A.I.B.S. Bulletin, VII (1957), 21-23.
“The Salem Meeting of the American Association for the Advancement

of Science (1869),” Essex Institute Historical Collections, XCIII (October
1957), 260-266.

“Early Notices of the American Naturalist,” The American Naturalist,
XCII (1958), 53-55.

2. Acknowledgment is made to Ernest S. Dodge, Director of the Peabody
Museum of Salem, for his encouragement and assistance in preparing this
paper.
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as secretary of the Section on Natural History in 1875, and was

vice-president in charge of that section the following year. He was

elected president at the third Buffalo meeting in 1886. Alpheus

S. Packard was vice-president in charge of the Section of Zoology

in 1898.

In August, 1880, at the time of the first regular Boston meet-

ing, a day was set aside on the official program and designated as

“Salem Day.” This was the 29th meeting of the A.A.A.S. and

F. W. Putnam was serving as permanent secretary. 3 On August

30, 370 members paid a visit to Salem, especially to visit the

Peabody Academy of Science and the Essex Institute. Also, a

reception was held at Kernwood where members were received by

S. Endicott Peabody. The Salem committee, totaling 28 members,

included the following: Dr. Henry Wheatland, chairman; R. C.

Manning, secretary; Representatives from the Peabody Academy:

John Robinson and Caleb Cooke. Some others were James H.

Emerton, William C. Endicott, Francis Peabody, S. Endicott

Peabody, and Stephen Wheatland.

A special train was furnished free of charge to visitors by the

Eastern Railroad Company. The group was met at Salem by the

official committee and was guided to the Peabody Academy of

Science where it was received by E. S. Morse. 4 It was at the

Peabody Academy that the national headquarters of the A.A.A.S.

was then located. A visit was also made to the Essex Institute and

other places of interest, especially the First Church in Salem,

erected in 1634. Some members of the Association divided their

day and paid a brief visit to Cape Ann, Marblehead Neck, or to

the factories in Lowell. Transportation for all of those side trips

was provided by the Eastern Railroad Company. In the late after-

noon, the whole group was taken from Plummer Hall to Kern-

3. F. W. Putnam was born in Salem, April 16, 1839. He became a

member of the Essex Institute at the age of 16. The following year he
was made Curator of Ornithology and Keeper of the Bird Cabinet. In

1864 he was placed in charge of the Museum. Five years later he became
superintendent of the East India Marine Society’s Museum and Director

of the Peabody Academy of Science, which was formed by the union of

the Natural History collections of the Essex Institute and the Collections

of the East India Marine Society. Later he served the Essex Institute as

its vice-president.

4. See Dorothy G. Wayman, Edward Sylvester Morse: A Biography

(Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1942).
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wood, the summer residence of S. Endicott Peabody. The party

returned to Boston by train following this social event.

A special bulletin was issued entitled "A Brief Account of

Some of the Scientific Institutions of Boston and Vicinity,” pre-

pared by the local committee for the national meeting. It gave a

synopsis of scientific organizations in Boston, Cambridge, and

Salem. Two pages were devoted to the institutions located in

Salem. The founding of the Peabody Academy of Science by

George Peabody in 1867 "for promotion of sciences and useful

knowledge in the County of Essex” and the dedication of the

Academy at the 18th meeting of the A.A.A.S. on August 18,

1869, were called to the attention of its members. The out-

standing collections of its museum, its promotion of the American

Naturalist, and its Summer School of Biology were emphasized.

The founding of the Essex Institute by the union of the Essex

Historical Society and the Essex County Natural History Society

in 1848 was also briefly described. The Legislature Act of 1870,

which enlarged the powers of the Institute to include the promo-

tion of arts, sciences, and literature, in addition to its original

scope, was mentioned. Enumerated as special features were the

library, museum, frequent lectures, and field meetings. The trans-

fer of scientific collections to the Peabody Academy of Science in

1867 was noted.

The 47th meeting of the A.A.A.S. marked the 50th Annivers-

ary of the Association. It was held in Boston in August of 1898.

F. W. Putnam, who had left Salem to become Director of the

Peabody Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology at

Harvard University, was president of the Association.

A. S. Packard, who had also left Salem to join the faculty at

Brown University, was vice-president in charge of the Section of

Zoology. Another "Salem Day” was arranged, with the Hon. Rob-

ert Rantoul as chairman and Henry M. Batchelder as secretary of

the Committee on Arrangements. August 24 was the day sched-

uled for a visit to Salem. Members traveled by boat or train and
met in the Smith Pavilion at Salem Willows. Those coming by
boat travelled on the Gov. Andrew steamer. R. S. Rantoul, presi-

dent of the Essex Institute, E. S. Morse, Director of the Peabody
Academy of Science and ex-president of the A.A.A.S., and Mayor
Waters of Salem gave the principal addresses. Mr. Rantoul pointed
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out that, “We are older than Boston, and naturally in many ways

ahead of Boston.” E. S. Morse reviewed the visits of the A.A.A.S.

to Salem in 1869 for its annual meeting, and its “Salem Day” visit

in 1880. A luncheon was served at the pavilion, in which the

menu card, designed by E. S. Morse, was printed with zoological

and botanical names in Latin for the various items of food. Mem*
bers visited educational institutions, geological points of interest,

historical relics, old cemeteries, and examples of colonial archi-

tecture. The Essex Institute was also celebrating its 50th Anni-

versary this same year, and it provided special guides for the visi-

tors.

For this meeting of the Association a special handbook entitled,

“Guide to Localities Illustrating the Geology, Marine Zoology, and

Botany of the Vicinity of Boston,” was prepared. It was edited

by A. W. Grabau and J. E. Woodman. The contents included

the following: Geology of the North Shore by J. E. Woodman
(including Plum Is., Marblehead, Nahant, and Gloucester); Pal-

aeontology by A. W. Grabau (including Nahant and Gloucester);

Marine Invertebrates by A. W. Grabau (including Nahant and

Beverly); and Marine Algae by W. G. Farlow (including the

North Shore). Approximately 500 people attended the “Salem

Day” excursion.

The third and fourth Boston Meetings of the A.A.A.S. were

held in 1909 and 1922. At these meetings there was no arrange-

ment for a “Salem Day.” At the fifth Boston Meeting, held in

1933, plans were made for another visit to the Essex Institute and

the Peabody Museum, and these were announced in the program.

A handwritten note on the margin of the program in the library

of the Peabody Museum reads, “Train late—no one came.” This

terse note ended the special excursions to Salem at the meetings of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science.



AMERICAN MERCHANT, ROUNDY

By Robert W. Lovett

By 1840, when Hervey Roundy, of Beverly, began his first stint

in China, American merchants were well established there.

Representatives of several Massachusetts families were active in

Russell and Company; and shortly certain members of this Com-

pany, headed by Augustine Heard, of Ipswich, were to set up a

firm of their own. First with Russell and Company, and later with

Heard, Roundy, ship captain and handyman about vessels, saw

duty in a number of Chinese ports. Even though he was but a

representative of the third or fourth echelon of American mer-

chants in China, his career illustrates some of the complexities

of trade in that part of the world at that time. Between his two

China stints he helped to found the town of Woosung, Illinois,

thus illustrating another aspect of American expansion during

this period. Although in the end he failed at both his undertak-

ings, failures are often more interesting than successes. The find-

ing of some of his letters in the Heard Collection at the Harvard

Business School, and additional material in the author’s posses-

sion, makes possible the telling of his story now in some detail. 1

Hervey Jenks Roundy was born in Beverly on October 23,

1820, the son of Nehemiah and Margaret (Pickett) Roundy. 2

His father developed a considerable shoe making business, aided

at various times by his other sons, John, Augustus, and George.

But the family trade was not for Harry; years later he wrote to

George: “I remember wanting to be a blacksmith when very

young, but having dirtied my ruffle-shirts blowing the bellows

for George Goodhue, and straining my stomach so that Mother

1. In further references, the Heard Collection will be designated H.C.,
followed by the class mark of the particular volume. The collection, part
of which came to Baker Library from the family and part from Yale
University, is probably the largest collection on the China trade of that

period to be found in this country. Hervey Roundy was the writer’s great-

great uncle, and numerous family letters, together with diaries kept by his

sister, Martha Jane, have been entrusted to the writer. These Mull be
designated R.C. (Roundy Collection).

2. He was named for a Baptist minister; he did not like the name and
requested, in several of his letters home, that he be called Harry. Letters,

October 8, 1845; June 16, 1852, R.C. In references to come, letters will

be by Roundy, unless designated otherwise. Nehemiah Roundy married two
sisters; John and Augustus were children of his first wife, Martha Pickett.

6l
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had to put bird-dock leaves on, the idea rather went out of my
head.” Instead, he was sent to Boston to learn the tailor’s trade,

and may have set up as such for a short time in Beverly. But

numbers of Picketts and Roundys had been seafarers, and the sea

proved more attractive to the young man. Reminiscing later, he

said that he had been a sailor since the age of fourteen, but this

was probably an exaggeration. But we do know that in the fall

of 1838, at the age of eighteen, he made his first trip to Canton

in the ship Naples, under Captain Archer, of Salem. 3

When he went out again, on the ship Lowell, Captain }. Rem-

monds, of Beverly, it was to stay for almost fourteen years. Al-

though he wrote to his parents en route that he hoped to see them

in about a year, on his arrival in China he found the first of a

succession of jobs to keep him. During the first war between Eng-

land and China, he served as second mate in the brig Jane, an

English vessel. Then he was for a time on the bark Llygeia, main-

tained as a receiving ship in Canton by Gideon Nye, Jr. By April,

1843, he was chief mate of the brig Sarah Abigail, Russell and

Company coastal trading vessel. Writing to his parents, he de-

scribes his first voyage, during which they visited Namoa, Chusan,

Amoy, Woosung, and Chimmo Bay, and sold $150,000 worth

of cotton, blue cotton cloths, drillings, and other articles. Roundy,

the only officer to speak Spanish, received $60 a month. By De-

cember 1, 1844, he had transferred to the brig Eagle, another

Russell and Company trading vessel. Seeing a chance to dispose

of some of his father’s shoes, he had a lot or two sent out on con-

signment. His success in selling them led him to think that he

could keep the family comfortably. 4

Most of the merchant houses in China engaged in the opium

trade, and it is not surprising that Roundy was concerned in it.

By the Treaty of Nanking in 1842, the English won Hong Kong
and the opening of five ports to trade: Canton, Amoy, Foochow,

Ningpo, and Shanghai. Importation of opium was still forbidden,

but the merchants and the customs officials together circum-

vented the law. The merchant houses maintained receiving ships

3. Letter to George Roundy, January 29, 1864, R.C. Letter to Albert
F. Heard, August 15, 1865, H.C., HM-58.

4. Letter to Augustine Heard, May 30, 1863, H.C., BM-4. Letters to

Parents, June 22, 1840, November 9, 1843, October 8 and December 17,

1845, R.C.
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in one or more key ports, to which the opium could be brought,

prior to sale ashore. During part of his first stay in China, and

much of his second, Roundy was in charge of such a vessel at

Shanghai. He boasted to Albert F. Heard later that during his

first stint in China he was well known to the Parsee merchants

in Bombay, that the Swatow merchants dealt with him (partly be-

cause he had a smattering of their language), and that he sold

2,000 chests of Malwa opium in a year. 5

In order to add to his income, Roundy, like other foreigners

in China, engaged in various ventures on his own. Not all of

these were successful. He wrote to his sister in 1852 that his losses

had amounted to $4,000 (representing two years labor) in the

past eighteen months. These were principally in goods of various

kinds shipped to the Sandwich Islands and to California. Early

in the same year (1852) he joined with John Dewsnap and Wil-

liam Endicott in building a drydock on the River Whangpo at

Shanghai. But he told his sister that the location was badly chosen

and that he feared a loss.
6 Indeed it was his purchase of three lots

of land in Shanghai in 1852 (perhaps in connection with the

drydock) which nearly led to an international incident. By this

time Edward Cunningham had succeeded John N. Alsop Gris-

wold as local head of Russell and Company, and so had also

become acting American vice-consul. The responsible Chinese

official claimed that disposition of the land, being within the

British concession, was controlled by the British consul, and

refused to make Roundy s purchase legal. Cunningham sent the

official what amounted to an ultimatum, and the deeds were re-

turned duly stamped. Thus Harry became “the American Mer-

chant, Roundy/’ mentioned in Department of State dispatches and

in Fairbanks chapter on the incident. 7

Like most young men away from home for a long time, Roundy
often sent gifts of clothing and ornaments to his mother, his sister,

and sister-in-law. His brother, George, looked after his affairs at

home, and on one occasion went to New York City to consult with

5. Letter to A. F. Heard, July 13, 1865, H.C., HM-58.
6. Letter to M. J. Roundy, June 16, 1852, R.C. Deed of Copartnership,

dated Shanghai, January 26, 1852; to be found in the Shanghai Consulate
Records, The National Archives, Record Group 84.

7. John K. Fairbank, Trade and Diplomacy on the China Coast (Cam-
bridge, 1953 ), I, PP- 399-400.
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Messrs. Cary & Company and George Griswold, and to the Cus-

tom House to examine the manifest of the ship Lucy Elizabeth.

In the early 1850’s Harry was acquiring property in Beverly; in

1851 he purchased land on Cabot Street from the Bakers; and in

1853 he bought a house on Cabot Street from Ezra Batchelder,

and another on Leach Street from George Roundy. 8 Evidently

looking forward to coming home, he wrote to George, in Sep-

tember, 1853, of a development in his personal affairs, which

probably could be matched in the lives of other young Americans

in China. He tells of a son, Charles William, whose “poor mother

was married to me according to the custom of her country.” The
mother died eighteen months before the date of his writing, and

Harry decided to send the boy home to be brought up. He asked

that his brother, John, find a place in Boston for him to live, and

he sent an order for annual payments for his support. Harry’s sis-

ter gives the family’s understanding of the situation, reporting

that Harry contracted small pox, was nursed by a Chinese woman,

whom he later married, but that she died of consumption not long

afterward. 9

By 1854 Hervey was ready to come home; he was thirty-four

years old, and had been fourteen years in China. He returned by

way of England, where he stopped to see friends. He arrived in

Beverly on October 10, and the diaries of both his sister and his

sister-in-law, Abbie, show him as he appeared to them. The latter

wrote: “Brother H. has arrived. He is a fine looking man and very

gentlemanly in his appearance.” “Brother H.,” wrote Martha

Jane, “has been much respected in China & will return bearing

evidence of his honor & respectability, & is probably the most

wealthy of the family;” and again, “Our dear H. has been in

four quarters of the globe & returned accomplished.”10 Harry had

asked George to buy land for him across from their father’s home

8. George Roundy, Diary, April 29, 1851, R.C. Essex County Probate
Records, Essex County Courthouse, book 448, leaf 193; book 477, leaf

188; book 503, leaf 181.

9. Letter to George Roundy, September 14, 1853, R.C. Martha Jane
Roundy Remmonds, Diary; dates are not always given; to be cited as M.J.,
Diary. Abbie Smith Roundy (Mrs. George), Diary, February 24, 1854,
R.C. The boy, aged five, arrived in Boston in February, 1854; he went to

live with John Roundy’s family, but spent vacations with his grandmother
in Beverly for several years.

10. Abbie Roundy, Diary, October 10, 1854; M. J., Diary, October 17,
1854, R.C.
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(on Cabot Street, near Roundy Street), and his family must have

expected him to remain in Beverly. However, after so many years

in a warm climate, he noticed the cold, and he travelled south as

far as Kentucky with his friend, William Endicott. In Louisville

they visited with Humphrey Marshall, whom they had known as

American Commissioner to China. But more important for his

future plans, in New York City he became acquainted with Wil-

liam Endicott’s niece, Martha, and their engagement was an-

nounced in December. 11 And, after talking in Chicago with Cap-

tain Brimblecom, another of his China friends, he decided to take

up land with him on the Illinois Central Railroad near Dixon,

Illinois. 12

Hervey and Martha were married in New York City on May

7, 1855; George was the only member of his immediate family

able to attend. The newlyweds set forth for Dixon, Illinois, to

begin the task of developing their land on the Rock River, seven

miles north of the town. Roundy owned the land in partnership

with Brimblecom and Griswold, their former employer; later,

John H. Anderson, who had also been with the others in China,

was to join with them. Their plan was to farm a part, and to

lay out a town on the rest. For the town, they determined on the

name, Woosung, thus recalling their years together in China.

Local accounts point out that the name means Haven of Rest. 13

Until buildings could be constructed in Woosung, they lived in a

house just outside Dixon. Harry's letters home were enthusiastic

as to prospects. Even a broken leg, incurred when he jumped

from a carriage, did not set him back; for the ex-Governor loaned

him crutches, and the leg healed nicely. He wrote that the site

chosen for the town was high and that it was to be laid out with

a square in the center. Later, he sent home plans, showing streets

named for some of their friends and familiar places in the East.

Their farmhouse was to be on a hill, near a spring, a mile from

town.14

11. Martha Mansfield Endicott was the daughter of John and Martha
Mansfield Endicott; the Endicotts were an old Essex County family. She
was born in New York City on July 3, 1834; her Uncle William was her
father’s half-brother.

12. Letter to his Mother, New York City, December 16, 1854; to M. J.,

Chicago, April 10, 1855, R-C.

13

.

History of Ogle County, Illinois (Chicago, 1878), p. 616.
14. Letters, Chicago, April 10, 1855; Dixon, July 6, 1855; M. J., Diary,

summer, 1855, R.C.
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Fall, 1855, found them busy sowing winter wheat and plan-

ning for two houses and barns, one of them to be of stone quar-

ried from their own land. Harry wrote in November that Woosung
Plantation was progressing favorably, and that people were begin-

ning to buy land. 15 In December, he and his wife came East to

New York and Beverly, returning to Illinois by way of Niagara

Falls in March, 1858. On their return, they moved into Woosung,

living in the Brimblecom home for a time. Harry reported that

their winter wheat did well, and that they had planted 400 bush-

els of spring wheat, on 300 acres, as well as 300 acres of corn,

potatoes, and oats. On July 6 their first child, a daughter, was

born; her father wrote proudly that she was the first native of

Woosung. He was further heartened by the arrival of John Ander-

son and his bride, who was Harry’s niece, Elizabeth, daughter of

his half-brother, Augustus. For the summer harvest they made
use of two of McCormick’s reaping machines, a four-horse team to

each. It is likely that a prospectus, issued by the Illinois Central

Railroad, painted too favorable a picture; for it showed Woosung
with 105 inhabitants, 30 houses, 1 school, 1 store, 1 hotel, and

a flour mill. 16 The County history describes only three houses in

1856, and Roundy first mentions a school in November, 1859. 17

Along with winter’s snow and cold came a scarcity of money,

but Harry still looked forward to many land sales in the spring.

But spring was late in 1857; there was still frost in the ground

on April 2 1 . However, the crops, planted the next day, grew well.

But the Panic of 1857 resulted in low prices for produce and the

year was an unsatisfactory one; a windmill built in that year proved

a failure. From then on, one sees in Harry’s letters an alternation

between a determination to stick it out and a growing feeling

that he should return to China to recoup his losses. In the spring

of 1858 they decided to reduce their establishment somewhat, by

15. The Collection contains one deed, dated December 21, 1857, by
which Roundy and John H. Anderson sold land for $8,000 to William E.
Putnam, of York, Maine. They agreed in turn to sell it for him for

$11,000, payable in three installments. R.C.

16. Sectional Maps . . . Farming and Wood Lands . . . Offered for Sale
by the Illinois Central Railroad Co. (Boston, 1857), p. 79.

17. Letters, Woosung, September 18; Dixon, November 1, 1855; Woo-
sung, April 14, May 23, June 17, July 7, 10 and 15, 1856; November
12, 1859. M. J., Diary, 1856, R.C.
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having the land worked on shares. But the fall found business still

dull, crops poor, and prices of all kinds of grain and produce low.

At times Harry thought that he came back from China two years

too soon; but then he remembered his friends who stayed there

and met violent deaths. And he decided he preferred hard times

with his wife and babies to the most prosperous period abroad

alone. To gain cash, he sold some of his Beverly property, and

he put some in trust for his family. 18 By December, 1858, he

was writing that “I must stay here two years longer certainly . .
.”

The summer of 1859 was no better; frosts on the sixth of June

and the Fourth of July did much damage. All of their capital was

locked up in land, and the bad success of farmers rendered it im-

possible to sell anything. Even experienced farmers were in diffi-

culty. Harry summed the situation up with : “Three years now in

succession with continual worry and difficulty have made sad

havoc with me.”19

The contrasts of his life on a farm with life in China loomed

larger and larger. He wrote in November, 1859, that he now did

not have one-tenth the leisure time he had in China. But “the life

in that part of the World was too luxurious;” and he had gone

“from a life of ease, elegance and luxury abroad to one of almost

penury and hard work, to say nothing of anxiety of mind.” Still

they hoped for better times; several persons planned to settle in

Woosung, and a schoolhouse was projected. A year later, times

were a little better, but prices were still low. An early snow ham-

pered the harvest of corn, which brought only eighteen cents a

bushel. But Harry stayed with farming beyond his earlier dead-

line of 1861. In the spring of 1862 they were able to move into

a new house; but his wife, following the birth of their fourth

child, had to “he still” a month. The Civil War brought added

burdens; in May, 1862, Harry wrote: “This war bears heavily

upon us farmers, making labor so high and the taxes so very op-

pressive. I sometimes think I shall have to try another sojourn in

China.” By the end of the year, he had definitely decided to return

to China, and was making plans for his family to five in Beverly.

18. Essex County Probate Records, Essex County Courthouse, book 524,
leaf 298, book 527, leaf 131, book 566, leaf 16, book 570, leaf 270,
book 582, leaves 144 and 145.

19. Letters, Woosung, January 8, April 21, June 23, 1857; May 24
September 30, December 25, 1858; July 26, 1859, R.C.
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Charley, his son by his Chinese wife, had come West, and his

father saw him safe at Western Union College, at Fulton. George

Roundy, who had been living in a house belonging to Harry, fitted

it up with new carpets for the return of the owner. 20 With his

family installed in their new home, Harry left for New York in

February, 1863. His sister, who had made him some shirts, wrote

that they would miss “his ringing laugh and cheerful society.”21

Roundy decided to return to China uncommitted to any firm,

and both Edward Cunningham, of Russell and Company, and

Augustine Heard lent him money for the trip out. He sailed on

the steamer Fohkien on March 3, and sent Augustine Heard let-

ters from every port. He took a professional interest in the work-

ing of the vessel; from Cape de Verdes, he gave his opinion that

the Fohkien was a noble ship, but that its boilers were too small.

He recommended that “anyone about sending a steamer to China

should have as few of the new experimental additions to the ma-

chinery as possible.” Also in port was the Yankee man of war,

Mohican, in search of the Alabama. Roundy thought that “the

Capt. and officers are very pleasant men, but have Anglophobia

terribly, and I am sorry to say, they sometimes express their opin-

ions in the presence of the English gentlemen, who they tell us

have always treated them with the utmost kindness, and whose

sympathies are with the North!” From Cape Town (April 9), he

reported that he was studying the theory and practice of steam,

as applied to navigation, and that he was learning much from

conversation with the engineers.22

On the way out Roundy kept an eye on William Loring, who
was going to work for the Heards. Roundy knew about the tempta-

tion of drink, from past experience, and he was full of high re-

solves for himself and William. “We have made an agreement,”

he wrote, “never to touch any kind of spirits as long as we are in

China! ... I am fond of a little brandy & water and know it has

often done me good (in moderation) while residing in a hot cli-

mate; but I can do without it, and will for his sake.” Alas, his

20. George Roundy later moved his family to the house at 53 Cabot
Street, which remained in the family until it was torn down about 1930.

21. Letters, Woosung, September 17, November 12, 1859; December
2, i860; January 19, March 28, May 21, December 6, 1862. M. J., Diary,
September 20, 28, October 3, 1862; January 12, February 26, 1863.

22. Letters to Augustine Heard, March 22, April 13, 1863, H.C., BM-4.
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good resolves did not last long in China, and some of his later

troubles stemmed from that lapse. He was pleased to hear that his

brother George had called on Mr. Heard, in Ipswich. In Singapore

he found a letter from Albert F. Heard (one of Augustine’s four

nephews who were carrying on the business) inviting him to

stay at the Company’s house in Hong Kong; but he had already

accepted an invitation to stay with Capt. Endicott-James at T.

Hunt & Company’s house. 23

As soon as Roundy reached Hong Kong, Albert Heard offered

him employment. But Roundy, though disposed to accept the

offer, felt he should talk with Cunningham first. The latter

offered him “a very good situation at Shanghai, as sort of ship’s

husband for the Navigation Company’s steamers.” This was the

Shanghai Steam Navigation Company, which Russell and Com-

pany were building up to be the leading steamship line on the

Chinese rivers. 24 Roundy wrote that he felt like the “swain in

Punch with a girl on each side who says ‘Oh how happy could I

be with either’.” But he had made up his mind to work for the

Heards, if they would just meet Russell and Company’s offer, “or

say a trifle more.” He knew many persons with Heard, but with

Russell only Edward Cunningham, who was going home at the

end of the year. A letter to Albert F. Heard, dated Whampoa,
20th July, 1863, gives the terms of his acceptance:

All the stipulations I have to add, are as follows viz whatever
employment or position you give me, shall be similar to, or

as good as, the first proposed by you, say the out-door man-
agement and care of vessels etc . . . Then again I should
wish you to pay my passage out, and £120 in addition

which he (Cunningham) sent me, for my immediate neces-

sities . . . The cost of my passage out was $570—seventy

of which I spent on the way.

The Company’s reply, dated Hong Kong, the same day, accepted

these conditions and stated his salary to be $6,000 a year, “pay-

able at the average exchange of the ports where you may be sta-

tioned.” It was agreed that they would not expect him to “occupy

a position lower than that now held by you as our superintendent.”

23. Letters to Augustine Heard, May 1, May 20, 1863, H.C., BM-4.

24. Liu, K. C., “Financing a Steam-Navigation Company in China,
1861-62,” Business History Review, June, 1954, pp. 154-181.
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On July 22 Roundy replied that he considered himself engaged

for the term of three years from the first of June last. 25

Roundy’s first job for the Heards was to take charge of the

construction of two vessels at Whampoa, near Hong Kong. Getting

used to the hot climate affected his health, and he lost considerable

weight. The order of the day was economy, but Roundy felt he

should go slowly lest ‘‘too sudden a reform make the mechanics

down tools and quit en masse.” But by December he could re-

port that he was saving as much as he was paid. One vessel, the

Kin Shan (builder, C. McDonald, Captain, W. A. West), was

already well along. Ready for the River traffic in December, she

ran a race with the White Cloud and won. Roundy was to be

much more concerned with the other vessel, the Kiang Loong. He
corresponded with Heard as to many details, such as the addition

of three feet more depth of hold, the number of staterooms for

the Chinese saloon, and whether the coal bunkers should be on

deck. He felt that the vessel was “first rate” and well adapted to

travel on the Yangtsze. The trial trip, held on February 27, was

successful, even though thirty champagne glasses were missing

when it was over.26

The celebration was premature, for the vessel was damaged

in March on the trip from Hong Kong to Shanghai near Chelong

Point. Roundy wrote that “there was not a regular gale of wind

(but for insurance sake I suppose this fact had better be kept

quiet) and in all the numerous passages I have been up and down

the Coast never made a harbor where there was only so common

a breeze.” He felt that the cause was probably “a bad flaw in those

Hogframe rods which broke or else they were made of very poor

iron.” The vessel was beached for repairs at Amoy until the end

25. Letters to Augustine Heard, May 30, July n, 1863, H.C., BM-4.
Letter to A. F. Heard, July 20, 1863, H.C., HM-58. Letter, A. H. & Co.
to Roundy, July 20, 1863, H.C., EL-i. Roundy replaced Mugford, who
had been paid $4,000 a year. William Endicott wrote to A. F. Heard
that Roundy “has a good mechanical head, a tip top sailor, and knows a

good many other things.” Letter, Shanghai, June 15, 1863, H.C., HM-32.
Roundy to A.H. & Co., July 22, 1863, H.C., LV-22.

26. Letters to Augustine Heard, December 15, 1863, January 29, 1864,
H.C. BM-4. Letters to A. F. Heard, November 12, 16, 1863. H.C., HM-
58. There is a folder of accounts for the vessel (November, 1863-Febru-
ary, 1864) in case 28; volume 312 records disbursements, to March,
1864. The vessel cost $289,000; Heard & Company held 25V2 shares at

$5,550 each.
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of April. Roundy knew of the importance of the Log and Protest,

but in matters of insurance he relied on the advice of others. He
was also kept busy answering Albert Heard’s queries about copper

left on shore, bills for furniture, and the amount of champagne

consumed. We may sketch here briefly the later history of the

Kiang Loong. In May, Roundy wrote: “She is a sort of Sinbad’s

old man of the sea, and her whole history weighs upon my mind

like a nightmare.” In August, the vessel was laid up to wait for

better times. After a few months, it was decided to build her up

three feet, raise her shaft, and put the boilers in the hold. By the

end of the year, Roundy felt that she was a “stronger, safer and

better vessel than before.” And in August, 1865, he asserted that

she was at last acknowledged one of the finest boats on the river.

The Kiang Loong was sold to Russell & Company in February,

1867, for Tls 2 1 2, 500.
27

When the damage to the Kiang Loong occurred, Roundy was

on his way to Shanghai to take the place of William Endicott in

charge of the receiving ships. Also representing the Heards in

Shanghai at that time were George Heard, another nephew of

Augustine, George B. Dixwell, and Robert I. Fearon. The second

war between England and China, ending finally in i860, had

resulted in the opening of further areas to foreigners, the approval

of trade on the Yangtze, and the legalizing of the importation of

opium, subject to a duty of Tls 30 per picul. Roundy noted many
changes since he was last there in 1854. In fact, he wrote to

his brother, while still at Whampoa, that “China seems another

kind of country to what I remember of it.” And to Augustine

Heard he declared that Shanghai had changed, in many ways not

for the better. “There seems to be less chance to do a safe and

profitable business,” he wrote, “and all kinds of expenses and dis-

bursements have increased exceedingly. Food and rents are double

what they were formerly, all kinds of servants get 50 per cent

more wages.” He felt that Shanghai went ahead too fast in the

past two years, with the result that business was now dull.

27.Letters to A. F. Heard, March 10, 22, 29, April 5, 23, May 18,
November 24, December 25, 1864; to Augustine Heard, November 8,

1864, August 20, 1865, H.C., HM-58, BM-4. A tael was worth $1,358
at that time. For sale of the Kiang Loong

,

see Liu, K. C., “Administering
a Steam-Navigation Compariy in China, 1862-1867,” Business History
Review, June, 1955, p. 184.
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Roundy’s vessel was the Emily Jane, purchased from Dent & Com-
pany to replace the Ann Welsh. He reminisced that “twenty-one

years ago this very Month I was on board this good ship in Chim-

mo Bay and then little thought of being in command of her now
. . But in spite of changes for the worse, he was delighted

with Shanghai’s busyness. “The continual occupation for one’s

mind and attention,” he declared, “in the way of pigeon, the

great variety of same, makes the time pass rapidly and pleasantly.”

The truth is, he was homesick, and an abundance of “pigeon,” or

business, kept his mind off his separation from his family. 28

Roundy entered vigorously into being a sort of “ship’s husband”

for the steamboats and surveyor for the House. Carrying out his

promise to save money by watching expenses, he suggested that

two of the men be sent home, at a saving of $3,200 a year. As

ship’s husband, he found a leak on the Ann Welsh, and reported

that it would last a good many years as a pontoon at Hankow.

As surveyor of opium, he suggested that perhaps Heard could

come to an arrangement with Dent, combining the opium busi-

ness of both houses on board the Emily Jane, thus making her pay

well. He worked on his accounts and letters evenings, after the

heat of the day. “Am writing this on a miserable old manifold

writer’,” he reported on one occasion; “time midnight—boy asleep,

and the copying press fixings not very comeatable.” At about the

time Roundy reported to Dixwell, Albert Heard sent the latter a

very candid opinion of the new man’s worth. “He is a good fellow,”

he wrote, “reliable as gold, hardworking, ingenious &c but he has

no judgment & his opinion about most matters not connected with

his profession is not worth a rush. You knew him of old, & while

he is a good man as far as he goes, he is not good for much be-

yond a skipper or opium inspector’s duty. He is far less clever than

Endicott in matters of general business & interest.” All unaware

of Heard’s opinion, Roundy continued to suggest schemes for

making extra money, most of which were not acted upon. And it

must be admitted that later events did bear out his employer’s

statement. 29

28. Letter to George Roundy, January 29, 1864, R.C. Letter to A. F.

Heard, May, 1864; letters to Augustine Heard, May 20, November 8,

1864, H.C., HM-58 and BM-4.
29. Letters to A. F. Heard, May (no day), 18, 19, July 21, 1864;

letter to Augustine Heard, May 20, 1864; A. F. Heard to G. W. Dixwell,

March 5, 1864. H.C., HM-58, BM-4 ,
HL-23.
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Roundy did reduce expenses on the Emily Jane

;

he began with

$1,250 a month for all wages and costs; by June, 1865, he was

getting along on $1,100 a month. His own salary, carried to the

Emily Jane's account, was $1,250 for three months; he must

have received a little more from other accounts, to make up the

$6,000 per year he signed on for. He wrote to his brother in the

summer of 1864 that the receipts for July were $800 more than

for several months earlier, a sum which was greater than his pay.

Yet the Emily Janes account for the year May, 1864 to May,

1865, ended $3,686.19 in the red. This seems to have reflected,

in part at least, a general decline in business. In August, 1864,

Roundy wrote to Augustine Heard that “Steamboating seems to be

for the present—to use a homely expression
—

‘done up’ by reason

of its having been so tremendously over done.” And in January,

1865, he wrote that “It is beginning to be found out that if

America is not doing well, other Nations must feel it.” Yet in

the same letter he asserted that “This ship (Emily Jane') is pay-

ing very well, I am happy to say.” It is likely that he could be

more optimistic with Augustine, who was old and at a distance,

than with Albert, who had the figures at hand. 30

Roundy’s desire to get ahead faster soon led him to specula-

tions on his own. In December, 1864, he asked Albert Heard if

he would help him acquire some land at Woosung, near Shanghai,

and then build a bungalow on it for lease. He reported that labor

was cheap and filling in of the land could be done for a song.

Heard replied that he had doubts about the bungalows, because

“there won’t be many people left in Shanghai to buy or hire coun-

try residences;” but he said he would talk about it when they met.

In the spring of 1865 Roundy was full of economies in the opera-

tion of the vessels and for changes in wharf locations. “Just think

of Manila quarter masters at $40 pr mo,” he wrote. “I had $25
as second mate, and the owners were making lots of money!

Now the quartermasters make more than the owners.” He sent

Heard a complete prospectus for a joint stock steam tug company;

and Robert Fearon reported that Roundy, together with Benning

30. Folder, Emily Jane, H.C., case S-4. Letters to Augustine Heard,
August 20, November 8, 1864, January 8, 1865, H.C., BM-4. Letter to

George Roundy, August 5, 1864, R.C.
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and the engineer, was trying to buy the tug Bunker Hill. He was

also working on plans for a floating wharf, for the Heard’s facili-

ties were in an inconvenient location. Albert Heard would not

commit himself about these schemes, but he was pleased with the

plans for economies, writing that "I always thought it could be

done and your triumphant success in the E. Jane is the proof.”31

During the summer of 1865 Roundy continued to press for

changes in the firm’s arrangements for the opium trade and for

new wharf facilities. He believed that the influence of the Parsee

houses on the opium trade would dwindle, and that Heard should

take on consignments from Bombay. Here, his acquaintance

among the Bombay and Swatow merchants would help them.

“Now for the future,” he wrote, “I want to make it all house

pigeon, and if A. H. & Co. see fit to give me a little out of what

may be gained in the transactions, I shall be content.” One reason

for the success of Russell & Company’s progeny, the Shanghai

Steam Navigation Company, was the excellent location of its

wharves, and Roundy seconded the suggestion that Heard ac-

quire pontoon and godowns (warehouses) in the French Bund.

He recommended working with some Fohkien Hongs to get up a

joint landing and godowns above the Shanghai Steam Navigation

Company’s place. The Hongs dealt in sugar, and, if Heard

stored it, they would save paying the Mandarin tax before the

sugar was sold. As Roundy wrote later about opium, “When the

pigeon is done through purely Chinese houses, the native officials

squeeze always and know more about everybody’s business among

their countrymen than is either convenient or proper.” Roundy

assured Albert Heard that “if we get half of the cost of the landing

paid by the Chinese and divide the remainder of the cost between

the contractor, Jenkins and ourselves it will leave but a small

amount of capital to be risked and a wide margin of prof’.” But

Heard did not want to commit funds to these projects, and the

following spring (1866) the deal with the Swatow merchants

regarding opium was still unsettled. 32

31. Letters to A. F. Heard, December 13, 1864, May 4, June 20, Aug-
ust 3, 1865; letters from A. F. Heard to Roundy, December 30, 1864,

June 29, 1865; letter from Robert I. Fearon to A. F. Heard, September

30, 1865. H.C., HM-58, HL-25, 26, HM-42.

32. Letters to A. F. Heard, July 13, August 3, 15, September 30, Oc-
tober 11, 21, 22, 25, 1865; March 22, 1866, H.C., HM-58.
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One of Roundy’s boldest schemes involved a combination of

Dent & Company, Jardine Matheson, and Heard, to operate a

steamboat line in competition with the Shanghai Steam Naviga-

tion Company. He broached it in a letter of November 30, 1865,

stating that Russell and Company were trying to acquire the Fire

Queen , and if Heard could get it, they could compel Dent and

Jardine to join hands, “which would make a combination able to

set at defiance old Delano and his myrmidons.” He continued,

“If such a company could be formed and the outdoor general su-

perintendence given to me, I could guarantee the purchase of

shares among my Chinese friends together with David MacLean-

Partridge and others to the extent of Tls 50,000.” Albert Heard

thought that Roundy’s ideas for such a joint project were first-

rate, and “if they could be carried into effect I would gain heart.”

But it was too late for such a joint effort to be profitable—even

if it were possible—and after 1866 the Shanghai Steam Naviga-

tion Company was in an unbeatable position. As to the Fire

Queen, Heard thought it was not worth acquiring, unless very

cheap. And in December, Roundy wrote that it was to go to

Jardine Matheson; actually, it too went to Russell and Company. 33

Roundy’s own financial affairs were not in very good shape.

In November, his brother, Augustus, wrote to George, “You speak

of Bro. H. what Bank and where is it he has lost—poor fellow he

is always in when there is a chance to lose. Has he engaged on

the second term of service with A. Heard & Co.?” Harry was con-

sidering the same question; in March, he wrote a lengthy letter

to Albert Heard, marked “Private & Confidential.” He remarked

that in his early days in China it was not so necessary to write,

“but recent occurrences and Mr. Dixwell’s counsel has taught me
a lesson regarding the importance of a written record of all mat-

ters of business.” Roundy wanted a new arrangement concerning

opium : “I will not take either the risk or responsibility of buying,

selling, transferring, or shipping drug without regular official

documents, nor will I have anything done without a regular sys-

tem made by the house so that all the business is with their full

cognizance and according to their instructions.” Dixwell had

33. Letters to A. F. Heard, November 30, December 19, 1865; letter,

A. F. Heard to Roundy, December 9, 1865, H.C., HM-58, HL-27. Liu,
K.C., “Administering . . op. cit., p. 180.
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evidently been cool of late, but Roundy felt an explanation would
make “all square.” In the end, Roundy made up his mind to stay

on another term, although documents relating to changes in

arrangements, if any, have not been found. 34

In the summer of 1866, Roundy was again full of schemes for

wharves and boats. He suggested that Heard join with Keswick

in getting control of Hunts Wharf at Hong Que; or if that did

not work out, the Reynolds place might serve as a foil. When the

Shanghai Steam Navigation Company’s vessel Huguong burned,

Roundy thought it a good opportunity for Heard, and perhaps

Dent, to start a rival line of three boats. In September, Roundy
and Captain West obtained a lease for three years of Reeds prop-

erty next to Jardine’s and also the refusal of the frontage before

the consulate. It is likely that he was dealing in opium on his own,

in spite of his resolves of the spring. It is possible, with all these

irons in the fire, that he overextended himself. It is likely too

that his old trouble, overindulgence in liquor, was getting the

better of him again. In December, Dixwell reported to Heard that

“Roundy is still poorly & low spirited. He thinks he has injured

the bottom of his spine. He is in no condition now to undertake

any new work.”35

In May, 1867, occurred a fiasco which ended Roundy’s use-

fulness to the Heards. It has been noted that customs duties were

less for foreigners than for natives. Starting with an effort to

avoid part of the duty on certain opium ventures of his own, he

ended up pledging non-existent goods for loans. He seems to have

owed some Tls7,7oo, and various of his friends in the Company
came forward to make up this amount. Robert I. Fearon offered

$3,000 from his balance with the Company. Dixwell’s explana-

tion was that Roundy’s hurt to his spine might have affected his

mind. Harry’s only reference in surviving correspondence is in

a letter to his sister a year later, in which he says: “Most terribly

have I been afflicted during the last two years . . . owing to

my over weening confidence in my fellow man.” He goes on to

34. Letter, Augustus to George, November 30, 1865, R.C. Letter to

A. F. Heard, March 22, 1866, H.C. HM-58. Several series in the Heard
Collection contain gaps for this period.

35. Letters to A.F. Heard, August 21, 23, 1866. G. B. Dixwell to A. F.

Heard, December 31, 1866. William Endicott to A. F. Heard, September

24, 1866. H.C., HM-58, HM-30, HM-32.
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mention his loss of money in China and his being thought by

some dishonest. The likely explanation—and it does not really

exonerate him—is that the moral climate was so poor and the

dealings with local customs officials so corrupt, that Roundy may
have believed that he was doing no wrong.36

Roundy was still in Shanghai in September, when he wrote a

letter home, but we next hear from him in San Francisco, in

June, 1868. He came to Beverly in May, 1869 but left again on

business. His sister reported, “He looks older, but his voice &
hearty laugh are the same.” In California he became interested in

a marine paint company, but here too he failed. He tried to inter-

est the government in a secret formula, and succeeded in having

one side of the Shawnee, at Charlestown Navy Yard, painted with

it. In November, 1869, he conveyed to his brother, George, thirty

shares in the California Marine Paint Company and his own one-

eighth interest in it. An investor, named Bullock, wrote for in-

formation about the Company in July, 1870; Roundy replied that

he was in debt for over $1,000 for paint on hand, and that his

services and travelling expenses had not been paid. He was

ready to wind up the affairs of the Company, as soon as he had

permission to sell out the secret for a consideration. He consid-

ered going to Woosung, Illinois again, but, as John Anderson in-

formed George Roundy, this would not benefit him. The brick

house, he wrote, could not be made habitable for under $1,000;

for it was built like a house in China, making no allowance for

the difference in climate. Furthermore, he could not work the

vacant blocks and lots as a farm, since the streets had become

public property. And there was no school nearer than Dixon or

Polo for the older children. So Harry, now seriously ill, stayed in

Beverly with his mother and sister. His wife and the children had

gone to live with her family in New York City. He died on Sep-

tember 14, 1873, at the age of fifty-three. 37

Fortunately, Roundy’s properties in Illinois and Beverly had

already been put in trust for his family, or turned over to his

36. G. B. Dixwell to A. F. Heard, May 6, 1867; Robert I. Fearon to

A. F. Heard, May 6, 1867. H.C., HM-31. H. Roundy to Mrs. William
Remmonds, San Francisco, June 15, 1868, R.C.

37. Letters to Sister, Shanghai, September 6, 1867, San Francisco, June
15, 1868. Letter to L. H. Bullock, July 16, 1870. John Anderson to

George Roundy, Woosung, 111 ., September 2, 1871, December 8, 1873,
January 6, 1874. M.J., Diary, May 10, 1869. R.C.
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brother. He died intestate, and the Court records show his prop-

erty (he is called Shipmaster) as appraised at only $249.04.

Thus, his life cut short by hard living in China, he died a failure.

Perhaps, as he said in his letter to Bullock, “Sailors have no busi-

ness ashore anyhow.” But he had led a venturesome life in many
parts of the world. Members of his family who stayed at home
felt the glamor of his situation; they called him “Handsome

Harry.” He was generous with what he had; his sister’s comment,

towards the end of his life, is worth noting: “I hope he will soon

come home, to rove no more, for a very kind and generous brother

he has been to me. Indeed, he has a large heart and is kind to

every one, at home, and abroad.” But later she wrote, “Oh! how
we all grieved to see what a wreck intemperance had made of our

noble brother!” Life had been hard for him since that day in

1840 when he set forth to make his way in China, truly then he

had been “Handsome Harry.”38

38. Essex County Probate Records, book 266, leaf 1101, book 271,
leaf 163, book 273, leaf 102. Letter to L. H. Bullock, July 16, 1870.
M.J., Diary, March 31, 1871, September, 1873, R.C.
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EDITORIAL NOTE
On October 19, 1811, William Bentley wrote in his diary

about house moving in Salem

:

Abbe Rabin mentions it as a curiosity, the moving of

Houses & framed buildings through the streets. Mr. Skerry,

who was this day moving a house, told me that he believed

no town was more known for such practices. That the

one he was moving was the sixth in this week & he had
assisted to remove 53 in one year. All our buildings of wood
& of two stories are moved & sometimes even of three stories

but not so commonly It is not uncommon to see

a new street quite full of small buildings & then stripped of

them.

Bentley, then, and the members of the Crowninshield family

with whom he boarded, would not be surprised to learn that their

house at 106 Essex Street was moved in 1959 to 126 Essex

Street, at the corner of Washington Square, and restored by the

Essex Institute during 1959 and i960.

In the front entry is this printed memorial:

Crowninshield-Bentley House

Built by John Crowninshield, c. 1727
The Restoration and Preservation have been Given

in memory of

Louise du Pont Crowninshield

1877-1958

A special committee, with Frederick J. Bradlee as chairman,

Nina Fletcher Little, Abbott Lowell Cummings, Albert Goodhue,

Jr., and Paul T. Haskell, has worked with the staff in this under-

taking, and this issue of the Historical Collections, with articles

on the house, its furnishings, and Dr. Bentley, provides a record

of Salem’s newest old house.



THE HOUSE AND ITS PEOPLE

By Abbott Lowell Cummings

During the late winter and spring of i960 Salem wit-

nessed the transformation through restoration of a familiar Essex

Street landmark which had served in recent years as a bakery

and tenement. Painted a dull battle-ship gray, and with its front

wall disfigured by shop windows there was little to set it apart

from other buildings in the neighborhood. Only the keen-eyed

observer might have noticed details which would indicate that

the house had any real age. No more than a handful of historians

were aware that it had been the home for nearly thirty years of

one of Salem’s best known ministers and diarists, the Rev. William

Bentley, whose fame has spread far beyond the immediate limits

of the city; and though it was known locally as a Crowninshield

house, few if any realized that it had originally been built by the

father and grandfather of those members of the Crowninshield

family who were to achieve for themselves a renown which would

also spread far beyond Salem into foreign ports throughout the

world.

Restored now in nearly every major aspect and relocated on

the grounds of the Essex Institute it has traveled no more than

half a block from its original site and continues to face south. Like

many houses which have grown in size from generation to genera-

tion it is larger than it was when first built. These changes and

additions have raised some questions concerning restoration policy,

especially as they affect the exterior, and here one finds finish

trim of a later period. In order to understand these changes, how-

ever, and to follow the history of the house in any detail, it is

necessary to begin with a study of the Crowninshields themselves.

The first of the name in Salem, Bentley tells us on June 16,

1815, was “Johannes Caspar Richter Crowninshield who came

here from Germany in 1684.”1 When his will was probated

December 31, 1711, he is called “John von Cronenshilt late of

Boston . . . Physician,” but this spelling was soon anglicized

and his children consistently bore the name as we know it today.

1 . For the Bentley Diary and Probate Court records, page references
have been eliminated inasmuch as the dates and case names serve to

identify the quotations.

82
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Among these were three sons by his wife, Elizabeth Allen, all of

whom left descendants: John, born in Boston January 19, 1696;

Clifford, born in Boston December 10, 1699, and died in Salem

April 4, 1776 (though “no male of his name remains,” Bentley

writes in 1815); and Richard, who was born in Boston Decem-

ber 28, 1708, married in 1734, and settled in Attleboro, Massa-

chusetts.

John Crowninshield, the eldest son, was married to Anstis

Williams on September 27, 1722. He was a merchant in Salem

engaged in the fish business, but also, apparently, followed the

sea. In 1727, five years after his marriage, he acquired two ad-

joining lots of land on Essex Street at the head of Union Street,

and must have begun building at once, for the style of the earliest

portion of the Crowninshield-Bentley House is consistent with

other houses in Essex County erected early in the second quarter

of the 1 8th century. Bentley, on August 4, 1818, speaks of it as

having been “built nearly a Century ago. . .

Though the plan was not typical of the average seventeenth

and early eighteenth century house John Crowninshield did take

advantage of the traditional central chimney scheme. To the right

of a spacious entry with staircase ascending in three easy stages

to the second floor there was a large room or hall with a good sized

fireplace in the north wall. To the left of the fireplace a narrow

passageway led to the rear kitchen. In this same area was the

great chimney which served both these rooms, and against which

a second narrow flight of stairs led to the second story. Beneath

this flight, and also entered from the passageway, were stairs to

the cellar. Above these rooms were corresponding chambers and

passageways.

One important (and perplexing) question upon which investi-

gation has shed little if any light is the chronology of the western

half of the house with its own separate chimney. At first glance

a number of structural peculiarities would imply that it had been

added to the original house at a somewhat later date, perhaps

around 1750. The supporting timbers of the first floor, as seen in

the cellar, have been put together in a way that suggest such a

possibility. There are no summer beams visible in the ceilings of

the western rooms, and the delicate detail of the chimney breast

in the western attic chamber could hardly be much before 1750
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in terms of style. 2 On the other hand, when the building had

been stripped of its outer covering there were none of the tell-

tale evidences of an addition to be found: no break in either

the exterior boarding or front sill (both of which, of course, could

be later replacements), nor any butting of one structural unit

against another, and while the detail of the western attic chamber

may seem later, the raised paneling in the chamber below is very

similar to that in the original eastern chamber. It is hard to visual-

ize, moreover, how the house might have looked originally as a

“half-house” covered with a gambrel roof to which was attached

at right angles a slightly narrower ell covered with a pitched roof.

The resulting arrangement, rather awkwardly L-shaped, is not

typical of houses which have survived, and can be explained only,

it would seem, if we assume that an addition (which if it was not

a part of the original house) was planned to come along within

a very few years. At all events, the western rooms were in exist-

ence by 1761 when they are mentioned in the inventory of

John Crowninshield’s estate.

John and Anstis Crowninshield reared a large family in this

house. The first of their children were twin girls, Elizabeth and

Anstis, born April 8, 1727. Elizabeth died a month or so later,

but Anstis lived until November 22, 1768, and was twice mar-

ried. The first son, John, was born December 21, 1728, and died

June 24, 1766. He was a merchant and built and occupied the

house (in which Nathaniel Bowditch was born) two doors west

of the East Church. The third daughter, Sarah, was born April

30, 1730, and died October 8, 1793, having married in 1758.

The next son was Jacob, born January 9, 1733, of whom more

later, followed by George, born August 6, 1734, and died June

16, 1815. The next daughter, Elizabeth, was born Feb. 23,

1736, and died April 19, . 1799. On April 23, 1761, she was

married to the renowned Elias Hasket Derby whose sister, Mary
Derby (1737-1813) had married George Crowninshield on July

18, 1757. By these marriages two of Salem’s most prominent

mercantile families were doubly tied together.

Of the younger children there was a son, Benjamin, born

March 26, 1737, who died at sea in 1762, and a daughter, Mary,

2. It is quite possible, of course, that this attic chamber was not im-
mediately finished off when the western half of the house was built.
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born October 8, 1740, and died May 18, 1819. She was married

on September 23, 1760, to Henry Elkins, and is remembered

largely as the woman with whom the Rev. William Bentley

boarded during his earliest years in Salem. Just before moving

to the Crowninshield House he writes on February 28, 1791,

“Preparing to remove from M rs
Elkins', with whom I have boarded

ever since my ordination, & occasionally from the May preceeding,

wanting only two months of eight years.”

Jacob Crowninshield was a shipmaster and married, March 30,

1756, Hannah, the daughter of Samuel and Deborah (Stevens)

Carlton. She was born July 26, 1734, and died May 14 or 23,

1824, aged 90. Eventually the family home descended to Jacob

as the oldest surviving son, but one wonders where the young

couple lived during their early married years. The lower east front

room is not mentioned in the inventory of the father John’s es-

tate, and perhaps it is here they kept house. 3 It has not always

been one large room, judging from evidence in the ceiling which

would suggest a partition running east and west to make of

this area two more or less equal sized rooms. The partition

itself has long since disappeared, with no indication of when it

may have been introduced. On the assumption that it had not

been original no effort was made in the restoration to replace it.

Following Capt. John Crowninshield’s death on May 25, 1761,

an inventory of his estate was taken which gives some inkling of

how the rooms were used by the family. The “Western lower

Room” contained an assortment of fine furniture and china,

together with some fairly elegant pieces of silver and “8 framed

Picktures carved”—obviously the best parlor. The “Kitchen” held

a full complement of cooking utensils as well as “9 Picktures” and

a number of candlesticks which could be carried into other parts

of the house as needed. The “Westermost Chamber” was clearly

the parents’ best bedroom. It had a “Case w*. Drawers” and “a

Chamber Table” (probably a matching highboy and lowboy as

they are called today), a bedstead with curtains and “a Callico

Quilt” together with “His wearing Apparel.” In the “Kitchen

Chamber” at the rear of the house was another bedstead with cur-

tains and valance, “2 Cotton Counterpins” and “a blew Bed

3. The births of Jacob's and Hannah’s three children, however, ranging
from 1758 to 1763 are not recorded in Salem, and they may have been
located out of town during these years.
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Quilt.” In the “Eastern Chamber” there were two bedsteads with-

out curtains, “an old Bedsted” and “a Pallat D°.” With this num-
ber of beds in the room one is not surprised to find that “a Chest

w\ Drawers” is about the only other item of furniture mentioned.

Although most of the children were by this time married and

presumably established in homes of their own, it was no more

than a decade since the family had numbered ten in all and

these many beds would not have seemed superfluous! Finally, in

the “Garret” there was still another bedstead with “Curtains Head
Cloth & Tester,” presumably in the western finished chamber.

The dwelling house itself, incidentally, with Barn and “Out

Houses” was appraised at £666.13.4, and the estate included “a

Negro Man” at £66.13.4 and a “Negro Woman” at £40.

There is an interesting reference in Bentley’s diary, September

13, 1807, to negro servants in the family at a somewhat later

period: “This day we lost unexpectedly our most worthy black

servant Jack. He was brought into this country by Capt. Foster

of Manchester, & then purchased by Mr. Deland of Salem [in

1754 when he was thought to be eleven years old], & married the

negro woman of Mrs. H[annah] Crowninshield in whose family

I live. He took his freedom at the revolution as all Negroes did &
followed his Master’s trade as a truckman, ’till old age overtook

him, having gained a house, horses & trucks as his own.” More

recently, Bentley continues, “he has not had such ample means

as before & has returned to our house to perform such little serv-

ices as were in his power & to receive a great part of his support.”

John Crowninshield’s estate was not finally settled until after

the death of his son, Capt. John, Jr., on June 24, 1766. On
November 4 of that year a committee of three, appointed by the

Probate Court, set off to the widow, Anstis Crowninshield, “the

Western Part of the Mansion House . . . with the yard & Land

adjoining, ...” The fine was to run through “the middle of the

Front Door . . . thence northerly through the middle of the

Entry Way one hundred & twenty Feet to a Stake in the Fence

at the Training Field. . .
.” Included was a “Priviledge of one

half the Stair Way and the Western Part of the Cellar as it is

now petitioned off. . .
.”

By this time all of John and Anstis Crowninshield’s living

children were married and apparently Jacob and Hannah fell
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heir to the whole eastern part of the house. To them were born

three children, Benjamin, on February 16, 1758; John, on No-

vember 24, 1761; and Hannah, on January 18, 1763. John mar-

ried Sarah, the daughter of Daniel and Rachel (Phelps)

Hathorne who were also the grandparents of the novelist, Na-

thaniel Hawthorne, and died without issue February 19, 1786.

Hannah, the only daughter, never married and lived at home un-

til her death on April 9, 1832. When the widow Anstis Crown-

inshield died on September 10, 1774, the house in its entirety

came into the possession of Jacob, but he survived his mother

no more than a month or two, dying on November 15, 1774, in

passage from Jamaica.

Once again there was delay in settlement and again the house

was divided by the Probate Court. On November 28, 1788,

there was set off to the widow, Hannah Crowninshield, as her

dower, “the Eastern End of Said . . . dwelling house with the

Land under & Adjoining it. . .
.” In this case the line was de-

scribed as running south from the Training Field “to a Stake in

y
e
back Yard (near y

e
back door) thence Southerly through the

Midle of the Great Entry to the midle of the front door . . . the

well, the necessary house in garden, to gather with the Front

door, Great Entry, and Stair way in said Entry to the Garret (Ex-

cept the Small Chamber in S
d

. Entry which belongs to the west

End of y
e
house) to be in Common to both Parts of the House,

reserveing to the west End of the house a Privilidg of the use of

the Outer Celler door, & a Passage throug the Eastern Celler,

to the Celler under the west End of the house. . .
.”

Here in the eastern half of the old house, the widow Hannah
Crowninshield and her daughter Hannah continued to live and

here they kept boarders for many years. Among these was the

printer William Carlton, the Widow Hannah’s nephew. An in-

teresting bit of folklore is found in an early manuscript note in

the collections of the Institute, penned not too many years after

Washington’s visit to Salem in 1789, telling us that Washington

came to this house to call upon W. Carlton who had been one of

his Generals. 4 Another boarder, according to an entry in Bentley’s

4. Since William Carlton, the printer, was born in 1771, the author of
this note must have been referring to his uncle, Samuel Carlton (1731-
1804), a Colonel under Washington in the Revolution, or possibly to his
father, Captain William Carlton (1744-1791).
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diary, would have been Capt. Benjamin Orne. But it is Bentley

himself, never married, whose long residence here has brought

widespread fame to the house and given to it, in modern times,

the honor of his name. Nearly all of the Crowninshields were

parishioners of his, and having lived with another member of the

family since coming to Salem he records on February 14, 1791,
“Made a contract with Hannah Crowninshield for the use of her

Chamber for my separate use, & boarding, & washing to be done

under her care, eighteen shillings, I having the privilege of every

usual family meal whether customarily asked by me or not, &
liberty to accommodate a friend occasionally by night & by day.”

Later he notes “On the first day of March, I removed from Mary
Elkin’s opposite the Meeting, to Hannah Crowninshield opposite

Long Wharf Lane. Agreably to the contract of the 14th ult, I

am to be entertained. By courtesy I have the western upper Cham-
ber to lodge in.” There is no mention in the diary of his moving

into the large front eastern chamber, but it is noted in at least

one roughly contemporary report that it was here he lived during

the later years at least. 5

The Rev. William Bentley, D. D., born in 1759, came to

Salem in 1783 as pastor of its East Church and occupied that pul-

pit until his death in 1819. Pastor, politician, linguist, naturalist,

antiquarian—there is hardly any current of thought, any local

event in this richly interesting period which escaped his attention.

His name is not perhaps as well known as that of Samuel Sewall

or of John Quincy Adams, but the diary which he kept during

the adult years of his life is no less important than the diaries of

those more celebrated men. To many students, in fact, Bentley’s

is considered the most important New England diary. Covering

the epochal first years of the newly created United States, the four

volumes of closely printed pages present a thoroughly comprehen-

sive chronicle of an era. Over and over again his graphic entries

bring us into intimate contact with a remote people and with the

normally unrecorded events of their lives.

Bentley came to Salem too late to have known Capt. Jacob

Crowninshield whose estate was now judged insolvent. The Wid-

ow Hannah as administratrix was obliged in 1791 to sell the

5. Benjamin F. Browne, “An Account of Salem Common and the Level-

ling of the Same in 1802, With Short Notices of the Subscribers,” Essex
Institute Historical Collections, IV (December 1862), 265.
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western half of the house to her sister-in-law’s husband, Elias

Hasket Derby. Derby in turn, on April 1 1 of the same year, sold

it to Jacob’s son Benjamin Crowninshield, shipmaster and later

collector of the port at Marblehead. He had married Mary Lam-

bert November 9, 1780, and it is clear that the young couple

were living here through most if not all the years before Capt.

Benjamin acquired the title outright. In 1785, and again in

1792, in lists of his church members, Bentley locates Capt. Ben-

jamin Crowninshield in the “Street” or “Great Street,” the entry

in both cases being next to that of his mother, the Widow Han-

nah. Although the business arrangements were entirely with Mrs.

Crowninshield in her separate, eastern half of the house, Bentley

often speaks of the son Benjamin as his landlord. “My landlord

Capt. Crowninshield sailed,” he notes on March 24, 1799, and

again, on July 29, 1801: “My Landlord, B. Crowninshield, has

returned after 8 months detention in Alquizeras.”

In spite of these sea-faring absences from home Benjamin and

Mary raised a number of children in the western half of the house:

Benjamin, born 1782 (?) and died November 30, 1862; Maria,

bp. June 28, 1789, who married on April 4, 1814 John Crown-

inshield (her first cousin once removed), the son of George; Han-

nah, also bp. on June 28, 1789, who married March 29, 1819,

James Armstrong of the United States Navy; Elizabeth, bp. No-

vember 16, 1794, and Jacob, born February 15, 1799, who died

July 15, 1849. This was the family which Bentley knew intimate-

ly and of which he wrote so often. It is little wonder that as its

numbers increased some of his entries should relate to an expan-

sion of the house itself. On March 20, 1794, he records: “B.

Crowninshield, new back part of his House in the Street, &c.,” a

date which is in perfect accord with the style of the large western

rear room and chambers above. The addition included as well a

separate staircase and entry which project at the west end of the

house in the form of a “Beverly jog.” As a result of these changes

the house exchanged its L-shaped form for one which nearly ap-

proached a square in plan. The roof of the newly added portion

fell away from the main ridge of the house in a single pitch, cre-

ating the effect of a leanto as viewed from the west. A new set of

flues was butted against the rear of the original western chimney to

serve the new rooms, and this addition to the chimney, together
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with the original north slope of the gambrel roof with early, if not

original, shingles are preserved in the rear attic of the western

half of the house under the later (and higher) leanto roof.

Three months later, in June of 1794, Bentley adds a further

note: “B. Crowninshield, entire repairs in the Street.” With these

“repairs” the house must have assumed the aspect it has worn

throughout the nineteenth century to the present time, aside

from the obvious later changes in the first floor street front and

the addition of modern ells at the rear (removed during the

restoration). The detail of window frames in the 1794 addition,

for example, are matched by those throughout the rest of the

house, and from this period, too, would date the present cornice.

Obviously Capt. Benjamin up-dated the whole outside of the house

to match his new rooms and these exterior changes of the late

eighteenth century have not been altered in restoration. All the

sash have been restored, replacing relatively modern window glass,

and follow a pattern of twelve over twelve panes, the arrange-

ment shown in a late nineteenth century photograph of the house.

The details of the muntins are based on a single surviving late

1 8th century sash found in place in the east gable of the attic.

The front entrance had been altered, probably in the second

quarter of the 1 9th century, and has been restored, using an early

paneled door from an old house in Beverly. The classical frontis-

piece copies a late 18 th century example at 118 Boston Street in

Salem.

Although these changes were made in what we think of as the

Federal period, the detail, especially within doors, follows the

prevailing style of the 1780’s, with a continuing use of feather-

edged paneling and eared overmantel panels. It should be re-

membered, however, that the first of the houses of Salem’s lead-

ing architect, Samuel Mclntire, to break away entirely from an

earlier style and reflect the new Adamesque trends of the Federal

period was the Nathan Dean House in Salem, built only one

year before.

We can easily follow the familiar stages as Capt. Benjamin’s

children grew from childhood—all seen through the eyes of the

benign Dr. Bentley. He tells us in 1798, for instance, that all of

the children were absent from home, undergoing inoculation for

small pox at the “Hospital, Great Pasture, Salem.” On September
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17, 1808, he reports having sent specimens of the penmanship of

young Benjamin Jr. and his sister Hannah to President Jefferson

in Washington and tells us on January 6, 1809, of Jefferson’s

reply

:

I have certainly never seen anything in either way equally

perfect, & I esteem them as models which will not, I believe

be exceeded Be so good as to present to the young
artists the assurances of my thankfulness for these acceptable

proofs of their uncommon talents. If my testimony of their

eminence can be any gratification to them it is offered with

sincerity as justly due to them.

A few years earlier, on October 9, 1804, he mentions an event

which must have concerned the entire household—as it would

today. This was the famous October Gale of that year (in which

the original steeple of Christ Church in Boston was blown down)

:

“It was the heaviest blow ever known in Salem & it will be re-

membered as the Violent Storm of 9 October 1804. We had

thunder & lightning all day. We lost the Railing from the top

of the house in which I live. It was totally destroyed.”

Later, on April 4, 1814, he notes that “Capt. John Crownin-

shield was married to a Gd. of my Landlady at our house this

afternoon. Much is expected from this match by all parties.” But

it was Capt. Benjamin’s daughter, Hannah, of whom Bentley has

the most to say. Again and again throughout the diary there are

references to her growing accomplishments and his efforts to de-

velop these in every way he could, to their many instructive trips

together and pleasant social outings. Her artistic abilities inter-

ested him in particular, and the Peabody Museum has a number
of her very meticulous drawings, including a miniature portrait

of Bentley after his death, and her painting box. Perhaps his

feeling for this unusual young lady and the exceptional quality of

their relationship are best summed up in a long entry, penned just

a few months before his death in 1819. On March 29 he writes,

This day I passed through the most interesting scene of my
life. I came to the family of H. C[rowninshield] in 1791.
In 1789 I had baptised Hannah, d. of Benj. & Mary Crown-
inshield, two years before I came into the family, tho I had
before lived in a branch of it. As soon as Hannah the g.d.

was of age for instruction she was put into my care. She has
rewarded it with her virtues & accomplishments. This day I
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delivered her in marriage to an officer of the Navy. He is

from Virginia, but to me unknown. What the prospects are

I cannot guess. The event is not from my wishes or at my
will. The sympathy was beyond description. The hundred I

have united never gave such emotion. I knew nothing con-

trary to the hopes of the young man & that is the evil. . . .

The branches of the family were represented on the occa-

sion & after the ceremonies H. retired to her Father’s in

Danvers .... Thus after nearly 30 years all our hopes
are unknown. Why did not so accomplished girl find a bosom
friend in Salem .... I hope H. will be happy. It will

be my happiness. My best wishes attend her.

One long connected phase in the history of the house was draw-

ing to a close and these were final scenes. Capt. Benjamin

Crowninshield had removed his family about 1 8 1 1 to the farm in

Danversport to which Bentley refers and now in this same year

of Hannah’s marriage, 1819, the diarist’s own life came to an

end on Wednesday evening, December 29. He had been visiting

one of his parishioners, Capt. James Fairfield, and returned about

10 o’clock. Another member of his parish has described for us

the events of the next few moments

:

It was his custom before retiring to call on the old lady and
bid her ‘good night.’ Leaning on the back of her chair he was
telling her what a pleasant and interesting party it was,

when he stopped, and asked her daughter, Miss Hannah, for

a glass of water. She handed it as quickly as possible. He
took it, raised it to his lips and fell.

6

A young storekeeper who worked in the neighborhood and who
came running across the street in response to Mrs. Crowninshield’s

outcry, has left a touching comment on this pastor’s place in the

hearts of his friends and parishioners:

Here died a man who with all his eccentricities, and they

were many, was a noble specimen of humanity. . . . During

the 3 years that I kept opposite to him, I sent by his order

and by his payment, frequently, supplies of groceries and

other necessaries to poor persons, some of them not of his

own parish, with strict orders that it should not be known

6. Marguerite Dalrymple, “An Address on Rev. William Bentley, written

in her 87th year," The Diary of William Bentley, D.D. (Salem, 1905), I,

xxxvi.
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who sent them. ‘Take him for all in all, we ne’er shall look

upon his like again/7

Only the two Hannahs now remained. During the year 1818

Bentley had written of an attempt on the part of the “Hon. Mr.

Silsbee” to acquire this Crowninshield property, “but the present

incumbent, Widow of Jacob,” he tells us, “would not resign it

hoping to keep it for John, son of George, who had married her

G. Daughter.” This hope did not materialize, and following the

deaths of these last Crowninshields, the Widow Hannah and her

daughter, the house passed out of the family into other hands. It

continued to change hands with separate ownership of each half

until the 1940*8 when both were bought by a single individual

and resold to Hotel Hawthorne through whose generosity the

building was acquired by the Institute.

* * * * X #

Fortunately there had been little change within doors through-

out the nineteenth century and much original trim remained in-

tact. The work of restoration can be summarized largely as paring

away later material and recovering the original color scheme.

In the western parlor a later door and shop window were re-

placed with window openings in their original positions, the de-

tails of which were copied from other windows in the same room.

Brass box locks have been added to the doors where marks in the

woodwork indicated that such locks had once existed. Whatever

the original woodwork may have been like it is clear that all the

present trim dates from the period of Capt. Benjamin Crownin-

shield’s repairs and alterations in 1794. The first paint color is a

light green, but the second coat, an early putty color has been

reproduced while the door into the entry has been carefully

scraped to reveal original walnut graining which may well have

been the finish of the original woodwork throughout the room.

A small closet of later date was removed from under the stair

landing, and while little evidence existed concerning the orginal

finish of the rear wall under the stairs, there seemed to be some

indication that a door may have existed here at one time. For the

convenience of a future custodian such a door has been installed,

the early two panel door which had been re-used in connection

7. From the notebook kept by Benjamin F. Browne, and reprinted in
Bentley’s Diary

,

IV, 638.
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with the later closet fitting the space exactly. Eighteenth century

paint evidence in this entry revealed an early ochre with simple

variegated graining and a baseboard finished with an almost black

mahogany color, all of which has been restored.

The front room on the right had suffered perhaps as much as

any area in the house. The dado surviving along the east and west

walls and window trim date to the period of the late 1 8th century

and across the north wall there was found nothing but later plas-

ter and a very late mantel of perhaps the i84o’s. Behind this

only a few scraps of the original wall finish could be found.

Enough remained, however, to show that raised panels had prob-

ably existed here as in the chamber above. Surrounding the fire-

place there had been a heavy bolection molding the width of

which was clearly indicated by marks in the original trim. The
pattern of the paneling has been restored on the basis of houses

of this period with similar paneling in the area, and while the

late 1 8 th century woodwork of the room has as its underlying

original coat of paint the same green which appears in the western

parlor, those few surviving scraps of original woodwork reveal that

this room was early painted an Indian red. The door into the

entry has this same early coat of red paint, though it has been

overpainted with an interesting piece of graining, perhaps around

1800. Modern paint has been carefully scraped to expose this

graining, while the room itself with its restored features, has been

painted the red color of the original woodwork.

In the passageway between the front room and the kitchen

the main problem was stripping away later woodwork which had

converted the stairway into a closet, and replacing two or three

of the missing stair treads. In the kitchen, however, the matter was

somewhat more complex. A later fireplace and oven had been in-

troduced, at which time the lintel of the original opening had

been removed altogether. Its exact size and position were still

indicated in the masonry, and both ovens were found intact at

the rear. Most exciting of all was the discovery, in place, of the

original cast iron fire-back which though broken into three pieces

has been carefully welded and returned to its original position.

The marks of a similar fireback, long since removed from the

house, were found when the fireplace in the front room was

opened.
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A later partition had been introduced in the kitchen immediate-

ly to the left of the door from the passageway, and this was re-

moved. Marks in the floor and wall indicated the presence of a

doorway which led originally from the kitchen into the small

closet, probably a buttery, which forms part of the passageway

area, and this has all been reconstituted. The area above the door-

way appears to have been open, as found. The grille work has

been introduced on the basis of analogy with similar examples

elsewhere.

The sill of a door was found in the west wall, possibly the

‘‘back door” spoken of in the partition of the estate in 1788 be-

fore the western rear addition had been made. No trace of the

door itself remains and the partition (because of the later addi-

tion) has been restored as a blank wall. The remaining walls were

found to have been plastered and whitewashed with a black

painted dado which has been restored. Some marks of earlier

shelving remain in the plaster (though not restored) both on the

south and east walls. The little cupboard with butterfly hinges

over the fireplace had long since been papered over and its ex-

istence unsuspected until repairs to the fireplace wall were be-

gun. The cupboard itself was found bare, but the person who
closed it for the last time thoughtfully removed and placed on a

shelf the little brass ring pull which now does service again.

In the kitchen chamber a later partition in the same position

as that in the kitchen below had been introduced, and this was

removed, revealing evidence of a door similar to that in the kit-

chen leading into the small closet area which is part of the pas-

sageway. This, too, has been restored, and the fireplace opened.

In the passageway itself, leading to Bentley’s chamber, the early

occupants of the house had closed in with a board partition the

stairs leading to the attic. Despite the ancient character of this

work it was decided to take it out, exposing to view once again

the open attic staircase which it was clear had been constructed

originally in this form. The paint color in both the kitchen cham-

ber and passageway was an early “lead” color. In one or two places

on the staircase it had survived intact with no later layers super-

imposed.

In Bentley’s room, the front eastern chamber, the bolection

molding of the fireplace wall, together with the heavy mantel had
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survived, and there were clear indications in the underlying

sheathing of the fireplace wall of the exact pattern and size of

the raised panels which have been restored. The paint color is

the earliest found on the woodwork with the bolection and mantel

painted in a different shade—as the evidence suggests. Here again

later fireplaces were removed, revealing the original opening vir-

tually intact.

In the western chamber and the rear western rooms little was

necessary beyond the recovery of the original paint colors, in the

western chamber a Prussian blue, and elsewhere a putty color.

In the western attic chamber, however, certain changes had been

made which altered somewhat the original character of the area.

The upper landing of the main attic staircase had been enclosed

with a later door (which was removed though the later boarding

in of the uppermost run of stairs was left in place) and on reach-

ing the attic one was confronted with a much later finished room

at the left and a blank wall on the right. This blank wall was part

of a closet which could be entered only from the western attic

chamber. This left the upper chamber with no other entrance

than that which opened onto the rear staircase in the Beverly jog.

The closet wall, it was quickly determined, was of 19th century

vintage, and was removed, allowing access once again to this attic

chamber from the front entry. The chamber door, however, had

been made higher when transformed into a closet door, and has

now been restored to its correct proportions, following clear in-

dications of the original size in the surviving trim. The original

woodwork of the chinney breast was virtually intact, requiring

only the removal of the hot air register from the paneling of one

cupboard and the removal of some later boxing in of the shelves

in the cupboard opposite.

The house is a purely 18th century building with details of

the early, middle and later decades. Salem is rich in houses of

the seventeenth century and of the Federal period, but the

eighteenth century has been relatively neglected. Yet this was a

period of brisk maritime activity which set the stage for the spec-

tacular era which was to follow. The Crowninshields and Dr.

Bentley were principal actors upon this stage. Their portraits,

their papers, and Dr. Bentley’s diary all help to evoke a sense of

immediacy in these past scenes, but the house itself, now fully
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restored and furnished, is in one sense our most tangible link

with these important Salemites, now long gone.

1727-1761

Owners of the house

John Crowninshield

1761-1774 Anstis Crowninshield

(western part, 1766-1774)

1766-1774 Jacob Crowninshield

(eastern part, whole house in 1774)

1774-1824 Hannah Carlton Crowninshield

(eastern part, 1788-1824)

I79I-C.I8I I Benjamin Crowninshield

(western part)

1824-1832 Hannah Crowninshield

(eastern part)



THE FURNISHINGS OF THE HOUSE

By Dean A. Fales, Jr.

Last summer a shocked visitor to one of the Institute’s old

houses remarked to the person showing her the building, “You

mean all the old stuff here isn’t original to the house?” Original

furnishings are such stuff as a restorer’s dreams are made on, and

these dreams are only occasionally realized, although it must be

admitted that the chances of such realization succeeding are far

better in Salem than in many other parts of the country.

When the furnishing of the Crowninshield-Bentley House

began, it was decided that any article that could be found that

was used by the early occupants of the house should be acquired

if at all possible. While there are some important objects owned

by the Crowninshields and by Dr. Bentley, few Crowninshield

family furnishings made before 1800 are known, and there is no

listing of the contents of Dr. Bentley’s room. Thus, a concerted

effort was made to use as many representative pieces with local

histories as possible, and to arrange them with as much authentic

documentation as could be found in early inventories and other

written records.

The rooms in the house represent the architectural develop-

ment of several generations and styles, and it was decided that the

furnishings of the rooms could show the tastes of the three gen-

erations that lived in the house. While 1824, the year in which

the widow Hannah Crowninshield died, was chosen as the end

date of most of the furnishings, it was felt that as few of these as

possible should be nineteenth-century examples.

The collections of the Institute were carefully searched and

many objects were found suitable for the house. Some were pur-

chased, and many more were generously given. Donors of objects

given specifically to the Crowninshield-Bentley House are listed

in footnotes. Since the descriptions of the rooms omit certain

objects, it should be noted here that Mr. Edward B. Rushford and

the Wayside Inn are among the donors of objects to the house, and

that the American Unitarian Association lent their portrait of Dr.

Bentley for the opening of the house last summer.

The house, insofar as possible, is a documentary restoration

that shows the lives of the Crowninshields and their households

98
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through the objects they lived with. It represents eighteenth-

century living and now affords the visitor to the Institute the op-

portunity of seeing three Salem houses of the seventeenth,

eighteenth, and early nineteenth centuries, without leaving the

main grounds of the Institute.

I. Entry

Today the entry of an eighteenth-century house open to the

public must combine as much of the early atmosphere as possible

with the tickets, brochures, flashlights, telephones, and other ele-

ments that form the equipage of twentieth-century tourism. The
entry of the Crowninshield-Bentley House is no exception. The
early objects include a maple Chippendale drop-leaf table with

cut-out corners from Essex, Massachusetts, with very bold reeded

legs and Marlborough feet; 1 and an unusual Essex County ban-

nister-back side chair painted black with only three upright mem-
bers in the back, and having an unusual type of carved Spanish

feet which extend only toward the front.

On the walls are a large painted hatchment with the local

Barton family arms, done around the middle of the eighteenth

century, and an English mezzotint of “December” by Burford. The
latter is from a set depicting the months of the year and is of a

type frequently hung in stair halls of New England houses in the

eighteenth century.

II. Hall, or Old Parlor (Figs. 5, 6)

The “hall” of a seventeenth or early eighteenth century house

was the room in which centered most of the family activities such

as socializing, eating, reading, serving, and even sleeping. Since

the inventory of John Crowninshield shows no beds downstairs,

however, the hall is furnished more as what we would consider

today a living-dining room. The objects in the room predate the

deaths of both John and Anstis Crowninshield, and this room and

the kitchen chamber are furnished with objects appropriate to the

first generation that lived in the house.

The dark Spanish brown color of the woodwork, combined with

the strong bolection molding around the fireplace and the large

1. Gift of Mr. Frederick J. Bradlee.
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fielded panels of the fireplace wall, contrast with an airiness pro-

vided by the four large windows and the white plaster of the ceil-

ing and walls above the dado. The height of the ceiling is eight-

and-one-half feet, and the room is over nineteen feet long and

over fifteen feet wide.

Iron curtain rods with brass rings are mentioned in early

eighteenth-century inventories, and three of these rods, all of

slightly varying sizes, were discovered at the Institute last year.

One of the old ones and three copies are used in the windows,

and from them, on brass rings, hang simple curtains of blue,

brown, red, and white printed cotton based on the painted “India

chintzes” which were widely used in this area, and which were

advertised in the Boston News-Letter as early as 1 7 1 1 . The cover-

ings of the cushions on two of the chairs in the room are a French

interpretation of these Indian cottons and date from the third

quarter of the eighteenth century.

There is no carpet on the oiled pine floor. While “one hand-

some large carpet 9 Foot 6 Inches by 6 Foot 6 Inches” is men-

tioned in a sale of the contents of the house of Jonathan Barnard

of Boston in 1 735,2 a Newburyport author, describing a parlor of

a house later in the eighteenth century, wrote, “There was no

carpet, floors had not then become generally covered, and, if

covered in the winter, they were usually bare in the summer,

carpets being considered hot and dusty.”3

A span of three-quarters of a century is covered by the fur-

niture in the room. Between the east windows is a seventeenth-

century oak chest with a drawer, with geometric panels, and ap-

plied spindles and bosses. This chest came down in the Herrick,

Phillips, and Putnam families of Salem. Over it is a large Queen
Anne looking glass which came from the Hancock House in Bos-

ton and which hangs from an early hook built into the wall. A
tape loom and knitting needles on the chest represent some of

the important domestic activities that went on in the room, as

do the early yarn winder (1700-1720) from Salem with turned

2

.

Boston News-Letter, May 8/15, 1735. Quoted in George Francis
Dow, The Arts & Crafts in New England, 1704-1775 (Topsfield, 1927),
p. no.

3. Sarah Anna Emery, Reminiscences of a Nonagenarian (Newburyport,
1879), p. 32. Even in 1829, the inventory of John Andrew of Salem,
completed on July 21, listed all the large Brussels carpets from the first

floor rooms, as well as the front stair carpet, in the garret.
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legs and shadow molding on both the upright and gear housing,

and the mid-eighteenth-century chair-type flax wheel in the south-

east corner.

In front of the fireplace is an English beech caned-back side

chair of the late seventeenth century4 and a locally-made bannis-

ter-back armchair. Between them is an unusual cherry candle-

stand found in Gloucester and made between 1725 and 1750.

Instead of the legs being dovetailed into the bottom of the shaft

as was done later in the century, the cabriole legs are doweled

and pinned into the shaft several inches above the base. On the

candlestand is a seventeenth-century English brass candlestick

with a large square base, a pair of English steel extension tongs,

and an oval tin tobacco box painted in imitation of tortoise shell.

In the northeast corner a cherry pipe box hangs on the wall. At

the right of the fireplace is an early pair of steel pipe tongs, and

a rack for drying out clay pipes rests on the hearth. Other fireplace

equipment includes a pair of early eighteenth-century knifeblade

andirons with brass finials, a shovel, a pair of tongs, a trivet, and

a small brass kettle. The cast iron fireback is a very important

one, dated 1697, with initials “NW” conjoined near the base. 5

The upper scrolls are formed by dolphins, and the scene in the

main section illustrates the fable of the Fox and the Crow. 6

At the left of the fireplace wall is a unique engraving, “A North

East View of the Great Town of Boston.” Although unsigned, it

is attributed to William Burgis of Boston, and was done in 1723. 7

On the west and south walls are four mezzotint portraits engraved

by Peter Pelham of Boston. Pelham, born in England in 1697,

came to Boston in 1727, and, with the exception of a few years

in Newport, worked in Massachusetts until his death in 1751. 8

He was the first mezzotint engraver in the colonies and became

4. Gift of Miss Katrina Kipper.

5. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Willard C. Cousins.

6. A similar fireback, with the same initials and date, but with a differ-

ent scene, in the collections of the Institute, is illustrated in Henry C.
Mercer, The Bible In Iron (Doylestown, Pennsylvania, 1914), revised

1941, p. 151, no. 273.
7. See Dow, op. cit., p. 24; John W. Farwell, Transactions, Colonial

Society of Massachusetts, XXV (1924), 231, 232; and Walter Muir
Whitehill, Boston: A Topographical History (Cambridge, Massachusetts,
1959), P* 24.

8 . Anne Allison, “Peter Pelham—Engraver in Mezzotints," Antiques,
LII (December, 1947), 441-443*
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the stepfather of John Singleton Copley. Fourteen different por-

traits (eleven of ministers) are known to have been done by him.

The engravings in the room show Rev. Benjamin Colman, done

in 1735 after a portrait by John Smibert; Rev. William Cooper,

1743, after Smibert; Rev. Thomas Prince, 1750, after a portrait

by John Greenwood; and Thomas Hollis, Merchant, after a por-

trait by Joseph Highmore, the last work done by Pelham in 1751.
These mezzotints were very popular in Massachusetts homes in

the middle of the eighteenth century, and, from surviving ex-

amples, were favored especially in Salem.

Another early candlestand is at the left of the fireplace wall by

the door to the rear hall and kitchen, and in front of it are a pair

of leather-upholstered curly maple side chairs, with shaped backs,

molded stiles and Spanish feet, from the Curwen family of

Salem. A set of four similar side chairs from the same family, but

with ball feet and lacking the suggestion of cresting at the top,

surround the walnut Queen Anne dining table with drop-leaves

and very delicate cabriole legs and pad feet. On the table are

Dutch and English delft plates, a large English delft bowl, early

eighteenth-century wine glasses, and silver including a porringer

by the Salem silversmith Jeffrey Lang (working in the 1740’s). 9

In the china closet to the right of the fireplace are other table-

wares, including delft and several Continental tin-enamel glazed

tankards with pewter lids.

Along the south and west walls is another important set of

four side chairs. 10 These have caned backs and seats, carved crest-

ing rails and front stretchers, and were made in England toward

the end of the seventeenth century. The bold Flemish scrolled

feet rest on balls. These chairs were owned in the Clark family

of Boston and the North Shore and are similar to a pair in the

Museum of Fine Arts that retain their original gilt decoration.

Two of these chairs flank an early ball-foot desk, probably Eng-

lish, about 1700. This desk, with its handsome burled veneers,

9. None of the early Crowninshield silver listed in the 1761 inventory

(a tankard, two porringers, six spoons, two pair of buckles, a watch and
chain, and a pair of gold buttons and a ring) are known today. A clue is

provided, however, to one piece. On April 26, 1790, Edward Gibaut, who
had married John and Anstis Crowninshield’s eldest daughter, Sarah, in

1758, offered a handsome reward for the return of a large group of silver

stolen from him. The first piece listed was a silver porringer, marked
C/I A, one owned originally by his wife’s parents.

10. Gift of the Thread and Needle Society.
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handsome interior with a well, and original brasses, is a Curwen

family piece, and one of the many important objects left to the

Institute by George Rea Curwen in 1900. On the desk is the

Crowninshield family Bible, given by Mr. Frederick J. Bradlee,

a descendant, whose vigorous efforts have made the restoration

of the house possible. Printed in Oxford, England, by John Baskett

in 1726, it was owned originally by Anstis Crowninshield, the

wife of the original owner of the house. Inscribed on the blank

pages between the Old Testament and New Testament is, “George

Crowninshield, His Bible by Heirship from the estate of his

Mother, 1774;” and in these pages are various genealogical notes

of the family.

Also on the desk is an English brass candlestick of the early

eighteenth century, a Dutch Delft bowl, and a small oak box with

a sliding top from an early meetinghouse in Topsfield. In front of

the desk is a Salem corner or roundabout chair with three carved

Spanish feet which descended in the Goodhue and Wheatland

families.

Between the windows on the Essex Street side of the room is an

English tall clock with a Salem history made by Edward Faulkner,

who worked in London from 1710 to 173 5. 11 Behind the dining

table and completing the furnishings of the room is an eighteenth-

century liquor chest, painted dark green, with a dozen olive-green

blown glass bottles, some containing remnants of their original

contents.

III. Kitchen (Figs. 7, 8).

The neutral contrasts of the black dado, lead-colored woodwork,

and white walls of the kitchen are pleasantly relieved by the

warmer tones of the furniture, polished metalwork, colored

pottery, and the numerous painted accessories that fill the room.

Set up as a kitchen of the eighteenth century, the furniture con-

sists of a local maple gateleg table of the early part of the century,

surrounded by two slat-back side chairs and a charming splay-

leg slat-back high chair. To the right of the fireplace is a chestnut

child’s chair with cut-out diamonds and hearts at the top of the

back. On the east wall is a very early eighteenth-century tavern

table, from the Dean-Barstow House in Taunton, with a scrubbed

11. Gift of Mrs. Richard D. Seamans.
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pine top and with modified trumpet turnings on the legs which

resemble the balusters of the front stairway. 12 The large hanging

shelves over it, from Salem, are made of walnut and painted dark

green. The charming pine cupboard along the opposite wall,

painted a light olive green and apparently standing on its tiptoes,

is an Essex county piece. 13 To the right of the back door, above

the basket containing clothespins is a charming small looking glass

with painted decorations on its frame and cresting. It was owned

by a Topsfield family and is of a type that has been associated

with Nehemiah Partridge, an early eighteenth-century japanner

and painter of Boston and Portsmouth. 14

The 1761 inventory of John Crowninshield lists all the objects

in the kitchen, and this has been followed as carefully as possible

in the furnishing of the room. Of even more assistance, however,

is the matchless collection of early kitchen equipment and acces-

sories formed by Mr. and Mrs. Willard C. Cousins consisting of

objects of all sorts, each one an excellent example of its type in

excellent condition, found primarily in eastern Massachusetts.

Some of the pieces, such as the large wooden tankard on the table,

a bell metal skillet with decorated handle in the rear of the fire-

place, and the large toddy iron or loggerhead at the right of the

fireplace opening, are family pieces from Salem.

Dominating the room is the huge fireplace, with its original

iron fireback and two bake ovens. From the lug pole hang three

trammels of varying types holding a covered pot, a very early

griddle, and a tilting hot water kettle. The large andirons are

very early ones, and while patterned after a foreign prototype,

were found in Massachusetts and most likely were made here. In

and around the fireplace are “scures,” “bell meattle skillets,”

“kittles,” and “potts,” as listed in the inventory, as well as a

Dutch oven, a three-part gophering iron for pressing ruffles, a ro-

tating spice roaster, a grisset, wafer and waffle irons, one dated

1720 with the maker’s mark IP in a heart, and many ladles,

cooking spoons and forks.

A “tin kitchen” is mentioned in the inventory, and 1761 is a

very early date for the rounded broiling tin ovens we think of

12. Lent by Nina Fletcher Little.

13. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Roland B. Hammond.
14. See Esther Stevens Brazer, “The Early Boston Japanners,” Antiques ,

XLIII (May, 1943), 208-211, especially Fig. 7.
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today. In describing a kitchen in a house around 1800 Mrs.

Emery noted:

Several newly invented improvements for housekeeping

were displayed, amongst which was a tin rooster. Heretofore

our meat and poultry had been baked in the brick oven, or

roasted on a spit, resting on brackets, fastened for that pur-

pose to the high, iron andirons, common to every kitchen.

Sometimes a turkey or goose was depended before the fire

by a strong string hitched to a nail in the ceiling. At the

“Wolfe tavern,” and at the residences of some of the wealth-

ier citizens, a jack turned by clockwork had been placed in

the wide fire-place of the spacious kitchen. This new “tin

kitchen” Aunt Betsey displayed as a rare implement of great

value to the culinary art. 15

In the ovens are baking pans and to the right of the fireplace is

a large oak peel used for the insertion and removal of bread from

the ovens. Over the fireplace hangs a herb rack, containing sage,

marjoram, basil, thyme, as well as a bunch of tobacco. Pottery

utensils and spice boxes are in the small closet to the left of the

fireplace, and an early “Coffee Mill” mentioned in the inventory

is attached to the corner post.

Figure 8 shows the table in the center of the room. On it is a

large round covered pottery dish which is similar to the large

crock on the cupboard. Both have incised bands of decoration

under colorful glazes and are very rare early examples of

eighteenth-century Essex County pottery. 16

On the table and in the cupboard are tablewares of pewter,

glass, wood, horn, and earthenware. On the bench is a water

pail and tub. Behind the table in the corner is a very rare baby

minder. A central tapering octagonal shaft, resembling a post of

a bed, reaches from the floor up to the ceiling, and extending

from it, near the floor, is an arm into which a child could be

placed. Since the entire unit revolves, the child was at liberty

to go around in circles, while his or her mother had the momen-
tary comfort of knowing her offspring was both occupied and

controlled. Only one other American example is known and it is

in Pennsylvania; this one was found in a Massachusetts attic.

15. Emery, op. cit., p. 32.
16. A crock, with similar decoration, is shown in Lura Woodside

Watkins, Early New England Potters and Their Wares (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1950), Fig. 15.
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By the door are two extremely colorful woolen men’s cloaks of

the Revolutionary period with brilliant plaids of reds, black, blue,

green and white. A turkey fan hangs to the right of the cupboard,

and to the left of it is an early oak tape loom, and underneath

it a shoulder yoke for water pails, a liquor chest, and a hand-

some collared burled bowl. To the left of the two steelyards on the

corner post is a small room which was the buttery. In it are all

sorts of devices concerned with domestic dairy industries, such as

milk pans, curd breakers, a cheese press, cheese baskets, jugs,

and a churn.

Along the north wall is a very early notched applewood mortar,

one of lignum vitae, trivets, a burled bowl with two large gourds

containing spices, and candle making equipment. A knife box

hangs on the wall, and over it is a carved spoon rack, inscribed

“1721 AR.”

In the northeast corner an iron Dutch crown hangs from the

ceiling and is raised or lowered by a pulley. A broom, a grater,

stirring sticks, and a knife scouring box hang near the corner. On
the hanging shelves are bowls, plates, and jugs of pewter, wood,

and pottery. On the tavern table and in the drawer are the in-

struments used in the preparation of food, and knives, rollers,

choppers, scissors, scrapers, sugar cutters are here, together with

a soap holder with soap, a bread board, a timing glass, and several

towels. Under the east window is a “fender,” and hanging from it

are other frying pans, pots, and kettles for cooking.

The objects in this room speak silently yet eloquently of the

most basic and necessary elements of eighteenth-century living

in Salem.

IV. West or New Parlor (Figs. 9, 10)

While this room existed before the death of John Crownin-

shield in 1761, the paneling in it dates from the end of the

eighteenth century, when Benjamin Crowninshield (John’s

grandson) and his family owned the western half of the house.

The room is furnished as a parlor of the eighties or early nineties,

just before the Federal style struck Salem with its glorious im-

pact.

The putty color of the woodwork contrasts with the colorful

Chinoiserie wallpaper, its pattern copied from eighteenth-century
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paper in a room from Portsmouth, New Hampshire, at the Mu-
seum of Fine Arts. The treatment of the blue damask valances is

based on a painting by the New England artist, Ralph Earl, done

around 1796. Painted floors had come into fashion by this time,

and the floor is painted Spanish brown (or Indian red, as it is

known today), based on evidence found in the account book of

William Gray, a late eighteenth-century Salem house-and-

ornamental painter. 17 On the floor is a Soumak carpet from the

Caucasus, with geometric, jewel-like medallions in pale blue,

faded orange, and rust colors. 18 This came from a Salem family,

and judging from existing examples in Salem homes, Soumaks

must have been the most popular type of carpets brought back

from the Near East in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries.

Describing a Newburyport house of about 1800, Mrs. Emery

noted

:

Carpets had come much more generally into use. The
Turkey carpets bordered and fringed had given place to

those from English looms, though Turkey rugs were still

highly esteemed. Very pretty carpets in striped patterns of

home construction had become fashionable, and those from
rags for common use were often seen. 19

On the fireplace wall are six colored English prints of the

eighteenth century, sold by Robert Sayer of London. The views

show several scenes of St. James Park, Hampton Court, Lambeth,

and the hospital at Bethlehem. They are of a type very popular

in American homes in the last half of the eighteenth century, and

one bears on the back the information they were later “Bot at

auction for 50^—7th June ’94.”

To the right of the fireplace is a Chippendale “lolling” chair

which descended in the Curwen family. In the fireplace are a

pair of bell metal andirons with claw-and-ball feet and triple

urn tops, a type that is frequently found in Massachusetts. On
the wide stone hearth is a steel footman of the eighteenth century

holding a copper water kettle. 20 To the left of the fireplace hangs

a very gay potholder, worked in polychrome crewels. Mrs. Emery,

17. Account book in Essex Institute collections.
18. Gift of Mr. Frederick J. Bradlee.
19. Emery, op. cit., p. 244.
20. From the Cousins collection.
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describing her Grandmother Little’s house in the 1780’$, noted

that “a pair of worked holders hung on either side of the fireplace”

in the parlor. 21

The footman, kettle, and holder are but a part of the ubiquitous

ceremony of tea drinking, which was so popular in the eighteenth

century, with one famous, wasteful exception noted in the waters

of Boston in 1773. The Queen Anne tea table of stained maple

is close to the fireplace. 22 The table, a New England piece, is

known as the Polly Fisher table; it has pointed slipper feet and

was purchased by the Institute long enough ago, so that a label

pasted on the underside of the top indicates it was sent to the

Columbian Exposition in 1893 at Chicago as a loan from Essex

Institute. On the table is part of a teaset of late eighteenth-century

Chinese export porcelain. Each piece is fluted and has polychrome

floral decoration with floral swags at the top.

To the right of the table is a very fine Massachusetts ladder-

back Chippendale side chair, one of a pair, with carved-and-

pierced ladders, molded front legs, and a commodious saddle

seat. 23 Another pair of side chairs were also made in Massachu-

setts between 1760 and 1790 and have carved splats and slip

seats. Chairs of this type are also found with carved cabriole legs

and claw-and-ball feet. 24 These two chairs are upholstered in a

late eighteenth-century crimson damask with large baskets of

flowers in the design. This damask was the original upholstery of

a Salem sofa of the latter part of the century. 25

Between the windows is a Massachusetts Chippendale looking

glass with a somewhat emaciated phoenix bird carved in the

cresting. Under it is a mahogany oval drop-leaf table with cabriole

legs and carved claw-and-ball feet. The indentations on the knees

are a feature found exclusively on Essex County tables with

cabriole legs. On the table is a brass candlestick, a snuff box, a

Chinese export porcelain bowl, a pair of spectacles, and a 1784
copy of the Salem Gazette published by Samuel Hall. In the corner

21. Emery, op. cit., p. 9.

22. See Rodris Roth, “Tea Drinking in 18th-century America: Its Eti-

quette and Equipage,” United States, National Museum Bulletin 225, Con-
tributions from the Museum of History and Technology, Smithsonian In-

stitution (Washington, 1961), paper 14, pp. 61-91.

23. Gift of the Stanley and Polly Stone Foundation.

24. See Joseph Downs, American Furniture: Queen Anne and Chippen-
dale Periods (New York, 1952), Fig. 156.

25. Gift of Miss Katrina Kipper.
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is a small mahogany candlestand from Salem, and on it are a

needlework flamestitch pocketbook, some Massachusetts currency

of the 1780’s, and a bell metal candlestick. Under the left win-

dow, its sliding shutter partially drawn, is a local walnut Queen
Anne side chair, which, with an English Queen Anne armchair

owned locally and a walnut flat-top clock whose works were made
by David Hubert of London before the middle of the eighteenth

century, mingle with the later Chippendale pieces in the room.

On the east wall (Fig. 10) are a pair of local portraits, prob-

ably painted in the 1770’s. One is of a Salem sea captain, Ben-

jamin King (1740-1804), who married Sarah Northey (1743-

1803) in 1764. The other shows Mrs. King holding their young

daughter. Under the portrait of the captain is a very fine reverse-

serpentine front Chippendale desk with claw-and-ball feet. Close-

ly related to Boston and Charlestown desks, this one, with a scal-

lop shell carved on the base and a fan carved on the lid, was

most likely made in Salem. The interior is blocked and has four

carved fans on the drawer fronts. It was owned in the Reith

family of Salem, and inscribed on the side of one of the docu-

ment drawers, a spot where optimists gaze hopefully in anticipa-

tion of learning the maker of a desk, is this inscription: “Apr. 12,

1862. Nellie broke her collar bone at 11 o’clock.” Perhaps she,

too, longed to know the maker of this important desk.

V. Kitchen Chamber (Fig. 11)

As in the kitchen below, the large oak lintel of the fireplace in

the kitchen chamber is covered by a board with a beaded edge.

The color of the woodwork in the chamber is a putty color, and

the floorboards are the widest in the house. There are three doors

in the room, one leading to the side passage, one to what was

probably the “Little Kitchen Chamber” of the 1761 inventory,

and the third, on the other side of the fireplace, to a closet. The
shelves of this closet, like those in the other bedrooms upstairs, all

have grooves for holding plates. This is no surprise, since some

eating, drinking, and preparing of food was done in early cham-

bers. The charred remnants of an old lug pole were discovered in

the flue, and the inventory of 1761 listed two pair of andirons

in this room; thus, the fireplace contains a water kettle, a few

pots and pans and several other cooking implements.
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The furnishings of the room, like those in the hall downstairs,

are appropriate to the first generation living in the house. The
low-post bed and matching trundle bed are painted red, and the

larger one is covered by a bed rug inscribed “M 1722 A,” and tra-

ditionally made by Mary Avery, of North Andover, in that year.

The border is very reminiscent of flamestitch designs so popular

at this time, and the “rugg” (as noted in the 1761 inventory) is

the earliest known American bed rug. Another example, dated

two years later, was owned in Beverly.

The two transitional chairs, painted black and made in the

i72o’s, are Essex County examples and the side chair is carved

slightly at the center of the top rail. They are covered with cherry

moreen, a woolen material whose abundance before the Revolu-

tion has been all but eradicated today by moths and wear. On the

wall above the armchair is an eighteenth-century English earthen-

ware wall pocket. Two other chairs in the room are bannister-

back side chairs, one with early painted Chinoiserie decoration;

and a small child’s slatback armchair, the seat covered with deer

hide, has the date 1750 incised in one of the slats.

Along the north wall is a hooded cradle with painted graining,

and a stretcher-base table of the first quarter of the eighteenth

century. On it are a brazier, curling irons, and a combination tin

candlestick-tinder box, complete with a striker, a flint, and tinder.

On the east wall is a Queen Anne looking glass owned originally

by Rev. John Tucker of Newbury, and given to the Institute in

1872. Below it is a very early eighteenth-century four-drawer

chest, made of hard pine, painted red and having four turned

ball feet. It was owned traditionally in the Cranch and English

families of Salem. On it is an early iron candlestick and a round

pin-cushion of flamestitch needlework. Under the east window is

a six-board pine chest painted red and on it is a busk, with pin-

wheel and geometric carving, that was found between the walls

of the early house of Jeffrey Lang, the silversmith, on Essex Street

when it was torn down.

The inventory of 1761 fisted a “map of Cannada river” in the

little kitchen chamber. This must have been the chart advertised

by the Boston engraver Thomas Johnston, in the Boston News-

Letter in 1746, and in the Boston Gazette in 17 59.
26 In place of

26. Dow, op. cit., pp. 28, 31.
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this important chart, over the fireplace is a 1755 colored French

map showing all the St. Lawrence river and extending down the

coast to Cape Cod. Over the bed, however, is an engraving by

Thomas Johnston, the talented Boston engraver, japanner, organ

and harpsichord builder, and painter of the second quarter of the

eighteenth century. It is a rare, small colored view of Quebec,

done in 1759 for Stephen Whiting, and advertised by Whiting

in August of that year in both the Boston Gazette and Boston

News-Letter .
27

Completing the furnishings of the room is a petticoat from the

Jenks and Cousins families of Salem with a colorful border worked

with crewels, on the armchair; and in the closet, a large olive-

green blown-glass bottle or demijohn wrapped with woven rush,

similar to the “Dumb john” of the little kitchen chamber in the

1761 inventory.

VI. Dr. Bentley’s Room—Eastern Chamber (Figs. 12, 13, 14)

The largest chamber in the old part of the house was the room

in which the Rev. William Bentley lived when he boarded with

the Crowninshields from 1791 until his death in 1819. The
room is similar to the hall below, and is furnished with objects

appropriate to, and some actually owned by, Dr. Bentley. The

window hangings are reproductions of a late eighteenth-century

blue-and-white French toile, and their treatment is based on an

early nineteenth-century Boston woodcut. 28 The large Persian

carpet with a bold central medallion was made in Kerman; the

easy chair is upholstered in a pale blue damask, and the seat

covers of the smaller chairs are of a blue-and-white English chintz

of the late eighteenth century.

“Such is the present state of the arts in America,” Bentley

wrote in 1795, lamenting the slow development of American

arts.
29 No one was more interested than Bentley in their develop-

ment, since his eye and imagination were both constantly in-

trigued and inspired by the architecture, sculpture, furnishings,

and paintings he saw. In addition to merely looking, however,

Bentley was an early collector with an unbelievably wide variety

27. Dow, op. cit.y p. 24.

28. Hangings gift of Mr. Goddard White.
29. William Bentley, The Diary of William Bentley, D.D. (Salem, 1905-

1914), II, 163.
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of interests. He gathered portraits, prints, books, manuscripts, fur-

nishings, and coins, as well as all sorts of materials related to

natural history, ethnology, and archaeology—some on a local, and

others on a world-wide basis. This vast collection he kept in his

“cabinet” at the East Church and in his room. His diary contains

many references about his trading, buying, and giving of count-

less objects. 30 His taste was indeed catholic, and he recorded his

newly-acquired pieces with accuracy. In 1819, for example, one

day’s accessions consisted of the following:

From the South Sea I had this day a tooth of the Sperm-
aceti Whale, & the eyes of the Squid. From Siam, the man-
dible of the Pelican & from Africa, the horn of the Unicorn
Rhinocerous. 31

In 1809, he described an unusual weather glass. 32 To the left

of the window is an early barometer and thermometer made by

F. Sattery and Company in London (Fig. 13). Under it is an

Indian basket, behind a local Chippendale corner chair which is

fitted out to conceal a necessary utensil under the deep, shaped

sides. The curly maple desk-and-bookcase is another Essex Coun-

ty piece made shortly after the middle of the eighteenth century.

In the upper section are late eighteenth and early nineteenth

century books, many of them local religious imprints. On the desk

is a copy of the magnificent edition of the Bible brought out by

Bentley’s friend Isaiah Thomas in 1791. It is a folio edition with

fifty-five plates engraved by Samuel Hill of Boston and Joseph H.

Seymour of Worcester. An inkwell, a sander, a brass candlestick,

ink, and miscellaneous papers are also on the desk, and in one of

the pigeon holes is a small fragment of Plymouth Rock similar to

that given Bentley on December 19, 1796 by Captain Patterson.

In the closet at the right of the fireplace, among clothing,

bottles and a basket, is an Indian skull, possibly a unique posses-

sion in any American historic house! 33 In 1809, Bentley was given

a skull and an under jaw that were dug from an Indian grave in

the South Fields. He wrote, “Upon bringing it home, I found that

30. A twenty-five page listing of the contents of his cabinets is among
Bentley's papers at the American Antiquarian Society in Worcester.

31. Bentley, IV, 598.
32. Ibid., Ill, 421.

33. Lent by the Peabody Museum of Salem.
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it was sufficiently firm to contain without leaking boiling water,

till it was full.”34

Between the closet and fireplace is a small chest with painted

graining, containing a number of trays with small compartments.

In it are a group of coins representing the extensive collection of

ancient and more modern coins from everywhere that Dr. Bentley

owned. His diary and catalogue of his cabinets contain numerous

extended references to coins of all sorts. On the hearth is a wire

and brass fender from a Salem house, a copper water kettle on a

trivet, and a coal carrier. The magnificent brass andirons with urn

tops, square, reeded shafts, and claw-and-ball feet, were made in

Massachusetts and were owned in the Thurlow family of New-
buryport. Three iron candlesticks and a timing glass are on the

mantelshelf, and to the left of the fireplace is a brass warming

pan of the early nineteenth century, its handle painted in bright

red, green, and yellow. Behind the easy chair is a tin footwarmer

in a wooden frame painted red with the date 1748 incised in it.
35

The mezzotint portrait, done by Peter Pelham in 1750, is of the

Rev. Charles Brockwell, and added in ink on the description of

the engraving is, “and rector of St. Peters Church from 1738 to

1746 in Salem.” In his diary, Dr. Bentley noted, “Brockwell of

St. Peter’s I have in a Mezzo taken at Boston.”36

When President James Monroe visited Salem in July, 1817,

Dr. Bentley noted in his diary:

In decorating the hall for the reception of the President

on the morrow it was my purpose to encourage a display of

portraits such as could be found of the fathers of Mass,
particularly of the County of Essex. I could supply in paint-

ings, Endicott, & Leverett, & Capt. Curwen, our first Mer-
chant & Captain of Horse, & F. Higginson, our First Min-
ister. I could give in Chalks, Winthrop, & Bradstreet, the
first & last old Charter Governour, besides W. Raleigh,

the first discoverer on the Atlantic & Drake on the western
Ocean. I had Curwen, g. son of Capt. C., the minister of
Salem, the Mathers & several Boston ministers of the past
century, with many characters of the revolution, Army &
navy, & Civil list. But it was overruled in favor of history
paintings such as of naval actions &c. 37

34. Bentley, III, 483.
35. Gift of Mrs. Carlyle H. Holt.
36. Bentley, IV, 562.
37. Ibid., IV, 463.
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This listing of his portraits is impressive, indeed. When he saw

the President on July n, he presented Monroe with “the Gold

headed walking Cane of the late Gen. Knox, Sec. of War, & the

very elegant Tobacco box of Silver, with a wrought China top,

received from China.”38

Not all of Bentley’s portraits of seventeenth-century “Fathers of

Mass.” were originals. He mentions that his portraits of Winthrop

and Endicott were copies,39 and on the west wall is an old copy

of the portrait of Governor John Endicott (1589-1665) in the

Council Chamber in Boston. Under it is an octagonal brass sun-

dial (Fig. 12) made for Governor Endicott in 1630 by the Lon-

don clockmaker William Bowyer, who worked from 1 623-1 642.40

On September 21, 1796, Bentley described it:

At the door we found the Gov.’s dial which was in

copper, a very fair impression, & in the highest order. It

was marked “William Bowyer, London, Clockmaker, fecit.

I. 1630 E. (The initials of the Gov.’s name). On the

gnomon on one side Lat. 42 & on the other Salem.41

On September 25, 1802, Bentley borrowed the sundial, describ-

ing it again in his diary. Finally, on April 17, 1810, he recorded

the purchase of it:

This day Capt. John Endicott for the sum of Three
Dollars sold me the Dial belonging to the first Gov. Endicott

& the first ever used in our Colony & the oldest now to be

found in all America. I hope the family will rise again.42

The sundial rests on an unusual set of four graduated book-

cases, made of pine and painted red. They are eighteenth-century

cases and stand on each other, with a door on the front of each

section swinging up on hinges. They were recently found in Scitu-

ate, Massachusetts, and were full of early religious books. Beyond

the door is a low bed with square fluted posts painted red. On it

is a glazed linsey-woolsey bedspread of blue-green, beige, and

light red, and a “sunburst” woolen blanket made in Salem, from

the Jenks and Cousins families (Fig. 14). A small painted pine

38. Bentley, IV, 465.
39. Ibid., Ill, 52.

40. Britten’s Old Clocks and Watches and Their Makers (New York,

1956), p. 340.
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footstool has grained decoration on the bottom and its top is

marbleized. In the corner behind the bed is a small painted can-

dlestand from the Holmes family and a grained Chippendale

rush-seated chair.

Hung on the summer beam near the east windows is a bird

cage. Before coming to board with the Crowninshields, Dr. Bent-

ley was given a canary by Mrs. Hodges on July 6, 1787. In Sep-

tember, a long entry in his diary describes exactly the sort of

bird cage he desired. 43 On October 12, he mentioned that he

received his birdcage. “The plan was well executed in the wood,

but not in the wire. I borrowed of Lydia Mason, her Goldfinch to

sing with my Canary.”44

The chamber table between the windows has painted graining,

square legs, and a serpentine top. On the drawer is a label con-

taining this laconic information:

This plain table is a good specimen of the sort commonly
found in chambers a century ago but becoming scarce now.
Bought at Miss Mary Anderson’s sale July 23, 1880 by me
Edw. S. Waters for thirty-seven cents & given to the In-

stitute.

On the table is a pair of snuffers, bottles, a tin shaving mug, a

shaving brush and razors, one of which is a small Chinese exam-

ple, similar to one Bentley received earlier in 1788. 45 Several

books are also on the table and two of these bear the plain book-

plate of William Bentley. One is a copy of Milton’s Paradise Re-

gained

,

and the other is a French book with engravings of battle

lines and formations.46

Over the table hangs a French engraving of Thomas Jefferson

done in 1801. 47 On the back is an old label stating that it was

presented by President Jefferson to Bentley in recognition of his

services in translating an important Arabian document received by

the State Department. The label states

Benjamin Crowninshield, who was an intimate friend of

the President, said that Dr. Bentley was the only person
that he knew of who could translate it, as he was a great

43. Bentley, I, 74.
44. Ibid., I, 78.
45. Ibid., I, 90.
46. Gift of Mr. Wilbur D. Raymond.
47. Lent by the Peabody Museum of Salem.
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linguist and could read and write any tongue spoken on the

face of the earth.

This engraving is probably the “elegant engraving of Jefferson”

Bentley mentioned as one of the decorations of the meeting house

for the Fourth of July celebration in 1804.48

In the corner near the window is a fine example of a seven-

teenth-century slatback armchair, with extremely well-turned

finials. It was owned by Philip English and his wife Mary, who
were accused of being witches in 1692, subsequently escaping to

Boston and then New York. Dr. Bentley eloquently described their

trials and their house (May 21, 1793), and in June wrote:

Ordered the Chair received from the family of English

in memory of 1692 to be painted green, & on the back 1692,
upper slat; middle slat, M. English

;

lower slat Ap. 22, the

time of her mittimus; on the front upper slat, It shall be

told of her ,

49

This chair is the English chair, and as well as being painted green,

it bears the inscriptions Dr. Bentley mentioned. It was later in

the possession of Benjamin Crowninshield, and surely ranks as

one of the most important early chairs made in this area.

An English print on glass of the Flight into Egypt, sold by

Robert Sayer is near the corner, and leaning on the corner post

is a Northwest Coast Indian spear. 50 In 1790 Bentley was pre-

sented a number of objects from his friend Captain Hodges.

Among these were “a Pike or Spear of Wood, with a Bow & two

Arrows brought by the American Ship Columbia from Nootka

Sound to Canton, & Specimens of Cloth from Sandwich Islands.”51

The Columbia had sailed from Boston in 1787 to the North-

west Coast, to China, and then back to Boston. With the backing

of a group of Bostonians including Joseph Barrell and Charles

Bullfinch, the ship was the first American vessel to engage in

fur trading in the Pacific Northwest. 52 Bentley was acquainted

with most of the backers of the expedition and has left vivid de-

scriptions of the two important houses in Boston and Charles-

town where Joseph Barrell lived.

48. Bentley, III, 96.

49. Ibid., II, 28.

50. Lent by the Peabody Museum of Salem.
51. Bentley, I, 174.
52. Justin Winsor, ed., The Memorial History of Boston (Boston,

1883), IV, 208.
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Also in the corner is a gaily striped walking stick, owned by

Richard Hutchins of Hampstead, New Hampshire in 1795. The
mahogany bow-front chest of drawers and the late Chippendale-

style looking glass with an eagle above are both Massachusetts ex-

amples of the latter part of the eighteenth century. On the chest

is a flamestitch needlework pocketbook, a blown-and-cut glass de-

canter, and four small engraved wine glasses that were given to

the Institute in 1848. The creamware mug (see also Fig. 12,

right rear) was owned by Dr. Bentley and was made in Liver-

pool and transfer-printed by Sadler and Green in the i79o’s. On
it the signals of shipping firms from Liverpool are shown at

Liverpool Light on Bidston Hill. 53

To the left of the chest, a simple mahogany Salem Chippen-

dale chair stands by a local mahogany tea table with carved

claw feet that descended in the Patch family of Salem. On it is

an early purple and copper lustre English tea set with bird and

foliage designs of the second decade of the nineteenth century. 54

The tea caddy (Fig. 12, left rear) is a black Chinese lacquered

example, with European neo-classical motifs in gold. The initials

on the top are “WB” and that was owned by Dr. Bentley. One of

his manuscript prayers is on the table, as well as an invitation of

October 31, 1804 to Dr. Bentley from Mr. Turner to attend an

“exhibition.” In his diary Dr. Bentley wrote that day:

Mr. [William] Turner paid me the compliment of an
invitation to his Ball. This is the most splendid exhibition

of female ornaments & accomplishments which we have in

Salem. It is annual after the lessons of the year are com-
pleted. Few men have had the success of Mr. Turner. To
combine with the character of the Dancing master so much
simplicity of manners & carriage as to leave the highest re-

spect for his own morals & to secure all the parents from
any apprehensions that any thing could be done to vitiate

the morals of their Children. 55

Also on the tea table is a small Connecticut soft stone inkwell. 56

In 1793 Bentley visited the Connecticut Valley and commented:

53. A similar example, made earlier in 1789, is illustrated in Antiques,
VIII (December, 1925), 356.

54. Gift of Mrs. William T. Aldrich.

55. Bentley, III, 120.

56. Gift of Dean A. Fales, Ir.
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On Monday morning we travelled one mile i /2 from
Capt. Pratt’s to see the Quarry of soft stone called by Bel-

nap improperly the Soap stone. We saved several pieces

& brought several inkstands formed of it. It is of a light

colour mixed with blue in the quarry but has a dirty colour

when oiled. 57

These objects, then, comprise the furnishings of Dr. Bentley’s

room. Two most important objects in the room at one time are

the busts of Governor John Winthrop and Voltaire that were

carved by Samuel Mclntire for Bentley in 1798 and around 1802
respectively, and which are now at the American Antiquarian

Society. 58 Other objects mentioned in the diary and now lacking

in the room include a terrestrial globe seventeen inches in diam-

eter, a red-and-white checked handkerchief, a Shaker candlestick,

an early couch, and a settle.
59

Not every object mentioned in his diary came to his room, but

it is safe to assume that it must have been one of the most varied

and unusual rooms in the early Republic. Today it conveys the

diversity of interests and breadth of one of the most interesting of

Salem’s residents. Funds for the restoration of the room were

generously given by The First Church, successor to the East

Church, in Salem.

When Dr. Bentley visited the Derby Farm in 1801, and viewed

the important furnishings there, his eyes were those of a con-

noisseur and he wrote, “The furniture was rich but never violated

the chastity of correct taste.”60 His own collections were also rich,

and his taste a superb mirror of the best of his era. Many of his

best possessions he gave away during his lifetime. His will, dated

May 8, 1819 left his German books, New England printed

books, manuscripts “not in my own hand,” and all his paintings

and engravings, as well as his “cabinets with all it contains,” to the

American Antiquarian Society. 61 All his classical and theological

books, dictionaries, lexicons and Bibles he left to Allegheny Col-

lege at Meadville, Pennsylvania. He left all his silver to Hannah

57. Bentley, II, 51.

58. See Bentley, II, 268-269; and Nina Fletcher Little, “Carved Figures

by Samuel Mclntire and His Contemporaries,” Samuel Mclntire: A Bi-

centennial Symposium (Salem, Mass., 1957), pp. 82-84. These came to

the Society as part of Bentley’s “cabinet.”

59. Bentley, I, 38; II, 137, II, 152; III, 46, IV, 595.
60. Ibid., II, 400.
61. Essex County Probate Court, Will No. 2371, Jan. 4, 1820.
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Crowninshield, the daughter of the widow Hannah, and to Han-

nah Crowninshield Armstrong; and he asked his nephew, William

Bentley Fowle, his executor, to destroy all writings “in my own

hand” and to keep whatever remained of the estate for his services.

Today no one blames the nephew for failing to destroy the writings

of his uncle.

VII. Entry Chamber

In the small room at the head of the stairs over the entry are a

group of objects relating to the Rev. William Bentley. The large

portrait copied by Charles Osgood in 1 8 2 8 from a life portrait

painted by James Frothingham is here (Fig. 2). Benjamin W.
Crowninshield had this copy done for the Institute. The Froth-

ingham likeness is at the Peabody Museum, and Bentley mentions

in his diary sitting for it from November, 1818 into January of

the following year. A silhouette of Bentley hangs on one wall.

On the west wall are two lithographs, done in the 1840’s by

Bufford and Company of Boston after paintings by the Salem

artist, Daniel M. Shepard, showing the exterior and interior of

the East Church.62 The church was built in 1717 and torn down
in 1846. Fragments from the church now in the entry chamber in-

clude the worn floor board from the pulpit, a small folding child’s

seat in old red paint, a dentil from the base of the steeple, and

a number of spindles from the tops of the pews. When the church

was taken down, souvenirs were made out of some of the oak

beams and in the room are two patch or snuff boxes made of

these timbers. There is also a small mahogany salt cup made
from the wood of Dr. Bentley’s pulpit by the Salem cabinet-

maker William Webb (180 5- 184 9).63

The lone piece of furniture in the room is a large pine desk,

painted green, with a slant-top and two drawers below. It was

formerly in the Registry of Deeds office in Salem and was tradi-

tionally used there by Dr. Bentley. In it are a group of important

objects relating to Bentley.

Perhaps Bentley’s most cherished possession was his own copy

of the psalm and hymn book he encouraged to be published in

1788. 64 This book (Fig. 12, left front) is here, and its marker has

62. These are reproduced in Bentley, I, facing xiii and xviii.

63. Gift of Charles H. P. Copeland, Webb’s great-great-grandson.
64. See p. 139 of this issue.
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never been moved from the last hymn Dr. Bentley read the

Sunday before he died. 65 The book was given by James Flint,

Bentley’s successor, to Sarah Brown Nichols, who gave it to Sam-

uel C. Beane, the donor’s father.

Another book (Fig. 12, center), bearing Bentley’s bookplate,

was presented to him by the Corporation of Cambridge University

from the Society for Propagating the Gospel in New England &
the Parts Adjacent. It is John Leland’s A View of the Principal

Deistical Writers . . ., the third edition, printed in London in

1757 -

Two of Dr. Bentley’s possessions given the Institute by Henry

Bentley Fowle include a pair of silver cufflinks engraved “WB”
and the silver watch (Fig. 12, right), which is said to have been

purchased in Paris by Benjamin Franklin for presentation to Dr.

Bentley in 1785. It was made by J. Charleson of London and the

date letter of 1744 is on the case. It was given by William Bentley

Fowle, Bentley’s nephew, to William Bentley Fowle, Jr., and then

to Henry Bentley Fowle. Bentley’s original watch paper, inscribed

“WB” is still inside the back of the case.

The miniature portrait of Dr. Bentley (Fig. 1) done by Han-

nah Crowninshield is in the desk,66 as is a lithograph of Bentley

issued by the Pendletons in Boston in 1828 based on a drawing by

T. West. Several manuscripts, one a petition signed by Dr. Bent-

ley, Joseph Story, and Benjamin Crowninshield, and another re-

lating to William Carlton and the Crowninshields, as well as a

pamphlet of a discourse written by Dr. Bentley and delivered in

Roxbury before the Grand Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons

on October 12, 1796, round out the contents of the desk.

VIII. Western Chamber (Fig. 15)

This room was remodeled while Benjamin Crowninshield, his

wife Mary, and their children lived in the western half of the

house from 1791 until around 1811, and it is furnished as a

chamber representing the third generation that lived in the house.

It combines the old and the new both in its architecture and in

its contents. The early woodwork and the later mantelpiece are

painted a strong deep green. The green and white wallpaper is a

65. Gift of Rev. Samuel C. Beane.
66. Lent by the Peabody Museum of Salem.
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reproduction of a late eighteenth-century wallpaper used in the

Enoch Frye house in Andover. 67 The white window hangings

with green fringe are based on curtains shown in 1795 Connecti-

cut portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Janies Eldridge, done by John

Brewster, Jr.
68 The floor is painted Spanish brown and on it is an

early nineteenth-century Persian Feraghan carpet.

The earliest pieces of furniture in the room are the Queen

Anne high chest of drawers and dressing table, both locally made.

The drawers of the high chest are veneered with burled walnut,

the drawer edges having herringbone inlay, while the dressing

table is of solid walnut. On it is a dressing glass, a copper brazier,

curling irons, a “powder puff” or wig bellows, and a small bellows-

shaped painted needlecase. 69 The whimsical transitional side chair

in front of the dressing table was made in the third quarter of

the eighteenth century and was found in Marblehead. 70

The Windsor bowback armchair in the corner has most of its

original green paint intact and was made between 1780 and

1790. By it is a candlestand from the Holmes family, and on it

is a sampler signed “Mary Williams Crowninshield ae. 8, Union

Academy.” The side chair beyond the bed is a rush-seated chair

made before the middle of the eighteenth century, and one of

its two side stretchers on each side has double ball turnings that

match its front stretcher. The bed is a late eighteenth-century

example, with square, tapering legs and spade feet. On it is an

early nineteenth-century linen coverlet woven in Kensington,

New Hampshire, with raised floral decoration. The top valances

were also made early in the century of gaily-colored English

chintz. They fit the bed perfectly and are remarkably preserved,

still retaining their original tapes and fringes. By the fireplace

is an unusual small candlestand with painted graining made be-

tween 1750 and 1785, and an English Queen Anne corner chair

owned in the Hassam family of Salem. The brass andirons have

lemon tops and were made probably in Boston or Charlestown

67. Gift of Mr. William T. Aldrich.

68. Brewster also did many portraits in Massachusetts and especially in
Maine. He was in Newburyport in 1801, 1802 and 1809, and was in
Salem in 1809. See Nina Fletcher Little, “John Brewster, Jr., 1766-1854:
Deaf-Mute Portrait Painter of Connecticut and Maine,” Connecticut His-
torical Society Bulletin (XXV, October, i960), 97-129.

69. Needle case gift of Mrs. Fabens Boles.

70. Gift of Mr. Frederick J. Bradlee.
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late in the eighteenth century. The shovel in the fireplace came
from the Tristram Dalton house in Newburyport; and on the

hearth is a footwarmer, an iron, and other accessories. On the

mantel is a brass combination candlestick and tinder box, a pair

of spectacles and several books. Among the books are a poem by

the local author Joseph Story, The Power of Solitude
,
printed in

Boston in 1802, and Original Poems by Paul Allen, published by

Joshua Cushing of Salem in 1801.

Also on the mantel is a Chinese export porcelain mug with an

American eagle painted on it. Other pieces of this ware with eagle

decoration, made around 1800, are on the shelves in the closet. 71

Also in the closet are a blue silk quilted skirt, a glazed linen

quilted skirt of light red, and a woman’s dress made of dark red

English chintz of the late eighteenth century with polychrome

trailing vine decoration. A linen pillowcase inscribed “Jacob

Crowninshield, 1774” is here, too. He was Benjamin’s father and

1774 was the year in which he died. 72 On the floor of the closet

are two pairs of ladies’ slippers, one owned by Sara Gardner

Crowninshield, a bandbox, and a very fine Essex County earthen-

ware chamber pot with a deep orange and manganese glaze.

The pictures on the walls are varied. At the right of the west

window is a colored mezzotint, depicting the capture of Major

John Andre. He was the Adjutant General of the English army

during the Revolution and met with Benedict Arnold in 1780 to

plan the betrayal of West Point. He was captured, however, con-

victed of being a spy, and executed on October 2, 1780. This

print has a descriptive verse at the bottom and relates to a mezzo-

tint of Cleopatra signed “S. Blyth fecit” in the collection of

Nina Fletcher Little. Samuel Blyth was a Salem painter and jack-

of-all-trades and the Institute owns a spinet made by him in 1786.

Another earlier Revolutionary print hangs on the south wall

near the high chest of drawers. It is the important Paul Revere

engraving, “The Bloody Massacre perpetrated in King Street Bos-

ton on March 5th 1770 by a party of the 29th Reg\” The Insti-

tute has been left two copies of this engraving, and it was so

71. These pieces were owned by Mrs. Francis B. Crowninshield and are

lent by Mr. James R. Hammond.
72. Much of the Crowninshield genealogical information in this issue

is taken from the Crowninshield Genealogy, from the estate of J. A.

Emmerton, Essex Institute Manuscript Genealogy Collection.
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popular that the Newburyport clockmaker and engraver, Jonathan

Mulliken brought out a copy of it in the same year. 73

Between the windows on the front wall are two English colored

engravings of the eighteenth century showing London park views.

To the left of the fireplace is a charming small needlework picture

of a woman and her dog in a garden. It was worked by Sarah

Chamberlain around 1764. Beside the closet door is a small look-

ing glass, made in this area toward the end of the eighteenth

century.

This chamber then, is a late eighteenth-century room with

many earlier pieces in it. It resembles the chamber of the author’s

parents in Reminiscences of a Nonagenarian

:

Young people, their fortunes still to be made, my parents’

rooms were plainly furnished, with common tables and flag-

bottomed chairs. A high case of drawers was the chief orna-

ment to the best bedroom, the others boasting of only a chest

of drawers. These were about the height of a bureau, with a

chest atop and one or two drawers beneath. The square,

high-post bedsteads were tastily hung with muslin and chintz

curtains, and covered with the prettiest of coverlids, woven
in love-knots and other dainty patterns, or with quilts stiff

with the most elaborate quilting. 74

IX. Garret Chamber (Fig. 16)

While the 1761 inventory lists two beds in the garret, it does

not indicate the age of the occupants of the chamber. Due to the

scale of the room, however, it was decided to furnish it as a

child’s chamber of the eighteenth century, with a few later ac-

cessories. The walls are painted a charcoal, or lead, color, and

the diminutive scale of the chimney breast is one of the most de-

lightful features of the house. 75

The largest pieces of furniture in the room are the beds. Both

were made in Essex County. The larger one is a low-post bed,

slightly smaller than usual, painted red and having square,

73. For a full discussion of the Boston Massacre print, see Clarence S.

Brigham, Paul Revere’s Engravings (Worcester, Massachusetts, 1954),
pp. 41-58.

74. Emery, op. cit., p. 6.

75. For a of this chamber before restoration, see Abbott Lowell
Cummings, “The Crowninshield-Bentley House in Salem, Massachusetts,”
Antiques, LXXVI (October, 1959), 328.
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tapered legs of excellent proportions. The trundle bed, or “un-

derbed,” has its wheels placed so it may be pulled out to the side

of the larger one. 76 The smaller bed has a gay cover of English

chintz, while the larger bed is covered by a blue-and-white home-
spun blanket. 77

There are three small armchairs in the chamber. One is an

eighteenth-century slat-back type painted gray, its posts well worn
from having been dragged on the floor by children. Near the

fireplace are a simple ladder-back Chippendale armchair with a

rush seat and a handsomely proportioned bowback Windsor. Be-

hind it is a small six-board pine chest painted red on which is

an early hand line for fishing that came to the Institute in 1893.

The small looking glass was owned later in the Pulsifer family

and an old label on it states that the frame was bought by John

Goldthwait of Salem Village and given to his mother on his

twenty-first birthday in 1792.

On the floor is a small deerhide trunk bearing the label of

John Brown, a maker of saddles, chaises and trunks, at Court

Street in Salem. It is lined with an 1810 New York newspaper.

Near it, on the wall, is a charming watercolor painting, said to

have been painted by George Rhoades of Salem, entitled “Attack

on Elsunor.” It shows British naval units at Elsinore during the

siege of Copenhagen in 1807. Several early examples of chil-

dren’s clothing hang on the east wall, the dress by the door made
of a French printed toile of the 1770’s.

In the cupboard to the left of the fireplace are many pieces

of miniature pewter and britannia, including a child’s tea set

attributed to Roswell Gleason of Dorchester identical to one made
for his daughter Mary in the 1830’s. 78 There are also small knives

and forks here, as well as a wooden top and a small brass com-

bination sundial-compass. 79

In the other cupboard is a child’s tea set of Chinese export por-

celain with armorial decoration, a chalk figure, and a Whieldon

cradle. The andirons with brass urn tops are from eastern Massa-

chusetts and were made toward the end of the eighteenth century.

76. Trundle bed gift of Mr. and Mrs. Roland B. Hammond.
77. Both gifts of Miss Katrina Kipper. The blanket is a family piece,

from Massachusetts.
78. See John Whiting Webber, “Roswell Gleason,” Antiques, XX (Aug-

ust, 1931), 89, Fig. 6.

79. Gift of Mr. William C. Waters.
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The small iron fire tongs and the hooked rug on the floor were

made locally. 80 A large hickory child’s hoop and several spelling

and arithmetic books represent the radically divergent activities

of the earlier occupants of the small chamber.

X. Garret, or Attic

While originally a housewife’s headache, an early attic can be

the answer to a restorer’s dream, since it provides an area for the

display of miscellaneous and unrelated objects of all sorts. The

1761 inventory shows that the extra bedding and all the firearms

in the house were kept here, as well as everything from old win-

dows to a speaking trumpet.

Over one of the stair rails hangs an early pair of ice skates,

with steel blades and brass acorn finials at the end of the curved

tips. Revolutionary period leather saddle bags hang opposite the

skates. All sorts of ironwork are stored here, including fish spears,

leg irons, trammels, grills, frying pans, an animal trap, and a

cresset with a long wooden handle. Brass kettles, a fish net, stir-

rups, a pair of snow shoes, a broom, a whip, and various wooden

bowls are also around the attic.
81

A two-drawer blanket chest stands along the west wall. Made
about 1750, it is constructed of maple and was probably not

painted originally. It was owned in the Averill family of Middle-

ton. Across from it is a double-headed cradle for twins that started

out as a regular single hooded one, the second hood having been

added and the entire cradle regrained sometime shortly after

1800.

An array of tubs, baskets, drying racks, scrubbing boards, and

soap-making equipment represents laundry necessities of the

eighteenth century. By the ladder to the roof is a decorated poem,

“Farewell to Summer,” written by Nathaniel Andrew of Salem,

May 23, 1793; and on one of the steps is a carved oak tape loom

inscribed, “December 1745/Elisabeth Moudey.”

The diversity of objects, both in the attic and in the entire

house, shows the varied phases of early living in this area.

Through carefully selected, representative objects that are docu-

ments in themselves, the Crowninshield-Bentley house recounts

local history in a most concrete and colorful manner.

80. Tongs gift of Mrs. Fabens Boles.

81. Mostly from the Cousins collection.
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APPENDIX

AN INVENTORY OF THE ESTATE OF CAPT. JOHN CROWNIN-
SHIELD LATE OF SALEM AND APPRIZED BY US THE SUBSCRIBERS
AT SALEM NOVEMBER ioth 1761

IN THE WESTERN LOWER ROOM
A large looking glass and Desk
A large Table, a smaller Ditto

A Clock, a Maple Table
A Walnut Table in the Entry
i-y2 doz'n Maple Leather Chairs
A Great Walnut Chair
12 China Plates, a Ditto Bowl, Ditto

4 Decanters, A Small Ditto, 9 Wine Glasses

4 Beakres, 1 Doz'n Delph Plates, a Tea Pot

3 China Bowls, 6 Sugar Boxes, (?) Ditto

1 doz'n Candle Molds, some small glasses

8 framed picktures carved, 4 small Ditto

1 2 Ditto Black frames
A silver Tankard wt 25 oz. 7 dwt 12 gr.

2 Porringers wt 15 oz. 1 dwt
6 Spoons wt 13 oz. 5 dwt, 2 pr. silver buckles wt. 2 oz. 3 dwt.
A pr. gold buttons and a ring

A Silver Watch, Chain
A pr. Bellows, a pr. andirons
A pr. money scales and weights, a large Bible

A small Ditto, sundry books
A large Cannister, a compass

IN THE KITCHEN
A pr. Doggirons, 2 leather buckets
A lanthorn, 9 Picktures, Brushes
2 pr. Stilliards, leaden weights, brass Ditto

A Pine Table, A small Ditto, a cradle
A Jack with die weights, tongs and shovel
A pr. andirons, 2 Tramells, a Fender, Toaster fork, Ladle, scures, and
a lamp
2 Gridirons, a Frying pan, a Spit

A driping pan, 8 potts, an iron skillet

An iron pott, 2 kittles, 2 brass Ditto

A small Ditto, 2 bell meattle skillets

2 brass skillets, a tin kitchen

4 pds old pewter @ 10/pd, 86 pds Ditto @1/
6 Tin pans, a Warming Pan, A Table
A brass Standing Candlestick, 6 Candlesticks and Snuffers, a Tin Water-
ing Pott and Pail
Some Tin Measures and Pans, a Candle Box and Coffee Mill, a Lignum
Vitee Morter
A parcel of knives and forks, Earthen ware
A Flour and two pepper Boxes and a Bellmettle mortar

IN THE WESTERN CHAMBER
A Looking Glass, a Case with Drawers
A Chamber Table, 6 Chairs, a great Ditto
A pr. Andirons, 7 Picktures, two Basketts with four Large Bottles, two
Baskets and a Trunk
A Callico Quilt, one Ditto, a pr. Blankets
A Feather Bolster and two Pillows
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A Bedstead and bottom, a Suit of Curtains head Cloth Rods, a Razor
Case with 2 Razors
His Waring Apparel

IN THE KITCHEN CHAMBER
A Walnut Table, a Glass
2 Baskets, 2 pr. Andirons, a Suit of Curtains Valliances, 2 Cotton
Counterpins
A blue bed quilt, a rugg
A bed & bolster wt. 54 Pds., a Straw Bed, bedsted & cord

IN THE LITTLE KITCHEN CHAMBER
A rugg, a Bed & Pillow
2 Cases with bottle, A Dumb john
Knives & forks wooden bowls a map of Cannada River

IN THE EASTERN CHAMBER
A small rugg a green quilt

A bed bolster & 3 Pillows
A bedsted & under bed A cotten coverlet

An old rugg A Bed & Bolster

A Bedsted & under bed A chest with Draws
A quarter Wagoner A book for shipswright
A Basket an old Bedsted A Pallet Ditto

IN THE GARRET
A small Table A rugg A small Ditto

A Bed & bolster Curtains head cloth & Teaster
Underbed bedstead & cord
A pr Andirons A looking glass A Trunk
A Prospect Glass, A Gun, 2 Ditto.

2 Cutlases & Cartouch Boxes A pr. Pistols

A pr. Ditto 6 Codlines A Tray
A Bed, 2 old Ruggs
12 Ozenbrig sheets 25 Cotten Ditto

14 Cotten & linen Ditto A comfitter

An Iron Kittle A speaking trumpet
An old sail 3 Holland sheets

A Damask Table Cloth A Diaper Ditto

4 Ditto 4 Linen 24 Diaper Towels
24 Diaper Napkins 16 Pillow cases

24 Cotten Ditto A Close Stool Pan
A Bedpan A Glass in the kitchen chamber
A Bedsted Old Iron

4 old windows 30 Bushels Corn
Old copper & Brass

IN THE BARN
A Grindstone A pr. runners A parcel of Casks
2 Blunderbusses Old Iron
A pr. cart wheels Some coopers tools

2 saddles 3 half Bushels A Pitch Pot
A Chaise & Jack A pr. Fetters 2 hoes & a shovel
A saw & Wedges A spade & 3 axes
A wheelbarrow, a wooden horse 45 gal’n Molasses
18 Bushels of Wheat A cow 2 hoggs

IN THE WASH HOUSE
A large cable 3 iron crows & 2 graplings
A parcel old sails & guns old iron
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Blocks, dead eyes Cabbin windows & dead lights

Pitch mapps A scale beam one Ditto & weights
A joynter A saltsifter 2 Pitch pots & half bushel
A sett of tray hoops
A Negro Man A Negro Woman
A Dwelling house Barn & out houses
Half a fish house & floties for drying fish

A schooner & appurtenances
A Pew in the lower meeting house
A common right in the Great Pasture
A piece of land by Englishes wharf
A wood lot in Danvers
A wharf & ware house upon the long wharf



Fig. 1. Miniature portrait of Dr. Bentley by Hannah Crown-
inshield. Inscribed on back: “In memory of my Dear Friend

& Instructor. Rev. Wm. Bentley, D. D., Ob. December 29,

1819 at Salem.” Lent by Peabody Museum of Salem.

Fig. 2. Oil portrait of Dr. Bentley. Copy, in 1828, by Charles
Osgood after original by James Frothingham painted in

1818 and 1819. Gift of Benjamin W. Crowninshield, 1832.
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Fig. 10. West or New Parlor, Southeast Corner.
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Fig. 17. Oil Portrait of Capt. George Corwin (1610-1685), c. 1675. Restored

by Corne (1802), Hannah Crowninshield (c. 1819), and Howarth (1864).



WILLIAM BENTLEY: AN EXTRAORDINARY BOARDER

By Julia Paxton Barrow

One of the boarders at the Widow Hannah Crowninshield’s

house on Essex Street at the head of Union Street was William

Bentley, pastor of the East Church, a nationally prominent man
of letters, and author of one of New England’s most famous

diaries. A scholar-clergyman with an amazingly catholic mind,

Bentley embodied the great cultural awakening of the time in

which he lived. As a linguist he was unexcelled in this country;

he was a pioneer in natural history; science, mathematics, phi-

losophy, the arts, literature and history were all subjects he knew

well. His voluminous diary, however, covering the years 1784-

1819, is the work for which he is remembered today. Salem

during the post-Revolutionary period was undergoing the most

dramatic and colorful growth of its history and was fortunate to

have living in its midst the alert and observant Dr. Bentley whose

breadth of interests enabled him to follow every phase of the

development of the town. Looking out from his pulpit or from

his bachelor quarters in Mrs. Crowninshield’s house, Bentley

viewed his town and his times, recording in his diary the com-

mercial, cultural, and political awakening of one of the great sea-

ports of Massachussets. No detail escaped his observation. Salem

emerges from the pages of Bentley’s diary as a living reality,

portrayed with a vividness not often found in more factual

histories.

The life of Salem, as recorded in the diary of William Bentley,

quite overshadows the life of the diarist who, for the most part,

remains in the background, content to record the day-to-day

events of his time rather than to chronicle his own successes or

failures, doubts, perplexities or anxieties. To him a diary was not

the place for sentiment: “Being bred a C[ollegian] I followed early

the practice of writing my experiences. . . . But cool reflection

told me a few devout prayers & well conceived reflections were

better than whole volumes of confessions of feelings & of vanity.”1

The activities which took most of Bentley’s time—his parish calls

1. William Bentley, The Diary of William Bentley, D.D., 1784-1819
(Salem, 1905-1914), II, 277.
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and acts of charity, his sermon-writing and studying, his news-

paper work and correspondence—remain on the whole unmen-
tioned. He preferred to turn his attention outward, and his re-

sulting absorption in the life of Salem has caused him to leave

only a fragmentary image of himself. Yet perhaps the Salem he

describes in such detail reveals Bentley more than at first sus-

pected. His personality finds indirect expression in his diary,

which speaks above all of commercial and intellectual awakening,

of growth, of a reaching for new horizons. Bentley, with his

searching, far-reaching intelligence, was a highly articulate mem-
ber of the active society he so well portrayed.

The oldest child of the large Boston family of Joshua and

Elizabeth Bentley, William Bentley was born on June 22, 1759,
and was named for his maternal grandfather, William Paine, a

merchant of Boston. The name was well chosen for a strong bond

of affection grew between the merchant and his namesake. Wil-

liam Paine’s generous interest in his grandson led him to finance

the boy’s education at Harvard. As long as his grandfather lived,

Bentley considered him his greatest benefactor and friend.

Entering Harvard in 1773 at the age of fourteen, Bentley soon

revealed a natural aptitude for classical and literary studies. Upon
his graduation with high honors in 1777 he became assistant

Master in the South Grammar School, where he had trained for

college, and later Preceptor in the North Grammar School. 2 In

1780, however, after receiving his A.M., he returned to Harvard

to become a tutor of Latin and Greek. This position he held for

the next three years while preparing for the ministry, but his

great love of books must have prompted him to accept a secondary

position as a library assistant in the College library as well. 3 His

preaching career began as early as 1778, and until his final

settlement in Salem he preached on a temporary basis at churches

in Cambridge, Lincoln, Woburn, Deerfield, and Beverly (where

he stayed for a six-month interval at the First Parish Church).

On the first Sunday in May, 1783, he began his preaching at

the Salem Second Parish. The small congregation of the East

Church was apparently quickly drawn to the young clergyman,

for on July 23rd of the same year he was invited to settle in the

2. Bentley, op. cit., I, 91.

3. Harvard University Archives, College Papers, II, 229.
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church as a colleague of the pastor, Mr. James Diman. His ordi-

nation took place on September 24th. Bentley served for three

years with Mr. Diman but the joint ministry of the two men was

marred by their great differences in temperament and theological

outlook. In 1785, after a considerable amount of bad feeling on

the part of both men, Mr. Diman was asked by the congregation

to withdraw from all services. From that year until his death in

1819 Bentley served the East Church unassisted.

The members of the Second Parish, who for fifty years had

been under the strict Calvinistic care of Mr. Diman, found in

Bentley a youthful, vital, and stimulating change. That a man
who represented such a sharp contrast to Mr. Diman should

have been chosen by the church is probably attributable to the

fact that so many in the congregation were from seafaring fam-

ilies. Foreign trade and the resulting new contacts made by the

prominent merchant members of the church, among them the

Crowninshields, had broadened the thinking of the small congre-

gation,

4

and had made it ready for a release from the old-style

theology. Certainly in his outspoken sermons Bentley represented

a wide departure from old creeds and doctrines. His faith, based

on enlightened reason and a firm belief in personal judgment, is

best stated in his own words

:

I have adopted many opinions abhorrent of my early preju-

dices, & am ready to receive truth upon proper evidence from
whatever quarter it may come. I think more honor done to

God in rejecting Christianity itself in obedience to my con-

victions, than in any ferver (sic), which is pretended,

towards it, & I hope that, no poverty which I can dread, or

hope I can entertain, will weaken my resolutions to act up-
on my convictions. The only evidence I wish to have of my
integrity is a good life, & as to faith, his can’t be wrong
whose life is in the right. 6

4. James Flint, Bentley’s successor, in his Two Discourses Delivered on
Taking Leave of the East Society in Salem (Salem, 1846), p. 22, states
that during Bentley’s ministry “the entire church, including males and
females has varied from fifty to seventy” and that “male members have
varied from seven to nine or ten in number.” In 1809 Bentley noted that
his only male communicant besides the Warden (who stayed at home)
had left to join another society, and he called on his Congregation “not to
leave (him) & a reputable Church of females unsupported.” Bentley,
op. cit., Ill, 473.

5. Bentley, op. cit., I, 98.
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The ministry of William Bentley was characterized by great

humanitarianism and liberalism, and a freedom of thought which

was to be the forerunner in Salem of organized Unitarianism.

He early discontinued reciting the creed, and was the first min-

ister in Salem to discard publicly the doctrine of the Trinity .

6

He had been visited by Rev. William Hazlitt, the English Uni-

tarian clergyman, and was undoubtedly the most outspoken sup-

porter of Unitarianism in Salem, although his liberal sentiments

were shared, in a less articulate manner, by his colleagues, Dr.

Thomas Barnard, Jr., and Dr. John Prince .
7 Bentley was a class-

mate and close friend of James Freeman of King’s Chapel in

Boston, the first clergyman to lead his congregation to accept

Unitarianism officially ,

8 and he was the first minister willing to

exchange services with Mr. Freeman. Although Bentley’s views

were decidedly Unitarian, he did not wish his own parish to make

any official commitment which might disrupt the church com-

munity: “I have no wish for fame in establishing any sect.”9 The

Latin inscription on the outside of his will, describing himself

as “a pastor of the Established Congregational Polity of America
”10

indicates that Bentley always considered himself a Congregation-

alist even though he held Unitarian views. At what date after

his death the East Church became officially Unitarian is unknown

even by the church itself, for “no social action was ever taken to

signalize the change .”11 Within two decades, however, there were

four Unitarian churches in Salem.

To appreciate the effect of the ministry of William Bentley an

understanding of his beliefs and personality is helpful. To a

friend contemplating a fife in the ministry he once wrote:

[be a] firm believer. By a firm believer, I intend, not one,

who gives an easy credit to mysteries, or renounces his un-
derstanding on any point of faith, but a man, who, upon
the full conviction of a future moral retribution as the great

6. Essex Institute Historical Collections, V (1863), 148.
7. George Batchelder, Social Equilibrium and Other Problems Ethical

and Religious (Boston, 1887), pp. 259-273.
8. Conrad Wright, The Beginnings of Unitarianism in America (Boston,

195 5), pp. 210-212.
9. Bentley, op. cit.. Ill, 139.
10. Robert S. Rantoul, “The Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of the Founding

of the Essex Historical Society,” Essex Institute Historical Collections ,

XXXII (1896), 1 01

.

11. Batchelor, op. cit., p. 259.
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point of Christian faith, preaches with sober regard to the

virtuous happiness of mankind, being able to abandon
without reluctance all worldly interest, which may interfere

with the conscientious discharge of his duty.12

Rational belief and a willingness to devote himself fully to his

congregation were the keystones of his ministry. Both qualities,

however, were overshadowed by his genuine interest in and

affection for people. All of Salem was his parish, not merely the

members of the East Church. When he saw poverty or distress

in any sector of the town he tried to help. Typical of his desire to

lessen hardship in any form was his reaction to the many im-

poverished families he found in Salem immediately following the

Revolution. Bentley wished to stimulate a public consciousness of

the wants of the needy and to do so he organized charitable teas.

After securing the permission of a well-to-do lady to hold a tea

at her home, he would indicate the names of those whom he

wished to be invited. Later in the day he would send a large

basket of provisions, purchased from his own small income, to

supplement those of the hostess, who probably could not afford any

extravagance herself. When the ladies had gathered, Bentley

would draw out the tales of the less fortunate women’s experi-

ences, stimulating sympathy and interest in the more fortunate

listeners, who in most cases would be prompted to generous as-

sistance. 13 His own liberal charity was legendary and especially re-

markable in view of the fact that for many years his salary was

only $530 a year. 14 He sent countless gifts of food throughout his

lifetime, always delivered anonymously, to any family in need

whether of his congregation or not.

Bentley was not, however, merely a calm rationalist and a gen-

tle do-gooder. He was a man of enthusiasm, of strong, almost vi-

olent feelings, and the strength of his fondness for his church

and city was balanced by the intensity of his aversions. He was

a good hater, and vented his indignation and wrath from the

pulpit, through the press, and privately in his diary. In the midst

of predominantly Federalist Salem he was, along with his parish-

ioners, the Crowninshields, a dedicated Republican. He was so

12. Bentley, op. cit., I, 1 21-122.
13. Marguerite Dalrymple, “An Address on Rev. William Bentley,”

Bentley, op. cit., I, xxviii.

14. Bentley, op. cit.. Ill, 108.
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outspoken in his views that he was denied the customary pul-

pit exchanges with his local colleagues, who were Federalists.

Although he was kindly to all he knew, in his diary he often gave

expression to his true feelings about the people he had to deal

with. He expected a great deal from those who had received a

college education, feeling they should use their gifts wisely and

in an exemplary manner. Rev. Joshua Spaulding of the Taber-

nacle Church so irritated Bentley with his faulty theological

views that in exasperation Bentley composed a biting poem about

him which ended

:

“A Fool throughout” in every motion
Heaven, once on earth, has wrought perfection.”15

Commenting on the new book of his friend, John Winthrop, on

the Apocalypse, he made the withering note that “This whimsical

work shews [sic] my friend to have grown learnedly delerious.”16

Public superstition and ignorance distressed him deeply, since he

felt man capable of intelligent rationality. Once, when comment-

ing on the public hysteria over reports of mad dogs, he ended with

sarcasm: “The public have run mad on the subject. . . . Witch-

craft will come again, I fear.”17 The proliferation of new sects also

disturbed him greatly, not only because they threatened the estab-

lished church memberships but because to Bentley they seemed

based on mere emotionalism. He referred, for example, to the

“Anabaptists upon the river in Beverly, immersing their disciples

in water & ignorance.”18 These comments, however unbecoming

to the image of a clergyman, represent the impulsive reactions of

a man who cared deeply.

In appearance Bentley was hardly over five feet tall and must

have appeared even shorter, for he weighed between 205 and

214 pounds during his ministry in Salem. Because of his height

a thick plank was put in the pulpit of the East Church to enable

his congregation to see him over the pulpit. 19 His ideas on physical

15. Bentley, op. cit., II, 216.

16. Ibid., II, 98.

17. Ibid., II, 249.
18. Ibid., I, 363.
19. Frank Brady, “Clergyman Spurned National Scene for Church,

‘Journalism in Salem’ ”, Boston Sunday Herald, Jan. 27, 1957, p. 64. The
footboard from the pulpit is preserved in the small entry chamber in the
Crowninshield-Bentley House.
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fitness were pronounced, and his regular and simple mode of liv-

ing may have contributed to his lifelong vitality. Believing in a

regular schedule, he retired early and rose early, usually writing

or studying for several hours before sunrise. At dawn he liked to

walk to Salem Neck. Captain George Crowninshield had built

a tower for him there on the highest point of land, and from

this vantage point he was often the first person to sight returning

vessels. Not only did he do a great deal of walking, according to

him the exercise of the scholar, but he did all his writing stand-

ing up. No chair was used in his study at the church and there

was only one low bench to sit on .

20 His food was always simple,

although he did take some wine with his meals. However, in spite

of his moderation in eating, Bentley occasionally suffered from the

common ailment of the overweight, and he wryly noted the onset

of this trouble in his diary: “Able to take my usual walk on the

neck after above a fortnights absence from lameness which I am
willing to consider as a sprain, but which many are willing to

comfort me is the first touch of the GOUT. . . . how shameful

must I deem it to introduce such a Calamity” [into the Bentley

family].
21 Swimming was a lifelong and favorite sport, and for

Bentley at least, the season extended from early March until Oc-

tober. Even on the day before his fifty-eighth birthday he re-

corded: “The fine weather allows my sea bath .”22 Bentley’s inde-

pendence of thought led him to hold emancipated views on per-

sonal health habits. In an age when people were afraid of fresh

air, Bentley observed that while he had once had “this aerophobia

. . . Experience has now convinced me of my error. I now look

upon fresh air as a friend. I even sleep with an open window.”

With an emphasis on common sense which was characteristic

of his approach to everything he added, “I find it of importance

to the happiness of life, the being freed from vain terrors .”23

As viewed in his diary, Bentley’s early years in Salem were

marked by his struggle to curb his tongue: “I must never speak

from passion or judge at the moment. I must remember that my
temper in the public opinion has been imprudent, & take council

20. Joseph T. Buckingham. Specimens of Newspaper Literature (Bos-
ton, 1850), II, 347.

21. Bentley, op. cit., Ill, 22-23.

22. Ibid., IV, 460.
23. Ibid., I, 293.
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even from my enemies .”24 Not only were hasty outbursts of opin-

ions unwise from a clergyman, but Bentley found he must exer-

cise “extreme caution every day, where there are so many busy

bodies, engaged in promoting the enmities of life .”25 As he strove

to regulate his relations with his parishioners, he noted again and

again the necessity of not speaking impulsively. His few recorded

New Year’s resolutions were always to this effect: “give opinions

with caution, & . . . quote authorities with the same, . . . have

as little confidence in the world as possible & as much benevo-

lence .”26 Apparently he was successful in learning diplomacy, for

he finally observed: “I have never possessed so much tranquility

as when I have concealed innocently my opinions of man with-

out offence .”27 He strove mainly not to offend, for no man as in-

terested in all aspects of life as William Bentley could ever fully

temper his reactions.

Although always strongly partisan in his personal views, Bent-

ley never yielded to prejudice : his religious tolerance was unusual.

When Mr. John Thayer, a Catholic frontier missionary, wrote re-

questing the names of local Catholics and asking for a convenient

place to celebrate the Mass, Bentley, with a sincerity borne out

by his acts of tolerance, replied: “It is my desire that every man
enjoy his religion not by toleration, but as the inalienable right

of his nature .”28 Most of the Catholics in Salem were French,

refugees of the French Revolution. Because he spoke their lan-

guage and because they felt his kind sympathy, these people

turned to Bentley when in need and he helped them as much as

possible. The French Bishop Cheverus, the first Catholic Bishop

of Boston, visited Bentley on two occasions. Although Bentley did

not admire some of the activities of the church as a whole, his

respect for the Bishop was genuine. Once, when an Irish pauper

died in the poor house, Bentley conducted the funeral service,

reading passages from the Breviary and portions from the writings

of two French authors. At the end, however, out of deference

to those non-Catholics present, he added “a prayer for the occa-

sion in the form of our own churches. Protestants like such things

24. Bentley, op. cit., I, 235.

25. Ibid., II, 29.

26. Ibid., I, 419.
27. Ibid., II, 99.

28. Ibid., I, 162.
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best.”29 Episcopalians likewise were well received by Bentley,

although he was averse to their way of worship. Bishop Edward

Bass of Newburyport was his friend. When Bishop A. V. Gris-

wold of Rhode Island came to Salem and was inhospitably re-

ceived by the local rector, he turned to Bentley, who provided a

more ready welcome. Bentley always strove for harmonious co-

existence between denominations. In his opinion “The Roman
& Grecian Pantheons were not wild theories. They were good

policy.”30

Although much of Bentley's time was necessarily taken up with

daily visits to parishioners and sermon-writing ,

31 he nevertheless

found the time to pursue an amazing number of fields of learning.

As a linguist he was one of the best in the country; he knew

twenty-one languages well and still others in a fragmentary man-

ner. His mornings were devoted to language study : “Monday some

part for Greek, & Tuesday for french [sic], & Wednesday for

Latin, & Thursday for Spanish or Italian & Friday for German,

dutch [sic], Sclavonian [sic] & their various dialects, & Satur-

day & Sunday for Philology in relation to the Versions, & Texts

of the Hebrew & Greek Sacred Scriptures .”32 His knowledge of

Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic and Persian was probably unex-

celled in America. Once when a document in Arabic was received

by the United States State Department, it was sent to him for

translation, since he was the only one capable of it in the

country .

33

His knowledge of other subjects was equally impressive. The
natural sciences never ceased to absorb his interest. He loved to

go to Nahant with some of his students to examine and identify

fish and water plants washed up on the beach. Birds and animals

fascinated him; he never failed to attend animal shows when
they came to Salem, noting his observations in his diary. For his

cabinets he collected animal and plant specimens, many of which

were brought to him from all parts of the world by local sea cap-

29. Bentley, op. cit., IV, 502.

30. Ibid., Ill, 23.

31. Bentley left some 3,300 manuscript sermons. Buckingham, op. cit.,

R, 343 -

32. Bentley, op. cit., I, 43.
33. Benjamin F. Browne, “Some Notes Upon Mr. Rantoul’s Reminis-

cences,” Essex Institute Historical Collections, V (1863), 197. See p. 115
of this issue.
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tains. When a Mr. Bowen came to Salem to gather objects for a

museum in Boston, Bentley “supplied him with every thing which
was at hand. ... an Armadilla, 4 Bottles with snakes, Lizards,

etc.. Palm branch & nuts, & a selection of Shells.”34 Geology, top-

ography, anthropology, astronomy and meteorology all received his

attention. In his diary hurricanes and tornadoes in the Massa-

chusetts area are described in detail, but his weather studies were

not always so “scientific.” On one occasion, after examining the

ice particles of a particularly severe hail storm, he enjoyed an

“excellent beverage made from the largest stones.”35

Local history, in all its aspects, always absorbed Bentley. Old
furniture, family histories, and historical documents were all sig-

nificant to him as a means of reconstructing the past of Salem.

During the nearly forty years which he devoted to acquiring all

manner of items of historical interest, he amassed an outstanding

collection of material about Essex County. By his will Bentley

left this collection to the American Antiquarian Society, there

being no local institution capable of receiving his legacy. The
loss of this wealth of material to the county was felt keenly by

local historians and antiquarians. Bentley, therefore, was a moti-

vating spirit behind the group of prominent men who, in April

of 1821, met to form the Essex Historical Society, the forerunner

of the Essex Institute. The purpose of the new society was the

same that Bentley’s had been: the “collecting and preserving [of]

all authentic memorials relating to the Civil History of the County

of Essex, and the eminent men who have been inhabitants of it

from its first settlement,—as well as all facts relating to its Natu-

ral History and Topography.”36

Bentley was a dedicated patron of the arts—literature, paint-

ing, and particularly music. During his numerous excursions to

Boston he loved to view the portraits of old worthies on display

in the larger churches, and he collected local Salem portraits

whenever possible. His dedication to music was almost that of a

missionary. “Music has ever been low in this place,”37 he once

observed of Salem. In his attempts to promote music he opened

several singing schools, which more than once he was forced to

34. Bentley, op. cit., Ill, 32.

35. Ibid., IV, 345.
36. Rantoul, op. cit., p. 103.

37. Bentley, op. cit., II, 246.
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finance from his own slender income. For the East Church he

compiled a new hymnal, A Collection of Psalms and Hymns for

Pnblick Worship
,
first published in 1788 and reprinted in 1795

and 1 8 14.
38 Bentley eventually had the satisfaction of seeing

music become more popular in Salem : an Oratorio of Sacred Mu-
sic was performed in the First Church on December 1, 1812,

and a few years later a Salem Handel Society was performing

successfully.

All of Bentley’s interests were reflected in his private library,

which was acquired by purchases and through the generosity of

his merchant friends who brought books to him from all parts of

the world. Although he was particularly interested in rare books,

his collection embraced all subjects and included many foreign

works. Bentley’s library was second only to that of Thomas Jef-

ferson, who had the most extensive private collection in the coun-

try. In 1815, following the British burning of the Capitol and the

library at Washington, Jefferson’s library of about 6,500 volumes

was purchased by Congress to be the foundation of a new national

library, thus making Bentley’s the best private library in the

United States.

Teaching, the advancement of general learning, and the dis-

pelling of ignorance were of deep concern to Bentley throughout

his lifetime. His enthusiasm, together with a genuine fondness for

young people, must have made him an excellent teacher. That his

interest in the instruction of the young went far beyond his regu-

lar catechism classes was proven shortly after his arrival in Salem.

A school master in the East Public School wished to leave his

position. Rather than see the school close down, Bentley agreed

to teach the boys himself until a suitable replacement could be

found. This experience with classroom teaching was of short du-

ration, but Bentley continued to reach out to young people on a

more informal basis. He loved to take groups of children for walks

on the Neck, talking to them on the way about plants, rocks, and
sea creatures found in the course of the excursion. Bentley con-

ducted no Sunday School, but he used these walks with his young
friends to communicate to them much of his reverence for crea-

tion and life in all its aspects.

38. Printed by Dabney and Cushing, Salem (1788); William Carlton,
Salem (1795); and Rowe 8c Hopper, Boston (1814). See p. 119 of this
issue regarding Bentley’s personal copy of this book.
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Bentley was always willing to give more formal training to boys

or girls wishing to study with him privately. Only a few of his

pupils are mentioned in the diary, among them Benjamin Crown-
inshield, Benjamin and Hannah Hodges, and Hannah Crownin-

shield, undoubtedly his favorite. One of these, Benjamin Crown-
inshield, may have been the cause of Bentley’s disaffection from

Harvard College, to which he had always been loyal. In 1803
Master Crowninshield presented himself for an admissions exam-

ination at the College but was rejected. Perhaps the student of

the free-thinking clergyman reflected too many of his teacher’s

liberal attitudes, at that time unacceptable to the College. Bentley

must have been deeply angered, for he wrote : “This was the first

time in which any pupil of mine had been questioned. . . . My
connections with Cambridge cease.”39 He never again attended

commencement exercises of the College.

Unfortunately Bentley’s image as the benign teacher is some-

what tarnished by his attitude toward Nathaniel Bowditch. With
an unbecoming pride in his own excellent formal education,

Bentley looked down on the self-taught mathematician as an up-

start: “Little Mr. Bowditch puffed up by the flattery of his math-

ematical studies 8c destitute of every degree of literature, or man-

ners. ... he is indeed light as a puff of empty air. 40 Even so,

Bentley made his good scientific library available to the young

Bowditch and introduced him to the Salem Philosophical Library

as well. 41 Later Bowditch earned Bentley’s entire respect, both

for his intellectual attainments and for his fine scientific library.

Adults also came to the learned minister for instruction. In

1815, a missionary preparing for service in the East Indies ap-

plied to Bentley for “means to learn Oriental languages.”42 That

same year his colleague, Dr. Samuel Worcester, recommended

“a Candidate to study German” with him. 43 Surely there were

many others, for Bentley mentions renting a school room where

he may have conducted small classes for groups of his private

pupils.44

39. Bentley, op. cit., Ill, 40.

40. Ibid., Ill, 81.

41. Harold L. Burstyn, “The Salem Philosophical Library,” Essex In-

stitute Historical Collections

,

XCVI (1960), 192.

42. Bentley, op. cit., IV, 356.
43. Ibid., IV, 358.
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Bentley’s interest in education was not confined to teaching.

For many years he was on the Salem School Committee, which

paid annual visits to the schools. In the course of these visits Bent-

ley always noted with pleasure those boys with good penmanship.

(His own is remarkable for its clarity.) When Rev. Joshua

Spaulding proposed the founding of a separate school for negroes,

after discovering that many in his congregation could neither

read nor write, Bentley approved his colleague’s efforts, which he

followed with great interest. Later when making a Committee

visit to the African School, he noted “we were pleased that any-

thing could be done for this species of rational beings.”45

Public recognition was accorded to Bentley for his pre-eminence

as a scholar and for his belief in the importance of education. In

1805 when Thomas Jefferson was formulating his plans for estab-

lishing the University of Virginia, he offered to Bentley its presi-

dency. Bentley preferred not to leave his New England life and

friends for “honors which in a former period of my life would

have had all the wishes of my heart.”46 In 1 8 1 7 he was elected a

member of the Board of Overseers of Dartmouth College.47 Sev-

eral years before his death in 1819, Bentley was approached by a

colleague, Rev. Timothy Alden, who wished to found a college in

Meadville, Pennsylvania. Bentley encouraged his friend’s educa-

tional ambitions and by his will agreed to leave all his “Classical

& Theological Books, Dictionaries, Lexicons & Bibles”48 to the

new college. Although Allegheny College conferred a doctorate on

Bentley, he did not live long enough to see the construction of

the first college building, Bentley Hall, which was dedicated in

1820. Rev. Alden tried to keep his friend's spirit alive in the at-

tempt of the college to fulfill one of its benefactor’s basic beliefs:

that “while superstition has its cause in ignorance of natural laws,

and bigotry in ignorance of mankind, education may lessen or ex-

tirpate both.”49

Harvard was regrettably tardy in recognizing the abilities of one

of its outstanding graduates, withholding its honors until 1819

45. Bentley, op. cit., Ill, 420.
46. Ibid., III, 210.
47. Ibid., IV, 431.
48. William Bentley, Will, dated May 8, 1819. Essex County, Mass.,

Probate Office, Record Book 395, p. 259.
49. George P. Baker, The Centenary Pageant of Allegheny College

,

1815-1915 (Meadville, Penn., 1915), p. 43.
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when a D.D. was conferred on Bentley. Nathaniel Bowditch, by

then a member of the Corporation of Harvard, explained to

Bentley that his unorthodox (Unitarian) views had prevented his

receiving the degree earlier. Bentley made no comment on this

honor in his diary which, because it came so late, perhaps did not

wholly flatter him. Rather he noted Mr. Bowditch’s humorously

intended but prophetic comment, ‘prepare to die, for Degrees

are usually fore runners as they are given to the Aged when their

course is finished.”50 Within four months Bentley was dead.

Although at first it may seem surprising, it is natural that

Bentley, with his great breadth of acquaintances, his interest in

politics and general culture, and above all his thorough knowledge

of Salem, should turn to journalism. In the history of American

newspaper writing he earned a reputable place. Bentley’s interest

in journalism was probably stimulated by William Carlton, a

newspaper printer who also boarded with and was a nephew of

Hannah Crowninshield, Bentley’s landlady. The Salem Gazette

was the first newspaper of which Carlton was sole editor. When
he assumed its control in 1794 Bentley agreed to contribute, un-

doubtedly providing editorial assistance as well. Thereafter his

words appeared often in the Gazette, “and there is little doubt

that his writing, often vitriolic, made trouble as well as money
for the publisher.”51 Bentley soon began his practice of writing

regular summaries of foreign and domestic intelligence, feeling

this would be of value both to the Gazette and to his friend, Pro-

fessor Ebeling of Hamburg, to whom he sent the paper.

Carlton was relieved of the editorship of the Salem Gazette in

1797. During that same year he set up an entirely new journal,

the Salem Register, originally named the Impartial Register. (The

word “impartial” is quite misleading; the paper was the organ of

the Salem Republicans and as such was violently partisan.)

Bentley, an ardent Republican himself, became deeply embroiled

in political squabbles through his continued association with the

new paper. During the year 1802, when political feeling ran par-

ticularly high, Bentley apparently plunged into the fight with the

wholehearted and vituperative spirit characteristic of journalism of

that day. He was often taken to be the editor of Carlton’s paper.

50. Bentley, op. cit., IV, 613.
51. Harriet Silvester Tapley, Salem Imprints, 1768-1825 (Salem,

1927), pp. 80-81.
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On February 12 ,
1802, the Salem Gazette, resenting the attacks

on its columns by “Bentley’s paper,” printed the following: “Re-

spect for the sacred office of the gentleman who manages the

Salem Impartial Register has induced us to forbear retaliation for

his frequent abuse of us.”52 The Gazette did not, however, respect

the sacred office too greatly, for repeated attacks were directed to-

wards Bentley, which he endured, although protesting spiritedly,

out of loyalty to the Republican cause.

In April of 1803 William Carlton was tried and sentenced to

two months in jail for printing in his paper a libel against Tim-

othy Pickering. Through his association with the Register, Bentley

became involved in the trial, was summoned to court to testify

against Carlton, but could or would not attend, since he was suf-

fering from gout. Such was the violence of party feeling concern-

ing the trial that Bentley was issued a summons for contempt of

court even though his doctor had certified that he had been un-

able to travel. 53 Subsequently, while Carlton was serving his jail

sentence, Bentley assumed the entire direction of the Register.

On Carlton’s death in July of 1805 Bentley once again found him-

self, working with Warwick Palfray, Jr., in charge of the paper,

acting for the interests of the proprietor. A year later in August

the paper was still without an editor, for Bentley observed: “the

Register made an advertisement for an Editor. It is time I should

have some assistance as I have all the labour & none of the

profit.”54 Apparently the advertisment went unanswered, for on

July 6, 1807, Bentley noted with some feeling of annoyance,

“The Register for this day did not appear from the embarassed

[sic] state of the Office, want of an Editor, want of help and from

the inattention of a Committee more competent for anything than

a printing press.”55 Since no editor could be found, on July 23
of the same year a new series, the Essex Register, was com-

menced, under Haven Pool and Warwick Palfray, Jr. Thereafter,

although he no longer directed the paper, Bentley continued to

write his summaries. How regularly is revealed by a note in his

diary written after an illness in 1812: “Began again my little

notices for the Register after having suffered four numbers to

52. Tapley, op. cit., p. 114.
53. Bentley, op. cit., Ill, 33.
54. Ibid., Ill, 244.
55. Ibid., Ill, 305.
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pass, an interruption not before known since I undertook at the

beginning of the Century.”56

When writing for the Salem Register and Essex Register Bent-

ley was as outspoken in print as he was in the pulpit and his col-

umn stirred controversy. His views prompted political opposition,

criticism and insulting letters (“how many of this kind have I re-

ceived in my humble attempts to defend our Laws”), 57 but he

continued to write for the paper, without payment, for almost a

quarter of a century. He did, however, find reward in other ways,

for no doubt his writing for the Republican Register enhanced his

reputation as a faithful supporter of the party. On two occasions

his loyalty was publicly rewarded. In November of 1804 he

was asked to be the Chaplain of the U.S. House of Represen-

tatives (an invitation to which he “found compliance impractica-

ble”). 58 Three years later he was offered the Chaplaincy of the

Massachusetts Senate, but Bentley does not indicate that he ac-

cepted that post either. 59

Living in a time of political, scientific, and cultural awakening

in the new nation, Bentley kept in touch with most of the intel-

lectual currents of his day by means of a voluminous correspond-

ence with prominent men of America, Europe, and Africa. In

his clear handwriting he maintained friendships with political

leaders such as Jefferson, John Adams, and Madison, sometimes

writing to them of local problems which he hoped would be

favored with presidential action, but more often informing them

of new books which he had imported for his use and theirs.

Through the kindness of some of the sea captains in his congre-

gation he corresponded in Arabic with various princes of the Red

Sea area. His resulting knowledge of Oriental affairs prompted

him more than once to suggest to the President possible candi-

dates for consular posts in that area. 60 Most of this correspond-

56. Bentley, op. cit., IV, 98.

57. Ibid., IV, 77.
58. Ibid., Ill, 122. Such was the violence of party feeling that a wave

of press commentary broke over Bentley’s proposed appointment. The
New York Daily Advertiser, disturbed that other papers had flatteringly

identified Bentley as an eminent scholar, commented sourly, “Mr. Bentley
never exhibited any very extensive knowledge on any subjects. ... He is

from every point of view inferior to hundreds."
Reprinted in the Salem

Gazette, Nov. 23, 1804, p. 3.

59. Ibid., Ill, 272.
60. George Batchelor, “The Salem of Hawthorne’s Time,” Essex Insti-

tute Historical Collections, LXXXIV (1948), p. 70.
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ence passes unmentioned in his diary, although he does speak of

Said Hameh, 61 with whom he exchanged gifts as well as letters.

The Sheik sent a pot of sweetmeats on one occasion, and Bentley

later sent him a telescope. 62

Undoubtedly Bentley’s most fruitful correspondence friendship

was with Christoph Daniel Ebeling (1741-1817), a professor of

Greek and History and City Librarian of Hamburg. How this

correspondence began is not mentioned by Bentley in his diary,

but he does note that it continued over a period of twenty years.63

Although trained to be a clergyman, Ebeling was deeply inter-

ested in history and devoted over two decades to his major work,

the Geography and History of America

,

of which volume seven

is dedicated to William Bentley and three other men. 64 (As this

work was being published, Ebeling sent copies to Bentley for

corrections and comments.) Ebeling collected American imprints

and Bentley’s association with the Salem Register proved a great

asset in supplying the Professor with materials. Bentley gathered

and indexed the many newspapers received in exchange for the

Register and sent them, along with many books, to Hamburg.

Ebeling in return sent German publications to Bentley,65 and at

least on one occasion, parcels of printed materials for the Massa-

chusetts Historical Society, the American Antiquarian Society,

and the American Philosophical Society as well.66

When Professor Ebeling died in 1817, Israel Thorndike of

Boston made arrangements to purchase the professor’s library

“containing many volumes, maps and charts peculiarly adapted to

be useful in the United States,” and to “present it to the Univer-

sity at Cambridge.”67 The newspapers in this collection, which

Ebeling had received from Bentley, had been bound, and they

present an outstanding view of American journalism of that day.

61. Seyyid Hamed, Sultan of Zanzibar.

62. Bentley, op. cit., III, 144, and III, 203.
63. Ibid., vol. IV, p. 476.
64. Christoph Daniel Ebeling, Erdbeschreibung und Geschichte von

Amerika. Die vereinten Staaten von Nordamerika, 7 volumes (Hamburg,
1793-1816). Volume 7, Virginia, is dedicated to William Bentley, Samuel
Miller, Samuel Latham Mitchell, and Henry St. George Tucker.

65. Buckingham, op. cit., II, 343.
66. Bentley, op. cit., IV, 421.
67. Letter, June 17, 1818, Israel Thorndike to Dr. Kirkland, reprinted

in William Coolidge Lane, “Letters of Christoph Daniel Ebeling,” Ameri-
can Antiquarian Society Proceedings, October, 1925, p. 448.
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It is safe to assume that hundreds of the books on American his-

tory were selected and sent by Bentley. On the whole, Thorn-

dike’s gift was the largest and most important one received to

that date, and it established the Harvard College Library as one

of the foremost in America for its holdings of Americana. 68

In spite of his busy schedule of visiting parishioners, teaching,

studying and writing, Bentley found time to belong to many or-

ganizations. Besides being a member of the School Committee, of

which he was chairman while the Republicans were in power,69

and belonging to the committee which perambulated the town

boundaries, he was also on the Salem Health Committee. 70

Nothing pleased him more than military musters, which he

watched enthusiastically and later wrote up for the newspaper.

His interest was rewarded in 1815 when he was made chaplain

of the Salem Regiment. He was also a member of the Volunteer

Artillery Corps. 71 For seventeen years he belonged to a fire com-

pany which met often for social dinners. In 1809 he withdrew

from this organization because his close friends were no longer

members, and because he was fearful of possible frictions, un-

becoming to his position, which might arise from “strong political

aversions.”72

The associations Bentley seemed to enjoy most were more cul-

tural or professional in nature. He kept in touch with his fellow

clergymen through the Ministerial Association, which held meet-

ings at his room and elsewhere on the North Shore for worship

and theological discussion. There was hardly a prominent Salem

society in which he did not take part. Although he was not a

member of the Salem Marine Society, founded to aid members

or their families who met misfortune through the sea, its chari-

table purpose interested him greatly; he followed its activities

through some of its principal members who belonged to the East

Church. When the East India Marine Society was formed in

1799, Bentley was called upon by Captain John Gibaut to help

draw up the articles of the new organization. 73 Bentley also made

68. Lane, op. cit., 273.
69. Bentley, op. cit., IV, 506.

70. Ibid., II, 196.
71. “Names of the Volunteer Artillery Corps,” undated list, Essex In-

stitute Historical Collections, XXIV (1887), 160.

72. Bentley, op. cit., Ill, 484.
73. Ibid., II, 321.
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donations to its museum from his own collection of curiosities.

Libraries and historical societies always drew Bentley’s inter-

est and enthusiasm. He was a member of the Philosophical Library

Company of Salem, purchasing his share in 1790 for £9, “an

exorbitant price amounting almost to the cost at a Vendue-Sale of

the whole Library. ... I was betrayed into this unprof: bargain

by a Revd
Librarian to increase the value of his Library.”74 When

the Philosophical Library merged with the Social Library to form

the Salem Athenaeum in 1810, Bentley maintained a membership

in the new organization.

Besides being a member of the New York Marine Society75 and

the American Philosophical Society, 76 Bentley was elected to the

Massachusetts Historical Society in 1790. His only printed his-

torical writing, “A Description and History of Salem,” was pub-

lished in part in Volume six (1799) of their Collections. He en-

joyed visiting the Society’s rooms during his trips to Boston, find-

ing great pleasure in examining the new books or manuscripts

and in meeting historians who gathered there. Bentley himself

planned to write about witchcraft in Salem for the Society, but

unfortunately he never did this. Shortly after the first part of his

Salem article appeared, “such was the strength of party that in

the next number (of the Collections') a Libel was printed upon

it, which I answered in the Salem Register, & part of which

without my knowledge . . . was printed by the Society in the

succeeding number. 77 This so angered him that he never returned

to the Society or wrote again for the publication. Instead, many
years later, he devoted his enthusiasm to the encouragement of

his friend, Isaiah Thomas, founder and president of the Ameri-

can Antiquarian Society, in the establishment of that society in

1812. For several years the fate of the new organization seemed
uncertain; many feared it would be absorbed by the Historical

Society. Throughout this period Bentley advised Thomas on col-

lecting and fund raising. He also served on the Board of Counsel-

lors of the Society but soon resigned. His interest and support

never lessened, however; in his will he left all his “German Books,

74. Bentley, op. cit., I, 159.

75. Ibid., I, 152.

76. Notice of membership, 16 Mar. 1811, in Bentley manuscripts,
Essex Institute.

77. Bentley, op. cit., Ill, 381.
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New England printed Books, Manuscripts not of my own hand,

and Cabinet with all it contains” to the new society. 78 The Ameri-

can Antiquarian Society eventually received most of the manu-
scripts written by Bentley as well, including his diary and note-

books.

Freemasonry was also one of Bentley’s lifelong interests. In

1791 he was one of a committee which drew up by-laws for re-

establishing the Essex Lodge and requested a new charter from

the Grand Lodge of Massachusetts. Throughout his diary Bent-

ley notes the many Masonic services in which he took part

—

funerals of Masonic brothers, talks delivered before Lodge meet-

ings in Salem and all parts of the state as well, and consecration

services of new Lodges. He participated in the Masonic procession

in Boston honoring the death of George Washington, dining after-

wards with two well-known Brothers, Paul Revere and Isaiah

Thomas. After a lifetime of service it was fitting that Bentley’s

own funeral should be conducted with the honors of the Order.

His body was escorted to the New Burying Ground by a Masonic

procession.

Varied and challenging as Bentley’s intellectual pursuits may
have been, none of them could compare with his over-all interest

in Salem; his whole diary is a detailed chronicle of its life and

people. While he confined his remarks about himself to state-

ments of activities, his portrayal of Salem is full, rich, and color-

ful. Once when commenting on shipping affairs, he concluded,

“I find myself deeply interested by a sympathy with the public.”79

This sympathy, which was so characteristic of him, led him to

follow every experience of the town with interest; no detail was

beneath his notice. While Bentley himself must be sought between

the lines, the living reality of Salem dominates his diary. The

heady swell of commerce and prosperity is unfolded, humanized

and made personal by Bentley’s weekly prayers for husbands and

sons lost at sea. Salem’s fear in the face of a small-pox epidemic be-

comes vividly real, as does the pride of the merchants in their

new homes, which were changing the face of the city. Political

feuds flare with a personal intensity. The crippling effects of the

Embargo and the subsequent War of 1812 are daily recorded.

78. William Bentley, Will.

79. Bentley, op. cit., II, 85.
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The despair of unemployed seamen is succeeded by the jubilant

pride of the townspeople in the prize ships brought back to Salem.

The uncertainty of the war, the anxiety over those in English

prisons, and the post-war uneasiness over the maritime future of

Salem all find expression in the pages of the diary. Even the de-

cline of Salem as a great port is intimated. By May of 1819
Bentley understood that the greatest era of Salem was over: “Our

commerce promises nothing from the East Indies & the great voy-

ages will not be made which have given us such great prosperity

in Salem/’80 Bentley himself seemed to realize that his diary em-

braced some of the richest years in the history of Salem.

For some time Bentley had known that a heart condition

might abruptly end his life at any moment. Perhaps on Decem-

ber 28, 1819, he had some intuition of the nearness of his death,

for he devoted that day’s diary entry to a long reflection on the

state of Salem, the town which he had served so long and loved so

well : “Our domestic economy is not yet entirely lost. ... As to our

morals they are not yet essentially changed. We have more in-

temperance but it is less beastly. We have few thefts, frauds from

our own citizens. We have had some shameful transgressions as

at Essex Bank but they were from persons high in reputation in

Church & State, induced by the parade of life . . . Our Church

Estate the same. Moderation in the old Churches & Zeal in the

new.”81 It is typical that his last thoughts turned, as always, to

life and events around him.

William Bentley died the following day, Wednesday, Decem-

ber 29, 1819. Returning from a parish call at ten in the evening,

he stopped to talk with Mrs. Crowninshield before retiring, and

was stricken in her parlor with a sudden and fatal heart attack.

The funeral was held on January 3, 1820, at the East Church;

Rev. Edward Everett preached the sermon. A large procession of

citizens and Masons followed Bentley’s body to the Howard Street

Burying Ground. Later his remains were removed to the Harmony
Grove Cemetery where a monument was erected to him by his

parishioners.

With the death of Bentley an era in the history of Salem came

to an end. During his lifetime new and far-flung geographic and

80. Bentley, op. cit., IV, 597, 598.
81 .

1

bid., IV, 636.
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intellectual frontiers had been crossed and explored with enthusi-

asm. Never again, perhaps, would Salem live through such an

exciting period, or be recorded by such an able observer. Later

historians owe a great debt to William Bentley who, through his

detailed observations and varied personal activities, was able to

give such a complete record of his times.

Today Bentley is remembered as the author of a famous diary.

However, he had an importance to his own era which has been

overshadowed by his later fame as a diarist. As an unusual and

outstanding product of his times, William Bentley has earned a

place in history for his active contribution to the life of Salem.

The best description of his significance to his own generation,

fittingly, was written by a prominent Salem author of a later day.

Charles W. Upham, in 1868, summarized the career of William

Bentley in these words: “His rare attainments, great benevolence

of life, ardent patriotism, originality and independence of charac-

ter, mental activity, and social spirit, made him altogether a most

marked and interesting personage, gave an impulse to the thoughts

of men, and left a stamp upon the general intelligence of the com-

munity not soon to be effaced or forgotten.”82

82. Charles W. Upham, “Memoir of Francis Peabody, Read Before the
Essex Institute, July 18, 1868,” Essex Institute Historical Collections, IX
(1869), pt. II, 22.



SOME ASPECTS OF WILLIAM BENTLEY

AS ART COLLECTOR AND CONNOISSEUR

By Huldah M. Smith

If Dr. William Bentley had lived two years longer—until

1821 when the Essex Historical Society was incorporated—or

fourteen years longer, when the Essex County Natural History

Society was organized in 1833—or even twenty-nine years

longer, when the two were joined in 1848 to form Essex In-

stitute—he would surely have taken a lively interest and played

a prominent part in these organizations. His microcosmic mind

would have enjoyed each detail in the building of such institu-

tions for the collection and preservation of material illustrating

Essex County’s natural and civil history.

In the Museum of Essex Institute, a number of objects de-

scribed by Dr. Bentley have come to rest. His diary makes con-

stant reference to the varied art-historical pieces which he pur-

chased, was given, borrowed, bargained for, swapped, examined

at friends’ houses, or heard of. 1 Some of these have been placed

in the Crowninshield-Bentley House in the room which he oc-

cupied on the second floor. A number of others remain in the

Museum, where preservation requirements, aesthetic or historical

merit in relation to featured gallery displays, or significance in

conjunction with other specific objects take precedence over the

fact that at one time or another they passed through his hands

or were described by him.

Of prime importance to the Museum’s collection of colonial

portraits is the well-known and much-published portrait of Cap-

tain George Curwin (Fig. 17), which was bequeathed to Essex

Institute in 1900 by George Rea Curwen. 2 In the Worcester Art

Museum’s authoritative catalogue of the exhibition XVIIth Cen-

tury Fainting in New England, held in collaboration with the

American Antiquarian Society in 1934, Louisa Dresser, then

Associate Curator, describes our portrait, which was lent for the

1. William Bentley, The Diary of William Bentley, D.D. (Salem, 1905-
1914), 4 vols. In subsequent references, page numbers will not be used,
as dates are given.

2. E. I. acc. no. 41 34.1.
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exhibition, with great thoroughness, including all of Dr. Bentley’s

references to it.
3 She places it in a group of five seventeenth

century portraits linked with the name of Captain Thomas

Smith as artist, and further describes it as an example deriving

from the Renaissance tradition as it spread from the Italian mas-

ters to England through Flanders by way of Lely, Rubens and

Van Dyck. Captain Thomas Smith, the possible artist, whose self-

portrait, now the property of the Worcester Art Museum, bears

certain stylistic resemblances to our portrait of George Curwin, is

described in the Worcester catalogue as having come to New
England from Bermuda about 1650;4 but according to recent

information from Miss Dresser there was no evidence to substan-

tiate the suggestion of his Bermuda background.

The fairly recent attribution of our portrait of Captain Curwin

to an identifiable artist is an important one, and of equal

interest is the judgment of modern scientific analysis of this

portrait in the fight of what Dr. Bentley tells us about its history.

Six separate references in his diary, covering a period of twenty-

one years from 1798 to the year of his death, 1819, give evi-

dence of his interest in the portrait, the lace neck-band which

Captain Curwin wears, and the silver-headed cane which he

carries. 5 All three came to the Institute through George Rea

Curwen’s bequest of 1900. Dr. Bentley first describes the paint-

ing in detail in 1798, when it belonged to Judge Samuel Curwen,

great-grandson of Captain George Curwin; but apparently by

1802 for half a guinea Dr. Bentley had purchased the portrait,

for in that year he describes delivering it to the painter Corne

for repairs, but also says he was not completely pleased with the

results. Seven years later he writes, “I shall never forget his

. . . daubing one of the best Antiques of our Country.”6 Dr.

3. Worcester Art Museum, XVlIth Century Painting in New England.
A Catalogue of an Exhibition Held at the Worcester Art Museum, in

Collaboration with the American Antiquarian Society, July and August,
1934. Compiled and Edited for the Committee by Louisa Dresser, Asso-
ciate Curator at the Worcester Art Museum, with a Laboratory Report by
Alan Burroughs, in charge of X-Ray Research, Fogg Art Museum, Harvard
University (Worcester, Mass., 1935), pp. 62-66; ill., pp. 63, 170.

4. Ibid., pp. 133-138; ill., pp. 136, 137.
5. Ibid., p. 64, lists all Dr. Bentley’s quotations concerning the por-

trait of George Curwin. Neck band E. I. acc. no. 4134.44; and cane E. I.

acc. no. 4134.43.
6. Bentley, Dec. 1, 1809. Although the painter signed his name with a

grave accent. Dr. Bentley’s diary as published gives the e an acute accent.
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Bentley, finding the portrait ‘much defaced/’7 had, as he de-

scribes, “cut out the part representing the head & employed

Corne to supply the part injuried [sic], but he did it in a very

clumsy manner. At length H[annah] C [rowninshield] undertook

it & with the band before her with success.”8

Dr. Bentley does not make clear how much of the work was

Corne’s and how much Hannah’s, but the x-ray shadowgraph

taken during the Worcester exhibition does bear out Bentley’s

remarks concerning the treatment of the portrait. Although the

naked eye can easily distinguish the seventeenth century rec-

tangle containing Captain Curwin’s head and chest, modern ex-

amination shows further that the head, cut from an old picture,

was mounted on another canvas and surrounded by portions of

another picture (probably copied from the original), and that

several holes around and on the head had been repaired, and

painted with a stippled brush-stroke which may have been Corne’s.

However, the fact that the x-ray shadowgraph reveals an even

crackle over the face proves that the face itself was not repainted

in its entirety a century after the original portrait was done. 9

However displeased with Corne Dr. Bentley may have been, and

pleased with his pupil Hannah Crowninshield, we may ourselves

be pleased that all had the good sense to refrain from a com-

plete repainting of the seventeenth century section.

In 1819 Dr. Bentley exchanged the painting for, as he calls

it, “a mean painting of Gov. Burnet of 1729,” the recipient

being George Atkinson Ward, a descendant of the Curwen fam-

ily, who “was mean enough to try to make a fraud out of it.”
10

Dr. Bentley’s diary describes this “very rich three quarter por-

trait of old George Curwin who came to Salem in 1633” in de-

tail, saying that the Captain died in 1685, aged seventy-five

years. 11 The Worcester catalogue describes Curwin as “born prob-

ably in Sibbertoft, Northamptonshire, England, December 10,

1610; settled in Salem by 1638; built and managed ships;

carried on business in dry goods and hardware; deputy to the

General Court; died January 3, 1685.”12 Dr. Bentley was correct

7. Ibid., Nov. 30, 1819.
8 .Ibid., Nov. 30, 1819.
9. Worcester Art Museum cat., pp. 168-172.
10. Bentley, Nov. 30, 1819.
11. Ibid., Oct. 12, 1802.
12. Worcester Art Museum cat., p. 62.
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in placing Captain Curwin’s age as seventy-five at his death,

although he may have come to Salem a few years later than the

pastor had thought. Miss Dresser concludes that the painting may
have been executed a year or so before the Captain’s death in

1685. 13

The Worcester Art Museum’s scientific examination of the

five portraits grouped as possibly painted by Captain Thomas
Smith does not prove conclusively that all were painted by the

same hand, but it is suggested that the portrait of Captain Curwin

may, if actually the work of Smith, fall mid-way in style between

the two earlier portraits of Mrs. Patteshall and Child,14 and of

Major Thomas Savage (dated 16 79),
15 and the two later por-

traits, Captain Thomas Smith’s Self-Portrait, 16 and that of his

daughter, Maria Catherine. 17 Differences in painting methods

and brush-strokes as analyzed at Worcester are marked, but there

are also similarities enough in the group as a whole to suggest a

progression in the style of one particular artist who may have

been Thomas Smith. It is also suggested that if the darkening

varnish were removed there might emerge a stronger resemblance

among the three male portraits attributed to Captain Thomas
Smith, namely those of Major Savage, Captain Curwin, and

the painter Smith himself. 18

Just as the Curwin portrait, which once belonged to Dr. Bent-

ley, is of greatest significance placed in the Museum’s portrait

gallery, followed by the distinguished 18 th century portraits by

Smibert, Badger and Greenwood, and by the later Frothinghams

and Osgoods, so does our stately seventeenth century settee put

its best foot forward in the Museum’s collection of colonial furni-

ture. 19 This settee may or may not have been the one described

by Dr. Bentley in his entry for May 18, 1819:

This day I was at a Vendue where I received from the family

of Appleton a settle which was formerly in the family

13. Ibid., p. 24. The painting had previously been dated 1675, in Essex
Institute Historical Collections, LXX (October, 1934), 371, as recorded
in Fig. 17.

14. Ibid., pp. 109-m; ill., p. 108.
1 Ibid., pp. 130-132; ill., p. 131.
16. Ibid., pp. 133-138; ill., pp. 136, 137-
17. Ibid., pp. 139, 140; ill., pp. 139, 171.
18. Ibid., p. 65.
19. E. I. acc. no. 107,548.
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of Dr. Appleton. Dr. Holyoke, now living aet. 91, & son

of President Holyoke, near neighbor to Dr. Appleton at

Cambridge, recollects the Settle for 80 years, & it is an

antient [sic] part of the furniture of the family at Ipswich.

It is not far from the form of those now used in our houses

being stuffed in the back & seat as our Settees & Sophias

are only open between the seat & Back. It appears to be

worn, but not the parts seperated [sic]. The flowers are

raised upon the ground not unlike our carpets. It is 5 feet

long & 4 high & above 2 feet wide, in the frame. It has six

feet, two in the middle, strongly framed together with

rounds across & in front. The work is nowhere depressed

by use but has its proper swell in the back & seat & it is

nowhere rent or injuried [sic] by the want of any part. The
sacking in the back & under the seat is sound. I was not a

little pleased with the possession & I found no rival claims.

All were willing honourably to dispose of to a friend of the

family what they feared to destroy & dared not disgrace.

The Institute’s settee has knob-turned legs and stretchers (Dr.

Bentley’s “rounds”?), is covered with Turkey-work upholstery,

the seat and back “seperated,” and the condition good. However,

ours has but five feet, the middle one in the back lacking, with

no evidence that there ever was a sixth, so that Dr. Bentley’s

“two in the middle” does not hold true. Nor does he mention

the settee as having two arms, as has the Institute’s. The meas-

urements also vary slightly from those he gives, for while his

“5 feet long” is correct, his “4 high” is actually 4' 6", and his

“above 2 feet wide, in the frame” measures in reality 2oi/4"-

“The flowers are raised upon the ground not unlike our carpets”

is an accurate enough description of Turkey work, which was a

woven and hand-knotted technique similar to that of carpet-

making. 20 Its rich pile, and colours dyed to approximate the hues

of Oriental rugs, added warmth to many a colonial household.

A Salem inventory of 1684 mentions “9 turkey work chairs

without backs £2 4s” and “4 turkey work chairs with backs £1

1 2s”;21 and this type of work was often used in England and

America for furniture coverings, table rugs, and cushions. The

20. Creassey Edward Cecil Tattersall, A History of British Carpets from,
the Introduction of the Craft until the present Day. (Benfleet, England,
I 934)> Chapter III.

21. Quoted in Luke Vincent Lockwood, Colonial Furniture in America
(New York, 1913), II, 30.
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reds, blues, greens, and whites of the upholstery were originally

effectively contrasted as geometrical floral designs against a ground

of black, the pattern repeating three times across the width of the

settee. Most of the black ground has disintegrated, as something

in the dyeing process of the black has caused the fibres to rot.

Our settee has been variously described as French, English,

and American, and is most probably one of the latter two;22 fur-

ther research including analysis of the woods of which it is con-

structed may some day determine its actual provenance. Appar-

ently it was one of the earliest acquisitions not only of Essex

Institute, but of our predecessor founded in 1821, for in 1871

a pamphlet published by Essex Institute describes it as exhibited

in the garden behind Plummer Hall along with Nathaniel Bow-

ditch’s desk, Samuel Blyth’s spinet, and other treasures, all

placed within the frame-work of the “First Church,” known as the

“First Meeting-House,” which now houses the Vaughan doll col-

lection in the Institute garden. The pamphlet says:

A Sofa brought from Normandy by some of the French
Huguenots,—who came to this country soon after the revoca-

tion of the edict of Nantes by Louis XIV, in 1685, which
occasioned the emigration of a great number of artists and
other useful men to other lands, carrying with them their

industry and their riches;—and for many years in the pos-

session of the family of John Appleton of Salem, and by
one of the members presented to the Essex Historical So-

ciety soon after its formation. 23

Whether or not this is the actual settee owned by Dr. Bentley

is difficult to determine, but we may be glad that he was “not

a little pleased with the possession.” He may well have been doing

a favor as “a friend of the family” in taking off their hands this,

or a similar, piece, which, today highly prized as a superb ex-

ample of colonial period furniture, must during the classical

Federal period have been thought to be ugly, ornate, and out-

moded.

A third example of Dr. Bentley’s interest in the arts of the

seventeenth century which is now in the Essex Institute Museum
is the lovely sampler, the second such known to have been made

22. Ibid., ill., II, fig. 653.
23. Essex Institute, First Church in Salem, Mass., 1634 (Salem, 1871),

p. 6. (The Essex Historical Society was formed in 1821.)
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in the American colonies, signed “Mary Holingworth.”24 Dr.

Bentley on May 13, 1793, visited the seventeenth-century

“Mansion House” of Philip English, and noted, “I have promised

to repeat the visit to Madame Hawthorne the G. daughter, & copy

from her lips all the circumstances” of the story of the English

family and its persecution for witchcraft. A week later on May

21, 1793, he wrote a detailed description of the Philip English

family, including the lines:

Mary English was the only Child of William Hollingworth

who married Eleanor Story, from England . . . Mr.
English was a Jersey man, came young into America & lived

with Mr. W. Hollingsworth [sic], whose only child he

married . . . His Wife had the best education of her times.

Wrote with great ease & has left a specimen of her needle-

work in her infancy, or Youth. It is about 2 feet by 9 inches,

like a sampler. It concludes with an Alphabet & her name,
in the usual form. The figures are diversified with great

ease & proportion, & there are all the stitches known to be

then in use, & an endless variety of figures in right lines,

after no example of nature.

This sampler is listed in the will of George Rea Curwen in

his bequest to Essex Institute, saying, “The work consists of pat-

erns to work Shawl borders from. The square figures at the top

of the Sampler are to work on the corners of the shawl .”25 The
actual piece measures 25" high and 7%" wide, and, as Dr.

Bentley says, has figures “diversified with great ease and propor-

tion,” but he is probably mistaken in saying that it contains all

the stitches then known. It includes cross-stitch, outlining, seed-

ing, fillings, and backstitch, in muted shades of blue, green, and

a now-beige colour which may once have been deeper and rosier

in tone .

26 The figures are indeed in “right lines,” that is, in hori-

zontal rows, but “no example of nature” does not describe them
accurately; doubtless, if Dr. Bentley had been less absorbed in

taking down the story of the English family’s escape from witch-

craft persecution, he might have examined the sampler more
carefully and have been able to identify acorns and strawberries

among the geometric flowers and foliage worked in silk thread.

24. E. I. acc. no. 4134.39.
25. Essex Institute Historical Collections, XXXVI (July, 1900), 252.
26. Mary (Hedger) Thomas, Mary Thomas’s Dictionary of Embroidery

Stitches (New York, 1935), pp. 3, 65, 182.
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The 17th century sampler, which developed as a sort of

personal pattern book, was generally worked on a long, narrow

piece of unbleached linen, the looms of the period being narrow. 27

This exquisite example by Mary Hollingworth,28 worked prob-

ably a year or so before her marriage in 1675, is exhibited in a

museum case with the earlier sampler of white-work made in

London about 1610 by Anne Gower, first wife of Governor John

Endecott.

William Bentley's interests were by no means confined to ob-

jects of antiquarian curiosity; on September 25, 1807, he de-

scribes a contemporary carving: “Saw an imitation of a wonder-

ful pear which grew in Ipswich. It was carved by Macintire &
painted by Corne & was said to be an exact imitation. It might

easily be mistaken excepting its size might make suspicion.” This

carved wood pear, naturalistically colored and with a bent nail

for a stem, is on deposit at Essex Institute from the Peabody Mu-
seum of Salem. 29 It had been a gift to the East India Marine

Society from which the Peabody Museum’s collections grew, and

is now exhibited in a museum case at the Institute along with the

only known portrait of Samuel Mclntire, a pastel by Benjamin

Blyth, and tools used by Mclntire which are on loan from A.

Clarke Walling.

Perhaps our pear is ripe for reconsideration. On the strength

of Dr. Bentley’s statement that it was painted by Corne, it has

for many years been attributed to him. However, the number

788 painted in black on the pear leads us to the old East India

Marine Society catalogue, published in 1821, and to number

788 as “Model of a Pear, wt. 2 lbs 5-1/3 oz. from the garden of

Mr. David Choate, of Chebacco, in 1805; carved by M’Intire,

and coloured by R. Cowan, 1 . Tucker & T. Pickering
” (The

Choate house is in the present town of Essex, Massachusetts, for-

merly the old South Parish of Ipswich, and long known as

Chebacco.) 30

27. A. F. Kendrick, English Embroidery (London, 1904), pp. 96-97.

28. Georgiana Brown Harbeson, American Needlework, The History of
Decorative Stitchery and Embroidery from the Late 16th to the 20th
Century (New York, 1938), ill. facing p. 43, fig. 7.

29. E. I. acc. no. 106,944.
30. Nina Fletcher Little, “Carved Figures by Samuel Mclntire and his

Contemporaries,” in Samuel Mclntire, A Bicentennial Symposium, 1757-
1957 (Essex Institute, Salem, Mass., 1957), p. 87.
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Further research may eventually settle the question as to

whether the pear was painted by Michele Felice Corne, an Italian

artist-decorator who worked in Salem between 1799 and about

1810, or by Robert Cowan, whose death is recorded in the Salem

Vital Records as having occurred in 1846 at the age of eighty-

four. In Nina Fletcher Little’s scholarly American Decorative

Wall Painting, 1700-1850, are several references to Cowan as an

ornamental painter who came from Scotland and settled in Salem

before 1782, and, according to Mrs. Little’s researches in the

Derby family papers at Essex Institute, did a variety of embellish-

ments for members of that family. 31 Perhaps some day we shall

know more as to which of the two decorators took part with

Salem’s great architect-designer, Samuel Mclntire, in the produc-

tion of this entertaining object. 32 Curiously, the mammoth pear

weighs less in its wooden version (17 ounces) than it did “in

the fruit” C37V2 ounces). It appears to have been made from a

single block of wood, so subtly carved and so realistically painted

in tones of green with touches of russet that as Dr. Bentley says,

“It might easily be mistaken excepting its size might make sus-

picion.” Its length is 7%", its circumference 1 5", and one wishes

that every visitor to the Museum might have the pleasure of

holding it in the hand and turning it to catch the variations of

planes and colours.

As art critic, Dr. Bentley on November 7, 1812, passes the fol-

lowing judgment on a large painting which, presented in 1813

to the East India Marine Society by Benjamin Merrill, came to

Essex Institute in 1864: 33

Thursday I visited Rev. N. Fisher, at the request of his Son
Theodore, to see a painting in Imitation of Claude Lorrain’s

Temple of Apollo, from an engraving by Wootton. Mr. Fish-

er has enlarged it to 6 feet square. The natural scenery is ex-

cellent. His animals well done. The temple & worshippers
rather too strong colours. But the Grove below is pure na-

ture & the execution compared with his former paintings

discovers the rapid progress of his improvement. As my ac-

knowledgement I presented to him the engraving from which

31. Nina Fletcher Little, American Decorative Wall Painting 1700-
1850 (New York, 1952), p. 40.

32. Little, “Carved Figures . . .
,” fig. 55.

33. E. I. acc. no. 108,254.
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he has executed this work & urged that it might be dis-

played in the Athenaeum or E. India Museum.

This tremendous copy of an engraving done in the 18th cen-

tury after the 17 th century painting by the French romantic-

classicist, Claude Gelee, called Le Lorrain, is undoubtedly a fine

adaptation of the engraving, but does not, of course, achieve the

sunlit-to-hazy atmospheric effects which characterize the French

master’s work. Actually the engraving which Theodore Fisher

copied was probably not by John Wootton (an English 18th cen-

tury landscape painter who occasionally painted in the manner of

Claude Lorrain), but by William Woollett (1735-85) who en-

graved a copy of Claude’s Temple of Apollo. 3* It is interesting

to note that Dr. Bentley’s suggestion that the painting be exhib-

ited at the East India Museum was acted upon the following year.

A small but important object which may possibly have been the

one referred to by Dr. Bentley is a tiny and much defaced etched

portrait of Washington, profile to right.35 It is of significance

because it may have been the etched portrait which the young

Joseph Hiller copied, his copy having been the source for the large

wood medallion portrait of Washington which Samuel Mclntire

carved for the west gate of Washington Square in Salem. The
etching is significant in conjunction with Mclntire’s medallion

which was removed from the gate in 1850 and is now exhibited

at the Institute. Unfortunately much darkened and in poor con-

dition, the little portrait, signed by J. Wright but with only the

J and the W now legible, has a hand-written note on the back

which reads: . . was done in ... k 1790 and is . . .

. . . owledged by all to be a very strong likeness” and is signed

“B. Goodhue.”

Dr. Bentley’s diary entry for December 15, 1790, says:

Received from Hon. Goodhue an etching of Gen. Wash-
ington with a very polite note, desiring my acceptance. I

replied that I hoped—it would maintain the remembrance
of the integrity & merit of the representative of Essex. It was
performed by a Son of the celebrated Mrs. Wright, re-

markable for her Wax-work.

34. Michael Bryan, A Biographical and Critical Dictionary of Painters

and Engravers (London, 1816), II, 620-621.

35. E. I. acc. no. 3,672.
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A hand-written letter in the museum files addressed to David

Nichols, Esq., and written by Josiah Quincy from Boston in

1862 refers to our etching, vouching for its likeness to George

Washington and saying that the writer remembered having seen

the President when he visited Boston in 1789 and 1790. He

also states that the Goodhue certificate “is also almost conclusive,

in my mind, for he was the last man, who would sign such a

certificate lightly.” Mr. Quincy goes on to say that the later por-

traits painted by Gilbert Stuart give a false expression to Wash-

ington s mouth, “The dentists of that day having not the skill to

conceal their work, like those of the present time.”

Wrights portrait of Washington was drawn in New York after

Washington’s inauguration, probably in 1790, when Mr. Good-

hue was attending the meeting of Congress there; and, accord-

ing to a description by Gulian Verplanck, Joseph Wright made
his sketch from a pew in St. Paul’s Church in New York where he

sat directly opposite the pew occupied by President Washington. 36

He then etched the portrait and published it, and it is possible

that our etching may have been obtained from him by Mr.

Goodhue, and by the latter presented to Dr. Bentley in 1790.

The statement on the back of the portrait originally read “This

was done in New York, 1790, and is acknowledged by all to be

a very strong likeness;”37 another letter in the museum files dated

1896 states that Joseph Wright’s name “was quite plainly discern-

ible in the left lower corner of the same . . . some three or four

years ago.” Joseph Wright painted a portrait of Benjamin Good-

hue, and it seems very probable that the Representative may have

obtained the etching directly from the artist.

Our last object to be considered is one very closely connected

with Dr. Bentley’s history as pastor of the East Church, and poses

no problems except that of “Who put the glass door-knobs in the

rooster’s eyes?” A handsome metal weather-vane in the form of a

cock,38 now on exhibition in the Museum annex, figures prom-

inently in Dr. Bentley’s diary between the years 1789 and 1814,
as he describes the vicissitudes attending its lifetime as vane on

36. Charles Henry Hart, “Notice of a Portrait of Washington,” in Essex
Institute Historical Collections, XVI (July, 1879), 161-165.

37. Ibid., p. 161.

38. E. I. acc. no. 128,560.
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the East Church, whose spire was raised in 1771. 39 From the

Church it became the ornament of the Bentley School in Salem,

built in 1861, and in 1953 it was presented to the Institute by

the City of Salem.

The introduction to Dr. Bentley’s diary mentions it as follows:

“A weather cock 4 feet 4 inches long, gilded with the best gold-

leaf, was placed on the steeple.”40 Dr. Bentley’s first reference

occurs in his entry of September 10, 1789:

A Subscription for replacing the Tail Part of the Vane

,

or

Weather Cock, on the Steeple of the East Meeting House.
The Vane is in a place from which it may be seen most
easily at the Wharves, & in the Harbour as well as by the

Inhabitants of the Eastern Part of the Town. It was in-

jured by a storm of wind, which broke off the hinder part,

& prevented its motions otherwise than broad to the wind.
It is now liable to be forced off by exposing its whole side to

the wind, & to bend the Spindle, & besides being useless as

a Vane, & dangerous to the Spire, it is a Public mark of in-

attention, & neglect. The Gentlemen are therefore requested

to subscribe for so convenient, & necessary repair . .

Two years later the vane was apparently still untouched, for

he writes on July 16, 1791, “Several projections made respecting

the Society to decorate the Meeting-House, provide a Dial for the

Clock, repair the vane, etc.” But by four years later, August 19,

1 79 5, progress was imminent, for:

A proposal has been made by subscription to repair the

Weather Cock, paint the Spire, & do other necessary work
upon the East Meeting, as has been just done upon the old

Meeting. The Sum proposed to be raised was 500 dollars,

above 300 of which have been already obtained, & the

stages are now erecting upon the Spire.

And the following day

:

This day at noon the Weather Cock was delivered to us

below from the Spire, & sent on to the blacksmith’s for a new
Tail or to take the old Tail which was blown off. It blew
off in March, 1783.

And on August 25th: “This day the Weather Cock ascended

39. Bentley, ill., I, facing xiii.

40. Judge Joseph G. Waters, “Some Account of the East Church Meet-
ing-House, Salem,” in Bentley, I, xlii.
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the Spire, with his Coat of Gold.” But this was not the last of the

rooster’s adventures. On June 23, 1814, nineteen years later, Dr.

Bentley wrote:

Wind high at North West. The Spire of the Steeple of the

East Meeting House, being a single post let into the steeple

of 8 inches diameter to support the ornaments & Vane, the

vane wt. 45 lb. was broken off by the wind, having stood

41 years. The Vane fell upon the House & thence into the

adjacent field. The post remained, retained on the side of the

steeple by the Lightning conductors.

Three days later, Sunday, June 26, 1814, Dr. Bentley was

“led to search for the repairs & the first erection of the Steeple,”

and his entry on that date describes in minute detail the his-

tories of steeple, vane, pews, and bell. Of the vane he says:

It appears that Richard Derby Esqr. paid twelve pounds for

a Cock or Vane four feet four inches in length, ball, dia-

mond, leaves & pipe gilt in best manner to be delivered on

23 of June. It appears that a vane spindle was paid by said

R Derby to Edw. Foster in Boston 2£ 11s. o on 12 of

June. Thomas Drowne made the Vane in Boston . . .

Steeple raised in June 1771.

Our final entry leads us to a happy conclusion with the pastor’s

technical description of the re-raising of the vane on July 1,

1814:

Yesterday, by a contract for 60 dollars, a Carpenter, Mr.
Danforth, erected stages to replace the Cock Vane of the

E. Steeple. The post was found rotten one foot from suffer-

ing the vane to be suspended for a long time after it lost its

tail & could not traverse. It had opened the work and suf-

fered the water to get in. The spire of wood over the steeple

of 8 feet was taken away. The spindle lengthened 3 feet.

The spindle was entered upon the post & secured with
rings & covered three feet with wood to complete the form
of the steeple. Above was the ball & lily & free of both
rode the Cock. The length of the spindle supplied the ab-
sent spire, & the wood covered it sufficiently to secure a
good effect. The stages were put up yesterday & entirely

removed this afternoon.

Dr. Bentley’s room, filled as it must always have been with
specimens not only of the arts, but of geology, botany, zoology,
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coins, gems, and in fact evidences of the history of almost every

facet of nature and man, must rather have resembled in minia-

ture the aspect of Essex Institute itself of a hundred years ago.

The theme of his interest in the arts as connoisseur and critic,

cataloguer, conservationist, and dealer, could be paralleled in

almost any other field. His approach was literal and transcriptive

one rather than interpretive or creative. The reader of William

Bentley’s diary is appalled by his precision and patience with

detail, and gasps at the multiplicity of facts which testify to his

amazing accumulation of knowledge.

If, in the light of recent discoveries, and of exact comparisons

between the objects and Dr. Bentley’s descriptions of them, we
have found a few discrepancies—and many of the problems sug-

gested have yet to be solved—we may nevertheless feel grateful

to the diarist for having left us so full a record of the objects

known to him. With his unceasing curiosity, his alert observa-

tion, and his eagerness to put on record the most minute detail,

what a superb museum cataloguer William Bentley would have

been!
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ELIAS HASKET DERBY

AND

THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION

By Richard H. McKey, Jr.

In December 1775, Captain Jonathan Ingersoll was in com-

mand of Elias Hasket Derby’s little schooner the Jamaica Packet,

homeward bound to Salem from the Caribbean with a cargo of

rum and sugar and molasses. Somewhere off George’s Bank the

little vessel was intercepted by a British ship and carried in to

besieged Boston. There, the Admiralty Court condemned a few

casks of rum, but acquitted the Jamaica Packet herself and the

remainder of her cargo. Ingersoll, however, could get neither

clearance to leave nor permission to sell his goods, try as he

might, all through January and February. Finally, in March, he

received permission to sell enough cargo in order to make the

schooner seaworthy to leave with the evacuation fleet. This was

done, but in the confusion of the evacuation the sailors from the

fleet boarded the vessel and removed all the rum to the transports,

soldiers cut the sails from the yards in order to make canvas bags,

and others came to take the hoops from the hogsheads of sugar

and even stole the cables mooring the vessel to the wharf; so that,

little more than a hulk, the schooner drove down the harbor,

went ashore and was burned, “by which,” Elias Hasket Derby

wrote, “I lost £3000 sterling.”1

Three days after the loss of the Jamaica Packet three other

Derby schooners departed from the West Indies for Salem. Two
of them, also, fell into the clutches of British cruisers and only

the third, the schooner Nancy under Allen Hallet, reached a safe

port. Even he, in, as Derby had called “the schooner which sails

very fast,” was forced by fear of British warships to anchor on the

Maine coast, far from Salem. Derby was put to the additional ex-

1. Elias Hasket Derby to Thomas Lane, April 1, 1776, Derby Papers, IX.

Note on Sources: The Derby Papers, from which the bulk of this material
has been taken, are owned by the Essex Institute. They consist of thirty-

four large volumes and several boxes of commercial records and private

papers, concern some four generations of the Derby family (although the
majority of papers deal with Elias Hasket Derby’s interests), and span
two centuries.
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pense of twenty-three pounds for Hallet’s “horse hire and ex-

penses from Casco Bay to Salem.”2 Needless to say, this sort of

thing was stifling to trade and posed a certain threat to established

colonial merchants like Derby.

At the beginning of the American Revolution Elias Hasket

Derby was still in his mid thirties yet already had been one of

the leading Salem merchants for over a decade. Like his father,

old Richard Derby, before him, he sent his little vessels (few of

them were over 200 tons) scudding down the triangular trade

routes on the traditional business of colonial maritime commerce.

Derby had been fortunate in life, for his father was quite success-

ful by the 1750’s. Richard Derby passed on to him (the eldest

son, Richard, Jr. went to sea) a profitable business in the early

1760’s. Even so, Elias Hasket Derby took over—first in partner-

ship with his father and then gradually as solely his concern, as

the old gentleman retired to civic affairs and a new wife—a busi-

ness that was no more remarkable than that of many of his fellow

colonial merchants.

By the end of the Revolution Elias Hasket Derby owned nearly

one-quarter of Salem’s shipping tonnage and had amassed a for-

tune equalled by none in the town if, for that matter, anywhere in

the United States. When he died in 1799 his was probably the

largest single-owned mercantile establishment in the country, his

ships had left wakes to a world trade that all American enterprise

would follow for generations, and wealth flowed, as Dr. Bentley

said, “with full tide ... in upon that successful man.”3

The general lines of Derby’s achievements are well celebrated

in Salem, even if they have been only inadequately chronicled un-

til recently. What is not known or generally realized is that

Derby’s great accomplishments after the Revolution stems from

his initiative, vigor, willingness to take risks, and successes during

the war itself. Derby was certainly one of a very few men in

America of whom it may be said that they profited actually by the

war. Derby’s contribution to the war was no less great. Nor do

Derby’s activities have the earmark of opportunism. His privateer-

ing cruises to prey on British shipping were not only the sole

2. Allen Hallet to Elias Hasket Derby, April 18, 1776, Derby Papers,
Vol. IX.

3. William Bentley, The Diary of William Bentley, D.D. (3 vols.,

Salem, Massachusetts, 1905), II, 177.
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means of survival for American merchant ships during the war

but also were the natural aftermath of Derby’s pre-war radical

politics.

Unlike many American merchants Derby, his father, and his

brothers never deviated in their opposition to all the so-called op-

pressive British regulations. Derby’s course throughout the decade

of tension before Lexington was that of a radical and rebel. He
was consistent, wholehearted and active in upholding colonial

rights, and there is no indication that he ever regretted the course

events subsequently took. While some of his peers lived to deplore

their earlier enthusiasms and the violence they spawned, Derby

remained constant in his politics and open in his opposition. Far

from deploring violence, Derby himself marched with the Salem

Minute Men and was a member of the Salem Committee of Cor-

respondence. His brother, Richard, was one of the Salem Sons

of Liberty and throughout the period a representative to the sever-

al rebellious General Courts and Assemblies. His younger brother,

for the propaganda advantage of the colonial cause, was the first

to rush the news of the open war to Europe. Even his father, at

the time of Leslie’s raid, stood at the North Bridge in Salem and

defied the British to cross.

It has frequently been suggested that John Hancock—before

the Revolution a merchant comparable in his interests to Elias

Hasket Derby—led the opposition to England through hatred over

losses by seizures, desire for profit, and a yen for position. Cer-

tainly Derby could have been only partially motivated by the same

reasons. He was active in town affairs, socially prominent, and

apparently never had political ambitions. Nor was he a grasping

profiteer. Like his father before him, Derby was certainly as

successful as most colonial merchants and scarcely needed to de-

sire the destruction of an empire in order to make his fortune.

Sound business, in fact, would dictate quite the opposite. Like

Hancock, Derby too lost vessels—more vessels, probably, and

more money—by seizure. Perhaps we can only infer that much
of Derby’s antipathy to Great Britain stemmed from this fact.

Yet, an economic motivation hardly seems sufficient in this case,

for Derby was astute enough to realize that a severing of the ties

with England could well lead to commercial disaster. Economic

motivation no doubt there was, but Derby’s activities went farther.
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From first to last his Revolutionary deportment was that of a

“rebel,” including the carrying of arms personally.

Derby’s first experience with the Revolution, in fact, was that

of a soldier in the ranks. He had trained, as we have mentioned,

in the Salem militia. As a result, when news of Lexington and

Concord reached the town on the morning of April 19, 1775, he

was one of the three hundred men who marched in Salem’s four

companies hoping to cut off the retreat of the British. Apparently,

they marched none too rapidly for there is record of a halt at the

Bell Tavern in Danvers where Derby, according to the town his-

torian, was able to overcome the Quaker pacifism of the inn-

keeper’s wife and obtain for himself “a large basket of privisions.”4

Noblesse oblige: the other soldiers must have gone hungry and

thirsty, for the troops stopped again in Lynn for a drink. Colonel

Pickering, later one of Washington’s headquarters staff, then led

the regiment through Medford to Winter Hill, where the enemy

could be seen marching from Cambridge to Charlestown. There

was a delay, during which the British gained Bunker Hill, and

it was too late for an attack. The men were marched back to

Medford, where they guarded a bridge all night, and the next

day returned to Salem. 5 Derby was apparently disillusioned with

footsoldiery, for there is not further record of such activity on his

part. Salem’s only other notable military effort of the war was its

participation in the Newport attack in 1778, when the rolls show

virtually every noteworthy individual of the town taking part.

One looks in vain, however, for the name of Elias Hasket Derby.

One has the impression that his enrollment in the military

company was largely that of a town functionary’s expected partici-

pation. Derby, concerned as he was over his own affairs, had

been in addition since the late 1760’s one of the town leaders

having to cope with the increasing difficulties with England. For

the mercantile community of Salem these difficulties had started

some years before and in them Derby, as a merchant and Select-

man (elected 1768), fully shared.

The tensions involving the colonists with England were deep-

seated and, for the merchants, found part of their origin in the

4. J. W. Hansen, History of the Town of Danvers (Danvers, Massachu-
setts, 1848), p. 105.

5. Octavius Pickering, The Life of Timothy Pickering (4 vols., Boston,
1867), I, 71-72.
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trials of the old French and Indian War. That war, of course,

made it unlawful to trade with France or the French West Indies.

Due to the dependence of the islands, however, the profit of the

trade was so great that regardless of the difficulties involved the

colonial merchants had continued this commerce. The troubles

that resulted cannot, accordingly, be blamed entirely upon the

British. Strangely enough, this trading with the enemy was not

looked upon as treason, at least by the colonists. The merchants

seem to have been considered daring businessmen who ran great

risks. All the Derbys took part in this trade and there is no ques-

tion that throughout they were considered respectable and hon-

ored members of the community. Nevertheless, the obstinacy and

tenacity with which old Richard and Elias Hasket Derby fought

when their vessels were seized for these activities, does appear a

bit hypocritical. Between 1759 and 1763 Derby and his father

lost no fewer than nine vessels—two brigs, six schooners, and a

sloop—to French corsairs and men-of-war. They were not the

only hazard, however, for the seas swarmed with English priva-

teers out of the British West Indies which, if they could find

vessels evading the rules of war, looked upon them as legitimate

plunder. The Derby shipping instructions of the time re-echo with

phrases like: “proceed where-ever you find it safest,” but like

most merchants, the Derby ships were caught in a cross fire be-

tween the French and the English. In addition to all the vessels

Derby lost to the French, his new (so new, in fact, that Derby

himself had never even seen it!) 300 ton ship Ranger and the old

schooner Three Brothers were lost to English privateers and sev-

eral other vessels detained and ransomed. The Ranger became,

too, somewhat of a cause celebre in Vice-Admiralty Court circles.

The Derbys, both Richard and Elias Hasket, became so bitter over

the proceedings in these two cases that there is little doubt that

a good deal of their antagonism toward Britain—however unjus-

tified legally—stemmed from this time. While the proceedings

(marked by irregularities on both sides and in which the Derbys’

hands were not entirely clean of attempted bribery) are too in-

volved to go into here, the point of the matter was that the

Derbys seem to have felt seriously affronted. Their resentment

was transferred to the Board of Trade and the House of Com-
mons. The tone of their letters was, to say the least, one of dis-
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satisfaction and disapproval of the home government. Like other

pre-Revolutionary merchants, they had been struck at their pock-

etbooks. The subsequent difficulties with England were not cal-

culated to soothe their passions.

The depression which followed the war, in addition to causing

the distress one would expect, heightened the dissatisfaction with

England.

The blow struck at colonial commerce by the restrictive legisla-

tion of 1764, and particularly at the merchants of New England,

was also exceedingly serious. It has been said that by June, 1765,

not one-fifth as many vessels were employed in the West Indian

trade as before the new regulations, and that cash had practically

disappeared from circulation. 6 We find Richard Derby echoing

this sentiment: “The late Act of Parliament has put it out of the

people’s power to pay money for the necessaries of life because

the duties . . . have almost deprived us of our gold currency

already . . . and will finally put a stop, if not entirely ruin, the

trade of the country and the people in it.”7

It appears that Elias Hasket Derby, at first and as far as he

thought was reasonable, had attempted to obey the laws. In 1764,

for example, he instructed Joseph Mottey, master of the schooner

Salem , to “Break no Acts of Trade;”8 again in 1764 he was in-

structing Captain Henry Elkins of the schooner Pembroke to sail

to the West Indies and sell at the best market except “you must

not purchase any goods to lay your vessel liable.”9 As late as 1766
he was ordering Captain David Ropes of the schooner Mary to

“buy nor bring home not any French Rum nor coffee,”10 both of

which were on the enumerated list. Shortly, however, his feelings

changed, and there is more than one example of his being offered

small quantities of illegal merchandise which, depending upon

the risk, he accepted or not. With the rest of the colonial mer-

chants, and with Salem, he moved gradually from antagonism to

revolt.

6. Arthur M. Schlesinger, The Colonial Merchants and the American
Revolution, 1763-1776 (New York, 1918), 56-57.

7. Richard Derby to John Derby, June 7, 1765, Derby Papers, Vol. I.

8. Elias Hasket Derby to Joseph Mottey, April 2, 1764, Derby Papers,
Vol. XXVII.

9. Sailing Instructions to Henry Elkins, January 23, 1764, Derby
Papers, Vol. XXVII.

10. Sailing Instructions to David Ropes, June 19, 1766, Derby Papers,
Vol. XXVII.
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In 1764, when James Otis was hired by the Salem and Boston

merchants to argue the legality of the writs of assistance, while

there is no record of the Derbys having been among them, it

would be surprising if they were not, feeling as they did. Certain-

ly, in 1765, when the Salem Sons of Liberty were organized, at

least one Derby, Richard, Jr., joined; and Elias Hasket did par-

ticipate in the town meeting that year which damned the Stamp

Act as “excessively grievous and burthensome” and “productive of

the most fatal consequences of our trade.”11 In 1768, when all

the merchants of Salem voted unanimously to acquiesce in Boston’s

non-importation agreement,12 Elias Hasket Derby must have been

present. As a Selectman in September of that year he helped

choose delegates to a proposed convention to be held in place of

the General Court the Governor refused to call. The choice itself

shows the Derby family interests: Derby’s father was one of the

delegates, and two of his brothers-in-law were appointed to draft

the instructions. 19 Derby’s brother, Richard, was one of the

avowed leaders of the radical group in Salem, and a member of

the assembly.

As a selectman, Elias Hasket Derby was one of the framers of

his brother’s instructions in May, 1769, as Richard and the other

Salem representatives prepared for the legislative session that year.

The representatives were required “to obtain full and effective re-

lief from (the Revenue Act),” and “to restore harmony and affec-

tion with Great Britain.”14 As one of the authors of these direc-

tions, Elias Hasket Derby certainly must have approved of their

sentiment.

The following year, two days after the Boston Massacre, Derby

and the other Selectmen began to consider participation in the

other towns’ new non-importation agreement. 15 Deciding affirma-

tively, they formed a non-importation organization at a general

town meeting in May. As a control measure, a Committee of Cor-

respondence was set up, whose members included Derby, his

brother, and his father. 16 A week later, Derby joined the other

11. Salem, Massachusetts, Essex Gazette, October 21, 1765.
12. Ibid., August 30, 1768.

13. Ibid., September 21, 1768.

14. Ibid., May 23, 1769.
15. Ibid., March 7, 1770.
16. Ibid., May 1, 1770.
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heads of families in Salem signing the agreement, voted May 1,

against drinking tea. 17 In June Derby was taken to task by a reader

of the Essex Gazette for offering for sale a vessel named the Free

American (“the iniquity of selling such a proudly named ves-

sel!”) 18 hut it seems to have been his only backsliding.

Derby was elected a Selectman again in 1771 and served until

March, 1772. He continued on the Committee of Correspondence

until 1774,,
19 and taking part in illicit meetings “to consider of,

and determine on such measures as the late Acts of Parliament

and our grievances render necessary and expedient.” General

Gage flew into a rage, threatened arrests and called troops into the

town, but the gatherings dispersed in time. 20 The following spring

Derby joined with his father in presenting several cannon,

“Suitable for field pieces,” for the town’s defense;21 and, no doubt,

stood near the old man when he defied Colonel Leslie at the North

Bridge.

From all this it is clear that Derby was consistent in his political

development during these years and did not renege, like his

brother-in-law Dr. John Prince—the only Loyalist in the family

—from pursuing resistance as far as revolt. One might well think

that Derby had much to lose by joining in rebellion. Upon re-

flection it does not seem so strange.

Ever since Derby had been in charge of the family business

times had been bad. Ever more governmental regulations and re-

strictions, multiplying customs duties and taxes, and the threat

of seizure, fine, and condemnations for non-compliance, must

have indicated that times were getting increasingly worse. The
passive resistance of non-importation would not, by itself, work.

Derby’s brother John had reported from London in 1770 that

manufacturers were fully employed, disregarding the colonial

agreements. 22 What was left, then, but resistance? Perhaps Derby,

with the confidence of the colonial merchant, felt that the gamble

of the new course could be no worse than the distress and the

failure of the old.

17. Ibid., May 8, 1770.
18. Ibid., June 12, 1770.
19. Ibid., June 14, 1774.
20. The Salem. Gazette and Newbury and Marblehead Advertiser

,

August 26, 1774.
21. Ibid., March 31, 1775.
22. Salem, Massachusetts, Essex Gazette, September 4, 1770.
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Derby’s life had been, for a colonial merchant, surprisingly

provincial. Unlike many of his colleagues, Derby had no contacts

or experience—other than through his business agents—in Lon-

don. Old Richard Derby several times spoke of England as “home”

and of the British Government as the “home government,” but

Elias Hasket Derby never did. Derby and his brothers, to say

nothing of his father, were, as we have seen, thoroughly involved

in Salem’s pre-Revolutionary measures of resistance. Participating

as he did in these activities (indeed, as a Selectman, responsible

for some of them), it would be quite surprising if the increasingly

revolutionary propaganda did not in time sink in. Particularly

should this be so since Derby had no personal transatlantic ties or

perspective; and the situation in 1775 for such an individual

seemed to be one of threatened political rights and liberties.

Derby thus threw his efforts vigorously into the fray. As things

turned out, he was to make a fortune out of the American Revo-

lution; certainly, at the time, he did not have that in view.

Within ten days of Lexington and Concord the Derby interests,

always turned primarily seaward, showed their true color. Derby’s

schooner Quero under the command of his brother John sailed for

a secret English destination with the first news of the conflict.

Thus the Derby’s contributed to a signal colonial propaganda ad-

vantage, for the Quero, leaving on April 28 four days after the

official packet boat Sukey, beat her to port. 23 Oddly enough, John

Derby, who carried the first news of war to England in 1775,
also brought the first news of peace back to America as master of

his brother’s ship Astrea in 1783. For the Quero voyage John

Derby charged nothing for his services; nor did Elias Hasket Derby

for his ship, save only fifty-seven pounds for provisions, which

was promptly paid.24 With the war properly begun, Derby (after

briefly moving out of town in a panic over the firing of Charles-

town),25 began to apply himself to the new developments.

With the outbreak of hostilities Derby’s first concern was for

the continuation of his trade. “At the commencement of the war,”

his son later wrote, Derby “was the owner of seven large sail of

23. Robert S. Rantoul, “The Cruise of the Quero,” Essex Institute His-

torical Collections (hereafter cited as E.I.H.C.), XXXVI (1900), 19-25.

24. Elias Hasket Derby to Benjamin Pickering, August 2, 1775, Derby
Papers, Vol. XXIX.

25. Mary Vial Holyoke, ed., The Holyoke Diaries (Salem, 1911), p. 90-
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vessels ... At this time nearly all of them were at sea or at the

Islands.”26 While we cannot locate all of these vessels at this time,

we do know that in June, 1775, Edward Gibaut in the schooner

Three Brothers was at Granada in the West Indies,27 and that in

October his schooner Nancy arrived safely home under Captain

Forrester from a voyage to South Carolina and Lisbon. 28 Derby

gambled that there would continue to be no interference with

commerce; but with the coming of the winter of 1775-1776,
however, the Derby trade no longer found smooth sailing.

At the turn of the year Derby had three trading schooners at

the islands, under the overall direction of Nathaniel Silsbee. Hav-

ing already had one vessel seized by the British, Derby was nat-

urally concerned for their safety. He wrote long and detailed in-

structions to both Silsbee, who was probably aboard the schooner

William, and to Captain Allen Hallet of the Nancy. He told Hal-

let to clear a cargo for Halifax, warning him that all his papers

must agree as protection against capture. 29 Apparently it was un-

safe to sail directly for a colonial port without an English clear-

ance, thus the Halifax destination.

At the same time (February, 1776) Derby wrote Silsbee out-

lining his thoughts on trade and his remarks shed light on the

possibilities of the risky undertakings. Silsbee was directed to

secure “cotton, cocoa, sugar, molasses, duck, cordage, powder, or

any other article ... as I make no doubt that any goods will

make 100 per cent.” But, he warned, “they must not come . . .

from Jamaica, as it would be in direct Violation of the Association,

which I do not mean to break ... do not send any indigo, as

that is contrary to the association.” He concluded by remarking:

“The times at present are such that I cannot determine what will

be for the best, and must therefore leave it wholly to you. Should

so large a fleet come on this coast as is talked of, I should think it

not best to ship so much to the Northward ... by the last acct.

from England it seems that they are tired of this unnatural war

26. “Recollections of Elias Hasket Derby, Jr.,” E.I.H.C., III (1861),
202.

27. Edward Gibaut to Elias Hasket Derby, June 10, 1775, Derby
Papers, Vol. XIII.

28. Portage Bill of schooner Nancy, October 2, 1775, Derby Papers,
Vol. XXIX.

29. Sailing Instructions to Allen Hallet, February 2, 1776, Derby
Papers, Vol. X.
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... it is now said that commissioners are appointed to come over

to accomodate affairs, but I doubt it.”30 Silsbee sent word back

that he would visit Jamaica to learn the latest news, and towards

the end of March dispatched northward the three vessels whose

adventures we have recorded elsewhere.

In addition to these West Indies undertakings, Derby contin-

ued, in 1776, in the grain trade, carrying flour from Philadelphia

and Baltimore to New England. There is record, for example, of

his collecting a bill from John Trumbull, the Commissioner Gen-

eral of the Continental Army, for “storage of continental flour for

the army.”31 This too was risky; on March 4, 1776, Derby’s sloop

Charming Polly, laden with rye flour and Indian corn, was cap-

tured off Cape Cod by the British transport Pacific and delivered

as a prize to H.M.S. Renown .

32 By the end of March Derby thus

lost four vessels, over half of his fleet, and a considerable invest-

ment. Since he himself felt that the war would not soon be over,

the only alternative to losing his business was to try to meet force

with force. As a result, Elias Hasket Derby turned to privateering.

Derby appears to have sent out one such privateering vessel

already. The little seventeen ton schooner Dolphin, the second

privateer to sail from Massachusetts during the war,33 had been

commissioned by the state and raised anchor the previous De-

cember (1775). There seem to have been no prizes and Derby

dispatched no more armed vessels until the spring of 1776, when
Congress began to issue the commissions.

In May, 1776, Derby began privateering in earnest when the

sloop Revenge, armed with twelve guns and sixteen swivels, and

carrying eighty-five men under the command of Joseph White,

went out. 34 The Revenge cruised toward the West Indies and

captured, sometime in June, the ship Anna Maria, loaded with

rum and sugar, and the schooner Polly .
35 Subsequently the Re-

venge made three more cruises in 1776, in the course of which

the sloop showed phenomenal success in taking four Jamaicamen,

30. Elias Hasket Derby to Nathaniel Silsbee, February 13, 1776, Derby
Papers, Vol. X.

31. Receipt, March 18, 1776, Derby Papers, Vol. IX.

32. “Records of the Vice-Admiralty Court at Halifax, Nova Scotia,”

E.I.H.C., XLV (1909), 47-
33. Gardner Weld Allen, Massachusetts Privateers of the Revolution

(Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1923), p. 30.

34. Ibid., p. 260.

35. Salem, Massachusetts, New England Chronicle, July 4, 1776.
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two brigs, a sloop, and one other vessel that was given up to the

prisoners. 36

During the remainder of 1776 Derby sent out six more vessels

on nine cruises. All were small sloops or schooners; in fact, the

Dolphin was little more than a longboat with a sail, mounting only

six swivel guns. Even so, on her second cruise under John Leach,

she sent in the 100 ton brig Royal George, and two sloops.37

The size of a vessel obviously had little bearing on its success.

A surprising number of Revolutionary privateers were under 100

tons; few, in any case, came anywhere near the size of the war-

ship of the day. Elias Hasket Derby’s largest privateer, the famous

Grand Turk—which later was to open the trade of the Indian

Ocean—was a 300 ton full-rigged ship, which appears large in

comparison with the pre-war Derby vessels. Paul Jones’ renowned

Bonhomme Richard, however, was over 800 tons burthen; Nel-

son’s famous Victory was 2162 tons, and even the galleons of the

Spanish Armada, two hundred years before, were over 400 tons.

Nor was the firepower of privateers in any way comparable to

warships.

The Grand Turk, for example, bore twenty-eight light cannon:

surely no match for the hundred or more eighteen pounders fre-

quently carried by eighteenth century British and French ships-

of-the-line. Nine pounders, and very few of them, were more

general on privateers, in addition to old-fashioned swivel guns,

muskets and pikes. Actions, thus, were never very hot—particu-

larly since the long guns could only be discharged once every six

minutes—and usually, unless the protagonists were closely

matched in force and determination, a single broadside or the

threat of one sufficed. Few privateers dared attack enemy war-

ships; many of their victims were but poorly armed if at all.

Privateers survived upon the theory that it was better to fight

and run away, and this was their secret. Being smaller and more

maneuverable vessels, the privateers crowded on immense amounts

of sail; few British ships could catch them once they got the

weather gauge on the open sea. Privateers, accordingly, often led

charmed lives by preying only upon the weak merchant vessels

36. Edgar S. McClay, A History of American Privateers (New York,

1899), p. 72.

37. Salem, Massachusetts, Independent Chronicle and Universal Ad-
vertiser, November 14, 1776.
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of the enemy. Attacks, therefore, were sudden, quickly decided,

and casualties were low. Prisoners of New England privateers were

most often sent to Boston, where their officers were paroled and

often allowed to go to New York to arrange their own exchange.

American prisoners were sent to Halifax or to Mill Prison outside

of Plymouth, England, where, in that more humane time, they

were treated strictly but not brutally. John Leach, a Derby cap-

tain taken early in the war and sent to Mill Prison, thought the

worst of the experience was the foul language used by the guards.38

For these reasons privateering was a very popular activity dur-

ing the war years. Prior to signing on, the men were plied with

drink at a “rendezvous” after which the Articles of Agreement no

doubt seemed particularly favorable. Seamen made quite a busi-

ness of selling their shares of prize money in advance. In addition,

their pay was good, so the service—at the expense of the regular

navy once one was established—was in demand. It was so popular,

in fact, that in 1780 a new edition was published of the priva-

teers’ “How To” book, the Seamen’s Vade-Mecum

,

explicitly and

in great detail, “Showing how to prepare a Merchant Ship for a

close fight,” etc. We do not know whether Elias Hasket Derby

ever consulted this manual, but he certainly prepared a great many
“Merchant Ships for a close fight.”

Clearly, if handbooks on the subject were printed, privateering,

by the time of the American Revolution, had become a fairly well

regulated wartime—and sometimes peacetime—activity, with

certain well-defined procedures and rules. There were two types

of such ships of prey
:
privateers proper and vessels sailing under

letters of marque and reprisal. Privateers were dispatched solely

for raiding and attacking enemy shipping. Carrying no cargo, they

were close imitations of a naval warship, the privateers’ officers,

in fact, receiving the same titles as in the regular service. A letter

of marque ship on the other hand was considered primarily a

merchant vessel, cleared for some port with a cargo (though often

they sailed in ballast) but armed to resist and authorized to take

prizes en route.

In the first year of Derby’s wartime activity all his vessels were

strictly privateers, and there is no record that he undertook any

ocean-going trade at all, being content apparently to await the re-

38. New England Historical and Genealogical Register, XIX, 255.
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suits of his privateering ventures. In 1776, therefore, his com-

mercial activity appears solely to have been the merchandising of

the goods brought in by his armed vessels. The amount of these

prize goods, this first year of Derby’s privateering, was not in-

considerable. Computing from the auction records and Derby’s

own accounts, we have partial data concerning the value of twelve

of the nineteen prizes captured by his vessels in 1776. The sale

of the goods involved brought some £37,500. Since in many cases

Derby bought the prize goods himself (and we can be sure that

he resold at a profit) his gross was considerably greater.

Derby’s most successful privateer of 1776 was his sloop Rover

,

which in two cruises under Simon Forrester sent in six large

vessels. 39 Off on a third cruise under Captain Abijah Boden in

November, she captured the ship Duke of Leinster, sold eventu-

ally for £1500.40 Derby’s old schooner Sally, renamed Harlequin,

went out in August and by the end of her cruise had captured two

vessels worth a total of £8 5 00.
41

The course of the year’s privateering was not all smooth, how-

ever, nor entirely free of hazard and loss. The Rover had been

involved in a very close action with the British merchant ship

Africa which only ended when a fortunate shot ignited the

Africa's magazine blowing the vessel to pieces. 42 The schooner

True American, after taking two merchant ships, attacked the

ship Sally, which turned out to be a well-armed West Indies letter

of marque. After a severe engagement the Sally, 200 tons, sur-

rendered. The Derby privateer, crippled, next took on an English

packet ship which beat her off with three dead and ten wounded

(including Captain Daniel Hathorne). 43 The Derby brig Sturdy

Beggar, Captain Peter Lander, had even worse luck. After taking

two prizes, a third was retaken by the British just as it was cross-

ing the bar off Newbury, Massachusetts. 44 In October the Sturdy

Beggar herself was captured, with the captain and crew being

39. Octavius Thorndike Howe, Beverly Privateers of the American Rev-
olution (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1922), p. 338.

40. “Auction Sales in Salem of Shipping and Merchandise during the
Revolution,” E.I.H.C., XLIX (1919), 104.

41. Ibid., p. 102.

42. McClay, American Privateers, p. 72.

43. Howe, Beverly Privateers, p. 341.

44. “Extracts from the Interleaved Almanacs of William Wesmore of
Salem, 1774-78,” E.I.H.C., XLIII (1907), 118.
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committed to Mill Prison. 45 Still undaunted, Derby in November,

1776, sent out the Rover again, 46 and the following month the

True American once more. 47 No other Derby privateer left until

April, 1777.

The year 1776, all in all, had been a successful one, barring

the loss of the Sturdy Beggar. Derby alone, or with the minority

partners with whom he occasionally shared these ventures, had

sent forth ten vessels on fourteen cruises. Six of them in eight

cruises took a total of nineteen prizes, including three large ships.

Judging from his profit which we have mentioned above, Derby

may well have concluded that the year’s business was not a total

loss. There are indications, too, that he was already finding it

somewhat difficult to dispose in Salem of all the prize goods that

he purchased. Early the next year he seems to have felt the gamble

worth the risk of dispatching a number of uncommissioned, poorly

armed vessels upon the coastal trade and even abroad, although he

sent out only one commissioned letter of marque schooner late in

the year. Simultaneously, he continued his privateering activity.

At the beginning of 1777 the Rover, the True American, and

the Revenge were still out and somewhat successful, the news-

papers reporting in February the arrival in Marblehead of the 200

ton ship Royal Charlotte laden with English goods and provisions,

the prize of the Revenge .

48 The same week Derby sent out his

second Sturdy Beggar, this one a schooner under Edward Rolland,

which eventually captured the ship Cornwall ,
49 By April the True

American was back and with her name changed to True Blue,

was off again on a new cruise during which she took two brigs. In

April, too, the Oliver Cromwell departed on the cruise that would

make her the most successful privateer of the year. 50 This brig,

by July, was cruising off the Isle of Man and in the Bristol Chan-

nel, where she remained for over a month, causing no little con-

sternation in England. 51 On July 30, for example, a prize was

45. Howe, Beverly Privateers, p. 337.
46. Salem, Massachusetts, Independent Chronicle and Universal Ad-

vertiser, November 14, 1776.
47. Allen, Massachusetts Privateers, p. 306.
48. Salem, Massachusetts, Independent Chronicle and Universal Ad-

vertiser, February 20, 1777.
49. “Auction Sales,” loc. cit., p. 105.
50. Allen, Massachusetts Privateers, pp. 230, 307.
5 1 . George Atkinson Ward, ed., Journal and Letters of the Late Samuel

Curwen (New York, 1842), p. 145.
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taken, and again the next day the Oliver Cromwell captured “a

small sloop call the 3 sisters loaded with butter and sheep guts.”

Four days later the sixteen gun brig attacked a seventy gun man-

of-war but soon saw her mistake and got away. Two days later

the privateer captured two Irish brigs and fought two others for

an hour and a half, giving up only when the man-of-war arrived

to give chase. After being pursued by the warship for six days

more, the Oliver Cromwell eventually escaped and on August 16

captured three more vessels before making for Bilbao in Spain a

week later.

At Bilbao, Captain Cole found the True Blue laid up with half

her crew down with small pox (the reason for her long absence

from Salem), and so wasted no time in port. At sea again the

Oliver Cromwell took two more vessels and attacked a third which

turned out to be a British frigate. A short engagement ensued

which the privateer naturally got the worst of, and only by heav-

ing her guns overboard was she able to escape into the thick

weather. The man-of-war dogged her all the way to the Canary

Islands, where she finally got away. Having jettisoned her arma-

ment, the Oliver Cromwell made sail for Salem. 52

There, meanwhile, Derby had dispatched some seven other

armed vessels in the autumn and early winter. The sloop Rover

,

which had had such a successful year in 1776, was out again but

took no prizes. Derby sold her in August. 53 His schooners Scor-

pion, which carried only two guns, and Congress, under Ephraim

Emerton, were equally unsuccessful in their November and De-

cember cruises. 54 Derby’s new schooner Centipede departed on a

cruise around Christmas which would prove more remunerative,

but nothing more was heard from her until spring. 55 The True
Blue, after her long stay at Bilbao, arrived home finally on Decem-
ber 29 with two brigs to her credit.

In view of these continued successes Derby’s activity broadened

in scope in 1777. He was accumulating considerable merchan-

dise, which, at the very least, he had to trans-ship down the coast,

for the Salem market was not great enough to consume all his

52. “Journal of a Cruise in the Privateer Brig Oliver Cromwell,”
E.I.H.C., XLV (1909), 245-255.

53. “Auction Sales,” loc. cit., p. 105.
54. Allen, Massachusetts Privateers, p. 276.
55. Howe, Beverly Privateers, p. 346.
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prize goods. The schooner Harlequin, early in the year, for ex-

ample, brought in to Salem two prizes whose £8,405 worth of

cargo ranged from looking glasses, backgammon tables, and can-

non to 431 pounds of soap, forty cases of gin, and four green

chairs. 56 Before the end of the year the Harlequin brought in two

more prizes worth at least five thousand pounds sterling. 57 From
the Fanny, a June prize of the Revenge, Derby took out £440
worth of rum alone “plus sundries totaling £5868.”58

Early in the year Derby began to utilize his privateers for com-

mercial purposes when he had a cargo on hand. He had shipped

some goods on the True Blue in April and in May he was planning

to send rice to Bilbao aboard the ship Rambler which, with four-

teen guns and fifty men, was the largest privateer he had yet sent

out. 59 There must have been some cause for delay, however, for

the Rambler did not sail until September, and then in com-

pany with the Three Friends and the ship Sally. The total value

of the cargo carried by the three vessels was something over fifteen

thousand pounds. 60

Derby experimented too with a somewhat tentative return to a

more normal coastal trade, apparently for the purpose of amassing

barter stock to supplement the prize goods of his privateers. In

March Captain Silsbee was in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, for

Derby, outfitting several schooners and loading them with lumber,

filling the cabins, even, with stores. One was probably the Little

John, Joseph Pratt, master. The other was the Good Fortune whose

captain, William Pennock, wrote Derby that “the schooner is just

in the Trim ... I don’t think but what we might pop unsus-

pected among the Islands.”61 Both vessels, as soon as the ice was

out of the river, departed New Hampshire for the Carolinas. By

the middle of April two other Derby merchant vessels, the prize

sloop Scarborough which he had bought in December and the

prize brig Three Friends taken early in 1777 and bought for

eighty-five pounds, were also dispatched to the south. All these

vessels reached their ports safely, for in May the Scarborough and

56. “Auction Sales,” loc. cit., p. 101.

57. Ibid., p. 103.
58. Memorandum, December 14, 177 7, Derby Papers, Vol. IX.

59. Rambler Invoice, May 3, 1777, Derby Papers, Vol. XXIX.
60. Howe, Beverly Privateers, p. 367.
61. William Pennock to Elias Hasket Derby, March 1, 1777, Derby

Papers, Vol. XXI.
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the Little John together loaded rice valued at over £5,000 in

Charleston, South Carolina; and the same month the Three

Friends arrived back in Salem from Charleston; and the Good

Fortune, still under Pennock, was active in 177 8. 62

Derby’s trade ventures continued, for in the fall he sent Wil-

liam Gray to the James River for tobacco; and in November he

ordered the ship Three Sisters off to the West Indies. The latter’s

captain was ordered to “look at every vessel you see so as to take

a prize if possible.”63 In the same vein Derby wrote out instruc-

tions to Nathaniel Nichols, master of the four gun sloop Patty,

to . . make the best of your way to Cape Francois . . . after

you have got the sloop clean and (sold the cargo) in good order

make the best of your way down the w. side Jamaica and there

we expect you will take as much ... as will load your sloop. . .

It appears Derby was in the market too for a new ship, for he told

Nichols: “.
. . if you can take no large vessel at sea . . . proceed

into some of the harbors . . . and cut one out. . .
.”64 Luckily,

perhaps for the little sloop and her crew, Nichols was able to cap-

ture three vessels during his cruise, 65 so he had no need to invade

Jamaica.

Quite obviously Derby, in 1777, felt ready to face anything.

It had been a thoroughly successful year. Derby had sent out

twelve vessels, six of which on six cruises had taken twenty prizes

which, with their cargoes, must have approached £50,000 in

value. Unlike the previous year, there were no losses other than

the investment in unsuccessful cruises. Even this was profitable

for, as we have seen, the Derby privateers were now carrying cargo

as well as cannon.

The next two years of the war were the high point of Revolu-

tionary privateering; nor did Elias Hasket Derby’s vessels show any

let-up in their activity. During 1778 and 1779 Derby owned, in

whole or in major part, nineteen privateers or letters of marque

vessels (to which he steadily converted), of which two only were

62. William Pennock to Elias Hasket Derby, May 29, 1778, Derby
Papers, Vol. XXI.

63. Sailing Instructions to Nathaniel West, November 3, 1777, Derby
Papers, Vol. XXVII.

64. Sailing Instructions to Nathaniel Nichols, August 10, 1777, Derby
Papers, Vol. XXVII.

65. Salem, Massachusetts, Independent Chronicle and Universal Ad-
vertiser, October 23, 1777.
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lost. They captured sixty-five enemy vessels, amounting to over

seven thousand tons of merchant shipping. The monetary value of

these prizes, in the colonial currency of the time, was certainly

approaching three-quarters of a million pounds. Later we shall

attempt to determine more concrete values than the inflationary

figures above; for the moment they illustrate the accomplishment.

One gauge of the Derby success is the number of vessels he

caused to be built in these years. Increasingly these vessels were

large; capable not only of privateering but also of carrying size-

able cargoes. While in 1776 and 1777 Derby’s privateers were

all, with a single exception, sloops and schooners, none of them

over one hundred tons; by the end of 1779 he had built, launched,

and sent to sea two full-rigged ships and four brigs. The first of

these had been the brig Oliver Cromwell, built early in 1777.
By the end of that year Derby commissioned William Sweat of

Salisbury, Massachusetts, to lay the keels of two more: the

schooner Centipede, forty-five tons; and the brig Franklin. In

1778 he built the ship Bunker Hill ; the brig Fame; the brig Mon-
mouth; and two schooners, the Roebuck and the Dolphin .

66 In

1779 his unfortunate eighteen gun ship Hunter was newly-built.

Every one of these vessels had successful privateering cruises.

Derby’s ten new privateers, in fact, accounted for forty-five prizes.

The most outstanding of them all, surprisingly, was the smallest,

the forty-five ton schooner Centipede

,

which took eleven prizes

worth more than £40,000 in three cruises.

Several other vessels were only a little less successful. The brig

Franklin, after a cruise in the early part of 1778, went out again

in November to a station off Cape Finisterre, where she took four

prizes including a ship, two brigs, and a snow. Early in 1779
the Franklin got back to Salem and started off again in April to

cruise in the West Indies, recapturing en route the old Derby

schooner True Blue taken by the British earlier in the year. 67

During this cruise the Franklin captured vessels and cargoes

worth over £2 5,000. 68 Equally fortunate was the new Derby

brig Fame on a single cruise in 1779. The sixteen gun privateer,

66. Elias Hasket Derby to William Sweat, March 10, 1778, Derby
Papers, Vol. XIII; William Sweat to Elias Hasket Derby, May 10, 1778,
Derby Papers, Vol. XXIX; Fitting-out Bills, 1778, Derby Papers, Vol. I.

67. Salem, Massachusetts, Independent Chronicle and Universal Ad-
vertiser, May 13, 1779-

68. “Auction Sales,” loc. cit., pp. 112-113.
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under Captain Samuel Hobbs, cruised off Nova Scotia from April

until September or October, taking a ship, three brigs, four sloops,

and a schooner. 69 Derby's newly-built schooner Roebuck, too, was

very successful with a six-prize cruise in 1778 and a two-prize

cruise the next year. Cruising off the coast of Newfoundland she

took mostly fishing vessels, but there is record that one of her prizes

was laden with over a ton of beeswax, which sold at auction for

five thousand pounds. 70

All the other Derby privateers of these years took five or fewer

prizes, and their experiences, some adventurous and some routine,

are too numerous to do more than indicate. The little Harlequin,

for example, took five prizes in 1779, one of which was a heavily

armed, 400 ton ship, captured after “a smart engagement.” Derby’s

new ship Bunker Hill had a successful cruise in 1778, taking four

prizes. The Hunter, too, newly launched and immediately im-

pressed by the Salem Town Council for the flotilla of the ill-

fated Penobscot expedition of 1779, captured four prizes en

route, the sales of which brought over £ 3

3

,
000 .

71 The Oliver

Cromwell, altered to a ship, took two prizes in 1778 before being

dismasted in a storm and limping home. The next year she cap-

tured two sloops off St. Augustine and probably would have taken

more, had she not by accident attacked a British frigate. The
warship gave her a whole broadside at close range. Luckily, per-

haps, for the Oliver Cromwell, the action broke off as a gale blew

up; but the storm turned into a violent hurricane, completing

the damage, and when she finally got back to Salem Derby sold

her. 72 The schooner Lexington, too, took four prizes, one alone,

the brig Betsy, being worth over £13,000 .
73 The newly built brig

Monmouth was out in 1778 and took a brig and a snow. The
former unfortunately was shipwrecked near Portsmouth, New
Hampshire with the loss of her entire prize crew. Each of the re-

maining three successful vessels of the Derby fleet took two prizes

apiece.

69. Salem, Massachusetts, Independent Chronicle and Universal Ad-
vertiser, September 16, 1779.

70. “Auction Sales,” loc. cit., p. 112.

71. Salem, Massachusetts, Independent Chronicle and Universal Ad-
vertiser, July 15, 1779.

72. “Reminiscences of Captain James Barr,” E.I.H.C., XXVII (1890),
135 -

73. “Auction Sales,” loc. cit., p. 108.
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As might have been expected, too, there were some losses.

The brig Fame, which had had such a successful first cruise, had

a disastrous second one. Three days out of Salem, she was chased

by a British man-of-war who, finding the Fame outsailing her,

fired one shot which killed Captain Hobbs. Upon the death of

Hobbs, the crew of the Fame mutinied. The first lieutenant talked

them out of it by pointing out an English merchant vessel just

coming in sight. They attacked the prize, only to find it the man-

of-war in disguise. The Fame, captured, was taken to Halifax. 74

Equally disastrous to Derby’s interests was the Penobscot expedi-

tion of 1779. The sloop Rover, which had taken seven prizes

since 1776, was captured on her way north; and Derby’s new ship

Hunter, part of the American flotilla bottled up by the British

fleet, was run on shore a total loss. 75 She had been in the water

less than six weeks. The Derby schooner True Blue was lost late

in 1778 and, as we have seen, was retaken by the Franklin the

next year. Finally, Derby’s little trading schooner Two Friends,

which he had just outfitted for £947, was captured and carried to

Bermuda in September, 1778. 76 Another such trading schooner,

the Good Fortune

,

got to Edenton, North Carolina, and then be-

cause of the blockading British fleet, could not get out. A rotting

vessel to start with, the Good Fortune became so completely unsea-

worthy waiting at the pier that Captain Pennock had to sell her at

a loss. 77

The loss of these trading schooners points up another facet of

Elias Hasket Derby’s activity during 1778 and 1779: his in-

creasingly large, purely commercial interests. In June, 1779, for

example, Derby was credited by Gardoqui in Bilbao with sale of

the cargo of the Rambler worth 62604 reals vellon (about one

thousand pounds sterling); in the same year there is record that

the brig Scorpion brought 13,000 gallons of rum from the West

Indies. 78 The four-gun brig Lexington, Captain Lamprell, was

sent by Derby in November, 1779, to Cape Francois and then to

74. Ralph D. Paine, Ships and Sailors of Old Salem. (Boston, 1927),
p. 94.

75. Salem, Massachusetts, Independent Chronicle and Universal Ad-
vertiser, September 30, 1779.

76. “Account Books of Aaron Waitt, E.I.H.C., LXVIII (1932), 152.
77. William Pennock to Elias Hasket Derby, May 27, 1778, Derby

Papers, Vol. XXI.
78. Gardoqui Account, June, 1779, Derby Papers, Vol. IX; Sailing In-

structions to John Collins, March 23, 1780, Derby Papers, Vol. XXVII.
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Port-au-Prince for “forty thousand sugar, 1 o thousand coffee, and

the remainder in cotton and see that it is all well-packed.” Lam-
prell was ordered in addition to “chase all vessels you see.” He
must have done so, for he took three prizes worth £13,400. The
Lexington carried to Cape Francois £7,000 worth of cargo, so

it is not hard to see that she easily made a profit. 79 Starting in

1778, too, Derby’s ship Salem Packet started to make almost regu-

larly scheduled voyages to Bilbao. 80 In addition Derby resumed at

this time an almost normal trade with the Carolinas, keeping con-

siderable accounts at Edenton and Charleston. From the latter

port he carried rice to the north; from the former tobacco to

France. He had dealings, too, with business firms in Fredericks-

burg and Alexandria, Virginia. There is a letter, for example, from

Watson and Urquehart, agents at Alexandria, who in 1778 ad-

vised Derby that they were readying a cargo of tobacco for the

Scorpion and that “Chesapeake Bay is now clear of British

cruisers.”81 One result of Derby’s reborn trade is that he turned

more and more, particularly with the vessels he owned outright,

to letter-of-marque voyages rather than the more aimless priva-

teering. Until 1779 the schooner Congress, on one voyage in

1777, had been his only letter-of-marque. In 1779 he had five

such and the figure increased in the remaining years of the war.

With a double chance of profit, the Derby interests prospered as

never before.

In 1780 the same complicated pattern held true. The first

vessel to be dispatched was Derby’s new 150 ton letter-of-marque

brig Hasket and John carrying eighteen guns under Captain John

Collins. Collins’ sailing orders, dated March 23, instructed him
to go to Guadalupe to buy molasses and cotton and to be on the

lookout for prizes, even though (Derby wrote) “I think it not

provident to engage a ship of equal force.”82 The same day he

sent out the privateer ship Franklin, also of eighteen guns, to

cruise in the West Indies trade lanes. The Franklin had a success-

79. Sailing Instructions to Nicholos Lamprell, November 7, 1779, Derby
Papers, Vol. I.

80. Salem, Massachusetts, Independent Chronicle and Universal Ad-
vertiser, April 29, 1779.

81. Watson and Urquehart Company to Elias Hasket Derby, October
30, 1778, Derby Papers, Vol. XIII.

82. Sailing Instructions to John Collins, March 23, 1780, Derby Papers,
Vol. XXVII.
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ful cruise, capturing four ships and a brig, before returning to

Salem early in 1781, “having had the misfortune to have her

mainmast disabled in an engagement of 40 minutes with a large

Ship from Liverpool bound to N.Y.”83 In April Derby dispatched

the letter-of-marque brig Fame to Holland and advertised the ship

Rambler, too, for a cruise to Amsterdam. His letter-of-marque brig

Lexington sailed May 4, Captain Smith’s instructions being to go

to Cape Francois, load with coffee and molasses, keep watch for

prizes, and if a prize were taken “be exceeding careful of the pris-

oners lest they take your vessel from you.” Smith took no prizes

but got to Cape Francois safely on May 2 6,
84 where he did a prof-

itable trade. Sometime in the spring also Derby sent out the

schooner Centipede on a successful cruise, and the new fourteen

gun ship Roebuck. The latter, however, was reportedly captured

one week out of Salem. 85

In June and July Derby was equally active, sending out the

sloop Race Horse, a new brig Rover, the schooner Salem Packet

on one of her regular voyages to Bilbao via Cape Francois, the brig

Fox, and the letter-of-marque brig Porga. The Race Horse made
a quick voyage to Cape Francois and returning, off Cape Cod on

September 4, was captured by four Royal Navy ships and taken to

Halifax. 86 The Porga apparently ran into some trouble, for there

exists a fragment of a letter to Derby from her mate concerning

the vessel’s bad leaking and saying, “I am in some hopes of the

Captain and crew returning again but I am fearful that they are

not in the land of the living.”87 She did take two prizes but no

record of her return to Salem can be found. The Fox took no

prizes. In July, too, the brig Hasket and John returned, and Derby

sent her out again the following month under Benjamin Crown-

inshield. On this second cruise she took four prizes, one of which,

the 200 ton snow Hero, Derby himself bought. The Hasket and

John started on a third cruise to Martinique in December in com-

pany with Derby’s privateer sloop Morning Star, which already

83. Boston Gazette, May 28, 1781.
84. Sailing Instructions to David Smith, May 4, 1780, Derby Papers,

Vol. XXVII.
85. Allen, Massachusetts Privateers, p. 200.
86. “Records of the Vice-Admiralty Court at Halifax,” E.I.H.C., XLV

(1909), 239.
87. Benjamin Bates to Elias Hasket Derby, 1780, Derby Papers, Vol.

XXVII.
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in 1780 had been out once before. The two vessels upon leaving

Martinique were ordered to cruise with two other unidentified

Derby privateers—a veritable fleet—off Antigua for a time before

proceeding home. 88 None of them, however, took any prizes.

During the autumn Derby also sent out the schooners Fly

,

Centipede, and Harlequin, all privateers. Only the Centipede had

any luck, taking two sizeable ships and three fishing sloops off

Newfoundland. The Harlequin ventured too far into the St. Law-

rence River, was captured, and carried to Quebec. 89

All in all, in 1780 Derby had sent out fifteen vessels on nine-

teen cruises. Eight of them on nine cruises had captured twenty-

one prizes; all of them, as far as can be determined, carried car-

goes, whether letter-of-marque or not. The Roebuck, the Harle-

quin, the Race Horse, and probably the Porga had been lost, but

the remainder had come through safely and, no doubt, profitably.

Derby must have felt himself that his success, even if it was

not assured, was worth a gamble. In the autumn of 1780 accord-

ingly he ordered construction begun on his largest (so far) and

what was to become his most famous vessel, the full-rigged 300
ton ship Grand Turk, designed as a fast merchantman, but for the

moment pierced for twenty-eight guns. The Grand Turk, which

was later to blaze the trail of American commerce in the Far East,

was first to become Salem’s most successful private ship of war.

Certainly the Grand Turk was the most successful Derby vessel

of the last years of the war. Of the twenty-one British vessels taken

by Derby privateers in 1781 and 1782, the Grand Turk ac-

counted for seventeen. Had it not been for her, in fact, the Derby

privateering record for those years would not have been very good.

While he sent out twenty-four different vessels on thirty-one

cruises, he took only twenty-one prizes (including those of the

Grand TurK), at the same time losing by capture twelve of his

own. With a loss percentage of fifty per cent for those last two

years of war, Derby’s record, and his profits would not have been

anywhere near as great had it not been for the Grand Turk's five

cruises.

88. Sailing Instructions to Francis Roch, December 9, 1780; Sailing
Instructions to Adam Wellman, December 12, 1780, Derby Papers, Vol.
XXVII.

89. Salem, Massachusetts, Independent Chronicle and Universal Ad-
vertiser, September 14, 1780.
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Launched in May, 1781, the Grand Turk was not only Salem’s

largest privateer but also her most strongly armed one. Sailing

from Salem on July 1 1, she cruised in the North Atlantic and re-

turned on September 13, with two prizes whose sales came to

£1,431. Again, in early October, under Captain Thomas Pratt,

the Grand Turk sailed from Salem, returning the next day with

the British privateer brig Providence. On her third cruise the

Grand Turk stationed herself off the Irish coast taking five prizes

one of which, according to Gardoqui, was the richest sent into

Bilbao during the war. Returning in May, 1782, the ship was re-

fitted and sent out again for a short, two-prize cruise from July to

September in the North Atlantic.

In November, 1782, Derby dispatched the Grand Turk, once

more, to the West Indies. A few days out she captured the ship

Minerva, which was sent back to Salem and proceeded to Marti-

nique where she stayed until Christmas. Sailing the next day, the

Grand Turk sprung her mast escaping from Rodney’s fleet, which

sighted her off Dominica, and put into Montserrat for repairs.

Again at sea, Pratt took the sloop Polly, whose most remunerative

cargo was nine slaves sold at Martinique for £8,695, and returned

to St. Pierre for supplies. During February, 1783, the Grand Turk

cruised through the Windward taking three more prizes. Finally,

on March 12, Pratt took a large 400 ton ship, the Pompey, whose

captain, after putting up no resistance, told him that the pre-

liminary peace treaty had been signed. Pratt, somewhat of a skep-

tic, decided to take the Pompey anyhow, and sent her to Salem.

After another stop at Martinique, the Grand Turk arrived home at

the end of April. Congress did not issue the official recall of priva-

teers until March 22, so the Pompey was adjudged a fair cap-

ture. 90

It is difficult to determine the monetary value of the Grand

Turk's prizes, for the figures are scattered and incomplete. In her

eighteen months activity, however, the Grand Turk probably

brought in a quarter of a million pounds sterling in auction sales.

Few other privateers of the Revolution could match that record.

90. Grand Turk Accounts, Portage Bills, Thomas Pratt letters to Elias

Hasket Derby, October, 1782—April, 1783* Derby Papers, Vol. XXI. For

a reasonable and generally accurate account of this phase of the Grand
Turk’s career (only the short two-day cruise of October, 1781, is omitted)

one is referred to Robert E. Peabody, The Log of the Grand Turk, Boston,

1926.
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Compared to this record, too, the accomplishments of Derby’s

other privateers of 1781 and 1782 sink into insignificance. They

were not, in any case, very outstanding. Derby’s brig Fox, cruising

off New York in 1781 took three prizes;91 only one other Derby

ship, the new letter-of-marque Astrea, captained by Derby’s brother

John, took a prize. Out of thirty-one cruises, therefore, there had

been, prize-wise, only nine successful ones.

In these last two years of the war, too, Derby lost more vessels

than he had altogether up to that time. There seems to have been

no particular reason for these heavy losses other than, perhaps,

the increased daring—or carelessness—-of the Derby voyages and

the unquestioned efficacy of the British fleet. Probably the law of

averages was catching up with Derby. The losses were, however,

costly; even Derby who had made a fortune by the war, was no

doubt ready for the peace when it came.

There was nothing very extraordinary about the circumstances

of these captures either, except for the unhappy fact that many of

the vessels concerned were either new or on their first cruise for

Derby. The new 200 ton, fourteen gun ship Commerce, for exam-

ple, left Salem, on January 16, 1781, and only two days out ran

into a British cruiser and was taken. 92 Derby’s new brig Flying

Fish, on her first cruise off the Grand Banks, was taken by H.M.S.

Charleston and sent to Halifax. 93 At the end of 1781 Derby’s

new ship Hersey was taken in the West Indies and sent to Jamaica,

as was the brig Young Richard the following year. Both carried

cargo for Martinique. 94 Two other new Derby ships captured were

the Exchange, twenty guns, taken to New York; and the brig Ac-

tive, a West Indiaman prize of the Grand Turk .

95 The ship Oliver

Cromwell was back in Derby’s service in 1781 and with his brig

Rover was captured off New York. 96 Early in 1781 the armed
schooner Nancy, one of the oldest Derby privateers, was taken

near Halifax in company with his ship Patty; and, finally, the

91. The Salem Gazette, December 27, 1781.

92. Howe, Beverly Privateers, p. 379.

93. “Records of the Vice-Admiralty Court at Halifax,” loc. cit., 169.

94. “Privateers Condemned at Jamaica,” “E.I.H.C., LXXVI (1940), 52-
54 -

95. Salem Gazette, April 4, 1782.

96. Ihid., January 24, 1782.
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Salem Packet was captured at the end of 1782 on what would
have been probably her last regular run to Spain. 97

More fortunate in survival, although no more so in privateering

success, were the remaining nine vessels of the Derby fleet. Only
the ship Franklin had adventures of any note, taking part in the

abortive 1782 invasion by a group of Salem privateers of the island

of Tortola. The project failed and otherwise the Franklin, like

the other eight Derby privateers, took no prizes. Only the com-

mercial activities of these vessels saved them from failure.

In spite of his losses Derby maintained a busy trade. In August,

1781, Gardoqui (Derby’s agent at Bilbao) credited him with

over two hundred thousand reals for cargoes alone and the figure

fluctuated in Derby’s favor until the end of the war. St. Pierre on

Martinique and Aux Cayes on Santo Domingo, both French,

were regular ports of call, and Derby kept up his trade along the

Atlantic coast, instructing Captain Smith of the brig Lexington,

for example, to go to any part of Virginia where he could get good

(i.e. hard) money. If he found himself blockaded, Derby wrote

Smith, he was to sell the vessel and come north by land with the

money in a wagon! Derby continued his search for new markets,

also, for at least one vessel was ordered to Curacao. 98 The end of

the war was in sight, however, when John Derby, who had been

sailing the Patty to the islands for several years, took Derby’s ship

Astrea to France in December, 1782. Hearing the news of peace

Captain Derby left Nantes on March 12, 1783, and in twenty-

two days came into Salem, the first to bring the tidings to Ameri-

ca. As we have noted before, John Derby, in one of his brother’s

vessels, had been the first to carry abroad the news of war, eight

years earlier. Events had come full circle and Elias Hasket Derby

had become the wealthiest man in Salem. Contemporaries, in fact,

have said that in all New England Derby’s fortune was second only

to the Cabots of Beverly. 99 This we can neither prove nor refute.

It is exceedingly difficult if not utterly impossible to amass any

and accurate figures to show Derby’s profit and loss for these years;

the records are too incomplete. When one gathers together all the

97. “Records of the Vice-Admiralty Court at Halifax,” loc. cit., 233.
98. Sailing Instructions to David Smith, September 17, 1782, Derby

Papers, Vol. XXVII.
99. Samuel Corwen, Journal and Letters, 1775-1784 (New York,

1842), p. 234.
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available information, as has been done here for the first time for

any Salem privateer owner, the omissions are obvious. There is no

record of the sales of no fewer than seventy Derby prizes, of six

of which even the names are lost; yet the records of every one of

the Derby-owned privateers has been investigated in detail. Here,

too, is another problem which has been indicated already. Derby

owned many of these vessels outright; many more only in part.

His proportion of ownership, too, while usually the major share,

fluctuated unmercifully. He owned, for example, between 1777
and 1781 four-fifths of the Fly

,

seven-eighths of the schooner Har-

lequin, twenty-two thirty-seconds of the ship Harlequin, three-

fourths of the Rambler, four-sixteenths of the Scorpion, two-thirds

of the Hunter, and thirty-nine fortieths of the Grand Turk. Prize

money was divided fifty-fifty between the ship and the owner, and

Derby, in a large share of the cases on record, took his profits in

cargo, as in the case of the prize Anna Maria's rum and sugar in

1 776. 100 Derby’s experience with the Congress, privateer, in

1778 shows, too, the complexity and possibility of the privateering

operation. The Congress, which Derby bought for £1,275 on No-

vember 4, 1778, had within a month sent in the prize brig Otter.

The Otter, which itself sold for £2,300, was loaded with mink,

otter, marten and silver fox skins, and 840 moose hides. The total

auction sales came to £1 1,591; so on this one cruise alone Derby

showed a 400% profit. 101 Even if it were possible to reach such

accurate figures with every prize, in Derby’s case it would be use-

less. As with most of his fortune until the day he died, his wealth

was largely tied up in goods and cargoes which were never at rest

long.

Perhaps the most complete records available in the later years

of the war are those for the Grand Turk—at least for those of

her prizes included in the explicit accounts submitted by Gardo-

qui from Bilbao and Derby’s agents Brinton, Shattuck and Jarvis

at St. Pierre. For twelve of the Grand Turk's seventeen prizes the

accounts show that Derby’s personal share amounted to almost

£83,000 sterling. His total net must have been half as much
again. By summoning together all the figures that are available, we
know that Derby’s personal profit from considerably fewer than

100. Auction Record, December 1, 1776, Derby Papers, Vol. I.

1 01. “Auction Sales,” loc. cit., p. 109.
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one-half of all the prizes taken by his privateers came to about a

half million pounds sterling. All of them, then, must have

amounted to well over that sum.

Such a reckoning, however, would be both misleading and too

small. As we have said, Derby customarily took his share of prize

money in cargo from the captured vessels. Regardless of the trade

opportunities abroad, Derby could sell these goods in America and

turn a neat profit in the raging inflation which drove up the Span-

ish milled dollar forty-fold between 1777 and 1781. Nor, finally,

have we taken into account the cargoes the privateers themselves

carried. We have mentioned already that Gardoqui in August,

1781, credited Derby with almost £30,000 on the cargoes of only

two vessels. Conditions being what they were, it is impossible to

determine any sort of average, but we can be sure that Derby

made a good profit overall.

There were few occasions when Derby did not have his eye

out for his profit. Gardoqui, who had paid for Derby’s prizes and

cargoes in cash, and later was charged heavy duties by the Span-

ish Government, was never able to get him to share the cost,

Derby maintaining that he had been cheated in the exchange

rates. 102 He refused, too, to pay his St. Pierre agents Brinton,

Shattuck and Jarvis’ five per cent commission, even though they

wrote him a plaintive letter complaining of the difficulties of work-

ing in Martinique’s “merciless climate.”103 He thought William

Sweat, his Salisbury shipbuilder, who billed him only £500 for the

schooner Centipede, charged him too much. 104 Even at the height

of the war when he was writing insurance (charging, in April,

1779, forty to seventy percent for West Indian voyages), his losses

amounted to only £975 against premiums of £2,0 15.
105 While, as

has been said, the majority probably lost all they had in privateer-

ing and wartime commerce, Derby undoubtedly made a fortune.

It is quite likely that he came out of the Revolution already a mil-

lionaire, although Derby himself may not have realized it.

Eminence and fortune had come to Derby through the war cer-

102. Elias Hasket Derby to Gardoqui and Sone, July 5, 1783, Derby
Papers, Vol. XXI.

103. Brinton, Shattuck and Jarvis Company to Elias Hasket Derby,
February 22, 1783, Derby Papers, Vol. XXI.

104. William Sweat to Elias Hasket Derby, August 9, 1782, Derby
Papers, Vol. XIII.

105. Insurance Records, April, 1779, Derby Papers, Vol. XXIX.
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tainly; probably, too, it was his good fortune that this was so. The

American Revolution, with its consequent disruption of trade, was

the factor in Elias Hasket Derby’s career making possible and

necessary the commercial trail-blazing which later brought him

eminence and fortune. Without the business upheaval resulting

from the war and the colonies’ independence, it is doubtful if

Derby ever would have strayed far from the settled paths of trade

upon which he was already successful. Derby survived what he

called this “unnatural war” to find the old trade practices no

longer fully suitable. As a result Derby, who had both the imagi-

nation to attempt new business gambles and the money to afford

them, was to become a pioneer in shifting the whole aim of Ameri-

can commerce. The war’s outcome and the colorful, successful,

and enormously profitable trade he directed after it should not

dim, however, the equally valuable contribution he made in the

war.

Derby, in outfitting his eighty-five vessels for their one hundred

and ten cruises, supplied personally over fifty per cent of Salem’s

entire privateering activity (and thus twelve percent of Massa-

chusetts’ effort and five percent of that of all the colonies togeth-

er). Over eight thousand men shipped on his vessels; capturing

twenty-nine ships, fifty-eight brigs, ten snows, twenty-five sloops,

and twenty-two schooners. Against these totals the nineteen ves-

sels he lost does not seem very much.

This record of his privateering activity during the Revolution-

ary War speaks for itself. It is difficult to make judgements upon

incomplete data, but the unpopularity of this war in England may
have been due no more to the relative indecision of military op-

erations than to the depredations upon British trade made by

American privateers. The privateers, too, supplied the insurgent

colonies goods from abroad without which the American determi-

nation to proceed may well have been crippled. In this privateering

operation Elias Hasket Derby demonstrably played no small part,

becoming as he did one of the leading, if not the most pre-

eminent, of American privateer underwriters. That he enriched

himself in the process there can be no doubt, but considering the

enormous financial risks he accepted throughout the war, his suc-

cess is surprising and quite justified. Bitter though Derby’s wealth

may have been to those who had lost by the Revolution, his profits
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were to be used not selfishly. With the peace and the new and un-

familar world ushered in by 1783, Derby turned his efforts and

his gold towards directions profitable not only to him but also to

the well-being and the future of the country. Derby, whose good

fortune in riding the crest of his privateering activities successful-

ly has been demonstrated, could look to the future with hope if

not equanimity. His subsequent career, built upon the wealth, the

lessons, the challenge and the risk of the war years, fulfilled those

hopes.



CRYSTAL BLOCKS OF YANKEE COLDNESS:

The Development of the Massachusetts Ice Trade from

FREDERICK TUDOR TO WENHAM LAKE
1806-1886

By Philip Chadwick Foster Smith

“No joke/' a February 1806 Boston newspaper assured its read-

ers. “A vessel has cleared at the Custom House for Martinique

with a cargo of ice. We hope this will not prove a slippery specu-

lation.”1

The Massachusetts ice-trade, however, despite early frustra-

tions, became hardly “a slippery speculation” during the following

eighty years. In fact, Frederick Tudor, the “Ice King” and the

originator of this bizarre enterprise, admitted after many years that

although the introduction of ice to foreign countries had always

met with disappointment, it had, after sufficient time, become

increasingly popular and the trade had then prospered greatly. 2

No one knows when ice began to enjoy commercial value as a

summertime luxury in Massachusetts, but use of ice at home was

a far-cry from its exportation to hotter climates. A tombstone in-

scription for a William Fletcher, born about 1770, claims that

he was the first man to carry “ice into Boston for merchandise,”3

but it was left to Frederick Tudor to carry the idea to a logical

summit.

Tudor was born in Boston on September 4, 1783, the day after

the signing of the treaty at Paris formally brought to a close the

American Revolution. Born into uncertain political and economic

vacuums that overspread the gap left by the termination of war,

Tudor grew up in an atmosphere of acute economic instability.

Peace with England had meant the denial of American ships and

trade in the British West Indies, and America was thus obliged

to search for new methods of commerce, new ports of call, and for

new products to be exported. Tudor spurned the chance to be

educated at Harvard as his brothers had been, and from the early

1. Cited in the Bulletin of the Business Historical Society

,

IX (No. i,

February 1935), 2.

2. Ibid., VI (No. 4, 1932), 7.

3. Richard O. Cummings, The American Ice Harvests, A Historical
Study in Technology, 1800-1918 (Los Angeles, 1949), p. 3.
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age of thirteen years he had occupied himself with business pur-

suits.

How Tudor became convinced of the possibilities of creating a

foreign trade in ice is not entirely clear, but it is known that by

the year of 1805 ice had taken its place as a summertime comfort

with the well-to-do of Boston. During that year, it was suggested

to Tudor, reputedly while he was at a party, that he begin ship-

ping ice overseas. No one had expected him to take the suggestion

seriously, but Tudor ignored the obvious difficulties involved and,

undismayed, set about to bring the scheme to fruition. He later

summed up his determination at the front of his thick ledger

which over the course of the years became his “Ice-House Diary."

“He who gives back at the first repulse and without striking the

second blow," he wrote, “despairs of success has never been, is not,

and never will be a hero in war, love, or business."4

Despite the headstrong beginning, Tudor took care not to enter

blindly into his new business. While he secured a cargo of ice, a

vessel in which to ship it, and formulated his plan of attack, he

sent his brother William and his cousin, James Savage, ahead to

Martinique in November 1805 to pave the way for the first ship-

ment. What did he expect his agents to accomplish? Their object,

he outlined, was to obtain a monoply from the various governments

of the West Indian islands with which he planned to trade. Most

of these were in the Windward Island group, but the island of

Cuba was not to be overlooked either. “We wish you to procure

from the gov
1
of Cuba a grant exclusive in which we offer you

either to take a conces" of half or procure the privilege for us & we
engage to pay you one thousand dollars with reasonable charges, in

obtaining it you however to determine which you will do & write

to that effect as early as possible."5 In Martinique, the men sent

ahead were to solicit the French government there for a monopoly

lasting ten years, or, should that fail, permission from that govern-

ment for Tudor to build ice-houses, being assured that he would

at least have a monopoly over that phase of the trade.

To all in Boston who laughed up their sleeves at the mention

of young Tudor’s foolhardy ideas of shipping ice to sub-equatorial

4. Henry G. Pearson, Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings, LXV
(October 1932-May 1936), p. 175-

5. Bulletin of the Business Historical Society, VI, No. 4 (Cambridge,
Mass., 1932), 2-5.
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climates, and to the sailors who feared that the tropical sun would

melt the ice and cause the vessel to sink under their feet, Tudor

countered with arguments illustrating that the idea was not only

possible, but, in a minor way, it had already been done before.

Had not an American captain, finding himself in London without

a cargo, gone to Norway for ice and upon his return to London

made a large profit? Had not ice-creams been shipped in pots

packed with sand from England to Trinidad? Ice was transported

each year to St. Eustatius, and, to drive his points home with

unmistakable clarity, he added the undisputed fact that ice was

frequently found to survive a voyage to the West Indies, despite

the dampness of the holds, at the end of green boards. 6

Tudor reckoned that the ice would cost him by the time it

got to Martinique little more than one-cent a pound. The cost of

the brig he had purchased, her outfitting, and the cost of the ice,

he estimated, would cost him six or seven thousand dollars at most.

Tudor, his preparations complete, sailed from Boston in February

1806 in the brig Favorite, carrying 130 tons of ice and hailed by

Boston smirks of “slippery speculation/' Early in March his arrival

was noted in the Martinique newspapers.

The brig Favorite commanded by Captain Pearson sailed

the 13th of February and happily arrived at St. Pierre, on
the 5th of March, and is now disposing her cargo to great

advantage. It will be a remarkable epoch in the history of

luxury and enterprise that on the sixth of March ice creams
have been eaten at Martinique probably for the first time
since the settlement of the country and this too in a volcanic
land lying fourteen degrees north of the equator. 7

Tudor immediately set about to put his “sales pitch’’ into high

gear. The first thing to be done was to distribute his circulars to

create interest in the ice. In translation, one of those read:

Today March 7 and during three consecutive days, there
will be put up for sale in small amounts a cargo of Ice,

brought into this port very well preserved, from Boston, by
the brig Favorite

,

Captain Pearson; this sale will take place
immediately, and will last these three days only, the brig
having to proceed at that time to another island.

6. Ibid., p. 4.

7. Bulletin of the Business Historical Society, IX (No. 1, February
1935 ), 2, 4.
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Messieurs the inhabitants of St. Pierre, discover here the

opportunity to demonstrate (whilst making the purchase)

that this article might become an object of regular importa-

tion into the Colony.

The price is 30 sous [ca. io£] a pound.

N.B. It is necessary to bring a wool cloth, or a piece of

covering to wrap the ice; this means preserves it much
longer. 8

Tudor’s determination to make his article sell is forcefully illus-

trated by a letter which he wrote from St. Pierre to his brother-in-

law, Robert Hallowell Gardiner, dated March 10, 1806.

It is difficult to conceive how determined to believe most
of the people here are that ice will melt in spite of all pre-

cautions; and their methods of keeping it are laughable, to

be sure. One carries it through the street to his house in the

sun noon day, puts it in a plate before his door, and then
complains that “il fond.” Another puts it in a tub of water,

a third by way of climax puts his in salt! and all this not-

withstanding they were directed in the hand bill what to do.

The man who keeps the Tivoli garden insisted ice creams
could not be made in this country and that the ice itself

would thaw before he could get it home! I told him I had
made them here; ... I wrote an order for 40 lbs of ice, and
in a pretty warm tone directed the man to have his cream
ready and that I would come in to freeze it for him in the
morning, which I did accordingly, being determined to spare

no pains to convince these people that they can not only have
ice but all the luxuries arising as well here as elsewhere. The
Tivoli man reed for these creams the first night $300; after

this he was humble as a mushroom. . .
.”9

Tudor was convinced that wherever warm weather was found,

there, too, would be found persons who would welcome cold drinks

and other iced refreshments. Regrettably, the process of breaking

down the prejudices against cold drinks was a lengthy one, and
Tudor could ill afford such a time wastage. His only alternative,

then, was to forcibly bring about the change. The usual bar-

keeper who would undertake the sale of cold beverages, Tudor
reported, more often than not would make his drinks in a manner

8. M. A. DeWolfe Howe, Boston , The Place and the People (N. Y.,
1903)* illus., p. 174. (The translation from the French is mine.)

9. H. G. Pearson, Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings, LXV
(October 1932-May 1936), 176-177.
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wasteful to the ice. Naturally, the barman would then double

or treble the price of the cold drinks over the cost of the warm

ones, and the customers would be forced away. The ice wastage

was unnecesary, Tudor went on, for it had been proved that a “re-

frigerating jar,” using one and a half pounds of ice would keep

a gallon of water cool for twelve hours. If the ice were purchased

at io£ a pound, and since there were about sixteen tumblers to a

gallon, it would then cost about y2 ft for the cooling.

From this statement founded on very satisfactory experi-

ments it is apparent that the bar man may very well offer to

deliver his drinks without additional charge for the cooling.

It becomes necessary to establish with one of the most

conspicuous bar keepers a jar and give him his ice for a

year . . .

The object is to make the whole population use cold

drinks instead of warm or tepid and it will be effected in the

course of three years. A single conspicuous bar keeper having

one of the jars and selling steadily his liquors all cold with-

out an increase in price, render it absolutely necessary that

the others come to it or lose their customers—they are com-
pelled to do what they could in no other way be induced to

undertake.10

Still, notwithstanding all of Tudors expectations, he counted

up a loss of $4500. It is probable that much of the blame for the

large loss at Martinique was attributable to Tudor’s brother Wil-

liam and to James Savage, neither of whom was adept at the

manipulations required for such an unusual venture. William had

not remained long in Martinique but had pressed on to other

islands. Savage, on the other hand, became ill soon after his arrival

at Martinique, and, when recovered, he followed William to these

other ports. The result was that when Frederick Tudor ultimately

arrived at Martinique little had been established for him other

than skepticism. 11

The following year, in 1807, Tudor shipped a cargo of ice to

Cuba in the brig Trident. Tudor attempted to get from the gov-

ernment at Havana an exclusive privilege for the enterprise, but

he got little sympathy from those with whom he dealt. Even the

10. Bulletin of the Business Historical Society, IX (No. 1, February
1935 ), 5 , 6 .

1 1 . Proceedings of the Maasachusetts Historical Society, LXV (October
1932-May 1936), 176.
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Governor’s interpreter at first refused to translate Tudor’s request

to the Governor, the interpreter thinking the whole matter was

too absurd to waste the Governor’s time with. 12 Again, Tudor lost

a great deal of money on the venture, disregarding the fact that

one-half of the cargo had melted en route. 13

Throughout the early years of Tudor’s attempts to create a for-

eign ice business, he was hounded by failures and creditors alike.

His vulnerable undertaking was all but wiped out by the opening

of hostilities of the Napoleonic Wars in Europe, but he deter-

mined to take advantage of the time and money lost by the stop-

page by performing experiments to better his methods of ice-house

construction and the preservation of the ice such structures would

store. 14

In 1810, trade conditions seemed better than they had been

for several years, so Tudor set about to make a new attempt to

establish himself at Havana. After succeeding in scraping together

enough money from friends or those willing to gamble with him,

Tudor built at Havana one of his improved ice-houses so that his

ice might be stored there throughout the intense heat of summer.

Tudor’s luck, to that time, had been inexpressibly bad, yet he

soon detected a slight improvement when the government at

Havana relented and granted him a monopoly of trade for six

years. This monopoly became so effective, in fact, that a competi-

tor, a Philadelphia merchant, was obliged to dump his own cargo

of ice into the harbor. 15 Tudor’s gross sales in ice now amounted

to about $7400, which, while still not good enough, was the most

encouraging sign at any point up to that time. His sales then in-

creased to just short of $9000, but of that he only received $1000
due to the “villainous conduct” of his agent. 16

In 1815, with one year remaining of his Havana license, Tudor

undertook to set up a new ice house at Havana. During the pre-

ceding years, he had been in and out of jail at Boston as a debtor,

but, by 1815, as he had managed to borrow from all available

sources, he accumulated $2100, $1400 of which was to pay for

12

.

Report of the Committee Appointed by the Stockholders of the
Charlestown Wharf Company (Boston, 1839), p. 7.

13. John C. Phillips, Wenham Great Pond (Salem, 1938), p. 35.

14. Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, LXV, 177.
15. Cummings, op. cit., p. 11.

16. Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, LXV, 179.
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the frame of the ice-house to be shipped to Havana, plus the con-

struction. “Pursued by sheriffs to the very wharf,” in Boston,

Tudor set sail for Havana on November i, 1815. Upon arriving

in Cuba, he found that an adventurer named Goberto de Ceta

had attempted to discredit his company by claiming to be able to

make ice artificially. The unpleasantness created by the situation

prevented Tudor from obtaining a site on which to build his ice-

house until the middle of February, 1816. Just before the end of

the month, the first seasonal cargo arrived—as yet without a place

to give it proper protection. By the middle of March, however, the

construction of the ice-house was progressing well enough to per-

mit the ice to be stored within it.
17

The ice-house was a double-shelled structure, twenty-five feet

square on its outside dimension, nineteen feet square on the in-

terior, and sixteen feet high. It held about 150 tons of ice. Tudor,

who was economically concerned with the success of the struc-

ture regarding its ability to prevent the ice from melting, set about

to calculate his ice losses. The drainage of the ice was channeled

into a barrel which was then weighed periodically each hour. Dur-

ing the first hour of measurement, the native workers were still

bringing the ice in from the ship, thus requiring the door and the

overhead trap to be left open to admit them. The weight of water

in the barrel amounted to fifty-six pounds. Wood-shavings were

added around the building, the trap was closed, and the meltage

was held down to eighteen pounds per hour. 18

Tudor’s main customers were the local coffee-house owners who
bought his ice for the manufacture of their ice-creams. By June,

Tudor had sold $3000 worth of ice and expected sales for the next

six months to amount to $6500. He then was given a “shot-in-the-

arm” by receiving a renewal of his Havana license. 19

Soon after the initial regular shipments of ice to Havana in

1810, Tudor expanded to Jamaica, where he sent his brother

Harry, freshly graduated from Harvard, to protect the company’s

interests. Tudor remarked in his journal that the expense of the

second shipment to Jamaica would run to about $7500. The ves-

sel carrying the ice, however, was wrecked off Port Royal. He took

17. Ibid., p. 182.

18. Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, LXV, 183.
19. Ibid., p. 184.
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the loss philosophically by remarking that it was “a fortunate cir-

cumstance, as the undertaking does not succeed at Jama[ica] and

I saved the payment of freight.”20 Later, in April 1816, he learned

of a competitor who was attempting to send ice to Jamaica. “.
. .

It appears that some person has undertaken to waste their money

by undertaking the ice business in Jamaica,” he remarked dryly,

“without knowing anything about the business.”21

In 1817, he embarked on the ship Milo from Boston for

Charleston, S. C. where he began to bargain for money to erect an

ice-house and to establish himself there in business. In due course,

he found sponsors willing to help him, provided he was granted

an exclusive privilege by the South Carolina legislature; but when
he failed to receive the monopoly, the sponsors precipitately with-

drew. 22 The business was established, nevertheless, as seen from

a clipping from Tudor s journal.

The Ice establishment at Fitzsimon’s wharf is now opened.

Ice will be for sale at all hours of the day, from sunrise to

sundown, except when the Ice House Keeper is necessarily

absent at his meals. It will be sold in any quantity from one
pound to 500 pounds. The Ice House will be open a few
hours on Sunday morning. The price will be eight and a third

cents a pound with an allowance of four per centum to those

who purchase largely or by tickets. The price at which ice is

now offered in Charleston is as low as it was in the

northern cities when the article was first introduced in them
in the summer season; and when it is remembered that the

capital invested in this undertaking falls very little short of

$10,000 and the very great waste which must necessarily

take place in the best constructed ice-house it must be ap-

parent that the profit cannot be more reasonable however
great the consumption may be. The inhabitants therefore are

invited to call for ice in such quantities as shall enable the
proprietor of the house to continue the present price which
cannot be the case unless ice is used rather as a necessary of

life than as a luxury.

The best method of carrying ice in a small quantity is to

wrap it in a blanket. These may be had at the ice-house of
sufficient size at $ 1 . Of the mode of keeping ice best when
it is carried home it is to be observed that it should be kept in

20. Ibid., p. 179.
21. Bulletin of the Business Historical Society, IX (No. 1, February

1935 ), 4 -

22. Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, LXV, 185.
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that part of the house which is least cool, that is to say in a

dry closet where there is no circulation of air . . . it is a

well attested principle that whatever will keep a man warm,
with the exception of the sun and fire, will keep ice cold.23

By 1834, the original price in Charleston of $166 a ton had

dropped to $25 per ton, and the ice purchased by ice-tickets to

$22.50 per ton. Once a New York sea captain attempted to sell

ice there for $250 a ton; but Tudor’s only real, though short-lived,

competition had been by the Thayers of Boston who had forced

him to drop his price temporarily to $15 a ton, but, with the

Thayers removed, the prices recovered their previous equilibri-

um. 24

Tudor had a strange combination of unshakable drive and of

morbid pessimism. His eleven years of endeavor to establish firmly

the ice business had left him disillusioned and cynical. From
Charleston he wrote to his brother-in-law, Robert H. Gardiner,

I most sincerely and heartily regret that you have arrived

at a view of life similar to my own, although not precisely

the same. It is more than two years since I became satisfied

in my mind of the absolute worthlessness of our existence

here, and the difficulties I have passed through, which to give

them a mild term have been horrible, have not had a tend-
ancy to lessen or soften this opinion . . .

25

1818 saw Tudor advancing down the Southern coast to offer

ice to Savannah, Georgia. That and the following year improved
financially for him, as Tudor himself tells of his good fortune in a

letter under date of September 16, 1819 to Samuel Parkman who
held a mortgage on a piece of Tudor’s real estate. Tudor told Park-

man that he had already sold $30,000 worth of ice that year and
that he expected to sell another $6,000 or $8,000 worth before

the end of the year. At that time his ice-houses—of which he had
four—cost $10,000 each, as well as being extensive in the ground
they covered. They were, as well, insured against fire for $6,000.
In short, Tudor considered himself a rich man. 26

Nine months later, however, he wrote that he was without a

23. Mary C. Crawford, Old Boston Days & Ways (Boston, 1909), p.
396.

24. Samuel E. Morison, The Maritime History of Massachusetts, 1783-
1860 (Boston, 1921), p. 281. Cummings, op. cit., p. 13.

25. Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, LXV, 187.
26. Ibid., p. 190.
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dollar; perhaps due in part to the depression of 1819-1820. 27

During that year he made another march along the Atlantic Coast

and into the Gulf of Mexico by sending ice to New Orleans,

where Harry Tudor cared for the local business. Ice eventually

sold there at $40 a ton—quite cheaply considering Tudor paid

between $435-3600 freight per small brig-load of ice. 28 The
combination of his losses and the news of further embarrass-

ments cropping up in the West Indies prompted him to write in

February 1821 that so far as his ice business was concerned, “To

lift it up again is past my ability.” The preceding twelve months,

he went on, had brought him from a rich man to being practically

bankrupt. His sales were falling off everywhere. In Havana, his

best market, the trade had fallen off by one-half, at Charleston

and at Savannah by one-third, and his venture at New Orleans

was beginning on borrowed money. To ship more ice is impossible,

he complained, it is done! it is finished! Tudor informed his agent

that the latter had better tell the Martinique government that in

the course of three years the company had lost $25,000. The
government of St. Thomas, furthermore, should be told that they

had received their last shipment. If only he could realize $1200,

Tudor said, he could perhaps get out one last cargo, but as he

was heavily in debt and saw no means open to him, he considered

his business was verging on collapse. 29

Although Tudor
1

s investments were in trouble, they were not in-

soluble. His perspective was not distant enough to see that, how-

ever, and in 1822, after the strain of seventeen years in such a

shaky pursuit, he suffered a nervous collapse. His brother-in-law,

Robert H. Gardiner, who, by Tudor’s own admission, was one of

the few people who had believed in him and had remained by

him throughout the years, nursed him back to health, and during

Tudor’s recovery managed the business for him. 30

The recovery was speedy, and within a short time Tudor was

back facing more and newer difficulties. His profits or losses de-

pended largely upon Nature, and the risk he faced was inevitable.

“The frost covers the windows,” he once remarked, “the wheels

27. Ibid., p. 1 91. Bulletin of the Business Historical Society, VI (No. 4,

1932), 2.

28. Morison, op. cit., p. 281 (footnote).

29. Bulletin of the Business Historical Society, VI (No. 4, 1932), 5, 6.

30. Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, LXV, 194.
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creak, the boys run, winter rules, and $50,000 worth of Ice floats

for me upon Fresh Pond/’31 In 1828, however, coastal Massa-

chusetts reveled in a mild winter while Tudor cursed and made

frequent excursions to his ice ponds to see if they were freezing

over. He soon realized that enough ice from his regular ponds

could not be cut that winter, and so he arranged with Robert H.

Gardiner to get a supply from the Kennebec River in Maine. Tudor

would make little money from the proposition, but at least he

expected to keep open his commercial avenues. As there was little

demand in Maine for Massachusetts produce, ships going up to

the Kennebec would have to go in ballast, thus necessitating freight

charges for both legs of the trip. As luck would have it, much of

the Kennebec ice, which had been stacked on the shore, was lost

during a spring freshet, and Tudor fell on short rations. 32 Re-

putedly, when supplies ran short at Martinique, the captain of the

brig Retrieve sailed north towards Labrador, where he and his

crew bodily mutilated a passing iceberg to fill the ship’s small

hold. 33

Up to this time, Tudor’s endeavors had been restricted to ports

requiring relatively short voyages. In 1833, he determined to try

a more enterprising venture, and, accordingly, he dispatched 200

tons of ice to Calcutta on the ship Tuscany ,
34 A Calcutta historian,

in speaking of the ice, eulogized, “I will not talk of nectar or elysi-

um, but I will say that if there be a luxury here, it is this—it is

this. ... A block of pure ice weighing 2 maunds,” he continued,

“was a sight Calcutta had never seen before.”35 The only ice that

had ever before been seen in Calcutta was a Hooghly-Plain ooze

made by skimming surface ice from water in unglazed pots placed

overnight in reed-lined pits. 36 For once, Tudor was not faced with

raising enough money to construct an ice-house. A Calcutta gen-

tleman believed that if the inhabitants of Calcutta would provide

an ice-house for the use of an importer, ice might be procurable

all year round at a reasonable price. He reported: “Acting upon

31. Ibid., p. 215.

32. Ibid., p. 196-8. Cummings, op. cit., p. 15.

33. Cummings, op. cit., p. 15.

34. W. G. Saltonstall, “Just Ease Her When She Pitches,” The Ameri-
can Neptune, XV (October, 1955), 250.

35. H. E. A. Cotton, Calcutta Old and New (Calcutta, 1907), pp. 186-
188.

36. Cummings, op. cit., p. 1.
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this belief, I wrote to Mr. Frederick Tudor ... He accepted the

terms . . . The idea of having the purest ice at three halfpence

a pound during the whole year, instead of having the Hooghly

slush for six weeks at fourpence the pound, was irresistable.” The
ice-house was built, and when Tudor’s first cargo thereafter ar-

rived, the building was turned over to his agent. “The regularity of

the supply has been twice interrupted, one ship having been

wrecked at the Sandheads and another burnt at sea; but for the

last nine years there has not been any interruption.”37 This last

was written probably in the late 1840’s.

One of the first of the shipments to India, made by Captain

Codman in the ship Nantasket, brought disbelief and amazement

to the large crowd of natives gathered at the wharf to witness the

unloading of these “crystal blocks of Yankee coldness.” One of the

Indians braved to touch a piece of the ice, and, believing that he

had burned himself, wrapped his hand in his robe and rushed

away followed by a number of the alarmed onlookers. At another

time, a native was supposed to have asked Captain Codman, “How
this ice make grow in your country? Him grow on tree? Him
grow on shrub—how he make grow?”38

The story of ice in India is by no means complete, but what

remains must be left for the time when Tudor began to face seri-

ous trade competition, and the ice from one particular lake

—

Wenham Lake—became famous around the world. It is enough

to mention that Tudor’s ice venture came at the crucial time to

save Boston’s East India commerce from ruin. Only the slightest

hold had been retained in Bengal by the Boston and Salem mer-

chants, and that only by exporting specie, Penobscot salmon,

cods’ tongues and sounds, coarse glassware, and Cape Cod Glauber

salts. 39

Tudor’s last virtually competition-free expansion took place in

1834 when he shipped a cargo off to Rio de Janeiro in the bark

Madagascar ,

40 The competition had begun many years before, but

Tudor had always managed to eradicate it before it could get a

foothold. By the late 1820’s, Tudor felt the effects of considerable

37. Cotton, op. cit., pp. 188-190.
38. State Street Trust Co., Other Merchants & Sea Captains of Old

Boston (Boston, 1919), pp. 15-16.

39. Morison, op. cit., p. 282L
40. Ibid., p. 281.
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competition. He willingly put into action a “boom-or-bust” price-

war to rid himself of it. “The coast is now cleared of interlopers,”

he reported at last, “good and substantial foundations laid ... If

there are any unslain enemies, let them come out. . .
,”41 Be-

ginning about 1836-7, however, Tudor found that he could no

longer prevent competition from forming and still remain in busi-

ness. By 1855, there were twelve companies engaged in the ice

trade in and around Boston.42

The growth of the trade can be seen from the fact that in 1806,

130 tons were exported; in 1826, 4000 tons; and, in 1856, the

figure had risen to the phenomenal height of 146,000 tons. The

jump in tonnage during the ten years between 1846 and 1856

had been 81,000 tons. Tudor never could have handled such a

volume alone—competition must, to a great degree, have ac-

counted for the rise. 43

Tudor’s exclusive part thus ended. Although he died in 1864,

the Tudor Ice Company carried on the name for a number of years

thereafter. At one point in Tudor’s incredible career, he had owned
ice-houses all over the world—in Havana, Jamaica, New Orleans,

Charleston, Mobile, Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, Galle, and Singa-

pore. 44 There will be occasions to speak of him and his company

again, but, from the early 1840’s on, however, the trade was for

others to enlarge.

There were nine main sources of ice around Boston. Some ice

came from the Kennebec and Penobscot Rivers in Maine, but the

local supplies centered around Fresh Pond, Cambridge; Smith’s

Pond, Arlington; Spy Pond, Arlington; Sandy Pond, Ayer; Horn

Pond, Woburn; Lake Quannapowitt, Wakefield; Haggett’s Pond,

Andover; Suntaug Lake, Lynnfield; and Wenham Lake, Wen-
ham. 45

Henceforth, our attention will be directed towards the last of

these—Wenham Lake—for, after one or two false starts, ice from

41. Proceedings of the Massachusetts Historical Society, LXV, 199.
42. H. A. Hill, Boston’s Trade £r Commerce for forty Years 1844-

1884 (Boston, 1884), p. 8.

43. F. H. Forbes, “Ice,” Scribner’s Monthly, X (May 1875-October
1875 ), 466. T. T. Sawyer, Old Charlestown (Boston, 1902), pp. 285-
286. Dumas Malone, ed.. Dictionary of American Biography, XIX (N. Y.,

1936), 47 -

44. Bulletin of the Business Historical Society, VI (No. 4, 1932), 2.

45. Forbes, op. cit., p. 467.
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this small lake became world-famous and graced the tables of the

aristocracy of plush London society. It is said without undue ex-

aggeration that no dinner party in London was considered com-

plete without ice from Wenham Lake. It is more than likely that

some ice shipments were called “Wenham Lake Ice” when they

were erroneously labelled, but it was, after all, Wenham Lake ice

that achieved recognition over all other ice exported from the

United States. Its purity was remarkable, and its ability to with-

stand temperature changes that would have reduced other ices to

mush makes the story all the more interesting.

The question most frequently asked is how did the ice with-

stand the voyages, and how much of the ice was lost due to

meltage? The answer to the latter is by no means clear, although

it is known, for example, that the vessel Arabella in 1854-5, on a

voyage from Boston to Calcutta, arrived at that port with only

thirty-eight tons out of an original 160, or, a loss of just over

76% ,

46 Another instance records a loss of 176 tons on a fifty-one

day passage to England in 1852, the daily average lost amounting

to 3.451 tons. 47 Although these losses appear large, they were not

as bad as they might seem when it is remembered that, on the av-

erage, only forty to fifty blocks of ice were necessary to make a

ton. The water lost from the ice was not enough to endanger a

vessel, for, from the last example, 3.451 tons of ice represents ap-

proximately 793 gallons or about 4.7 cubic feet of water daily

which the ship pumps could easily have handled. The ice lost on

that voyage amounted to only 35%. It has already been noted, not

in connection with Wenham Lake ice, that in 1807 Tudor lost

50% of his cargo between Boston and Havana. It can be seen,

therefore, that there was no one answer to the amount of ice

melted en route, but the amount varied according to the condi-

tions and voyage lengths.

It was early claimed that Wenham Lake ice could withstand

temperature changes that other ices could not have endured, and

many elaborate explanations were devised to account for that prop-

erty. Purity of water was the most plausible of all; in fact, it was

claimed that the ice was so clear and transparent a newspaper

could be read through a block two feet thick.48 Even if the figure

46. Saltonstall, op. cit., p. 255.
47. John C. Phillips, Wenham Great Pond (Salem, 1938), p. 39.
48. Myron O. Allen, The History of Wenham, Civil & Ecclesiastical,

From its Settlement in 1639, to i860 (Boston, i860), p. 16.
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is an exaggeration, it is true that ice formed on Wenham Lake

was unusual.

The most authoritative explanation was proposed in 1849 by

a visiting Englishman, Sir Charles Lyell, F.R.S., a geologist of

repute. “The water is always clear and pure,” he wrote, “and the

bottom covered with white quartz-zose sand. It is fed by springs,

and receives no mud from any spring flowing into it; but at the

lower extremity a small brook of transparent water flows out. In

some parts, however, there must, I presume, be a soft and muddy
bottom, as it is inhabited by eels, as well as by pickerell and

perch.” Sir Charles continued to cite the opinion of Sir Francis

Head, who, in 1835, had become the lieutenant-governor of

Upper Canada. Head attributed the durability of Wenham Lake

ice to the intense cold of the North American winter. Sir Charles

quoted Sir Francis as saying,

People in England are prone to think that ice is ice; but
the truth is, that the temperature of 32

0 Fahrenheit, that

at which water freezes, is only the commencement of an
operation that is almost infinite; for after its congelation,

water is as competent to continue to receive cold, as it was
when it was fluid. The application of cold to a block of

ice does not, as in the case of heat applied beneath boiling

water, cause what is added to one end to fly out at the other

:

but, on the contrary, the centre cold is added to and retained

by the mass ... if two ice-houses were to be filled, the one
with Canada ice, and the other with English ice, the differ-

ence between the quantity of cold stored up in each would
be as appreciable as the difference between a cellar full of

gold and a cellar full of copper; that is to say, a cubic foot of
Lower Canada ice, which again contains more cold, than a
cubic foot of Upper Canada, which again contains more cold
than a cubic foot of Wenham ice, which contains infinitely

more cold than a cubic foot of English ice; and thus,
although each of these four cubic feet of ice had precisely
the same shape, they, each, as summer approaches, diminish
in value; that is to say, they each gradually lose a portion
of their cold, until, long before the Lower Canada ice has
melted, the English ice has been converted into luke-warm
water. 49

Lyell, however, was not satisfied with Head’s explanation. He

49. Sir Charles Lyell, A Second Visit to the United States of North
America (London, 1849), p. 361.
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put forward his own and more scientific reason for the durability

of Wenham Lake ice:

. . . each fragment of ice, when removed from the store-

house, very soon acquires the temperature of 3 2° Fahren-

heit, and yet when a lump of Wenham ice has been brought

to England, it does not melt by any means so readily as a

similar lump of common English ice. Mr. Faraday tells me
that Wenham Lake ice is exceedingly pure, being both free

from air-bubbles and from salts.
50

Lyell illustrated his opinion by referring to an established prin-

ciple of Physical Optics. If a piece of Wenham ice and a piece

of English ice were each ground into lenses which would, like

magnifying glasses, concentrate light rays into a focus, the Wen-
ham ice, being free from interfering air-bubbles, if focused prop-

erly, could ignite a charge of gunpowder. The lens made of the

impure English ice, however, if it were to be focused on gun-

powder, would fail to explode it because the impurities would

prevent the sun’s rays from being concentrated into a point.

As Wenham ice was remarkably free from salts, it

conduces greatly to the permanence of the ice, for where
water is so frozen that the salts expelled are still contained

in air-cavities and cracks, or form thin films between the

layers of the ice, these entangled salts cause the ice to melt at

a lower temperature than 32
0

,
and the liquified portions give

rise to streams and currents within the body of the ice, which
rapidly carry heat to the interior. The mass then goes on
thawing within as well as without, and at temperatures be-

low 3

2

0
,
and only on the outside of the mass. 51

Ice was packed aboard ship with wood shavings, sawdust, or

rice chaff on its outside surfaces to insulate it against heat. The
blocks were also stacked together like well-fitted masonry. The
greater volume of the cakes, therefore, could be considered as

being the interior of one huge block, leaving relatively small

amounts of the ice on the outside to melt by whatever heat pene-

trated the sawdust covering.

In 1842, the firm of Gage, Hittinger & Company was estab-

lished and proceeded to give the Tudor Company competition.

Although Gage, Hittinger & Co. did not become prominent in

50. Ibid., p. 361.
51. Ibid., pp. 361, 362.
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the exportation of Wenham Lake ice until 1850, its first trans-

action in 1842 with ice from Fresh Pond, Cambridge, merits men-
tion, for it was the first attempt to introduce American ice into

the markets of England. 52

London, up to that time, was obliged to draw its meagre and

unsatisfactory ice supply from shallow reservoirs where ice was

allowed to form during the winter months. An 1850 issue of the

Illustrated London News shows a group of people hauling carts

through the countryside to collect thin slabs of snow-ice found

along the road. These they would later sell for exorbitant sums,

but the ice was slushy and was not fit for close contact with food.

The purity and cleanliness of Wenham Lake ice was always

stressed, conversely, as fit for “table use.”

In 1842, Gage, Hittinger & Company, proposed to supplement

England's small ice supply by shipping a cargo of Fresh Pond ice

to London. Hittinger went ahead on a steamer to prepare for the

shipment's arrival and, arriving in London, established his con-

tacts and talked over the venture with interested persons. As he

said, he “felt perfectly sure that” he “had struck a vein.” In due

course, the ice shipment arrived on the bark Sharon

,

heralded by

vigorous advertising in the London Times. Hittinger continued:

But, after all, it appeared to them a strange fish that no

one dared to touch. My feelings were just about the tem-

perature of the ice, and wasting as rapidly. At last, I was in-

troduced to the Chairman or President of the Fishmonger's

Association, an association which I was not long in discover-

ing had the merit of wealth, if not of social position. He
was sociable, and seemed to comprehend my position if I

didn’t his. Matters were soon arranged; a magnificent hall

or saloon had been secured; I ascertained that my bar-

keepers, through constant drill, had attained the correct

sleight of hand in mixing the drinks. The hour arrived. The
hall was long and brilliantly lighted. After the company was
seated, the chairman introduced me and the subject matter
of the evening’s discussion. Now, thought I, I am all right.

At a given signal the well-trained waiters appeared, laden
with the different drinks. The effect was gorgeous, and I

expected an ovation that no Yankee had ever had. But, alas!

the first sounds that broke the silence were: 1 say—,
aw,

waitaw, a little 'ot wataw, if you please; I prefer it 'alf 'n

52. Phillips, op. cit.y p. 36.
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’alf.’ I made a dead rush for the door, next day settled my
bills in London, took the train for Liverpool and the steamer

for Boston, and counted up a clear loss of $1,200. 53

Despite the inauspicious beginning in England, American ice

was fated within a few years to become an article very much in

demand by English society—Wenham Lake ice in particular. It

would be well to bear in mind Frederick Tudor’s observation that

ice had always been unsuccessful when first introduced any-

where, but, as time went on, the demand for it advanced greatly.

Evidently, Charles B. Lander of Salem had similar thoughts,

for he refused to accept Hittinger’s failure as an indication of the

potential of American ice in England. He prepared, nevertheless,

to extract ice from Wenham Lake for the London market. Gage,

Hittinger & Company was not to make money from the benefits

of Wenham Lake for seven years thereafter. 54

In 1842-3, Lander began the construction of several ice-houses

on the northeast shore of Wenham Lake. 55 One of these had once

been the Meeting House of the town, built in 1748 and later

moved to the side of the Lake. For the enterprise to be a success,

however, Lander was obliged to negotiate with the Town for land

on which to erect these ice-houses, as well as for a strip of land

adjacent to the small hill—on which Hugh Peter had preached

to the Indians—so that a spur railroad track could be built to

connect the ice-houses to the main railway line about one-fourth

of a mile to the east. The Town Records of Wenham tell the

story of the progressive concessions to Lander. In November 1843
it was voted that the Town grant Lander enough land next to

Peter’s Hill for the construction of the spur railway fine and that

the Selectmen were to turn it over to him in return for compensa-

tion. It was further voted, however, that the Town would not

sell land to the east or to the south of Peter’s Hill for the location

of ice-houses. At the next Town Meeting in March 1844, the

question came up as to whether or not Lander was to be per-

mitted to buy Peter’s Hill. Twenty-two favored the sale by the

Town; forty-two were opposed. The next month, in April, another

meeting was held, and the question of the sale of Peter’s Hill was

53. Forbes, op. cit., pp. 464, 465.
54. Phillips, op. cit., p. 38.

55. Ibid., p. 38. Edward Lander, “A Sketch of Frederick W. Lander/’
Essex Institute Historical Collections, XL (October 1904), 313.
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reconsidered. This time, thirty-five voted in favor of the sale, and

only twenty-nine opposed. Thus, Lander was permitted to buy

Peters Hill, bounded on the east by its base, for $75. The re-

mainder of the land between the east base of the hill and the

“new building” was to be sold to Lander for $2 5. 56

Lander's ice-houses were located on the small cove at the north-

east edge of the Lake, close by the road connecting Wenham to

Beverly and Salem (now Route ia), and as near to the main line

of the Great Eastern Railroad as was convenient. These ice-houses

stood at the water’s edge, lined up in a row and covered with

stagings and slides to facilitate the entrance of the ice. Sir Charles

Lyell described them as covering an area of 127 feet by 120 feet

to a height of about twenty-four feet. The nearest building to the

road was crowned by a cupola, and in that structure hung a bell

for signaling the workmen.

During the early months of 1844, Lander cut and stored the

ice he intended to ship to England later in the year. One would

think that getting ice from a small lake would consist of the simple

process of waiting until the pond had frozen over to the thickness

desired and then sending out horses and gangs of men to cut it.

But it is not as uncomplicated as it might seem. Once the lake had

frozen over to a degree that it could support a man's weight, there

was generally a snowstorm which deposited several inches of snow

over the surface of the ice. The workmen then went out onto the

ice and cut through small holes over the entire area at a distance

every few feet. That was known as “sinking the pond,” and by

drilling holes at regular intervals through the ice, the water from

below was allowed to spread up over the top surface to turn the

layer of snow into ice. Soon, after a week or more of extremely

low temperatures, the ice would have formed into an average

thickness of fifteen inches. An acre of foot-thick ice yielded about

1000 tons of rough ice, which, after cutting, would be trimmed to

eliminate the spongy ice on the extremities. A block of top-surface

area of forty-four square inches, after such trimming, was often

reduced to twenty-two square inches by the time it was loaded

aboard the railroad cars to be taken to the wharves in Charlestown

for shipment. 57

56. Phillips, op. cit., pp. 74, 75.

57. Forbes, op. cit., p. 469.
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Lander found that the ice business required more capital than

he had anticipated. He had raised $10,000, but more was re-

quired to keep the endeavor from failing before it had started.

Accordingly, in March of 1844, he sold an interest in the Wen-
ham Lake Ice Company to George Wheatland and Judge Joshua

H. Ward, both of Salem. With the improved financial conditions

of the company, final operations were made possible, and toward

the end of May and at the beginning of June, Wheatland super-

vised the shipment of ice and the loading of the ice-cars that

rolled back and forth between Wenham and Boston carrying the

ice blocks to the bark Ellen. Lander, in the meantime, left for

England to prepare for the arrival of the cargo. 58

The Ellen left Boston for Liverpool on June 10, 1844. 69 Her

arrival at that port was noted in the London Morning Chronicle

on July 10 as having reached Liverpool on July 9. This brief

notice in the column of “Shipping Intelligence” of the arrival of

the Ellen was quite ordinary—no mention at all was made of

her unusual cargo. Gratifyingly enough, the product began to be-

come popular, and on the 13th of August, another cargo of Wen-
ham Lake ice was shipped to Liverpool on the Concordia .

60 She

arrived on September 12th, after a passage of thirty days.

Many contemporary English descriptions of Wenham Lake ice

have come to light and will be mentioned, but one of the most

comprehensive of these is this:

This commodity which was first introduced to the notice

of the English public a short time ago through the medium
of the Liverpool Press, is so rapidly advancing in popularity

in the metropolis that no banquet of any magnitude is con-

sidered complete without it. It has become an essential ele-

ment in the civic fetes of Lovegrove; at the London Coffee

House, Ludgate Hill, at Blackwall, at the London Tavern,
Bishopsgate Street; the Albion, Aldersgate Street; Long’s

Hotel; and in fact, at every establishment of a similar kind of

any celebrity in London. Not only is the Wenham Lake ice

coming into vogue as a luxury among the aristocracy, but it

is also recommending itself to the middle classes as a neces-

sity, and even to the humbler ranks of life as an article of
economy. As a preservative of food, whether in a raw or a

58. Phillips, op. cit. f p. 37.

59. Ibid., p. 37-
60. Ibid., p. 37. The London Morning Chronicle, Friday, September 13,

1844.
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cooked state, it is of the greatest possible utility, the price of

the ice being nothing compared with the value of the pro-

visions it secures against corruption. 61

Some mention has already been given to the methods employed

in “sinking the pond” to help the ice freeze to the desired thick-

ness. A few brief remarks, then, must be added concerning the

techniques used to cut the ice, to store it, and to ship it to the

exporting vessels.

Once the ice had frozen thickly, all porous ice and snow on the

top surface was removed by means of a horse-drawn plane or

scraper. When the area was cleared of all sludge, the surface was

“grooved” into blocks by a knifelike plow drawn by a horse. That

lined the ice with shallow furrows, indicating at which points the

cakes were to be cut. The workmen then went onto the ice and

separated the cakes with hand saws; then loosened the floes with

a needle-like crowbar. These blocks were poled toward the ice-

house elevator to be hauled up—in the early days by horse power,

but later by steam. The stagings shown on an old photograph of

the ice-houses on Wenham Lake were, in effect, slides, up which

the ice could be pushed to varying levels depending upon the

height of the ice blocks already in storage within the ice-houses.

Once inside, the blocks were piled together as closely as possible

to prevent all unnecessary meltage. A further protection was af-

forded by the construction of the ice-houses themselves. It will

be recalled from Tudor’s Havana ice-house that two dimensions

were given—the inside dimension and the outside dimension. It

is evident that a double wall of wood, a non-conducting material,

provided insulation against wastage. The space between these

walls was often filled with shavings, hay, sawdust, or tan, in order

to further insulate the building. 62

At Wenham Lake, it is probable that each of the railway cars

run in by the ice-houses held only about five tons of ice each, or,

about 250 blocks of ice per car. The workmen in the ice-houses

pried loose the stored ice by means of chisels, the ice was loaded

on the insulated railway cars and was packed off to Charlestown.

Once they had arrived at the docks, each car was separately

61. Cited in Phillips, op. cit., p. 40, from Wilmer & Smith, European
Times, 1845.

62. Phillips, op. cit., p. 109. Horace Greeley, and others, The Great
Industries of the United States (Hartford, 1872), pp. 157-8.
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weighed and moved opposite the loading gangway of the vessel.

There, a machine had been set up to load the ice onto the ship.

Just above the deck level was placed a grid of beams over which

was placed a horizontal windlass. Two gigs, or small platforms,

were free to move up and down between the ground and the deck

by means of the cable wound around the drum of the windlass.

Accordingly, one of the gigs would be at ground level while the

other was on the deck of the ship, and so a continuous process of

loading was made possible. The average amount of ice loaded in

this manner each day was about 300 tons, although it was possible

to load as much as 500 tons a day if necessary. 63

Wenham Lake ice enjoyed its greatest popularity in England

between the year 1844 and the early years of the 1850^. It was

in demand everywhere, and it grew into such vogue that London

hotels put up signs informing their customers that Wenham Lake

ice was served there. 64 The main London office of the Wenham
Lake Ice Company was located at 164A Strand, but an agency

for the company was also located at 302 Oxford Street. By 1845,

other agencies were located throughout England and Ireland,

with offices not only in London, but also Liverpool, Birmingham,

Manchester, Hastings, and Dublin. Pure and clean ice of the size

of the Wenham Lake blocks was unknown anywhere in England,

and the Wenham Lake Ice Company exploited the crystal qualities

by advertising that the “ice is suited for table use, for mixing

with liquids, or placing in direct contact with provisions, jellies,

&c.”65

The article was considered a wonder by the Londoners who
passed the main office on the Strand. A visiting American wrote

to a friend in Salem that,

I am reminded of Salem whenever I go down the Strand,

by the sign of the Wenham Lake Ice Company, and a large

block of ice which appears at the window. In passing the

shop, the other day, on the box of an omnibus, I heard a

very well-dressed person, who sat on the other side of the

driver, gravely inform him that this ice came from the West
Indies; very marvellous geographical knowledge! This block

of ice is about eighteen inches square, and about twelve thick.

63. Forbes, op. cit., p. 466.
64. Article by Fred A. Gannon, Salem Evening News, January 3, 1959.
65. Advertisement for Wenham Lake Ice Co. in the Supplement to the

London Times, July 8, 1845.
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The Londoners look upon it with amazement. I am told they

sometimes go into the shop after gazing through the window,
and put their hands on it, to be sure that it is not glass.

Many consider it, likewise, a sort of standing miracle, for

they don’t see that it diminishes, not having a suspicion that

the cunning Connecticut Yankee who exhibits it, takes a new
piece out of the refrigerator every morning.66

To serve its customers better, the Wenham Lake Ice Company
also sold “American Refrigerators or miniature ice-houses” so

that the ice might be better preserved by the purchasers. These

refrigerators, so ran the advertisement in the Times, “by the aid

of a half cwt. of ice weekly, furnishes a provision safe, under the

same lock, and at the same temper [a] ture, as a wine cooler, where

provisions may be preserved for a long time, and wine kept always

ready for use, as, undergoing no change of temperature, it may
be left for weeks in the refrigerator, without the slightest deteri-

oration.”67

The “Wenham” refrigerators were nothing more than air-tight

boxes, sealed by a double-lid arrangement, and containing small

shelves for food on the sides of the interior. The above-mentioned

advertisement, and others, constantly emphasized that these were

manufactured solely by the Wenham Lake Ice Company. “All

refrigerators not bearing their stamp are spurious imitations of

those which the Company have, for many years, manufactured in

America, and now registered in this country; and legal measures

are in progress to prevent this infringement of their rights. Gen-

uine refrigerators and Wenham Lake ice are to be obtained only

from the Company and their advertised agents.”68 Another ad-

vertisement followed two weeks later which again emphasized that

“No refrigerators are genuine except those which bear the arms

of the Company and date of registry upon an engraved die plate

within the inner lid.”69 A July 8, 1845 advertisement had read:

“Many fishmongers and dealers in common rough ice profess to

supply American ice to their customers, but it is only to be ob-

tained from the Company’s advertised agents . .
.”70 Ten days

66. Henry Colman, European Life and Manners, I (Boston, 1849), p.

353 .

67. Supplement to the London Times, Tuesday, July 8, 1845.
68. Supplement to the London Times, Monday, July 14, 1845.
69. Supplement to the London Times, Friday, August 1, 1845.
70. Supplement to the London Times, Tuesday, July 8, 1845.
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later, however, the brigantine Acton delivered to Glasgow a ship-

ment of 220 tons of New York ice, but there is no indication that

it provided any threat to the Wenham Lake Ice Company, which,

by that time, had become firmly entrenched. 71

The company gladly shipped their ice to the London suburbs as

well as to the city proper, for the lengthier deliveries were possible

by wrapping the ice in blankets or other coverings to prevent it

from melting en route. The city customers were urged to order at

least an hour in advance of the 8 A.M. and 3 P.M. hours at

which the vans left the ice-houses for their delivery rounds. 72

The product shortly became widely known throughout the country.

Soon after the summer’s supply of Wenham ice had arrived

in London in 1845, the Illustrated London News ran a story

about the company, accompanied by engravings of one of the

“Wenham Refrigerators” and of the ice-houses, spur railway, and

ice cutting procedure on Wenham Lake, which it called the “Wen-

ham Ice Lake.” The latter, it said, was an accurate picture that

had been scrupulously made from personal descriptions by mem-
bers of the Wenham Lake Ice Company. The engraving is, in

fact, accurate in a number of respects, but it contains the in-

evitable romanticism that such a scene would elicit.

. . . Many of our town readers, have of course, seen the

massive specimen of their commodity which has for some
time attracted so much attention in a shop window, not far

from our office in the Strand; and from the Court Circular

we learn that a fragment of similarly vast dimensions was,

a few weeks since, transmitted to Windsor, and submitted

to the inspection of her Majesty and Prince Albert.

One surprising circumstance connected with the trade, is

the fact that their Ice, though transported to this country in

the heat of summer, is not reduced in bulk. Those engaged
in the trade, we find, account for this by the fact that the

masses of Ice are so large, that they expose a very small

surface to atmospheric action in proportion to their weight,

and therefore do not suffer from exposure to it, as the small-

er and thinner fragments do, which are obtained in our own
or other warmer climates. It appears, also, that Ice frozen

upon very deep water, is more hard and solid than Ice of

the same thickness obtained from shallow water; and even
when an equal surface is exposed, melts more slowly . . .

71. The London Times, July 18, 1845, p. 6.

72. Supplement to the London Times, July 8, 1845; August 1, 1845.
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The peculiar and ascertained purity of the Ice used in

America, fits it for table-use; and it is accordingly the con-

stant custom there, to mix it with water or milk, for drink-

ing; to dilute it with wines or spirits, and to place it upon
the table, in direct contact with butter and jellies. Some of

our hotels and taverns are beginning to use this Ice for the

manufacture of “Mint-juleps,” “Sherry-coblers,” and other

American beverages of celebrity; and we should not be sur-

prised, if these tempting drinks, as well as the Ice itself,

were to come into very general use. . . ,
73

The Court Circular

,

widely known and read by all English-

men, was a daily newspaper column giving running accounts of

the Royal visitors and happenings at Court. It is said that Queen
Victoria was so impressed with her sample of Wenham Lake ice

that she thereafter insisted that it always be made available to her.

The best index of the popularity and of the great impression

made by Wenham Lake ice—not to mention the fact that it was

assumed everyone knew about it—is found to be London’s humor

magazine, Punch. A cursory examination of its volumes for 1845
and 1846 have brought to light six references to the ice, all of

which seem to have been overlooked until now.

June 1845

A concern has lately started in the Strand, under the title

of the Wenham Lake Ice Company. The stock of the com-
pany appears to consist of large blocks of ice, so that great

care must be taken not to melt the whole of the capital. We
do not quite understand what the object of the company may
be, or whence the profit is to be derived; but the enormous
lumps of ice look as if they were intended to pave the streets,

the ice would, no doubt, prove a formidable rival to the

wood, if the former should be brought into competition with

the latter. The only question would be, as to the durability

of the ice, though its hardness seems to denote that it has
many of the properties of friezestone.

By the way, the Wenham Lake Ice Company might make
a very excellent speculation of laying down the Serpentine,
or some other popular river, with ice, for the benefit of
skaters between the bathing and the skating seasons. We
recommend the directors to look to this as speedily as possi-

ble. 74

73. Illustrated London News, VI (May 17, 1845), 315-16.
74. “A Cool Project,” Lunch, VIII (June 14, 1845), 255.
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We presume there is a sunshine company at the North
Pole; for if it is possible to have a Wenham Ice Company in

full play in the Strand during the dog-days, it may be per-

fectly practicable to establish an emporium for heat in the

coldest climates .
75

August 1845

Considerable curiosity has been excited as to the immedi-
ate objects and future prospects of the Wenham Lake Ice

Company, recently established in the Strand. An established

wag, who stands unusually high in the facetious world, has

given it as his opinion that the ice must be poisonous, for it

is openly advertised as Concentrated Wenorn (Wenham).
We understand, however, that the real object of the Wen-

ham Lake Ice Company, and the one by which it is expected

that the largest profit will be realized, is the paving the

metropolis with large blocks of the article, which will be

found almost as durable as the wood pavement, and not

quite so slippery .
76

May 1846

We have read in the papers recently, several paragraphs
announcing the recent importation of ice, to an extent that

is quite unparalleled. The cargoes that are continually arriv-

ing cause us very naturally to inquire what is going to be
done with all the ice that is being “entered inwards” at the

Custom House? It cannot be all intended for being “entered

inwards” in the shape of ice-creams during the ensuing sum-
mer; and though every small greengrocer boasts of ginger-

beer kept continually in ice, still the superabundance of the

article imported would be sufficient to cause an inundation
of the markets. It is evident, therefore, that something be-

yond the reduction of cream to a gelid state, or the freezing

of Imperial pop, must be contemplated by those speculators

who are introducing ice by shiploads into England. We are

inclined to believe that the Wenham Lake article, which is

brought in the form of substantial blocks, may be intended
as a substitute for the wood pavement. There is no doubt
that the ice would be an improvement on the wood; for the

latter has all the slippery qualities of the former, without
any of its more desirable attributes.

Another very feasible suggestion with reference to the des-

tination of the Wenham Ice, is, that its importation may

75. “Cheap Trips Round the World,” Punch

,

VIII (June 14, 1845),
258.

76. “Wonder of the Strand,” Punch, IX (August 30, 1845), 102.
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have something to do with Dr. Reid’s Ventilating experi-

ments. The professor may possibly require a few cargoes of

ice to enable him to cool down the atmosphere to a degree

required for Parliamentary consumption.

Another opinion seems to be, that the ice is intended for

workhouse use, as it has been ascertained by Dr. Reid that

persons in a freezing temperature feel a total prostration of

the appetite. At all events, it is a mystery to us, for all this

ice seems quite incapable of solution. 77

July 1846

You must recollect, Mr. Punch, the state of the thermom-
eter during the past month—generally between eighty and
ninety degrees in the shade . . .

It makes my heart bleed to witness the protracted suffer-

ings of these large, plethoric men; one of them a Hall

Porter, of mature age and startling obesity. There they

stand, on the steps before the street door, making passers-

by wink and nursery-maids blush at the splendor of their

attire—white, scarlet, and gold—perspiring exceedingly,

and irritated to madness by the blue-bottle flies and impu-
dent little boys of the vicinity, who unceasingly exclaim,

with exasperating monotony, ‘I say, BLAZES, vy don’t you
buy a Wenham ’frigerator?’78

August 1846

The LORD MAYOR presents his compliments to the
Clerk of the Weather, and begs to inform him, that, having
a private dinner party at the Mansion House on Saturday
next, at six, and being unable, after repeated applications,
to get any ice from the exhausted stores of the Wenham
Lake Company, that, should the Clerk of the Weather have
remaining by him any small pieces calculated for mixing in
sherry cobblers, and could send a supply into London about
that time, the LORD MAYOR will feel himself deeply in-
debted to the Clerk of the Weather. 79

During the decade of the 1840’s, the Wenham Lake Ice Com-
pany, in Wenham, notwithstanding its successes in England,
changed hands at fairly regular intervals, Lander sold out to

George Wheatland, who, in turn, sold the company to Nathaniel
West. West then transferred it to Francis and George Peabody,

77- “Great Ice Importation,” Punch, X (May 2, 1846), 198.
78. “A Plea for Plush,” Punch, XI (July 18, 1846), 31.
79; “G°Py of a Letter from the Lord Mayor to the Clerk of the Weather,”

Punch, XI (August 22, 1846), 65.
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Augustus Perry, and John L. Gardner. Finally, in 1850, the whole

business was bought out by Gage, Hittinger and Company.80

Before leaving the successes in England, a few last remarks

must be made. By 1850, although ice was still sent from Wenham
Lake to England, the volume shipped had greatly diminished,

and during the previous year, London had received more of her

ice from Sweden and Norway than from Wenham. 81 Evidently,

the ice from these countries could be harvested and delivered

more cheaply than that sent from Wenham. It seems that in order

for the trade name of “Wenham Lake Ice” to be continued, Lake

Oppegaard in Norway was bought and rechristened “Lake Wen-
ham.” There, ice was cut for about five shillings a ton. By the

time it had reached England, the cost to the consumers had risen

to between eighty and 100 shillings per ton, or, roughly, between

$20 and $25 a ton. 82

How many banquets and state occasions in England had used

Wenham Lake ice? William Makepeace Thackeray crowns the

story:

As for describing, then, the mere victuals on Timmins’s

table, that would be absurd. Everybody—(I mean of the

genteel world of course, of which I make no doubt the reader

is a polite ornament)—Everybody has the same everything

in London. You see the same coats, the same dinners, the

same boiled fowls and mutton, the same cutlets, fish, and

cucumbers, the same lumps of Wenham Lake ice, &c. . . .

Can’t any one invent anything new?83

We recall that Frederick Tudor began sending ice to India in

1833. Wenham Lake ice, in time, began to find its way to Indian

ports to become almost as well known there as in England. Do you

recall Rudyard Kipling’s story entitled “The Undertakers” from

the Second Jungle Book?

“From the insides of this boat they were taking out great

pieces of white stuff, which, in a little while, turned to

water. Much split off, and fell about on the shore, and the

rest they swiftly put into a house with thick walls. But a

80. Phillips, op. cit .

y

p. 38.

81. Illustrated London News, XVI (1850), 2.

82. Charles L. Cutting, Fish Saving, A History of Fish Processing from

Ancient to Modern Times (London, I955)>P* 22 3*

83. W. M. Thackeray, “The Little Dinner at Timmins s, Dents Duval:

hovel the Widower: And Other Stories (Philadelphia, 1872), p. 338.
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boatman, who laughed, took a piece no larger than a small

dog, and threw it to me. I—of all people—swallowed with-

out reflection, and that piece I swallowed as is our custom.

Immediately I was afflicted with an excessive cold which,

beginning in my crop, ran down to the extreme end of my
toes, and deprived me even of speech, while the boatmen
laughed at me. Never have I felt such cold. I danced in my
grief and amazement till I could recover my breath, and
then I danced and cried out against the falseness of this

world; and the boatmen derided me till they fell down. The
chief wonder of the matter, setting aside the marvellous cold-

ness, was that there was nothing at all in my crop when I

had finished my lamentings.”

The Adjutant had done his very best to describe his feel-

ings after swallowing a seven-pound lump of Wenham Lake
ice, off an American ice-ship, in the days before Calcutta
made her ice by machinery. . . ,

84

The shipments of ice to India were probably carried on by the

Tudor Company, with Tudor acting as the agent and shipper to

the ice concern at Wenham, although Gage, Hittinger and Com-

pany may have carried on a certain amount of the shipping them-

selves. Most of the vessels mentioned in shipping histories as hav-

ing carried ice, however, belonged to the Tudor Company.

One of the most important features of the trade between Bos-

ton and Indian ports was the length of the voyages. Obviously,

the shorter the voyage could be made, the less ice would melt on

the way. Generally, when cargoes, other than ice, were sent to

India, merchants were not particularly concerned with the length

of the outward leg of the voyage, but were more interested in the

length of time required to sail to Boston from India. With a cargo

of ice, however, the interest in voyage lengths was reversed, with

the outward leg being the most important. An analysis of the times

recorded by twenty-five ships making a total of thirty-six voyages

from Calcutta to Boston shows that the average run was 102.5

days, with a record of eighty-one days made by the Witch of the

Waves .

85 (Only a few of the twenty-five were ice-carrying ships.)

The record from Boston to Calcutta, however, was eighty-six days,

84. Rudyard Kipling, The Second Jungle Book (N. Y., 1897), pp. 154-

5

8 5. Analysed from O. T. Howe 8t F. C. Matthews, American Clipper

Ships 1833-1858 (Salem, 1927), I, H.
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and the average time often ran just even or slightly more than that

of the return trip. 86

The following list of ships represents some of those known to

have been engaged in the ice trade at one time or another:

Arabella—696 tons. Made several trips—Boston to Bombay,
Calcutta and return— 17 July 1853 to 4 Oct. 1854.
Took 141 days from Boston to Bombay. Boston to

Madras, Calcutta and return—29 Nov. 1854 to (ca.)

23 Nov. 1855. Outward cargoes of ice, return cargoes

of saltpeter, cow hides, gunny bags, jute, cloth, goat-

skins, shellac, dye, linseed. 87

Coringa—Rerigged as a bark in 1874 and chartered by the

Tudor Company for a cargo of ice for Calcutta. 88

Elizabeth Kimball—Medium clipper, built at Marblehead in

1853. The maiden voyage was a round trip between
Boston and Calcutta with an outward cargo of ice. 89

Harmonia—Carried ice to the East Indies for the Tudor
Company. 90

Iceburg—1135 tons, built for the Tudor Company and
shipped ice for several years before she was sold.

Launched in 1877. 91

Iceking—Launched a few weeks after the Iceburg for the

Tudor Company.92

Iceland—Launched a few months after the Iceking for the
Tudor Company. In March 1878 she was listed as

missing. 93

National Eagle—Medium clipper, 1095 tons. After 1854
made frequent trips to India with ice. This was one of

the best known of the ice ships.94

Reporter—Medium clipper. In 1854 was chartered by
Gage, Hittinger & Co. to take ice to New Orleans.95

Springfield—Launched in 1868, 1043 tons. Took ice to

Bombay on her maiden voyage.96

86. Ibid., I, II.

87. William G. Saltonstall, op. cit., pp. 249-255.
88. Howe and Matthews, op. cit., I, 108.
89. Ibid., 158-160.
90. F. C. Matthews, American Merchant Ships 1850-1900 (Salem,

1930), p. 373-
91. Ibid., p. 162.
92. Ibid., p. 164.
93. Ibid., p. 164.
94. Howe and Matthews, op. cit., II, 419-420.
95. Ibid., II, 519-520.
96. Matthews, op. cit., p. 306.
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White Swallow—Left Boston in 1871 for Hong Kong with

1015 tons of Tudor ice. 1 9 days later was abandoned at

sea. 97

Young Mechanic—1375 tons. In 1865 chartered by the

Tudor Co. to take ice to Madras and Calcutta. Again

chartered in 1866, but ship caught fire and was de-

stroyed.98

Ice was so prized by the English inhabitants of India that its

importation was encouraged as much as possible by special treat-

ment of the ice ships. At Bombay, for example, “The only port

charges on Ice ships are tonnage dues and police fees, and you

get the best berth in the harbor The port charges amounted

to a pilotage fee of no Rupees during the southwest monsoon.

During the northeast monsoon, the charge was fifty-five Rupees

for vessels over 500 tons. The lighthouse dues amounted to fifteen

Rupees per 100 tons, the tonnage duty was one anna per ton,

and the police fees were ten Rupees, two an. 100 One Rupee was

worth about 50^.
101

At Madras, ice was to be found among the list of articles ad-

mitted duty-free. In fact, it was the fifth article on the list, the

first two being: 1) Bullion and Coin, and 2) Precious Stones and

Pearls. 102

As at Calcutta, Frederick Tudor was given a twenty year lease

beginning in 1845 on the Madras ice-house, which was open

every day during the daylight hours and for a few hours on Sun-

day morning. 103 Madras preserved her ice-house longer than did

Calcutta. According to the Calcutta historian,

Today [1907] the visitor will search in vain in Hare
Street for the strangely-shaped globular building which stood

perched on the summit of a flight of steps and challenged the

attention of every passer-by. It was razed to the ground in

1882, and even the memories of the murder committed
within its walls have faded away. Madras still preserves the

shell of her ice-house. Calcutta has been more iconoclastic,

97. Howe and Matthews, op. cit., II, 696-701.
98. Ibid., II, 743-745.
99. Saltonstall, op. cit., p. 253.
100. Saltonstall, op. cit., p. 253.
1 01. Theodore Hunter & Jarvis Patten, Port Charges and Requirements

on Vessels, rev. ed. (N. Y., 1884), p. 109.
102. The Madras New Almanac for 1853 (Madras, 1853), p. 238.
103. Ibid., p. 510.
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and not a vestige remains of the once familiar structure in

which for nearly fifty years she hoarded her precious frozen

blocks from Wenham Lake.104

A curious sideline of the ice-trade to India was that New Eng-

land Baldwin apples were often shipped in barrels among the

blocks of ice. The clipper Elizabeth Kimball shipped such apples

with her cargo of ice, for in India apples found such a large

market among the English population that they were sold for

fifty to seventy-five cents apiece. 105

By the early 1850’$, Wenham Lake ice ceased to be shipped

overseas, and the trade consisted mainly of the local markets and

those found along the southern coasts of the United States.

Throughout the years, ice from small lakes like Wenham Lake had

made a deep impression abroad. When Edward Everett was min-

ister to the Court of St. James in London, he once met the Am-
bassador from Persia who expressed his gratitude to America for

shipping ice to Persia. 106 The amount of ice shipped from Wen-
ham was enormous and understandably created false ideas as to

the size of the lake.

An American gentleman recently informed me that, while

proceeding up the Red Sea in one of the East India Com-
pany’s steamers, an Englishman, who had travelled much in

America, inquired particularly of him, where Wenham Lake
was situated, remarking that he had seen most of the lakes

in the United States, but never saw Wenham Lake. From the

amount of ice which it produced, he supposed it to be one
of the large lakes of the Western Continent, and was not a

little surprised when informed of its real size. 107

Although the firm of Gage, Hittinger and Company had bought

the ice establishments on Wenham Lake in 1850, the following

year the company became Gage, Sawyer and Company, the mem-
bers being Addison Gage, Timothy Sawyer, Dr. Henry Lyons, and

Thomas G. Frothingham who soon died. It was said that Gage,

Sawyer and Company, during one year, had loaded nearly a vessel

a day for each working day. 108 Eight years later in 1859, the

104. Cotton, op. cit., p. 190.

105. Bulletin of the Business Historical Society, op. cit., p. 4. Howe &
Matthews, op. cit., I, 158-160.

106. Sawyer, op. cit., p. 285.
107. Allen, op. cit., p. 16.

108. Sawyer, op. cit., p. 287. Phillips, op. cit., p. 38.
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name of the firm again changed, now to the Addison Gage &
Co., with its main headquarters at 70 State Street in Boston. 109

Gages only partner by this time was his son Charles O. Gage.

Addison Gage died in 1868, four years after Frederick Tudor,

and in 1871, Gage’s firm took on Arthur Harrington and R. W.
Hopkins, Gage’s son-in-law. 110 During this time, after trade with

England had ceased from Wenham Lake, Gage’s firm traded

mostly with the Southern states. Between the years 1856 and

1882, 353,450 tons of ice had been shipped out; about 475,000
had actually been cut, but the 121,550 ton difference was ac-

counted for by the ice lost from scraping and meltage. The aver-

age yearly amount of ice cut from Wenham Lake from i860 to

1880 had been thirty thousand tons a year. 111

In 1866, five new ice-houses were built to supplement the

original ones built by Lander, but, a few years later, in 1873, a

fire originating in the hay packing around the ice destroyed all of

the buildings.

The light from the burning ice houses at Wenham Lake
on Sunday evening, owing to the peculiar state of the at-

mosphere, was reflected high up on the clouds, so that it was
seen from a great distance—as far off certainly as Boston,
and so vividly at Newburyport as to cause a general alarm
of fire. . . .

The houses destroyed were built about five years ago, at a
cost of $65,000, and contained 30,000 tons of ice, valued
at $25,000. The total loss is estimated at not less than
$100,000, on which there was $27,950 insurance in offices

out of state.112

The above figure placed the value of the ice at roughly 83^ a

ton, whereas a similar estimate in 1855 had placed the value of

ice at about $1.60 per ton. 113

The loss was one of the death blows to Massachusetts ice ex-

portation. It had seriously curtailed vital parts of two firms, for

Gage eventually bought out the Tudor Company, and the de-

struction of the valuable property at Wenham Lake necessitated

109. Sketches and Business Directory of Boston and its Vicinity for
i860 £r 1861, p. 456.

1 10. Phillips, op. cit., p. 38.
hi. Ibid., p. 38.
1 1 2. Salem Register

,

November 13, 1873, cited in Phillips, op. cit., p.
41.

1 13. Ibid., p. 41. Allen, op. cit., p. 101.
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large outlays of capital to restore the enterprise. 114 By the time

of the fire, artificial means of refrigeration were beginning to be

used, and losses such as those sustained on Wenham Lake made
competition increasingly difficult. The business around Wenham
Lake never entirely recovered. A number of temporary ice-houses

were erected, but these and others, after 1880, became almost

exclusively places for the storage of ice for local markets. The
original purity of the water had been sacrificed when Longham
Meadow and other less crystalline water sources were emptied in-

to the lake, which was turned into the water-supply for Beverly

and Salem. Today, it takes an unusually cold winter for the lake

to freeze over to any extent beyond a thin skim.

Still, ice was cut on Wenham Lake for the Wenham, Beverly

and Salem markets well into the present century. The last of

the ice-houses on the lake, that of the Metropolitan-Wenham

Lake Ice Company, on the North Beverly shore, finally disap-

peared around the time of World War II.

As for the Lander-Gage ice-houses, hardly a trace of them

now remains. Motorists, swinging around the curve in Route IA

just over the North-Beverly-Wenham town line, may notice in

late summer, when the level of the lake has dropped a number of

feet, several rows of stumpy, blackened pilings sticking up through

the sand. Along the shore, behind the pilings, a careful observer

may notice a large number of half-buried bricks, hidden under

moss and leaves. These once served the famous ice-houses. Nothing

more now remains.

********
APPENDIX & STATISTICAL INFORMATION

The Report of the Committee Appointed hy the Stockholders

of the Charlestown Wharf Company sheds some interesting

light on the relation of freight rates on ice to its sale, (p. 8),
i 8 3 9 .

Ice is taken on freight, not as the foundation of a voyage;

but as an incident to the voyage. A vessel would not go to

New Orleans or to Calcutta, for the purpose of carrying ice,

unless she charged a fair freight. But as she is determined to

go (ice or no ice,) and as she frequently would go almost

in ballast, so she can afford to take the ice at a low freight,

1 14. Cummings, op. cit., p. 72.
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and does take it at a low freight, provided she can start from

a centre of general business, such as Boston harbor. This

very important circumstance rivets the ice trade to Boston

harbor and greatly expands its size; because the low freight

enables us to sell the ice at a low price, at its point of desti-

nation;—thereby placing it within the reach of the great

mass of consumers—and thereby increasing its sale a hun-

dred fold.

********
PORTS TO WHICH ICE SENT IN 1856:

Philadelphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, Alexandria, George-

town, Richmond, Wilmington, Washington (N.C.), New-
bern, Charleston, Savannah, Mobile, Pensacola, Appalachi-

cola, Key West, New Orleans, Franklin (La.), Thibodeaux-
villa (La.), Galveston, Indianola (Texas), Aspinwall, Nas-
sau, St. TTiomas, Havana, Matanzas, Saint Iago, San Juan,
Barbadoes, Cardenas, Trinidad, Martinique, Guadalupe,
Kingston, LaGuira, Demerara, Bahia, Pernambuco, Buenos
Aires, Rio de Janeiro, Valparaiso, Callou, Guayaquil, Ceylon,
Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, Batavia, Manila, Singapore,

Canton, Mauritius, and Australia. 115

NUMBER OF TONS EXPORTED*

Year Amount (tons )

1806 130

1816 1,200 *The figures at the left were drawn
1826 4,000 from the following sources:

1836 —* 12,000 F. H. Forbes, “Ice,” Scribners

1846 65,000 Monthly, X, 466-467. H. A. Hill,

1856 146,000 Boston's Trade and Commerce
i860 142,463 for Forty Years 1844-1884 (Bos-

1865 131,275 ton, 1884), P* 8.

1866 124,751 Timothy T. Sawyer, Old Charles-

1872 69,500 (approx.) town (Boston, 1902), p. 285T
1873 70,370

1874 69,800

1884 60,000*******
1 1 5. Sawyer, op. cit., p. 286.
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SELECTIVE TABLE SHOWING EXPORT FLUCTUATIONS
TO FOREIGN PORTS : * (tons)

Destination Year: 1850 i860 M 00 0 1880 1890 1900
Brazil .

Brit. East Indies

U.K. possessions in

4*376

50,296
9,i 3 i

82,550

10,484

97*477

8,853

5,180

1,800 1,706

America 16,133 17,764 42,767 45*707 67,121 8,335
Cuba
French possessions in

20,600 33,665 38,009 36,226 15 90

America 640 1,810 4*007 12,614 8,438 3*930
Mexico 1,645 50 i *375 15 234 9*325

* Source: Richard O. Cummings, The American Ice Harvests, A His-
torical Study in Technology, 1800-1918 (Berkeley & Los
Angeles, 1949), appendix G.

****** **

N° OF TONS SHIPPED FROM INDIVIDUAL PORTS :

*

(Years ending June 30th)

i860 1870 1880 1890 1900
Baltimore 30
Boston 43>5°° 62,633 39*384 16,480 1,378

N. Y. Ports 3*568 1,963 1*411 3*303 4
Philadelphia 56 64 13

Portland & other Maine ports 146 1,180 4,793 19,046 10,483

The above table shows clearly the advance of the Maine trade

over that of Boston, beginning with the 1890 figure.

Source: Cummings, op. cit., appendix.
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REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR

During one of the first heavy snowstorms last December, Mr.

Moore, while pushing the snow blower along the Brown Street

sidewalk, was startled suddenly to hear a loud “Bang!” Looking

up, he saw the spark plug leave the engine, rise up out of sight

into the storm, and in a few moments, descend again and land at

his feet. He put it back in the motor, but the engine had seized

and refused to start. After warming up for a few days inside,

however, the snow blower started up, and, according to Mr.

Moore ran better than ever for the rest of the winter. In this

report of activities at the Institute from April i, i960 to March

31, 1961, I hope it will become apparent that the Institute’s

motor, too, is warming up, and that all signs point toward it soon

running better than ever. Interest is increasing, as can be seen

in the growth of our attendance, members, gifts, and income; and

while there are problems, these problems come fortunately far

more from popularity and interest than from neglect.

One of the most important accomplishments of the past year

was the opening of the Crowninshield-Bentley House. Built in

1727 and moved to the Institute’s grounds in 1959, the house has

been preserved and restored as a memorial to the late Louise du

Pont Crowninshield. An appeal for funds was sent out to our

membership, and last year ninety-eight people generously re-

sponded. The First Church in Salem also made a significant con-

tribution for the restoration and furnishing of Dr. Bentley’s room.

After a reception for the donors and special tours for members,

the house was open to the public on August 2, i960, the first

time in over twenty-five years that a historic house had been

opened by the Institute.

In addition to the generous gifts of the donors, a great number

of furnishings were given to the house. Among the more im-

portant were an early eighteenth-century tall clock with a Salem

history made by Edward Faulkner of London, given by Mrs.

Richard D. Seamans; and a set of four English caned back side

chairs made around 1700, with a Massachusetts history, the

gift of the Thread and Needle Society. Mr. Frederick J. Bradlee

gave a group of ten objects, including seven pieces of locally made
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Fig. 1. Painted window shade, Massachusetts, c.

1876. From house in Danvers. Gift of the Inter-
national Exploration Society of Salem.

Fig. 2. Side chair (one of a pair), Fig. 3. Fireback, iron, English or
Chippendale, mahogany, Massa- Dutch, dated 1697. Gift of Mr. and
chusetts, 1770-1785. Gift of Mrs. Willard C. Cousins,
the Stanley and Polly Stone

Foundation.
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Fig. 4. Colored map, manuscript, showing West Beach area, Beverly Farms,

Massachusetts, c. 1860. Purchase.

Fig 5 Three-piece tea set, silver, made by Jones, Ball & Co., Boston, and
||

PRESENTED TO CAROLINE A. MlLLET IN 1852 BY TUCKER AND WlLLIAM DaLAND. GlFT

of Mrs. A. Loring Siegener.
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furniture, a rug with a local history, a sampler made by Mary

Williams Crowninshield, and the Crowninshield family Bible,

printed in Oxford in 1726, and owned originally by Anstis

Williams Crowninshield, the wife of the builder of the house.

Another extremely important book given to the house was Dr.

Bentley s own copy of his hymn book, A Collection of Psalms and

Hymns, for Publick Worship, first printed in Salem in 1788,

and given by the Rev. Samuel C. Beane. Bentley had encouraged

the printing of this work, and in his copy, the marker remains at

the last hymn that Dr. Bentley read on the Sunday before he died.

The Stanley and Polly Stone Foundation donated an elaborate

pair of Massachusetts carved ladderback Chippendale side chairs

to the house. Finally, Mr. and Mrs. Willard C. Cousins gener-

ously made available their matchless collection of kitchen utensils

and furnishings. The quality and condition of each object is

superb, and among the pieces given are an iron fireback dated

1697 with a scene depicting the Fable of the Fox and the Crane,

three eighteenth-century brass box locks, a wafer iron dated 1720

with the maker’s mark on it, and a very rare large early apple-

wood mortar.

Without all these generous gifts, the furnishing of the house

would have been difficult indeed. During the winter, window
hangings and many other objects have gone into the house, so that

when it opens this summer, the Crowninshield-Bentley House,

through carefully selected and documented objects, should pre-

sent a realistic picture of everyday life in Salem during the

eighteenth century. I have already referred to one spark plug.

Another, of a vastly different sort, is Mr. Frederick J. Bradlee,

chairman of the Crowninshield-Bentley House Committee. With-

out his vast enthusiasm, interest, and work the entire restoration

would have been impossible. Both he and Nina Fletcher Little

have been most helpful working with the staff in the furnishing

of the house, and Abbott Lowell Cummings has proven invalu-

able, too, with his animated and appreciated advice. Around

1790, when Moreau de Saint-Mery was in America, he wrote,

“The true character of the Americans is mirrored in their homes.”

Through the generosity and hard work of those associated with

the House, we trust the Crowninshield-Bentley House provides as

accurate and documented a mirror as is possible.
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Reviewing work done on other Institute buildings during the

year, the coal furnace at the Pingree House is at last gone! It

was converted to gas, and the change has been most noticeable

in the dustlessness of the house, not to forget the Moores’ com-
fort. Very generous contributions to the endowment of the house

were also made, and all of us hope that endowments for the other

historic houses owned by the Institute will soon become realities.

Hurricane Donna’s visit necessitated repairs to the roof of Plum-
mer Hall. A generous contribution from Stephen Phillips permit-

ted us to start planning for the rehabilitation of the Ward House,

so desperately needed. Since this work, as well as the appeal for

necessary additional funds, falls in the current year, it will be re-

ported on in detail at the next annual meeting.

Another important happening was the Institute’s purchase of

the property at 3 Brown Street. This house is the middle one of

the three properties that abut the rear of the Pingree Garden, and

our acquisition of it is an important step forward, as much for

protection as for historic interest.

In my report last year, I dwelled at length on the staff at the

Institute. What was said about each member’s ability and loyalty

then goes doubly today. Last summer Miss Harriet Moore was with

us as hostess at the Crowninshield-Bentley House, Mrs. Mont-

gomery Merrill and Mrs. Donald H. Allen in the Pingree House,

and Miss Josephine Withers was Museum Assistant during the

summer and fall, until accepting a position at the Detroit Institute

of Art. Elizabeth S. Hunt resigned as Curatorial Assistant in the

fall and was replaced by Marion C. Thomas in November. Mrs.

Andrea Burns started in as Library Assistant in February, filling

a gap in the Library that had been vacant for over a year.

In June the City of Salem notified the Institute that it would

provide a guard for us. Edward J. Leonard was the person chosen,

and he has been such an asset to us that we cannot imagine his

not being here all along. To the City go our thanks for such

generous co-operation.

During the past year, over 21,000 persons visited the In-

stitute and over 3,000 visited our houses. The attendance in the

Museum was 17,018, an increase of 1100 over last year, and an

increase of 66% over four years ago. Would that our staff might

similarly grow! Twenty-three school and young people’s groups
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visited the Museum, as did thirteen adult groups numbering over

seven hundred persons. Huldah Smith and Company processed the

amazing number of 840 incoming objects during the year.

Some of the gifts received will show the wide range of objects

accessioned. Mrs. William T. Aldrich gave a number of impor-

tant examples of English lusterware, and Mrs. M. Abbott Pender-

gast donated a large mid nineteenth-century Chelsea porcelain

teaset with a Gloucester history. From Mrs. Alf K. Berle came

an oil portrait of Abigail Moseley Moriarty of Salem, painted by

Joseph Greenleaf Cole, and from the International Exploration

Society of Salem came a charming painted Victorian window

shade made in the mid-i87os and showing an allegorical figure

of Liberty surrounded by small scenes representing logging, agri-

culture and transportation. Mrs. A. Loring Siegener gave us a

group of paintings and objects done by and owned by the Salem

artist, Caroline A. Millet, including a three-piece silver teaset

made by Jones, Ball, & Co. of Boston and presented to her in

1852 by Tucker and William Daland. From Mr. William C.

Waters came a Chinese silk wrapper which belonged to his grand-

father, William Dean Waters; and from Mrs. Paul T. Haskell,

Mrs. John Pickering, and Mrs. James J. Storrow came a table

cover made by their grandmother, Mrs. Josiah Adams Broadhead,

around 1870. By bequest we received a handsome painted Shera-

ton settee and two side chairs in the Peirce-Nichols House from

Mrs. Waldron Phoenix Belknap; and the Museum of Fine Arts

in Boston gave the Institute a large lighted exhibition case. Other

acquisitions included an intricately carved mid nineteenth-century

wooden compote bearing the label of Joseph H. Clark of An-

dover, and an important needlework mourning picture from the

Ingalls family of North Andover dated 1816 and bearing the label

of the maker of the frame, Joseph Stowers, Essex Street, Salem.

I hope that more similarly documented examples of local furni-

ture can be added as they come to light.

Due to the work being done on our houses, there has been

but one big exhibition during the year in the Music Room, and

it features recent accessions and objects from our permanent col-

lections that are just too good to store away. Seven smaller special

exhibits in the Museum have dealt with such topical matters of

the past as elections, valentines, and Easter finery; and Mr.
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Luquer, our Honorary Curator of Coins, has installed an exhibi-

tion of Civil War merchants’ tokens. Loans of important objects

were made to the Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute in Utica,

New York, to the Society for the Preservation of New England

Antiquities in Boston, and to the Victoria and Albert Museum in

London.

During the year Huldah Smith gave four major lectures, in

such distant places as Richmond and Philadelphia, and while I

gave seven, Sturbridge and Boston represented my most distant

points. Articles on the Institute have appeared in Boston and Mon-
treal newspapers, Mr. Luquer’s article on our coin collection ap-

peared in Numismatic Times and Trends, a photograph at the

Peirce-Nichols House came out in Holiday magazine, and several

objects from our collection have appeared in various issues of

Antiques.

Volunteers have long assisted the Institute in many invaluable

ways. I think we are particularly fortunate in having so many
fine and knowledgeable persons who give us their time and their

talents. In the Museum, Miss Eleanor Broadhead has collated and

repaired a large nineteenth-century textile swatch book, Mrs.

John Hassell has taken inventory of the painted tin collection,

and Mrs. Montgomery Merrill has catalogued the doll collection

in the main building. Mr. Sargent Bradlee has continued his work

of inventorying the print collection. Messrs. Robert Means and

Alexander Pitcairn have appeared regularly, costumed properly,

and have been of invaluable help in cleaning furniture and tools

for the Crowninshield-Bentley House and the Museum. Mrs.

Philip W. Bourne, Mrs. Marion Brewington, Mrs. Dean A. Fales,

Jr., Mrs. Albert Goodhue, Jr., Mrs. Cromwell Halvorson, Mrs.

Paul T. Haskell, Mrs. Carlyle Holt, Mrs. William Houghton,

Mrs. Erick Kauders, Mrs. Howard Wheeler, and Mrs. John Wool-

redge have all volunteered their services in guiding regularly at

the Pingree House last summer. Plans were made last year to

provide a program in the spring for our volunteer guides through

a special five-weeks course on American decorative arts. In the

Library, Mrs. Elizabeth Flanders has continued sorting and ar-

ranging family manuscripts and shipping papers, and Mr. William

Bushby has faithfully performed all sorts of genealogical research,

gallantly carrying on as the lone male in the Library!
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Attendance in the Library increased by nearly 500 to 3,807

persons last year, and the vast number of reference questions an-

swered by Mrs. Barrow and Mrs. Potter grew accordingly. Dur-

ing the year two books were published for which research was

done at the Institute—Daniel J. Foley’s The Christmas Tree and

Edward Wagenknecht’s Nathaniel Hawthorne: Man and Writer.

Projects in the Library have been varied. Mrs. Barrow has

kept up with the cataloguing of all incoming material and, with

Mrs. Burns, has continued the cataloguing of family manuscripts

and account books from F into the H’s, as well as completing the

cataloguing of all manuscript diaries. Mrs. Potter has valiantly

sorted the large mountain of Essex County miscellany moved up-

stairs from the basement stack. Shipping papers have continued

to be sorted, and the printed marine collection has been reshelved.

The project of reshelving Essex County and Boston newspapers

has been completed, and this important accomplishment has in-

volved the building of countless shelves, wrapping, and labeling.

Through consolidation, the basement of the stack area is now
virtually free of books, giving the Museum some of the storage

area it needs. As time goes on, I hope we can install proper stor-

age cabinets for objects and racks for paintings here.

Two important long-range programs were started in the Library

during the year. One was the microfilming of the Salem Evening

News, and the other was the lamination of certain rare broadsides

from our important collection. These will be continuing programs

of vital preservation.

Gifts to the Library have totaled 245 items, and, in addition,

Miss Harriet S. Tapley gave a large group of 200 books and

pamphlets on history and genealogy. Some duplicates were ex-

changed for a very fine copy of Thomas Sheraton’s Cabinet Dic-

tionary, published in London in 1803, and this important book,

a copy of which was used in Salem shortly after it was published,

has been added to our collection of design books and dictionaries

as Miss Tapley’s gift. In addition to the two books mentioned

previously in connection with the Crowninshield-Bentley House,

Mr. Wilbur D. Raymond gave a French book showing battle lines

and formations, bearing Dr. Bentley’s bookplate.

Mr. William B. Osgood generously donated a microfilm reader

to the Library. We can now read certain records that have already
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accumulated on microfilm; and this reader will permit us to con-

serve some of our original manuscripts and newspapers through

filming, to gain valuable storage space eventually, and, most im-

portant of all, to add to our own Library copies of important local

manuscript material owned elsewhere. Miss Katherine Hitchcock

and Mr. and Mrs. Chandler T. Green permitted us to microfilm

many Osgood family records in their possession. An important ad-

dition were microfilms of the four manuscript volumes of records

of the Society of Friends at Salem and Lynn between 1645 and

1819. The original records are at Moses Brown School in Provi-

dence, and we are grateful to that institution for permitting us to

have copies of these valuable records.

Other purchases have included some early Essex County im-

prints, a charming colored manuscript map of the West Beach

area of of Beverly Farms done around i860, and a very important

group of manuscript letters and bills concerning the construction

and operation of the steam boat Massachusetts from 1816-1819.

Financed by the Massachusetts Steam Navigation Company, an

organization made up largely of Salemites, the Massachusetts was

the first steam boat in this area.

In the field of publications, the Historical Collections contained

articles of local ventures in coal and commerce, fishing and phar-

macy, and politics and poetry. After serving as Managing Editor

for the past five years, Benjamin W. Labaree retired from this

post in November but has consented to serve as a member of the

Board of Editors. The Quarterly contained many articles of great

importance, and special issues on Hawthorne, Mclntire, and the

Centennial of the Historical Collections were done while he was

Managing Editor. No one misses him more than does his successor,

but my life as editor has been greatly aided by Mrs. Ruth Boyd,

who, besides having all the attributes of a perfect secretary, has

become a proofreader-indexer supreme.

During the year three new colored postcards of the Crownin-

shield-Bentley House, Peirce-Nichols House, and Pingree House

were added to our views for sale, and once more Mr. Moore has

unleashed his talents as a pewterer, producing spoons and buttons

which prove popular. Publication sales have increased a great deal,

and the number of cartons Miss Harris has packed defies descrip-

tion.
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The Ladies’ Committee, with Mrs. Albert Goodhue, Jr., as

chairman, has continued its work of grace and production at every

Institute function during the year with the able assistance of Mrs.

Beechey. In April the Committee sponsored a lecture by Mrs. J.

Clifford Ross on “The Great Houses of England and Their In-

fluence on American Architecture.” In the fall lecture series Ben-

jamin W. Labaree spoke on “Town Meeting in Colonial Massa-

chusetts,” Nina Fletcher Little on “Early New England Faces and

Places Through the Eyes of the Traveling Artist,” Bruce Sinclair

on “New Roles for the Local Historical Societies,” and Huldah

M. Smith on “Pottery and Porcelain Used in Early America.”

To all the members of the Council and especially to our Com-
mittee Chairmen Messrs. Bradlee, Haskell, Phillips, and Silver,

go my deep gratitude for all they have done for me and the staff.

My thanks go to our Treasurer, Judge Hill, and to Miss Kathryn

Burke, who keeps all of us on the right track through her mysteri-

ous and marvellous bookkeeping. I would also like to thank Nina

Fletcher Little, Charles H. P. Copeland, and Albert Goodhue, Jr.

for putting up with my barrage of questions and their abilities to

answer them so well. And finally, to our President go my unend-

ing thanks for his tolerance, patience, fortitude, and wisdom in

dealing with Institute problems large and small of all sorts.

All of the people mentioned in this report constantly recognize

the potential of the Institute and have all played a part in our

progress in 1960-1961. Much more remains to be done. Lighting

throughout the building should be improved. The furniture in

the Victorian Room needs to be reupholstered and the curtains re-

lined. Repairs are needed at the Peirce-Nichols House, and the

trim on Safford House needs repainting. These are but a few of

the unfinished projects at the Institute. However, interest brings

results, and we hope that through our work this interest will grow

even more. Returning to our snow blower for a final view, we
learned that when given proper care, it could cut through a drift

three times its height. So can we.

Respectfully submitted,

Dean A. Fales, Jr.

Director.
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I take pleasure in submitting to you my fifth annual report as

your Treasurer for the fiscal year which ended on March 31,

1961, and in demonstrating to you again that the Institute, an

organization honored and respected throughout the world, is still

solvent and in fact is really prosperous judged by the standards of

similar societies.

By the exercise of careful planning and economy by the officers,

committees and employees, and with the increased income result-

ing from changes of investment made a year ago, the tendency

toward a continually increasing deficit has apparently been

checked, and I am glad to report that the current operating de-

ficit has been reduced to $1,828.76, and that further changes in

the investment portfolio made too late to be reflected in last year’s

operating statement, may enable us to balance the budget during

this coming year.

The splendid generosity of the Pingree family in substantially

endowing the Pingree House apparently set the pace and inspired

other members and friends to liberal response to subsequent ap-

peals. It is quite evident that a specific need of a constructive and

tangible nature may well be expected to produce again an enthusi-

astic and generous response.

I am referring now to the appeal for the restoration and fur-

nishing of the Crowninshield-Bentley House on the beautiful lawn

on Washington Square where the Tassinari property formerly

stood, which appeal has produced a sum sufficient to pay the costs

of the undertaking and to repay to the Institute $2,000.00 on

account of the $10,000 advance we made to it at the beginning.

Altogether the grand total of $57,495.78 has been received and

contributions are still arriving.

During the last few weeks, and since the close of the fiscal year,

an appeal by the President for funds to save and restore the

precious Ward House, long located on our premises, has already

produced $2,595.50, and we confidently expect that enough will

be paid to enable us to complete the task and to preserve the house

for many future years of useful life.

244
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The Institute is fortunate in its host of members and friends

whose generosity in the past has enabled it to grow and expand

and to render constructive and important service to all who call

upon it, and whose generosity in the present gives every reason

to believe that they will respond in the future to appeals for

worthwhile tangible improvements and additions.

During the year just closed on March 31st, gifts of cash and

securities of a total value of $15,014.34, including securities val-

ued at $924.00 from Mrs. Alma de Gersdorff Morgan, were re-

ceived for the Crowninshield-Bentley House Fund; and there

were also received $300.00 for three life memberships; $25,000

(unrestricted) from the trust under the will of Mrs. Mary S.

Rouse; $5,000 from Miss Miriam Shaw as a memorial fund in

memory of her aunt, Miss Clara Endicott Sears; $7,106.07 from

Stephen Phillips for the restoration of our properties; securities

valued at $5,300 from Mrs. Franc D. Ingraham and $2,500

from Mrs. Mary K. Wheatland, both to be added to the Pingree

House Fund; and securities valued at $639.25 from Mrs. James

Duncan Phillips for the general purposes of the Institute.

A $1,000 bond of Consolidated Edison Company was called for

redemption and was converted into 20 shares of stock by the addi-

tional payment of $220.00. There were received as stock divi-

dends the following: 8 shares American Electric Power Company;

20 shares Naumkeag Trust Company; 7 shares Madison Fund; 6

shares Standard Oil Company of New Jersey; 5 and 104/125^
shares Commonwealth Edison Company (2i/i2 5ths share pur-

chased to make a full share); and by stock splits the following:

200 shares of General Foods Corporation; 100 shares Pullman,

Inc.; 279 shares Delaware Power and Light Company; and 600
shares General Telephone and Electronics Corporation.

During the year an opportunity came for the purchase of the

house numbered 3 Brown Street and we acquired it as another

step in what we hope may be the eventual ownership of all the

land between the Salem Armory and Washington Square West.

We paid $10,900 for this parcel from our General Funds.

The available income from all sources received this last year

totalled $82,706.70 which included $2,768.56 received from

various donors for specific purposes and at once paid out as di-

rected. Of the remaining income, $62,026.73 was from invest-
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ments, an increase of $3,889.60 over last year; $6,894.00 from

annual dues, an increase of $94.00 over last year; $4,280.16

from various sales, up $9.94 from last year; $1,347.75 from ad-

missions, including $122.75 received from the Crowninshield-

Bentley House, up $213.25 from last year; $2,105.90 from vari-

ous donations and gifts, up $1,070.83 from last year; less $25.86
net loss from the lecture series.

Of this total income, $2,411.07 was credited to Restricted In-

come Accounts and $13,460.55 was restricted income from in-

vestments, of which latter sum, however, $3,278.01 was available

for the general purposes of the Institute and was so used, thereby

giving us $63,943.77 available for general operations, an increase

of $2,760.10 over last year. The expenses of the years operation

were reduced this year from $66,486.13 to $65,772.53, which

was only $1,828.76 in excess of our income for the year.

We had carried over an operating deficit from 1959-1960
which amounted on March 31, i960 to $9,266.99. Adding to

this deficit this year’s operating deficit makes a total accumulated

deficit of $11,095.75, which spotlights the financial problem

still confronting the Institute.

Our bonds this last year earned 4.019% on their book value

and 4.1799% on their lower market, and our stocks earned

9.244% on their book value and 3.236% on their market.

The picture is not entirely dark. Although most of our bonds

were worth less on March 31, 1961 than we paid for them, the

market value being $525,492.52 as against a book value of

$546,509.34, the stocks held in our portfolio had a market value

at the close of the fiscal year amounting to $1,186,278.05, as

compared with their cost of only $415,258.03. With our savings

and commercial bank deposits, the book value of all our in-

vested funds totalled $1,000,647.17, and the market value

$1,750,650.37, an excess of $750,003.20 which does not ap-

pear in our balance sheet as all our assets are carried at their book

value.

If we include at book value our real estate, which, if appraised

at its market value, might reach Amos and Andy figures, we
should add to our assets as of March 31st last past, the sum of

at least $390,983.73. Incidentally, we have merchandise, books

and supplies for sale standing us over $50,000 on our books but
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not carried in our balance sheet. Adding these two items to the

market value of our securities, gives us the imposing total of

$2,191,534.10 for the management of which your officers are

responsible.

As the Chairman of the Finance Committee said recently at a

meeting of the Council, there is nothing wrong with the Institute

that two million dollars will not entirely correct. Some day we
hope it may come.

I acknowledge with appreciation the cooperation I have re-

ceived from the President, Director, Finance Committee, and

especially from Bessom S. Harris and Kathryn Burke of the Fi-

nancial Department of the Institute. It has been a pleasure to work

with them.

Our books, records, insurance policies and securities have been

examined and carefully audited by Harris S. Knight, C.P.A. of

Salem, and his report has been duly submitted to the President

and the Finance Committee.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert W. Hill,

Treasurer.
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CONDENSED BALANCE SHEET

March 31, 1961

Cash
Savings Bank Deposits
Bonds—Book Value
Stocks—Book Value
Real Estate

Overexpended Income Accounts

$15,852.67
45,435.64

546,509.34
415,258.03
390,983.72
11,747.89

Total

FUNDS
Funds—Principal and Income Restricted 11,726.60
Funds—Principal Invested Income Restricted 273,822.31
Funds—“Margaret Duncan Phillips Fund” 20,586.29
Funds—Principal Invested Income Unrestricted 327,703.96
Funds—Principal and Income Unrestricted 571,898.03
Surplus Principal 185,890.02
Income Accounts 34,160.08

Total

Investments
Dues
Other Income

CONDENSED INCOME ACCOUNT
62,026.73
6,894.00
7,616.65

TOTAL INCOME
Deduct:

Miscellaneous Income Credited to

Restricted Income Accounts 2,411.07
Restricted Income from Investments 13,460.55

Add:

Restricted Income avaliable for

General Operations

NET INCOME AVAILABLE FOR GENERAL PURPOSES

EXPENDITURES:
Corporation 7>739*8o
Salaries 43,654.67
Buildings and Grounds Expense 5,570.17
Publication 4,011.12
Houses 2,841.84
Miscellaneous U954-93

$1,425,787.29

$1,425,787-29

$76,537.38

15,871.62

60,665.76

3,278.01

$63,943.77

65 ,772.53

INCOME OVEREXPENDED ($1,828.76)
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FUNDS—PRINCIPAL AND INCOME RESTRICTED
March 31, 1961

China Library Room Fund—“To be applied to Providing
suitable room for China Library"—Est. 1902

John James Currier Fund—Accumulation from sale of

histories, to be disposed of by Directors—Est. 1914
Building Fund—Est. 1929
Stephen Phillips Fund

$903.22

544.86
3 , 172.45
7,106.07

$11,726.60

THE MARGARET DUNCAN PHILLIPS FUND—
Income for Publication Dept, after 10% of in-

come is added to Principal
Balance April 1, i960 $20,429.17
Income 1960-1961—$1,571.24—$1,414.12 to

Publication Dept.—10% or $157.12 to Principal 157.12

Total $20,586.29

FUNDS—PRINCIPAL INVESTED—INCOME RESTRICTED
March 31, 1961

NANCY D. COLE—“Ichabod Tucker Fund"
“Historical Department and purchase of books

and binding" 5,000.00

NANCY D. COLE—“Thomas Cole Fund"
“Purchase of books and apparatus for the Micro-

scopical Department and for the Library” 5,000.00

ESSEX HISTORICAL SOCIETY
“Historical Purposes” 700.00

ESSEX COUNTY NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY
“Natural History or Horticulture" 700.00

AUGUSTUS STORY
“Purchase, Preservation and Publication of his-

torical material, proceedings and memoirs" 10,000.00

JAMES A. EMMERTON
“Support of Historical Collections" 10,000.00

MARTHA G. WHEATLAND
“Purchase of books for Library" 10,800.00

SALEM LYCEUM
“Support of Free Lectures" 3,000.00

WM. MACK, M. D.
“Purchase of rare and expensive works of merit

in medicine and surgery" 5,000.00
HARRIET P. FOWLER

“Salary of an assistant librarian who shall have
charge of donations made by Miss Fowler" 3,000.00

FREDERICK LAMSON
“Purchase of objects for museum, illustrating

early New England life and customs" 1,000.00

ELIZABETH C. V7ARD
“Purchase of books and pictures relating to China

and the Chinese” 9,000.00
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CROWNINSHIELD-BENTLEY HOUSE FUND
Established April 1959

Total Donations prior year $42,481.44

Donors current year

:

Miss Harriet Abbot
Dr. Freeman Allen
Norman T. Allen
Thomas J. Allen
Mrs. Moses Alpers
Roger Amory
Francis H. Appleton, Jr.

James H. Ballou
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. M. Barton
Edgar M. Batchelder
Edgar M. Bingham, Jr.

Mrs. George K. Blair

Miss Eleanor Broadhead
Miss Elizabeth Broadhead
Chester A. Brown
u/w Edith M. Burbeck
Miss Kathryn Burke
Warren H. Butler
Benjamin R. Chadwick
Samuel Chamberlain
Dr. DeWitt S. Clark
U. Haskell Crocker
Miss Florence B. Cruttenden
Miss Margaret M. Curran
Mrs. Greely S. Curtis
Miss Mildred V. Curtis
Mrs. B. Preston Cutler
Walter G. Davis
Miss Gertrude W. Dexter
Mrs. Lewis Doane
Robert G. Dodge
Mr. and Mrs. Roger K. Eastman
S. Gilbert Emilio
Mrs. Robert Gilpin Erwin
Mrs. Dean A. Fales, Sr.

Dean A. Fales, Jr.

Miss Elizabeth R. Farnham
First Church in Salem
F. Murray Forbes, Jr.

Mrs. J. H. Gifford
Caspar C. deGersdorff
Albert Goodhue, Jr.

Miss Bessom S. Harris
Mrs. Alfred C. Harrison
Adams Sherman Hill

Frederick W. Hixon
Mrs. Esther Forbes Hoskins
William H. Houghton
Miss Gertrude B. Kent
Miss Helene G. Lee

Total current year

TOTAL FUND

Miss Minna Lindsay
Mrs. Thomas P. Lindsay
Augustus P. Loring
Mrs. Jasper Marsh
Miss E. Gertrude Merrill
Mrs. Montgomery Merrill
Dr. Walter M. Merrill
Commander J. A. Michaud
Mrs. D. P. Morgan
Warren Motley
George S. Mumford
Kenneth B. Murdock
u/w Joan U. Newhall
Mrs. John Nichols
Esther Odell
Mrs. Raymond H. Odell
Mrs. Edward I. Peirson
Stephen Phillips

Dudley L. Pickman, Jr.

Mrs. Hermann G. Place
Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Porter
Arthur B. Porter
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Proctor
Miss Eleanor Rantoul
Miss Harriet C. Rantoul
Charles A. Read
Miss Bertha F. Rogers
Miss Ruth Ropes
Mrs. J. Clifford Ross
Mrs. Thorvald S. Ross
Miss Marion E. Remon
Mrs. Frank O. Sargent
Mrs. Wm. Denny Sargent
Robert C. Seamans, Jr.

Miss Huldah M. Smith
Miss Mildred B. Stone
Charles S. Tapley
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Thompson
Mrs. Sears Tuckerman
Mrs. Henry D. Tudor
Mrs. Charles H. Watkins
Mrs. J. Watson Webb
Mrs. Edwin S. Webster
Mrs. Henry O. Wendt
Stephen Wheatland
Hon. Raymond S. Wilkins
Miss Marion Williams
Mrs. John Wooldredge
Mrs. Charles M. Young

15,014.34

— $57,495.78
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LYDIA A. VERY—“Jones and Washington Very Memorial
Fund”

“Acquisition, care and preservation of books and
manuscripts of Essex County authors, also care and
maintenance of cemetery lot.” 17,342.80

CAROLINE R. DERBY
“Care of Derby Tomb, balance to be used for

general purposes” 500.00
ALDEN PERLEY WHITE

“Purchase of books” 1,136.11

WM. GRAY BROOKS
“Purchase of books for Library” 500.00

HENRY W. BELKNAP
“Purchase of objects for Museum” 1,000.00

ELIZABETH R. VAUGHAN
“Care of Doll House” 3,000.00

PEIRCE-NICHOLS HOUSE MEMORIAL, 80 Federal St.,

Salem 34 >i 73 - 3 i

PINGREE HOUSE
Gift of Anna P. Phillips, Richard Wheatland,

Stephen Wheatland, David P. Wheatland, Lucia P.

Fulton, Anna Ordway, Martha Ingraham, and Stephen
Phillips 30,000.00

PINGREE HOUSE ENDOWMENT FUND
Gift of Anna W. Ordway, Stephen Phillips,

David P .Wheatland, Lucia P. Fulton, Stephen Wheat-
land, Mary K. Wheatland, and Martha Ingraham 62,474.31

STEPHEN W. PHILLIPS BEQUEST
“Purchase of books and manuscripts and preser-

vation of same” 3,000.00

$273,822.31

FUNDS—PRINCIPAL AND INCOME UNRESTRICTED

George L. Ames $122,224.65
Francis B. C. Bradlee 1,000.00
Mary Endicott Carnegie 10,000.00
Sarah A. Cheever 500.00
William J. Cheever 20,000.00
Mary S. Cleveland 3,828.14
Walter Scott Dickson 35 ,393-n
Abby W. Ditmore 1,500.00
Luis F. Emilio 12,201.95
William C. Endicott 50,000.00
Frank P. Fabens 2,000.00
Esther Files 1,000.00
Mary Eliza Gould 11,512.24
George Wilbur Hooper 5,000.00
William B. Howes 25,000.00
J. Frederick Hussey 2,000.00
Susan S. Kimball 1,000.00
Annie F. King 500.00
Helen D. Lander 1,000.00
Lucy A. Lander 2,500.00
Elizabeth L. Lathrop 15 ,457-50
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Augustus Peabody Loring, Jr. 1,000.00
Esther C. Mack 4,000.00
Fanny P. Mason 10,000.00
Harriet G. McMullan 3,000.00
Edward S. Morse 5,000.00
Seth W. Morse 9,929.24
Isabel S. Newcomb 1,000.00

Elizabeth S. Osgood 1,000.00
Robert Osgood 15,000.00
William B. Osgood 100.00
Charles L. Peirson 1,100.00
Stephen Willard Phillips 5,000.00
Dudley L. Pickman 2,500.00
David Pingree 35,000.00
Abel H. Proctor 5,000.00
Neal Rantoul 10,300.00
Mary S. Rouse 25,000.00
Mary T. Saunders 1,000.00
George Plummer Smith 4,770.00
Annie G. Spinney 1,000.00
Lucy W. Stickney 30,158.25

J. Henry Stickney 1,000.00
Annie S. Symonds 778.70
Elizabeth C. Ward 6,973.22
Abbie C. West 4,075.00
Elizabeth Wheatland 7,626.66
Abigail 0 . and Mary E. Williams 500.00

Funds:

Essex Institute Preservation and Expansion 22,521.80
Safford House 33,947.57

Total $571,898.03

FUNDS—PRINCIPAL INVESTED—INCOME UNRESTRICTED
March 31, 1961

General Endowment Funds

Benefactors:

William Agge 100.00
William Gardner Barker 400.00
Charles Hastings Brown 200.00
Charles Davis 5,000.00
George B. Farrington 25,129.86
Jennie K. Hyde 5,000.00
Clement Stevens Houghton 500.00
Harriet Rose Lee 2,000.00
Dr. Edward D. Lovejoy 10,000.00
John Peabody Monks, M. D. 1,000.00
Harold Peabody 500.00
Robert Peele and Elizabeth R. Peele 2,120.00
Margaret D. Phillips 1,000.00
Stephen Phillips 2,000.00
David Pingree 5,000.00
Arthur W. West 5,000.00
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Memorial Endowments

Benefactors: In Memory of:

Mrs. William Page Andrews
WILLIAM PAGE ANDREWS

Miss Caroline O. Emmerton, Mrs. David Mason Little, Mrs.
George Hodges Shattuck, Mr. David Kimball, Mrs.
Katherine Kimball Baker, Mrs. Talbot Aldrich, Mrs.
Rosamond de Laittre

JOHN BERTRAM
Mrs. Franklin Green Balch, Mrs. Charles Pickering Bow-

ditch, Miss Cornelia Bowditch, Ingersoll Bowditch,
Mrs. Ernest Amory Codman

NATHANIEL BOWDITCH
1773-1838

Miss Jenny Brooks
HENRY MASON BROOKS

Mrs. Francis Ward Chandler
HENRY TUCKER DALAND

Frances D. Higgins
MERIAN FISKE DONOGHUE

James V. Eagleston
CAPT. JOHN H. EAGLESTON

Mary C. Ellis

MARY CROWNINSHIELD
(WHITTRIDGE) ELLIS

Miss Sarah Tucker Franks
REV. JAMES POTTER FRANKS

From his descendants
NATHANIEL FROTHINGHAM

Mrs. Robert Wales Emmons
THOMAS GARDNER

Francis Gray, Miss Hope Gray, Mrs. John Chipman Gray,
Ralph Weld Gray, Mrs. Reginald Gray, Mrs. Russell
Gray, Stephen M. W. Gray

WILLIAM GRAY
Mrs. Ella Harrington Harris

RICHARD AND ELLEN
URSULA HARRINGTON

Eleanor Hassam
HASSAM FUND

Mrs. James Jackson Higginson, Mrs. Charles Jackson
DR. JAMES JACKSON HIGGINSON

Mrs. Richard Spofford Russell

THOMAS FRANKLIN HUNT
(1814-1898)

Mrs. Alpheus Hyatt

Miss Alice B. Willson

Joan U. Newhall

ALPHEUS HYATT

FRANCIS HENRY LEE

JOAN AND MILO NEWHALL

1,000.00

4,150.00

1,000.00

54,789.62

100.00

1.000.

00

1,600.00

25.00

25.00

1.000.

00

750.00

700.00

50.00

82,239.48

200.00

5.000.

00

1.000.

00

5.000.

00

500.00
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Benefactors: In Memory of:

Charles Stuart Osgood
CHARLES STUART OSGOOD

George Swinnerton Parker
BRADSTREET PARKER

(1897-1918)

3,000.00

RICHARD PERKINS PARKER
(1900-1921) 5,000.00

Mrs. Morton Prince, formerly Fanny Lithgow Payson
CLARA ENDICOTT PEABODY
(wife of Arthur Lithgow Payson)

1828-1856 5,000.00

William Crowninshield Endicott
ELLEN PEABODY

(wife of William Crowninshield Endicott)
1833-1927 5,000.00

George Peabody Gardner, Mrs. Augustus Peabody Loring,

formerly Ellen Gardner; Mrs. George Howard Monks,
formerly Olga Eliza Gardner; John Lowell Gardnet

ELIZA ENDICOTT PEABODY
(wife of George Augustus Gardner)

1834-1876 5,000.00

Miss Fanny Peabody Mason
FANNY PEABODY

(wife of William Powell Mason)
1840-1895 5,000.00

Joseph A. Peabody
JOSEPH AUGUSTUS PEABODY 500.00

Francis Welles Hunnewell
WILLARD SILSBEE PEELE 1,000.00

James Duncan Phillips

STEPHEN H. PHILLIPS 5,000.00

Hon. Robert Walcott
HON. BENJAMIN PICKMAN

(1763-1843)

AUSTIN DERBY PICKMAN
(1769-1836) 100.00

Arthur Proctor Pousland
DAVID N. POUSLAND 25.00

From his children
ROBERT SAMUEL RANTOUL 6,000.00

Mrs. Robert Rantoul
ROBERT RANTOUL 100.00

Miss Miriam Shaw
MISS CLARA ENDICOTT SEARS 5,000.00

Mrs. William Sutton
WILLIAM SUTTON

(1800-1882) 5,000.00

Jacob Bancroft
MARY ANN SEAVER 500.00
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Benefactors: In Memory of:

Miss Jane Francis Tuckerman
DR. J. FRANCIS TUCKERMAN

Miss Jane Francis Tuckerman
LUCY SALTONSTALL TUCKERMAN

Joan U. Newhall
JAMES H. TURNER

Mrs. Ira Vaughan
IRA VAUGHAN

(1864-1927)

Miss Mary Devereux Waters
WILLIAM CROWNINSHIELD WATERS

(1830-1911)

Mrs. Arthur W. West
ARTHUR W. WEST

Mrs. Stephen Willard Phillips

HON. STEPHEN GOODHUE WHEATLAND
(1824-1892)

Mary C. White
DANIEL APPLETON WHITE

Arthur Foote, Mrs. John Bois Tileston, Mrs. Eliza Orne
White, Miss Mary Wilder Tileston, Jr.

DANIEL APPLETON WHITE
From his children and grandchildren

EDMUND B. WILLSON
Thought and Work Club

KATE TANNATT WOODS
Life Membership Fund

Manuscript Preservation

Original Account

255

25.00

25.00

500.00

10.000.

00

25.00
2.000.

0020.000.

00

1.000.

00

300.00

500.00

25.00

1 5,500.00

1,000.00

500.00

Total $327,703.96



DONORS TO THE MUSEUM AND HISTORIC HOUSES

Aldrich, William T.
Aldrich, Mrs. William T.
Beach, Dorothea
Berle, Mrs. Alf K.
Boles, Mrs. Fabens
Bradlee, Frederick J.

Brown, Frances
Burns, Mrs. William Russell
Carrick, Alice Van Leer
Copeland, Charles H. P.
Courtney, F. I.

Cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Willard C.
Eastman, Mrs. Roger K.
Fales, Dean A., Jr.

Foster, Mrs. Maxwell E.
Goldsmith, Harold
Griffin, Orlando
Hammond, Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Hammond, Mrs. Samuel
Haskell, Mrs. Paul T.
Holden, Ellen
Holt, Mrs. Carlyle H.
International Exploration Society

of Salem
Kipper, Katrina

Little, Philip, Jr.

Luquer, Lea S.

Merrill, Mrs. Montgomery
Pendergast, Mrs. M. Abbott
Pickering, Mrs. John
Pickering, Col. Timothy, Chapter,

D. A. R., Salem
Poor, Roger A.
Richards, Mrs. Joseph L.

Richmond, Mrs. Carlton R.
Rushford, Edward B.

Seamans, Mrs. Richard D.
Siegener, Mrs. A. Loring
Stone, Stanley and Polly, Foundation
Storrow, Mrs. James J.

Thread & Needle Society

Tudbury, Dr. Patricia

i.Walfield, Mrs. Marguerite
Waters, William C.
Wayside Inn, The
Wetherell, Marion
White, Clifton Winsor
White, Goddard
Wirling, Mrs. Eliot J.

Wolcott, Mrs. Samuel H.

DONORS TO THE LIBRARY

Albert, Mrs. Lillian Smith
Alexander, Fred C.
Babson, Thomas E.
Bamford, Harold A.
Bamford, William
Beach, Dorothea
Beane, Rev. Samuel C.
Bennett, Norman R.
Benson, Mrs. Rebecca A., Estate of

Bowden, W. Hammond
Bowen, Richard Lebaron
Boxford, Mass. Town clerk.

Bradlee, Frederick J.

Brault, Gerard J.

Bridges, Samuel Willard
Brooks, George E.
Brower, Reuben A.
Browne, Ruth B.

Brubeck, Mrs. Paul
Bushby, William
Cameron, Cal
Campbell, William

Carnegie Hero Fund Commission
Chatham College
Coffey, Edward A.
Colonial Williamsburg
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Copeland, Charles H. P.
Davis, Walter Goodwin
Dion-Levesque, Rosaire
Doane, Mrs. Lewis
Dobson, Charles G.
Driver, Rev. George Hibbert
du Pont, Henry F.

Fales, Dean A., Jr.

First Church, Salem, Mass.
Foley, Daniel J.

Fuess, Claude M.
Gannon, Fred Augustus
Gardner, Charles S.

Garrett, Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
Goldsmith, Harold I.

Goodspeed's Book Shop
Grand Lodge of Massachusetts

256
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Green, Mr. and Mrs. Chandler T.
Hall, Gordon Langley
Hamill, Harold L.

Hammon, Rev. John K.
Hammond, Mr. and Mrs. Roland B.

Hardy, H. Claude
Harris, Ray Baker
Harris, Roger Deane
Haskell, Mrs. Paul T.
Hatch, John Beresford
Henry Regnery Co.
Hill, J. D.
Holt, Mrs. Carlyle H.
Horton, Mrs. R. K.
Howard, Leroy
Hugo, Harold
Institute of Early American

History and Culture
Jenkins, Lawrence W.
Jewett, Everett Douglas
Knapp, Alfred A., M.D.
Kniskern, Walter Hamlin
Lash, David Chapman
Library Company of Philadelphia
Lincoln Sesquicentennial

Commission
Maguire, Robert, Jr.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Macmillan Publishing Co.
Merrill, Mrs. Montgomery
Micro Photo Inc.

Milwaukee Art Center
Montgomery, Robert H.
Moore, Mrs. Paul
Moriarty, G. Andrews
Naeve, Mr. and Mrs. Milo
Naumkeag Trust Co.
Nelson, Truman
Nesmith, Robert I.

Nichols, Isabel

Oliver, Andrew
Orton, Vrest
Osgood, William B.

Pao Tseu-Peng

Parker, Franklin
Parsons, Charles S.

Peabody Museum
Pettingell, Laura
Philadelphia Board of Trade

and Conventions
Pinkham, Daniel R.
Porter, Olin V.
Potter, Zullette

Rantoul, Harriet C.
Raymond, Wilbur D.
Rhode Island Historical Society

Ruane, William J.

Salem, Mass. Chamber
of Commerce

Salem, Mass. City Hall
Samuel Kirk and Son
Sanders, Mrs. Thomas, Jr.

Sibley, Russell A.
Simmons, Frederick J.

Smith, Huldah M.
Smith, Vance M.
Standish, Mrs. Miles
Stamford, Edward F.

Tapley, Charles S.

Tapley, Harriet Silvester

Terry DeLapp Gallery
Thayer, John E.
Toomey, Augustine J.

Tudbury, Mary B., Estate of
Vermont Historical Society
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts
Vogeler, August
Wagenknecht, Edward
Watkins, Mrs. Charles H.
Watland, Gerald R. W.
Watson, Mrs. Charles H.
Wenham, Mass. Town Hall
White, Osborn
White, William C.
Wilbour, Benjamin Franklin
Wilbur, Fred A.
Wilcox, Glenn C.
Wrege, Charles D.



LAWRENCE WATERS JENKINS

By Ernest S. Dodge

Longevity is not necessarily synonymous with usefulness in an

organization. But when longevity is combined with knowledge,

activity, devotion, and a great common sense, the institution can

count itself among the fortunate. Lawrence Waters Jenkins was a

man of that kind. Few people have contributed more to the collec-

tions, and guidance to the work of any historical organization than

he to the Essex Institute.

He was born in Salem, December 23, 1872, the son of Charles

T. and Lucy (Weston) Jenkins. He prepared for college at Noble’s

School and received his A.B. from Harvard in 1896. In 1901 he

was married in Salem to Arvilla Bray and their three children,

Stephen Waters, Dorothy, and Benjamin Gilbert, were born in

1902, 1906, and 1907.

Colonel Jenkins, as he was known to most of his friends, was

elected to the Essex Institute in 1895 and had been a member
longer than any other living person for some years. He served con-

tinuously on the Council from 1905 to 1951, and as a Vice-

President from 1926 to 1951. From 1921 for forty years he was

Honorary Curator of Manuscripts, a collection in which he took

particular pride and interest, and which he was instrumental in

enriching many times, and he was a member of the Library and

Publications Committee from 1905 until i960. In the old days

when the Institute had field trips, he was a member of the Fields

Meetings Committee, and I recall his amusing account of the

adventures of that group of men on an expedition to Ship Rock,

the great glacial boulder long owned by the Institute, in the rock-

strewn woods of West Peabody.

While he bought a house on Locust Street in Danvers (where

for many years the Institute’s Concord Coach was stored in his

barn) a few years after his marriage, he always considered him-

self a Salemite. He held a lifelong affection for his native city

and his knowledge of its people, families, buildings, and history

was vast and abiding. As long as I can remember, whenever

people wanted to know some obscure detail about the town, they

asked Mr. Jenkins and he rarely failed them—they would usually
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learn of all that was in print and frequently a great deal that was

not. It is doubtful if there was any historical organization in the

city with which he was not connected at some time, and at his

death he was still a Trustee of the Ropes Memorial and a board

member of the Salem Maritime Historical Association. He had

been an active member of the pleasant but now defunct Salem

Club, Clerk and past Master of the Salem Marine Society, and an

officer in the Second Corps Cadets. From 1917 to 1920 he served

in the Massachusetts State Guard, retiring as Lieutenant Colonel.

As Director of the Peabody Museum, where he joined the staff

as ethnologist in 1900, he constantly worked for cooperation be-

tween Salem’s two Museums and his efforts still guide the amiable

relationships between the two institutions. While his particular

genius was as a collector for both Museums, he was also extra-

ordinarily influential in keeping organizational wheels running

smoothly. He was the friend of everyone connected with the Mu-
seum and the Institute and his friendship was relied upon and

his judgment sought. Modest, sincere and steadfast in his re-

lationships, his influence was notable and until the last three or

four years, when the inevitable infirmities of age prevented it,

he was an active worker and wise counselor in Institute affairs.

He was a member of the Massachusetts Historical Society, the

American Antiquarian Society, the Colonial Society of Massa-

chusetts, the Society for the Preservation of New England An-

tiquities, the New England Historic Genealogical Society, Ameri-

can Anthropological Association, and numerous other organiza-

tions.

Lawrence Waters Jenkins died, April 20, 1961, and a lot of

knowledge died with him. He will be sorely missed.



NECROLOGY

John J. Allen

James M. Barriskill

Rev. Samuel Collins Beane

Mrs. Henry Perkins Benson

Yves Henry Buhler

Mrs. James N. Clark

Mrs. Arthur T. Dalton

Frederic W. Full

Col. Lawrence Waters Jenkins

Mrs. Peer P. Johnson

Everett L. Lavender

George P. Mann, Jr.

Rose Standish Nichols

Edith Shreve Price

John A. Remon

Hon. George Bowman Sears

Philip Horton Smith

Robert L. Stuart

Henry Fitch Wardwell

Mrs. John G. Waters

Date Elected Date Deceased

Sept. 16, 1958 Mar. i 5 > i960

Jan. 2 , 1951 Apr. i 4 > i960

Feb. 8, 1938 May 6, 1961

June 7> 1920 July 4 > i960

May l 7> 1955 July 29, i960

Nov.. 8, 1955 Dec. 9 > i960

Jan. i 4 > 1936 May 3 L i960

Feb. i 3 > 1945 June 16, i960

Dec. 2 , 1895 Apr. 20, 1961

June 12, 1934 Oct. 26, i960

Apr. IO, 1945 Dec. 22, i960

Feb. i 3 > 1945 Aug. 1, i960

Mar. * 3 > 1945 Jan. 27> i960

June 11, 1935 Nov. 25, i960

Sept. i 3 > 1938 May 9 > i960

Jan. 7 > 1907 June i 4 > i960

Jan. 5 > 1914 June 16, i960

Feb. 13, 1945 Mar. 5 > 1961

Apr. 7> 1930 Aug. 1, i960

Sept. 11, 1951 Oct. 5 > i960
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AUGUSTUS PEABODY GARDNER:
THE CONSERVATIVE AS INSURGENT

By Richard B. Sherman

The successful battle by congressional insurgents in

1909 and 1910 to revise the House rules and weaken the power

of the reactionary Speaker Joseph G. Cannon has been described

by George E. Mowry as merely one manifestation of the broader

progressive Republican movement. 1 This interpretation probably

is valid for insurgency in general, but significant reservations

must be noted in the case of one of the leaders in the rules fight,

Congressman Augustus Peabody Gardner of Massachusetts. Fear-

ful of the more radical political reforms of the day, like the initia-

tive, referendum and recall, Gardner was not entirely at ease in

the company of many progressives. After 1910 he defended the

conservative camp about as often as he joined with reformers in

attacking the status quo. Able, aggressive and outspoken, Gardner

defied neat classification as a progressive or conservative.

Despite the professional skill and perseverance in pursuit of

pet objectives that he displayed as a congressman, Gardner was

over thirty years of age before he developed clear ideas about his

life’s work. Born in Boston on November 5, 1865, he could trace

his Yankee ancestry back ten generations to 1624 when Thomas
Gardner became the first member of the family to migrate from

England to America. Augustus Peabody’s mother died at the time

1. George E. Mowry, Theodore Roosevelt and the Progressive Movement
(Madison, 1946), p. 41, n. 7.
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of his birth, and his father in 1875, so thereafter the boy was

brought up in Boston in the home of his uncle John Lowell Gard-

ner, the husband of the celebrated art enthusiast Isabella Stewart

Gardner. After studying at the Hopkinson School in Boston, St.

Paul’s and Harvard College, Gardner entered Harvard Law School,

only to leave without taking a degree. With the death of his eldest

brother in 1886, he inherited the family estate at Hamilton,

Massachusetts, and for several years lived as a gentleman farmer,

raising Jersey cattle and thoroughbred horses. In addition Gardner

also worked for a number of years as an accountant and book-

keeper at his uncle’s firm in Boston. But his interest in business

was limited, and he found his greatest satisfaction in the man-

agement of his farm. 2

With his marriage in 1892 to Henry Cabot Lodge’s daughter

Constance, Gardner acquired important political connections. But

not until the Bryan-McKinley campaign in 1896 did he display

the talents that suggested he might have a successful public career.

Appalled by Bryanism, Gardner volunteered his services to the

Republican Party and was given the job of raising money from

the “unemployed plutocrats” in Massachusetts. Lodge boasted to

Theodore Roosevelt that his son-in-law had got $10,000 from the

Somerset Club, an organization that had never previously con-

tributed. 3 “It delights my soul to have him go into serious work,”

answered Roosevelt. “From the very beginning I took a great

fancy to him; he is a man in every way, and I hated not to see

him doing a man’s work.”4

Roosevelt also heartily approved of “Gussie’s” next significant

adventure, volunteer service with the United States Army during

the Spanish-American War. Commissioned a captain, Gardner

was assigned to the staff of Major General James H. Wilson, who
had high praise for his performance in the United States and

2. Frank Augustine Gardner, compiler, Gardner Memorial. A Biograph-
ical and Geneological Record of the Descendants of Thomas Gardner,
Planter (Salem, Mass., 1953), p. 1; Augustus Peabody Gardner (Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1919), pp. 1-2.

3. John A. Garraty, Henry Cabot Lodge: A Biography (New York,

1953 ), P- 176.

4. Theodore Roosevelt to Henry Cabot Lodge, September 18, 1896, in
Henry Cabot Lodge, editor, Selections From the Correspondence of Theo-
dore Roosevelt and Henry Cabot Lodge: 1884-1918 (New York, 1925),
L236.
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Puerto Rico. 5 In the fall of 1899 Gardner ran successfully for a

seat in the Massachusetts Senate, where he served two successive

terms. His chance for a more significant political position came in

1902 when William H. Moody, the representative from the sixth

congressional district (Essex County) resigned to enter Roose-

velt’s cabinet as Secretary of the Navy. Gardner immediately

announced his candidacy to replace Moody. This situation was

embarrassing to Senator Lodge, who naturally favored his son-

in-law, because of possible competition from George von Lengerke

Meyer. An Essex County resident, Meyer was a former speaker of

the Massachusetts House, and an important contributor to the

party’s finances. Then ambassador to Italy, Meyer considered re-

turning to Massachusetts in order to run for Congress. Fortunately

this complication was avoided when he finally decided to remain

in Rome. Gardner then won both the nomination and the election,

and remained in Congress thereafter until his resignation in 1917
to enter the army. 6

Despite his continued political success, Gardner was not a man
to attract a large popular following. His independent, outspoken

manner certainly repelled some people. A college classmate, Odin

Roberts, later observed that Gardner had not been very popular

at Harvard and was regarded by many as conceited, although

Roberts more charitably interpreted his demeanor as merely self-

confident. Another prominent Massachusetts Republican, John

Hays Hammond, resented Gardner’s apparent air of superiority,

which Hammond felt stemmed from pride in his ancient Yankee

ancestry. 7 Nevertheless, Gardner showed skill and efficiency as a

politician. From 1902 on, he impressed his associates with his

attention to detail, and knowledge of the particular problems of

his constituents in the sixth district. 8

5. Augustus Peabody Gardner, p. 8; Lodge to Roosevelt, July 12 [?],

1898; Roosevelt to Lodge, September 4, 1898, in Lodge, editor, Roosevelt-
Lodge Correspondence, I, 323, 342.

6. Garraty, Lodge, pp. 233-234; M.A. DeWolfe Howe, George von
Lengerke Meyer (New York, 1920), pp. 27-28.

7. The Roosevelt Club, Boston, Reception and Dinner in Honor of the
Fifty-Sixth Birthday of Augustus Peabody Gardner, A Pioneer For Pre-
paredness, November 5, 1921, p. 6, pamphlet in Roosevelt Memorial Asso-
ciation Collection, Widener Library, Harvard University; John Hays Ham-
mond, Autobiography (New York, 1935), II, 767-768.

8. Roosevelt Club, Reception, p. 12; William Hard, “Augustus Peabody
Gardner,” Collier’s, vol. 58 (February 3, 1917), P- 7. In regard to his
looking out for his constituents’ interests, a case in point was Gardner’s
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As a congressman Gardner was incisive and hard-hitting in

debate, yet he won the respect of House leaders of both parties.

In addition he became an acknowledged expert on the complex

House rules. 9 However, Gardner did not have a consistent record

as either a proponent or opponent of progressive causes. Thus he

went along with the majority in supporting such significant re-

forms as the Hepburn Act and the Pure Food and Drug Act. 10

On the other hand he was in the camp of the protectionists in

backing the final version of the Payne-Aldrich Tariff in July,

1909, and in the same month he joined his conservative Massa-

chusetts colleagues, Samuel W. McCall and John W. Weeks, in

opposing the income tax amendment. Gardner did not vote on the

resolution for the direct election of senators in 19 11 and 1912,

possibly in deference to his father-in-law. 11 And on the Pinchot-

Ballinger affair, the cause celebre for progressives of the Taft era,

Gardner hedged, admitting that his prejudices were in favor of

Pinchot, but concluding that the forester was wrong in not resign-

ing before making his accusations. 12

In company with most progressives, Gardner favored extending

the state’s regulatory functions in such matters as more effective

railroad regulation, protection of women and children workers,

workingmen’s compensation, and conservation, and, like many

followers of Roosevelt, he was an unabashed proponent of the

position on the Hay-Bond reciprocity treaty negotiated with Newfound-
land in 1902. Gardner identified himself immediately with the Gloucester

fishing interests, who felt they would be hurt by the treaty, and he joined

with Lodge in opposition to it. Eventually Lodge prevailed upon the Senate

to alter the treaty so drastically that Newfoundland later refused to ratify

it. Gardner’s stand undoubtedly strengthened his hold on his district. See

Lodge, editor, Roosevelt-Lodge Correspondence, I, 543; II, 122; Garraty,

Lodge, pp. 236-239.

9. L. White Busbey, Uncle Joe Cannon (New York, 1927), p. 261;
Champ Clark, My Quarter Century of American Politics (New York,

1920), I, 316; James M. Cox, Journey Through My Years (New York,

1946), p. 99; George W. Norris, Fighting Liberal. The Autobiography of
George W. Norris (New York, 1945), PP- 147-148.

10. Congressional Record, 59th Cong., 1st Sess., vol. 40, part 3, p. 2303
and part 10, pp. 9075, 9084.

11. Congressional Record, 61st Cong., 1st Sess., vol. 44, part 4, p. 4440
and part 5, p. 4755; ibid., 62d Cong., 1st Sess., vol. 47, part 1, pp. 242-

243; ibid., 62d Cong., 2d Sess., vol. 48, part 7, p. 6367.
12. Gardner to E. E. Gaylord, January 11, 1910, in Constance Gardner,

editor, Some Letters of Augustus Peabody Gardner (Boston, 1920), p. 60-

61.
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protective tariff. 13 But Gardner’s position on the role of the state

was always qualified by his fear that progressivism might lead to

dangerous extremes. Thus he wrote to his wife in April, 1910,

that socialism was an “imminent danger” with an ever increasing

number of functions being assumed by government. 14 And a few

years later Gardner, along with such conservatives as Senator

Lodge and Nicholas Murray Butler, contributed a favorable com-

mentary to a series of essays by the late god of laissez-faire, Her-

bert Spencer. 15 Even in the midst of his most strenuous insurgent

battles, Gardner’s position in regard to reform remained character-

istically ambivalent.

Several years before the insurgent revolt of 190 9- 1910, Gard-

ner’s campaign for immigration restriction brought him into seri-

ous conflict with Speaker Cannon. On this subject Gardner held

views similar to those of his father-in-law Senator Lodge, who had

long been active in promoting the ideas of the Immigration Re-

striction League of Boston and had introduced the literacy test

bill to the Senate in 189 5. 16 Gardner became even more insistent

than Lodge in pressing the issue, and in return the League openly

supported him in the 1906 election. Unlike most restrictionists,

Gardner wanted to exclude all newcomers, even the English. 17

One of his favorite arguments was that immigrants depressed the

status of the American worker. This was one issue on which

both Gardner and Lodge were backed by Samuel Gompers of the

American Federation of Labor. 18 There was also a strain of racism

in Gardner’s thinking that was consistent with the Anglo-Saxonism

of many imperialists of the day. But as William E. Leuchtenburg

13. See Gardner's statement of March 4, 1911, clarifying his views on
public questions in Congressional Record, 61st Cong., 3d Sess., Appendix,
p. 236. His position on such reforms was certainly not narrowly partisan.

Thus he spoke heartily in favor of the Democratic sponsored Keating-
Owen child labor bill in 1916. See Congressional Record, 64th Cong., 1st

Sess., vol. 53, part 2, p. 1584.
14. Gardner to Mrs. Gardner, April 14, 1910, in Constance Gardner,

editor, Some Letters, p. 63.
15. “Herbert Spencer’s ‘From Freedom to Bondage,* with Comments by

Augustus P. Gardner,” Forum, LIX (December, 1915), pp. 715-742.
16. Barbara Miller Solomon, Ancestors and Immigrants (Cambridge,

Mass., 1956), pp. 111-121; John Higham, Strangers in the Land (New
Brunswick, N. J., 1955), p. 163.

17. Solomon, Ancestors and Immigrants, p. 124.
18. Congressional Record, 59th Cong., 1st Sess., vol. 40, part 4, p.

3482; Samuel Gompers, Seventy Years of Life and Labor (New York,
1925), II, 167, 171-172.
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has pointed out, numerous bona fide progressives held similar

views. 19 The significance for Gardner of the 1906 fight for the

literacy test was its effect upon his ideas about the proper role

of the speaker. After Lodge had maneuvered the immigration bill

through the Senate, Gardner introduced it in the House. But

Cannon, mindful of the political dangers of the bill and unsympa-

thetic to labor
1

’s wishes, took personal charge of the opposition and

succeeded in dropping the literacy test from the bill. The speaker’s

manipulations demonstrated to Gardner the necessity of some re-

vision of the House rules. 20

With the opening of the lame duck session of the Sixtieth

Congress in December, 1908, Gardner, Norris of Nebraska and

Hayes of California formed a committee of insurgent Republican

congressmen who met with Democratic leader Champ Clark to

plan their attack upon the old rules. Gardner presided over two

or three meetings a week of some twenty-five Republican insurg-

ents. 21 Despite his prominent role in this movement, Gardner’s

objectives were relatively moderate. In a speech before the House

on January 7, 1909, he refused even to admit the need of taking

away the speaker’s power to appoint committees. His principal

concern was to guarantee “that some definite time should be set

apart when nothing is in order except matters which are not at

present privileged under the rules.”22 In this manner Gardner

hoped to provide a means by which measures, whether approved

by the speaker or not and which might be sidetracked or ignored,

could be brought to the attention of the House.

The reformers lost their opening battle when the new Sixty-

First Congress began in March, 1909. After some brief maneuver-

ing, twenty-three Democrats deserted Clark to vote with the

19. Note the racist strains in Gardner’s article, “The School System of

Porto Rico,” Forum.

,

XXVI (February, 1899), pp. 71 1-7 17. See also

William E. Leuchtenburg, “Progressivism and Imperialism,” Mississippi

Valley Historical Review, XXXIX (December, 1952), pp. 483-504.
20. Higham, Strangers, pp. 128-129, 163; Charles R. Atkinson, The

Committee on Rules and the Overthrow of Speaker Cannon (New York,

1911)* P- 63; Blair Bolles, Tyrant From Illinois (New York, 1951), pp.
71-72; “Insurgents We Are Watching,” Independent, LXVIII (March 31,
1910), p. 695.

21. Atkinson, Committee on Rules, p. 95; Clark, My Quarter Century,
II, 270; Alfred Lief, Democracy’s Norris (New York, 1939), p. 87.

22. Congressional Record, 60th Cong., 2d Sess., vol. 43, part 1, p. 603.
Gardner developed this point in his article, “The Rules of the House of
Representatives,” North American Review, CLXXXIX (February, 1909),
PP- 2,33-241, esp. 240.
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Republican regulars and readopt the old rules. But when it came

to choosing the speaker, Gardner, along with all but twelve of the

insurgents, voted to reelect Cannon. 23 Also Gardner endeavored to

protect his credentials as a bona fide Republican. “When it comes

to carrying out the provisions of the Republican national plat-

form,” he replied to those who made accusations of party disloyal-

ty, “I will match the Republicanism of the 3 1 insurgents against

the Republicanism of any man in this House.”24

Cannon had won the preliminary skirmishes of March, 1909,

and he was revengeful against the leaders of the rebellion. Thus

Clark, the new Democratic minority leader, was deprived of the

customary privilege of making the minority appointments on the

House committees. Another blow fell on August 5, 1909, when
Cannon announced the permanent committees. A number of in-

surgents had lost their chairmanships, including Gardner, who
had previously headed the Committee on Industrial Arts and Ex-

positions. 25 Undoubtedly Cannon had tried to make their position

uncomfortable. But it was suggestive of Gardner’s somewhat

equivocal position that he refused to identify himself with those

oppressed by the speaker. In January, 1910, Gardner observed

that insurgency did not seem to be the cause of any trouble with

Cannon over patronage. 26 When the next great debate over the

speaker’s power began on March 17, 1910, after Norris presented

his resolution to make the Rules Committee elective, some in-

surgents made an issue of Cannon’s punishment of the rebels.

Thus Henry A. Cooper of Wisconsin, a congressman who had lost

his chairmanship, spoke eloquently of Cannon’s abuse of Gardner.

But the Massachusetts congressman forthrightly rejected Cooper’s

analysis. Asked by Cannon to explain the loss of his chairmanship,

Gardner declared that he could have kept his position, but that

he had asked to be relieved in order not to embarrass his standing

with the insurgents. For, he continued, if he had kept his chair-

manship, he might, in order to demonstrate his honesty, have

23. Congressional Record, 61st Cong., 1st Sess., vol. 44, part 1, p. 18;
Lief, Norris, p. 89; Clark, My Quarter Century, II, 271.

24. Congressional Record, 61st Cong., 1st Sess., vol. 44, part 1, p. 29.

25. Clark, My Quarter Century, II, 271; Mowry, Roosevelt and the
Progressive Movement, p. 67.

26. Gardner to E. E. Gaylord, January 11, 1910, in Constance Gardner,
editor, Some Letters, p. 59.
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felt compelled, even against his own wishes, to continue being

an insurgent in other matters besides the House rules. 27

On March 19, 1910, Gardner voted with the Democratic-

insurgent majority to remove the speaker from the Rules Commit-

tee and to make it elective. But like most of the insurgents, he

supported Cannon’s retention as speaker. 28 Understandably, Can-

non had little love for the insurgents, feeling that many were

deluded or dishonest men who blamed him for their own failures.

However, Cannon harbored no particular bitterness against Gard-

ner, whom he later described as “one of the finest men I have

known in my public life. He was fearless, courageous and abso-

lutely honest.”29

Gardner’s motivation for joining the insurgents was certainly

not a personal hatred of Cannon, however much he might have

disapproved of the speaker’s crude and coarse manners.30 No
doubt he had strong feelings over the immigration bill, but more

was involved than that particular issue. Cannon interpreted the

revolt as a revolutionary step, but Gardner’s motivations were pri-

marily conservative. He feared that unless the old rules were modi-

fied to make it possible for the House to become a truly delib-

erative body, the people might “destroy representative government

by adopting the system of Initiative and Referendum.”31 Thus

Gardner saw the limited change in the House rules as a means to

prevent the extensive reforms advocated by more thoroughgoing

progressives. In 1910 and in the years thereafter Gardner indi-

cated a decidedly unprogressive distrust of “the people” or popular

27. Congressional Record

,

61st Cong., 2d Sess., vol. 45, part 3, p. 3320.
See also Busbey, Uncle Joe Cannon, pp. 257-259.

28. Congressional Record, 61st Cong., 2d Sess., vol. 45, part 4, pp.

3436 , 3439 -

29. Busbey, Uncle Joe Cannon, p. 261.

30. See Alice Roosevelt Longworth, Crowded Hours (New York, 1935),
pp. 1 74-1 7 5 for comments on Gardner’s attitude to Cannon during the in-

surgent’s battle. Note also that one did not have to be a progressive to

desire the removal of Cannon, something most insurgents voted against.

Cannon was frankly seen by some regulars as a political liability. Thus
Lodge wrote to Roosevelt on November 30, 1909, that Cannon’s reelection
as speaker would endanger Republican control of the House in the next
election. See Lodge, editor, Roosevelt-Lodge Correspondence, II, 354.
Similarly the conservative Boston Transcript noted editorially on March 18,
1910, that Cannon ought to be removed in order to weaken the appeal
of the insurgent-progressive elements.

31. Gardner, “Rules of the House,” p. 241. Cf. Bolles, Tyrant From
Illinois, pp. 209-210.
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majorities. Like his more conservative father-in-law, Senator

Lodge, he feared radical democracy. By no means did his partici-

pation in the movement to revise the House rules imply a whole-

hearted commitment to progressivism. 32

The logic of Gardner’s political career after March, 1910, can

be more clearly seen in the light of the conservative nature of his

insurgency. He continued to be outspoken and relatively inde-

pendent, but he remained practical and unencumbered by idealis-

tic illusions. In the fall of 1910 Gardner came to the defense of

Senator Lodge, who was being vigorously attacked by the Demo-

cratic governor-elect, Eugene Noble Foss. Gardner helped to pre-

vent the formation of a Democratic-insurgent Republican coali-

tion in Massachusetts that could have unseated Lodge in January,

19 1 1. “Putting myself out of the question,” wrote Lodge, “my

reelection was very largely due to Senator Crane and Gus. . .
.”33

Of course Gardner had family ties to Senator Lodge, but he also

was in basic agreement with most of his political philosophy, and

Gardner’s vigorous defense of the man regarded by many Massa-

chusetts reformers as the very symbol of conservative bossism

placed him clearly apart from many progressives.

Like Lodge, Gardner faced a considerable crisis over Roosevelt’s

decision to enter the presidential race in 1912. At first Gardner

considered supporting Roosevelt, whom he had long admired,

despite the pro-Taft sentiments of the Massachusetts Republican

organization. But after Roosevelt’s speech at Columbus, Ohio,

on February 21, 1 9 1 2, in which he advocated the recall of judicial

decisions under certain circumstances, Gardner bowed out.34 Sim-

32. Both Gardner and Lodge favored some increase in government con-
trol in order to prevent abuses that would lead to a socialist reaction. But
both were suspicious of political changes that granted greater power to
the electorate. On Lodge’s “intelligent conservatism” see Garraty, Lodge,
pp. 225-230. For Lodge’s views on the initiative, referendum, and recall
see especially Lodge to Roosevelt, December 18, 1911, in Lodge, editor,
Roosevelt-Lodge Correspondence, II, pp. 417-418. Also note the several
addresses on the subject in Lodge’s The Democracy of the Constitution and
other Addresses and Essays (New York, 1915).

33. Lodge to William L. Bigelow, April 17, 1912, Lodge Papers, Mass-
achusetts Historical Society.

34

.

Boston Herald, February 18, 22, and 27, 1912; Longworth,
Crowded Hours, pp. 185, 187. Henry Adams argued that Roosevelt’s candi-
dacy had put Gardner’s seat in danger. See Henry Adams to Elizabeth
Cameron, March 3, 1912, in Worthington Chauncey Ford, editor, Letters
of Henry Adams (Boston, 1938), II, 588. In the 1912 elections, how-
ever, Gardner was easily reelected to Congress with a vote nearly equal to
that received by the Democrats and Progressives combined.
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ilarly Lodge also announced his opposition to Roosevelt’s nomina-

tion, although he asserted he would not take an active part in the

campaign against his old friend. 35 Gardner did not feel any such

inhibitions, and before long he was campaigning vigorously. In a

lengthy speech before the House on April 4, he denounced the

advocates of the recall of judges and of judicial decisions, classify-

ing them with the socialists. “The reactionaries of this Nation are

hopelessly routed,” argued Gardner rather curiously. “The issue

is squarely joined between those who believe in a self-limited

democracy and those who believe in a pure democracy.” Again

Gardner indicated his fundamentally conservative concept of hu-

man nature in a section entitled “Is Mankind Just?” His answer

indicated that he had no confidence in the intelligence or sense

of justice of the masses of people. “Does not the whole history of

the world show that unrestrained majorities are tyrannical and un-

just?”36 As long as Gardner held such views it was not surprising

that his insurgency in 1910 was not simply a step to progressive

Republicanism in 1912.

After Roosevelt victories in Illinois and Maine on April 9 and

10, Gardner did his best to enliven a sluggish Taft campaign in

Massachusetts. On April 14 Gardner accused Roosevelt of un-

fairly linking Taft’s name with the unseated Senator Lorimer,

and challenged him to a public debate. 37 Roosevelt declined this

offer, but Gardner continued his attack. On April 18 he opened

one of the most bitter controversies of the campaign by charging

that Roosevelt had been guilty of favoring the Morgan interests

in 1907, when he dropped a suit against the International Har-

vester Company. 38 Until the April 30 primary Gardner carried on

a relentless and often bitter assault against his former friend and

35. See Lodge, editor, Roosevelt-Lodge Correspondence, II, 423.
36. Congressional Record, 62d Cong., 2d Sess., vol. 48, part 5, pp.

4299, 4302. Cf. Gardner’s views with those of Roosevelt in his address of

March 20, 1912. “I believe,” he said, “in the right of the people to rule.

. . . The American people are, as a whole, capable of self-control and of

learning by their mistakes. ... I have scant patience with this talk of

the tyranny of the majority.” The Works of Theodore Roosevelt, National
Edition (New York, 1926), p. 151.

37. Boston Herald, April 15, 1912. For Roosevelt’s answer see Roose-
velt to Gardner, April 18, 1912, in Elting E. Morison, editor, The
Letters of Theodore Roosevelt (Cambridge, Mass., 1951-1954), VII, 534-

38. The dispute is well summarized in Henry F. Pringle, The Life and
Times of William Howard Taft (New York, 1939), II, 790-793. See also

Mowry, Roosevelt and the Progressive Movement, p. 221.
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idol of most progressive Republicans in Massachusetts. Senator

Lodge did not know in advance of Gardner’s intention to attack

Roosevelt, and he claimed to dislike his son-in-law’s tactics. But

Lodge also admitted that by enlivening the campaign Gardner had

strengthened Taft’s position in Massachusetts. 39

The formation of a Progressive Party in Massachusetts, after

the Roosevelt bolt from the Chicago convention in June, 1912,

left the Republicans of the state badly divided. Gardner remained

a staunch Taftite and had little use for the activities of the Bull

Moose idealists. But he was realistically concerned about his

party’s future and recognized the need of having the Republicans

present a more progressive appearance. “We could spare some of

our reactionary leaders,” commented Gardner, “a good deal better

than we can spare the people who believe that a third party is

essential or those who have been beguiled by the Colonel’s un-

balanced willfulness. . . . Personally I hope to participate in a

reorganization of the Republican party which shall exclude the ex-

tremists of both wings from leadership.”40 No such rearrangement

was forthcoming in 1912 however. The old guard retained con-

trol of the G.O.P., and thanks to the Progressive Party, the Demo-
crats won the state’s electoral votes, the governorship and, for the

first time since 1843, the lieutenant-governorship. Gardner was

safely reelected to Congress, but the events of 1912 disturbed

him, and by the next year he once more became an insurgent

against the regular Republican organization.

Again it is not easy to assess Gardner’s motives. His position

was somewhat ambivalent. Certainly he was not sympathetic to-

wards unbending standpattism, and he recognized the current

political attraction of progressivism. At the same time he also re-

jected many progressive assumptions. But always he remained a

practical politician, and his actions in 1913 suggested a greater

interest in making the Republican organization politically attrac-

tive than in progressive principles. 41

39. Lodge to W. S. Bigelow, April 17, 1912 and May 2, 1912, Lodge
Papers.

40. Boston Herald, July 9, 1912.
4 1 . Note, for example, Gardner’s speech during the tariff debate in the

House on April 23, 1913. “From the country’s viewpoint there were two
sound reasons for dismissing the Republican Party from power. In the first

place, we stubbornly resisted reasonable reforms. . . . The second reason
. . . was the fact that the country, I am sorry to say, desires a revision
of the tariff much farther-reaching than the Payne law.” Gardner then
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The first opportunity arose shortly after the November elections

when the Republicans had to select a successor to retiring Sena-

tor Winthrop Murray Crane. The most likely candidates, former

Governor Draper, Congressman McCall, and Congressman Weeks,

were all conservatives. Gardner felt the selection of any of these

men would be a mistake .

42 “The people want a change of leader-

ship in the Republican party in Massachusetts,” he asserted, “and

in my opinion, they will not support our ticket again until such a

change is brought about. ... A stand pat policy may be wise

at times; but it is no use for the Republican party to talk about

standing pat when the people have already thrown half our hand

into the discard .”43 Hence Gardner vigorously, but fruitlessly, op-

posed the calling of a caucus, which he regarded as merely a

machine device to bind the Republicans of the General Court

behind one of its favorites, particularly Weeks or Draper .

44 As

Gardner had feared, however, a caucus was held, and on Jan-

uary 13, 1913, Weeks won the nomination, which in the Repub-

lican-controlled General Court was tantamount to election .

45

Gardner, along with many of the more liberal members of the

Massachusetts G.O.P. had favored former governor Curtis Guild,

Jr., then ambassador to Russia. But, as Guild acknowledged sar-

donically, “the great corporations were ready to accept a demon
from the flaming pit rather than let me be elected to any office

where I could interfere with their rotten activity.”46

The Weeks’ election was a setback for Gardner’s reorganization

plans, but he continued his efforts. Convinced that he was emi-

vvent on to defend the Payne-Aldrich tariff as a fulfillment of earlier party

pledges, but to admit the necessity of some revisions to meet the demands
of the people. Congressional Record, 63d Cong., 1st Sess., vol. 50, part 1,

p. 333 -

42. Boston Herald, November 9, 1912. On this issue Gardner parted
company with Lodge, who approved of any of the three. Lodge to Crane,
November 8, 1912, Lodge Papers.

43. Boston Herald, November 23, 1912.

44. Gardner to Robert M. Washburn, December 30, 1912, in Constance
Gardner, editor, Some Letters, pp. 73-76.

45. Weeks’ nomination came only after 31 ballots, but his principal op-

ponent was McCall, who was only slightly more favorably regarded by
progressives than Weeks. See Boston Herald, January 9-14, 1913; Fred-
erick W. Dallinger, Recollections of an Old Fashioned New Englander
(New York, 1941), pp. 135-136; Charles G. Washburn, The Life of
John W. Weeks (Boston, 1928), p. 108.

46. Curtis Guild, Jr., to Courtenay Guild, April 2, 1913, Guild Papers,
Massachusetts Historical Society.
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nently fitted to provide the new leadership needed by the Massa-

chusetts Republicans, Gardner declared his candidacy for the Re-

publican gubernatorial nomination on August 11, 1913. 47 This

announcement was a surprise to Senator Lodge, who was less than

enthusiastic. But he refused to oppose his son-in-law actively. 48

Otherwise, however, the weight of the organization was eventually

thrown behind Gardners chief opponent, Everett C. Benton. In

an aggressive campaign Gardner ignored most of the traditional

progressive demands and stressed mainly the need for the com-

pulsory arbitration of labor disputes and for immigration restric-

tion, and at the primary on September 23, he won the guberna-

torial nomination.49

This victory was not followed by further successes. After the

primary he spurned the offer of support from Republican State

Chairman Hatfield, and he proceeded to run his campaign inde-

pendently of the state committee. At the state convention in Oc-

tober the delegates took the unusual course of refusing to include

any of their candidate’s major planks in the platform, despite the

fact that he made a personal appeal from the floor. 50 Gardner was

distrusted even more by the Bull Moosers. The memory of his

bitter attacks upon Roosevelt in 1912 was still strong, and the

Massachusetts Progressive leaders took special pains to refute

Gardner’s claims to progressivism. His stand, said one, was "a

hypocritical task, undertaken with the most brazen effrontery.”

He does “not deserve Progressive support,” observed another Bull

Mooser, “and will not get it.”51 This prediction was correct. Led

by David I. Walsh, the Democrats again won the governorship,

while Gardner received one of the smallest votes of a Republican

gubernatorial candidate in state history. He polled about 27,000
less than the Republican candidate in 1912, and even ran 1 1,000

47. Boston Herald

,

August 12, 1913.
48. Lodge to E. C. Benton, August 13, 1913; Lodge to W. M. Crane,

November 10, 1913, Lodge Papers.

49. Boston Herald, September 19, 20 and 24, 1913.
50. Boston Herald, October 5, 1913 ; Solomon Buckley Griffin, People

and Politics Observed by a Massachusetts Editor (Boston, 1923), p. 432;
Michael E. Hennessy, Twenty-Five Years of Massachusetts Politics (Boston,
I 9 i 7 )> PP- 345-346 . The planks Gardner then wanted included in the
platform were: (1) minimum wage for women, (2) restriction of immi-
gration, (3) state credit to assist urban homeseekers, (4) compulsory pub-
licity of facts in labor disputes when demanded by either side.

51 .Boston Herald, September 28, 1913; Boston Journal, September
29, 1913.
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behind the Progressive Charles S. Bird. Furthermore, his vote was
well behind that received by the G.O.P. candidates for lesser

offices. Clearly Gardner had failed to win back most Massachu-

setts Progressives; instead he had alienated many regular Republi-

cans.

Immediately after his decisive defeat in 1913, Gardner an-

nounced that he planned to resign his congressional seat and cam-

paign once more for the governorship. But the Republican orga-

nization in Massachusetts had had enough of Gardner. Lodge

and Crane both disapproved of his running again, as did much of

the conservative press. 52 Ultimately, in the face of such opposi-

tion, Gardner wisely decided to remain in Congress. His effort at

Republican reorganization in Massachusetts was abandoned.

With the outbreak of war in Europe in the summer of 1914,
Gardner had added reason to remain in Congress. From his seat

in the House he became one of the most outspoken Republican

leaders in the movement for preparedness. Gardner’s role in this

campaign is beyond the scope of this discussion. Its significance

here was that it provided a means for his reconciliation with

Theodore Roosevelt. By 1916 Gardner was back in the Roosevelt

camp, but on the basis of the preparedness issue, not domestic

reform. In Massachusetts Gardner joined with the former Pro-

gressive Party leader Charles S. Bird and others in an effort to

be elected a Roosevelt delegate-at-large to the Republican Na-

tional Convention, against an organization slate of Crane, Lodge,

McCall and Weeks. 53 However, this action was taken without the

knowledge or encouragement of Roosevelt, who at Trinidad on

March 9, 1916, declared his opposition to entering his name in

the Massachusetts or any other primary. 54 Furthermore the Re-

publican organization rushed a bill through the General Court on

March 1
,
which prohibited the listing on the ballot of the presi-

dential preference of a candidate for delegate to a national con-

vention, unless the presidential aspirant had filed his written con-

sent. Thus Gardner’s slate could not even use Roosevelt’s name.

52

.

Boston Herald, November 7, 1913; Truth (Boston), November 8,

1913; Practical Politics (Boston), November 15, 1913; W. M. Crane to

Lodge, November 8, 1913; Lodge to W. M. Crane, November 10, 1913,
Lodge Papers.

53

.

Boston Journal, February 12 and 18, 1916.

54. Works, XVII, 410.
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Under these circumstances the victory of the organization ticket

at the primary on April 25 was not a surprise.

Roosevelt was far from happy about the activities of Gardner

and his colleagues, for he believed that they had only lessened

whatever chances he did have for the nomination. 55 “Poor Bird

and Gussie Gardner and the rest ‘got what was coming to them/

... I did everything I possibly could, not only for my sake, but

for their sake, to prevent the catastrophe, but they were bound

to hurt themselves and hurt me as much as possible, and they

succeeded/’56 If he did not appreciate Gardner’s political tactics

in 1916, Roosevelt did heartily approve of his position on pre-

paredness, both before and after the 1916 election. 57 Gardner in

turn attributed the Republican defeat to Hughes’ failure to follow

Roosevelt’s line of attack upon Wilson’s wavering foreign policy. 58

Nineteen sixteen was Gardner’s last full year in politics. With

American entry into the war, Gardner was recalled to active mili-

tary duty. Waiving his immunity as a congressman, he resigned

his seat on May 15, 1917, to re-enter the army, despite the fact

that he suffered from a weak heart. As some of his friends

feared, Gardner did not live to complete his military service. On
January 14, 1918, he died of pneumonia at Camp Wheeler,

Georgia. 59

Gardner’s career puzzled some contemporary observers. He was

an outstanding insurgent in 1909 and 1910, but no clear pattern

of progressivism followed thereafter. Yet in regard to the question

of domestic reform there was a basic consistency in his action. In

the first place, Gardner was fundamentally conservative, indeed

Hamiltonian, in his view of human nature. Hence he could not

55. See Roosevelt to W. S. Bigelow, May 3, 1916, and Roosevelt to

Walter H. Foster, May 8, 1916, Roosevelt Memorial Association Collec-
tion, Widener Library, Harvard University; Roosevelt to Gardner, undated
(April 23, 1916 ? ), in Morison, editor, Roosevelt Letters, VIII, 1034-
1035.

56. Roosevelt to Arthur D. Hill, May 3, 1916, R. M. A. Collection.

57. See Roosevelt to Lodge, January 26, 1916, in Lodge, editor, Roose-
velt-Lodge Correspondence, II, 473; Roosevelt to William Cameron Forbes,
May 23, 1916 and Roosevelt to William Allen White, January 1, 1917,
in Morison, editor, Roosevelt Letters, VIII, 1045, 1136.

58. Gardner to Connie Gardner, November 15, 1916, in Constance
Gardner, editor, Some Letters, p. no.

59. See Garraty, Lodge, pp. 339-340* for comments on the effect of
Gardner’s recall and subsequent death upon Senator Lodge and his rela-
tions with the Wilson administration.
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subscribe to many of the progressive political reforms that would

grant greater power to popular majorities. With commendable

frankness he made his stand clear on this point again and again.

Secondly, Gardner, like Senator Lodge, was a devoted Republican

partisan, who wished to strengthen his party’s position in both

state and national politics. To preserve representative government

against the excesses of radical democracy and to maintain the

Republican Party as the best agency of running that government:

these then were Gardner’s most consistent purposes. As circum-

stances changed, his tactics varied. 60 In 1909 and 1910 he saw

the need of some revision of the House rules before Congress was

overwhelmed by truly radical proposals, so he became an in-

surgent. In 1912 he felt that Roosevelt’s candidacy presented a

danger to representative government and the Republican Party.

Accordingly he joined in battle with the regulars against this

menace. And in 1913 he challenged the old guard’s dominance

of the Massachusetts G.O.P., because he felt that it would suffer

continued defeats unless it was revamped along more liberal lines.

In no sense is this analysis meant to imply mere political oppor-

tunism. Gardner was far from being a bigoted standpatter, and had

sincere interest in some of the social and political reforms of the

day. Furthermore his speeches, however severe, were remarkably

free from cant or demagogic equivocations. However, he well

understood the desirability of timely and well-planned changes.

He was not successful in all his endeavors, as his abortive efforts

at party reform in Massachusetts indicate. But his career suggests

that his dominating purpose, despite his insurgency, was not pro-

gressive innovation, but statesmanlike conservatism.

60. On this point see Winston S. Churchill's essay, “Consistency in
Politics,” in Amid These Storms (New York, 1932), pp. 39-47. Churchill
has written: “The only way a man can remain consistent amid changing
circumstances is to change with them while preserving the same domi-
nating purpose.” Ibid., p. 39.



THE MANY SIDES OF MARTHA JANE

By Robert W. Lovett*

We know a good deal about Martha Jane, because she kept a

diary. In the mid-nineteenth century, many women of the middle

class doubtless kept diaries; Martha Jane explained hers in this

way: “Mr. H. W. Beecher thinks one must like themselves pretty

well to keep a journal. I write because there are not many friends

that one likes to talk with freely about themselves.” Being a very

pious person, she devoted large portions of her diary to abstracts

of sermons and to appraisals of her religious state. And since she

had a strong family loyalty, although she had no children of her

own, other portions are of family interest only. But many of her

interests and activities are representative of those of other women
of her background and status. She could not help but be an ob-

server of the local scene to some extent. But more than this, she

was an interesting person in her own right, something of a charac-

ter, in the New England sense. I propose to tell her story, as far

as possible in her own words. 1

For many years now the family has thought of her as Aunt
Martha Jane Remmonds, but she was born Martha Jane Roundy,

in Beverly, on November 30, 1818. Her father, Nehemiah
Roundy, developed a considerable shoe business; and Martha

Jane in later years occasionally earned pocket money by binding

shoes at home. But his chief influence upon her was as a stalwart

member of the First Baptist Church. Martha Jane later described

him thus: “Father was about medium height, dark complexioned

and had a loftiness of bearing, arising partly from a consciousness

*An article by Mr. Lovett on Hervey Roundy, the brother of Martha
Jane, appeared in the January, 1961 Historical Collections.

1. Eleven diaries, dating (with some gaps) from 1857 to 1895, have
come into the author’s possession. Martha Jane did not always make daily
entries; sometimes she let a month or more elapse, then wrote down a
summary statement. For one diary she used the blank pages of a logbook
of her husband’s; for another, an account book of her father’s. Some of
the diaries begin with a family history, copied and enlarged from time to
time; these she may have intended for some niece or nephew. Thus other
versions may yet turn up, but enough are on hand to show the nature of
the diarist. To avoid too many footnotes, dates for portions quoted will be
given, with brief identifying phrase, at the end of paragraphs. Thus
the statement relating to Beecher and journal keeping may be found under
date of March 13, 1875.
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of having done right, and partly natural.” Her mother, Margaret

Pickett Roundy, influenced her in part by sheer length of life;

for she lived to the age of ninety-six, most of her later years in the

care of Martha Jane. There is a paragraph in one of the diaries

which describes well the religious atmosphere in which the family

was brought up:

Father was a Baptist of the Old School stamp and firmly

did he trust in God’s power to save, feeling that none could

come to Christ, except the Father draw them, he was quite

easy with regard to his children, but our dear mother, being

more of a New-School Christian, was often troubled, &
sometimes would awaken father from a sound sleep, to know
if every thing had been done, for us that it was possible

for them to do, for our salvation.

An only sister, Margaret, who died in 1838 at the youthful age

of twenty-three, seems still to have made a deep impression on

Martha Jane. She remembered the dates of her birth and death,

year after year; and, when an old woman, wrote: “I have felt

lonely ever since sister Margaret died.” Her own brothers, Hervey

and George, and her half-brothers, John and Augustus, provided

her, through their families, with much to comment on. The con-

version of Hervey, at times the family’s black sheep, was frequent-

ly the object of her prayers. She was to outlive them all, at times

lonely, frustrated and unhappy, but indomitable. 2

She describes herself as a child in honest terms:

Martha was rather plain, & not prepossessing, one needed
to be acquainted to love her much, & being a set sober maid-
en she felt a loneliness & an unsatisfied longing for immortal-

ity. Her form was ungraceful, being short, but I trust she

had grace in her heart . . . The aged & poor were friends it

gave her much pleasure to visit. The Sabbath School was her

delight & although she ofttimes felt it a fearfully responsible

station, yet she would not leave this field of labor.

We do not know much of her as a child and young woman, for

the diaries do not start until 1857, when she was thirty-nine.

But she copied into her later diaries material going back to the

2. John and Augustus were born to Nehemiah’s first wife, Martha Pick-

ett; after her death, he married her sister, Margaret. The family quota-
tions come from the diary for 1857, except for the statement relating to

her sister Margaret, which was made January 6, 1887.
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1840’s, mostly sermons and family history. And she refers to two

important dates in her life; the first was Friday, July 7, 1843,

when she attended meeting and gave a relation of her Christian

experience. She felt embarrassed while speaking, but was resigned

to the mortification, since it served to humble her. And the fol-

lowing Sunday she went with others to Webber’s Point, where

she was baptized in the ocean. “Surely this day is the happiest I

ever spent,” she wrote, “& the remembrance will afford pleasure.”

She was then twenty-five, and could certainly be expected to know
her own mind. 3

Unmarried at that age, she probably appeared to her friends as

likely to remain a spinster. Her half-brother, Augustus, who had

gone to Cincinnati to live, wrote home that he had heard that

Martha Jane might be a Captain’s Lady; but nothing came of it.

The death of her father, on February 21, 1853, made it only

more logical that she should spend the rest of her life caring for

her mother. But there was at least one rejected suitor before,

and at the age of forty-four, she became Mrs. William Remmonds.

Her sister-in-law, Abbie, wrote in her diary, in December, 1855,

that Martha had received an offer of marriage from a Mr. Hum-
fries who was studying theology at Newton. Martha Jane’s own
diary is silent on the matter; nor does she identify the person, in

March, i860, “who wished to be a companion in my life-journey,”

and whose society she decided to give up. If this was Mr. Rem-

monds, he must have persisted, and gradually she changed her

mind. On June 7, 1861, she reported that she had received an

important letter; and a year later she wrote: “I have had a matter

of importance to decide, one that will make my future life, more,

or less, happy. I hope I have decided conscientiously.” At this

time, William Remmonds, a ship’s captain, was away on a lengthy

voyage. But in October his parents called on her, and her friends

began to give her albums and photographs. In January, William

arrived back from Calcutta, and the date of the wedding was set

for February twelfth. This was William’s second marriage; his

first wife died, leaving a daughter, Martha, who was staying in

Salem with her aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. William Saunders. 4

3. The statement about herself is from the preliminary portion of the

1857 diary, as is that about her baptism.

4. Letter, Augustus Roundy to Martha Jane Roundy, Cincinnati, July
19, 1842, in the author’s possession. Abbie was her brother George's wife;
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Even as the wedding day approached, Martha Jane had some

doubts. She wrote:

Sister A. presented me with a rich silk, which in all

probability will be my bridal dress. I seem to be dreaming &
can hardly realize passing events. One thing causes anxious

thought, I am soon to be united in marriage to one who is

not a Christian, and to be a stepmother. I have thought it

might be a temptation, although it seems, like a providence.

The latter was what the day turned out to be, for she could report,

in a passage which reflects her religious feeling, thus:

I felt very calm & self-possessed during the evening . . .

After all had gone to their homes, & the wheels of the last

carriage full had rolled away from the door, I was enabled to

take up the cross, & as was my custom read & prayed with
the family. Mother & I had kept the incense burning upon
the altar ever since Father passed on, to his better home,
& I could not let the fire die out now, when there were new
objects of interest & love, to pray for. I was not opposed
but met with a kind approval.

Martha Jane tried to be a good wife and was, for a time at least,

reasonably content; but William was away for long periods, and

Mattie did not take to her step-mother. Not long after the wed-

ding, Martha Jane wrote: “We took tea with Mrs. Saunders &
heard Mattie play on her Piano, one piece was ‘It is better to be

married than to die an old maid.’ I do not know who selected

the piece, but think it was out of taste.” William sent her money

to buy things for his father and mother while he was away. And
on his return, in November, 1864, they were able to move into

their own quarters, on the second floor of the Roundy home on

Cabot Street. 5

Before going to sea again, William took his wife and his daugh-

ter to New York City, where he was to board his ship. For Martha

both George and Abbie kept brief diaries for a time; these are also in the

author’s possession. Entries in Martha Jane’s diary relating to the progress

of her relations with Mr. Remmonds are dated June 5, October 1 and 4,
1862, and January 16, 1863.

5. The house was opposite Roundy Street, near Elliott Street. Sister A.
was her sister-in-law, Abbie; the diary entry is dated February 2, 1863.
The piano incident was recorded on February 17, 1863. There is a family
story that once William, exasperated by his wife’s long prayer, tossed his

shoe at her.
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Jane, who often noted other peoples trips with some envy, this

was a gala occasion, and it was the farthest she ever got from

home. She noted a worthy by-product: “I am glad I spent 2 days

with him on board of the ship, for I can now look in upon him

with my mind’s eye & know how he lives.” One other trip with

Williams, this one just to Lowell, occurred in August, 1867. But

it meant an overnight stay, and Martha Jane, wrho did not desire

a hotel life, was pleased when they met Mr. Peabody, who invited

them to his home. He showed them a note his cousin George re-

ceived from Queen Victoria; Martha Jane reported that "it was

prettily written as to style & composition.”6

Looking back on five years of married life, in February, 1868,

she wrote: “I have had a mixed cup. Many blessings, some trials,

goodness & severity, follow us to keep us humble, & prayerful.”

Three years later, William’s not having become an avowed church

member weighed on her. “I have had many sad days,” she wrote,

“& in looking back, I fear I did very wrong not to be more par-

ticular, about being united to a Christian. We need all the helps

we can have in this wicked world, to keep us in the narrow path

which leads to Heaven.” William’s death, on August 4, 1872, at

the age of fifty-seven, ended what proved to be a nine year’s inter-

lude in her life. Years later she wrote, "It seems like a dream,

that Wm. was ever mine.” Her husband left no will, and it ap-

pears that Martha Jane, who was administratrix, received two

thousand dollars, his daughter, four thousand. Perhaps other

amounts came in later, for Martha Jane mentions a larger sum in

her account of her step-daughter’s share: "I gave Mattie her

father’s purse, just as he left it, and his wedding-ring, to remem-
ber us both by. She has since received $7,000 of her father’s estate

—besides her mother’s furniture, & some of the best trunks, & for-

eign things her loved father brought home, in his many trips

across the ocean. I have tried to do by Mattie, as I thought

William in his great love for her, would wish me to.” Martha

Jane dreaded the publicity of an auction, and she "prayed for

guidance to the widow’s God.” Her prayer was answered, when
she was able to sell her belongings to a man furnishing a cottage

for a retired employee of Mr. Loring. She then moved back down-

6. Her trip to New York City was in December, 1864.
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stairs with her mother, and here she spent the rest of her life,

having never really left the parental roof. 7

In many ways, Martha Jane’s first and last love was the First

Baptist Church of Beverly. From her father and her mother she

heard much about its history, for the First Church building was
next to the Roundy home. She reported how her mother remem-
bered going with her mother by boat to church in Danvers, before

the Beverly church was formed. And when the minister’s wife

came to see if they would give something towards a furnace for

a church in Minnesota, they remembered “the time when some

of our church used to bring foot-stoves to fill with coals from our

fire, & we could not say depart be ye warmed & not put our hand
to our purse, so mother gave one dollar & I fifty cents.” As she

grew older, some of the changes did not please her; she wrote,

“We hardly feel acquainted with the minister now. I think I like

the old time way & the old time religion the best.” But she con-

tinued faithful, and in her will enjoined upon her heirs un-

wavering devotion to the Church to which so many of her family

had given allegiance. She herself left the Church $500, and she

reduced the sum willed to one niece from $500 to $300, because

she married a Congregationalist. 8

Much of her social life, as well as of her religious life, centered

around the Church. There were two or more services on Sunday,

plus regular meetings on Wednesday and Friday evenings, all care-

fully reported in her diary. There were also the Ladies Aid So-

ciety, the Covenant (business) meetings, female prayer meet-

ings, and even Maternal meetings, to which, though not a mother,

she went. Then there were the Fairs, such as the one in December,

1874, to raise money for the debt on the meeting-house. Martha

Jane hoped it would be “the last we need have, for any object,”

but she was probably not surprised when one was held, in 1880,

for a new church carpet. For she wrote, “All things with the

7. Diary entries, February 12, 1868, February 12, 1871, August 4,

1879, August, 1872. For William Remmonds’s estate see Essex County
Probate Records, book 262, leaf 262 (appraisal), book 264 leaf 190
(accounting), book 268, leaf 5 (discharge). Martha P. Remmonds, his

daughter, died in Salem, of consumption, on October 10, 1876. She left

her property to her uncle and aunt; Essex County Probate Records, book

432, leaf 242.
8. Diary entries, February, 1879 (of church in Danvers), October 28,

1882 (of foot-stoves), April, 1895 (of old-time way). Essex County Pro-

bate Records, book 631, leaf 96; the niece was Annie Roundy Davenport.
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using perish & especially churches;” and later, “A plain church

with modest colors give me & a strong carpet.” For some time she

taught a Sunday School Class, taking a close interest in the spiritu-

al welfare of each of her girls. She helped collect funds for a new
communion service in 1851, reporting that the old one was given

to a church in Chester, N.H. 9

Martha Jane accepted cheerfully what she felt was her duty to

aid the sick and the poor. She liked nothing better than to go sit

with someone in his or her last illness; this was for her own edifi-

cation, as well as the sick person’s benefit. Groups of church wo-

men often visited the needy, surprising them with a donation of

food or clothing. On one day in 1874 she reported that a poor

soldier called, selling thread and needles; that an old lady came at

noon looking for a dinner; and in the afternoon a young lady

came to get money for the picnic; “so it is a nice point to know
how much & when to give.” She believed strongly in honoring the

Sabbath. When the horse cars came to Beverly^ she was troubled

that they ran on Sunday, for the sacredness of the day was dis-

turbed, and the horses got no rest. She also had her doubts about

the theatre, though, as we shall see, she enjoyed a circus parade.

When she heard of Lincoln’s death, she wrote to William : “I am
truly sorry he was in such a place, if he had have been in a prayer

meeting probably he would not have lost his valuable life.”10

She knew the Bible thoroughly, and would often quote verses

while going about her daily chores. She believed in an occasional

intervention of Providence, as when Mr. Loring’s man came to

buy her furniture. Years later it was a frozen water pipe which

balked her. She wrote, “It has been very cold all the week every

thing frozen & I had to go down cellar so often to thaw the water-

pipe that I was discouraged & finally asked my heavenly father

to let the water come, & it did.” This made a great impression on

her, for she referred to it again

:

I was much troubled with the water pipe, it would freeze

if it was let off & I had to pass over a large rock in a stooping
position because I should bump my head, if I did not. I

tried several times to thaw it & could not, finally I sat upon

9. Diary entries, December 22, 1874, 1895, April, 1883 (a plain
church).

10. Diary entry, July 27, 1874 (of charities); letters to William, No-
vember 24, 1863 (of horse cars), April 17, 1865 (of Lincoln).
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the rock & asked help of Father & next time, the water came,
I felt very thankful, for such a speedy answer.

Against such a background of religious feeling, her statement of

June, 1878, is understandable:

I feel that I love my Redeemer, & he loves me, and Heav-
en will not be perfect without my mother & I. It looks too

confident on paper but the idea is, that our Saviour loveth his

friends so well, that he will want them where he is. O, that

ministers would preach upon the distinguishing grace of

God. 11

Of course it was the day-to-day chores which really filled her

life, and, being a good New-Englander, she did not shirk them.

There was the weekly-repeated routine of wash day, ironing day,

and baking day. One day she could report, “Washing day, all

done & ready to sit down at ten o’clock.” And another, “We have

had an old fashioned bake in the brick oven today & feel weary.”

There were the half-yearly house cleanings, when the carpets

would be taken up in the spring and put down in the fall. In

April, 1880, she reported: “Housecleaning! carpets up, dust fly-

ing, children crying, rooms topsy-turvey, women talking, men
coughing, kitchen-eating, bedlam greeting, what a week! Well,

we shall look nice again after it is done, and we are settled

again.” Sometimes the women got together for a sewing bee; on

November 9, 1859, she reported that “we succeeded in knotting

a spread & quilting a quilt for Mettie & Lizzie.” There were fads;

in 1859 all the women were making shell frames for pictures,

Martha Jane included. Before her marriage, she spent some time

making shoe linings at home, but on the Machine, as she called it.

In July, 1861, she carried 180 pairs of shoes to her brother’s, and

in November, another 180 pairs. At times she wished for “some

employment better suited to my taste,” but at others she found

“the Machine is good company & a cure for loneliness.” She was

not one to pamper herself; one day she went to Salem on business;

and since the omnibus was more than full, she walked home. 12

Sometimes there were minor (when seen in retrospect) annoy-

ances. One hot day in July, 1878, she wrote, “We fear there are

11. Diary entries, January 16, 1886, April, 1887, June, 1878.
12. Diary entries, July 22, i860, January 12, 1861 (brick oven bake),

February 4, i860, July 11, 1861 (the Machine), December 31, 1859
(walk from Salem). Mettie and Lizzie were two of her nieces, George’s

daughters.
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skunks under the shed again, what trials we have to pass through

while journeying on to a better sphere. Mother thinks there is no

rest for her.” On another occasion she was obliged to pick over a

barrel of apples, “because a saucy rat got in & chewed some of

them.” She did not like dogs, observing in June, 1879, that “Mrs.

M. Dodge had 2 dogs born last night. I do not think with joy of

the increase of dogs, in dog-days. I hope some will die.” Repairs

to the house were a necessary evil—sometimes she thought not

really necessary. In April, 1880, she complained that “Mrs.

Dodge is to have the parlor chamber papered anew, because the

paper is unfashionable. I only wish the present paper was as dear

to her as me—my home & bridal days are connected with it.

George says changes will come, we can’t help it, but my heart

says Oh.” Always she was a bit envious of others’ opportunities to

travel. Philosophizing in July, 1880, she wrote: “What a differ-

ence in our life-work, some plod along without change, others

have a constant variety in Life, sometimes life seems a burden,

I am so lonely—what shall I do.” And when she heard of someone

who went to the White Hills, she wrote, “I read an account in a

Harper’s Magazine, which seemed almost like going.” During the

hot summer of 1880 her prayer was, “Dear Father give me pa-

tience for the little duties of life, pressing on my heart, with no

change of place or labor, so wearing, to brain & body.”13

But there were pleasures to compensate for the dislikes and

frustrations. Martha Jane reported that her mother liked martial

music and that she enjoyed it for her sake, but it is likely that

she enjoyed it for herself as well. On Independence Day, 1874,
the band music moved her to tears. And in July, 1878, she told

of a pleasing incident. “The Salem Brass Band,” she wrote, “were

in a large open car, bound for the Willows, and as they were in

front of mother’s house, I sent a little boy to ask them to play one

of their best tunes, for the enjoyment of a lady 90 and they soon

struck up the air of ‘Auld Lang Syne.’ ” There were small gifts

to be exchanged at Christmas, and, for a time at least, at New
Year’s too. Although she did not go far afield, there were many
small local outings with members of the family. Picnic trips to

Nahant, to Wenham Lake, to Salem Willows, to Chebacco Lake;

13. Diary entries, July 1, 1878 (skunks), January 2, 1885 (rat), June
14, 1879 (dogs), September 9, 1861 (White Hills), August, 1880
(prayer). Mrs. Dodge was their second-floor tenant.
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excursions to Hamilton for berrying, or just walks up Prospect

Hill, behind her house, pleased her. Even when she was fifty-six,

she climbed Powder-House Hill with her nieces, and wrote, “I

like to throw of [sic] womanhood & become a child again.”14

Being a practical person, she liked the feeling of knowing that

her wood for the year was safely in. When her brother, George,

was repairing his wharf, he sent her some wood, and she noted,

“I like wood. I felt so grateful for my wood, that I gave away two
baskets of pine wood for two old people to kindle their fire with.”

She was fond of the old cherry tree in her yard, and was sad when
it was taken down. She had some feeling for nature, in addition

to her lilting for flowers. In July, 1874, she and her mother saw
the comet, which attracted great attention. And on June 11,

1881, she “had the pleasure of seeing a total eclipse of the sun;

it was a grand sight.” The Star of Bethlehem, which she reported

she saw in February, 1888, “was beautiful, & I felt like worship-

ping the star as well as the God of the star.” She enjoyed seeing the

menageries when they came to town, and even a passing organ

grinder with a monkey or dancing bear pleased her. On June 3,

1881, she reported that “Barnum’s animals passed through Essex

St., Salem ... all made a show, worth seeing, but passed out

of sight too quickly.” And when she heard that Jumbo had died,

she wrote, “Poor Jumbo I am sorry. His skin is to be stuffed &
his skeleton to be given to some institute. I always wished such

kingly beasts could have a resurrection.”15

Other traveling entertainments came to Salem or Beverly, and

sometimes Martha Jane took them in. She found “quite entertain-

ing” a lecture on physiognomy, and she witnessed a balloon as-

cension and visited a railroad palace car. In January, 1877, s^e

went to Salem to see the picture, The Baptism of Christ in

Jordan, reporting its value at $30,000. And in December, 1881,

a wonderful clock was exhibited in North Hall, in the Odd Fel-

lows Block; Martha Jane found it “all that it is represented to be.”

14. Diary entries, May 30, 1888 (martial music), August 3, 1859,
July 4, 1864, August 13, 1878, July 4, 1885 (outings, passim ), August

4, 1874 (climb). Powder-House Hill was one segment of Prospect Hill.

15. Diary entries, September, 1885 (wood), December, 1888 (cherry
tree), July 16, 1874 (comet), September 2, 1885 (Jumbo). The Beverly
Citizen for July 11, 1874, mentions the comet, and Martha Jane later

preserved a clipping from the same paper, telling of the removal of her
cherry tree.
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Local events or anniversaries also offered entertainment, all the

better for being usually free. Martha Jane evidently went to the

dedication of the Briscoe School, in January, 1875, for she re-

ported everything in fine order, including Walkers Steam Appa-

ratus for providing heat. She was present at the opening of new

steps, leading from Washington Street to the beach, on August

22, 1878; extra interest was provided by her brother’s having

furnished the lumber. The occasion was celebrated by a grand

illumination in the harbor, and many residences were also illumi-

nated. On October 13, 1882, the Soldiers and Sailors Monument
was raised; again, many houses were decorated. But Martha Jane

had to help set up the tables in the tent, so she missed the Band
Concert. And on the celebration of the one hundredth anniversary

of the building of the Beverly-Salem Bridge (held on August 24,

1888), she had a grandstand view of the parade from her niece

Mettie’s home on lower Cabot Street. She recorded that “The Flag

decorations on each side of the bridge were neat and handsome.

We could imagine Washington & Lafayette marching through

them with martial tread.”16

One amusement which never failed the ladies was visiting one

another. But Martha Jane observed “how soon the time draws near

to separate after these pleasant tea-drinkings.” She noted each

modern improvement in her friends’ homes; on July 28, 1859

she visited Mr. Evelith’s house, and found it was to be lighted

with gas. In January, 1879, she reported that “Cousin Fannie

has a furnace placed in her cellar this winter.” When she heard,

in March, 1881, that Mrs. Saunders, of Salem, was ill, she was

able to note : “A telephone reaches from her home to Dr. Haddocks

house & when she wishes to consult him, she has only to speak.”

During her call on Mr. & Mrs. J. Foster, not much escaped her;

“her house,” she reported, “is very nice & pretty, she has em-

broidered a table cover & a pair of curtains, painted vases, & made

a dogs head—she had olive velvet for her chairs & sofa, there was

a large easel with a fine picture on it—a fireplace in the Hall.” As

16. Diary entries, September 28, 1859 (physiognomy), July 4, 1861
(balloon), August 26, 1888 (palace car), January 22, 1877 (Picture of
Baptism), December 30, 1881 (clock). The Briscoe School dedication is

described in the Beverly Citizen of January 9, 1875; it reported that the
heating apparatus cost $5,000. The same local paper reported the opening
of the Washington Street steps on August 31, 1878.
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to her own home, she could at least report, in October 1881, that

“Mr. Lee brought a wire mattress, we like it much.”17

In passing, the diarist tells much about social customs of the

day; a few examples may be noted. Evidence that, until 1860,

her home probably had no outer locks is seen in the entry: “Mr.

Goodhue placed a bolt on the door to keep the robbers out, or to

make us feel a little more safe.” There were still Indians about,

for in 1 86 1 some “were encamped near the depot. We looked into

their tent, they were engaged making baskets.” The popularity of

stereoscopic views is reflected in the note that she saw on one

occasion a picture of the oldest house in town, and on another,

views “colored by one of the best artists in England.” She found

educational a visit with her brother to see the ice cutters on Wen-
ham Lake. “It seemed very wonderful,” she wrote, “to see the ele-

vator take the ice & pass it to the ice-house & cars.” Even public

health regulations may be seen in such an entry as: “Mrs. Morton

has scarlet fever; the house quarantined. It is humiliating to have

the house spotted, but I ought to be grateful that I am not the sick

one.”18

The observations of most historical or political interest to us

are those relating to the Civil War. On April 16, 1861, she re-

ported that “the 8 th regiment started from our usually quiet town

for Washington.” She continued, “I do not approve of the War,

or any war, but am willing to work to make them comfortable.”

On July 9, 1861, she “met the Crier with his bell, informing us

that he wished twenty more volunteers for the War;” and in Sep-

tember the tents were whitening the Common. The soldiers left

on October 14; the Captain was presented with a sword and belt,

and all the group with Bibles and religious books, towards which

her brother contributed two dollars. Their homecoming was cele-

brated, on December 23, 1863, with the ringing of bells and a

supper in the Hall. But there were other political occasions worth

noting: a procession of the Wide-awakes in November, i860;

torchlight processions in 1880 and 1888; prayers for the life of

17. Diary entries, 1874 (tea drinking), February, 1883 (Mrs. Foster’s

home), October 28, 1881 (mattress). Cousin Fannie was Mrs. Fannie P.

Rowe.
18. Diary entries, April 16, i860 (locks), July 3, 1861 (Indians),

March 31, 1875 (stereoscopic views), January 26, 1879 (visit to ice-

houses), January 27, 1889 (quarantine). Mrs. Morton then occupied the

second-floor tenement.
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President Garfield in September, 1881. Martha Jane was among

those to greet ex-president Harrison and his daughter at the home

of Mr. A. D. Kilham, on August 12, 1893. Mindful of her civic

duty, she took an oath of allegiance, in April, 1889, in order to

vote for School Committee. 19

After her husband’s death in 1872, Martha Jane, as we have

seen, returned to living with her mother. That two such self-

willed women did not always get along is not surprising. In No-

vember, 1878, Martha Jane wrote, “Mother & I have been ill

from colds, & mother’s cough kept time to the beating of pain in

my pulse, & made me very nervous, I am sorry to say one rainy

day.” Yet she was proud of her mother too, and on the day before

her ninety-sixth birthday, wrote, “Sunday morn, mother is ninety

six tomorrow & she made the morning fire, she is called wonder-

ful.” Less than three weeks later, she was dead, and her passing

left Martha bereft. Even her religious promises seemed to forsake

her; for she wrote, “Coming home (from church) Emily Pierce

overtook me & said I suppose the promises you have used to com-

fort others in affliction have come to you, for your consolation, but

all is dark & the waters are deep, it seems sometimes that I must

sink, friends are kind, but I want my mother.” The note of lone-

liness, which appears in the diary entries for her birthday in the

years following her husband’s death, becomes even more marked

after her mother’s death. As early as November 30, 1874, she

recorded: “Earth looks like a tiresome place. I wish I could do

some great good before I die.” When she was sixty-two, she put

down an extraordinary portrait of herself, worth giving in full:

I am a pilgrim, & feel like seeking a better country, a com-
fortable chair, easy shoes, false teeth, and spectacles make
me feel old. I rather think I have seen my best days, the

beautiful dreams of youth have gone by, & the disappoint-

ments and sad bereavements have changed my feelings so

much, that I seem to myself like another person. The coal

stoves are a grievous burden to me, & I almost sigh for an
open fireplace, so that we could burn wood. If mother was
not here, I should think it would be as well to die now as

anytime. I do not know for what I was born, for I have not

19. Diary entries, September 21, 1861 (tents on Common), November
13, i860 (Wide-awakes), October, 1880 and October, 1888 (torchlight
processions), September 11, 1881 (prayer for Garfield), August 12, 1893
(ex-President Harrison)

.
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accomplished much by staying in this world. I love children

very much, but have had empty arms all through life, &
such a heart aching loneliness all through life. I have tried to

have friends, but I do not think any one is very warmly at-

tached. I hope Heaven will make amends for ah, & may
every one have a kindred spirit and all be satisfied.

Two years after her mother’s death, and on her sixty-eighth birth-

day, she uttered a poignant cry, “O Father do not let me outlive

my usefulness!”20

By this time, she was herself an old lady, set in her ways, but

she maintained her usefulness. Among other activities, she spent

a day a week with her niece, Margaret Woodberry, helping with

the sewing. Members of the family still living remember her as she

was in the 1890’s, short, rather thin, hair drawn back severely.

Her health had always been good; except for false teeth (which

did not fit her very well) and increasing deafness, she was re-

markably spry. “I would sooner be in good health than have a

million of dollars,” she once noted. On one occasion there is an

amusing reference to her going to the store to be weighed; she

reported: “Augustus 190, George 139, Mettie I think 55 & my
weight was one pound & half less than G’s. I do not remember of

weighing so much, thought the scales must be wrong.” Some of

the family stories about her relate to doctors, in whom she did not

have much faith. Her niece, Mrs. Melvin Davenport, told how

she and her husband were in the same carriage with Aunt Martha

Jane at Sam Foster’s funeral. She asked, “What was wrong with

him?” Mel replied, “Well, I think . .
.” Martha Jane (being

deaf): “What doctor did he have?” Mel: “Sam Torrey.” Martha

Jane : “Well, he certainly carried him off in short order.” When,

in her final illness, Dr. Stickney was called, she thought at first

he was her niece Mary’s husband, and she announced, “Leo, I

will not have a doctor.” Gruel was ordered, but when it was pre-

pared, she declared, paraphrasing the Bible, “My soul abhorreth

this weak food; bring me meat; I want a chop.”21

20. Diary entries, March 30, 1884 (mother), May 8, 1884 (Emily
Peirce), November 30, 1880 (sixty-second birthday), November, 1886
(sixty-eighth birthday). Martha Jane received $4,500 from her mother’s

estate. Essex County Probate Records, book 439, leaf 595, book 447, leaves

441-443.
21. Diary entries, April 1, 1885 (false teeth), December, 1885 (she is

“sorry to be deaf but very glad I can read’’), September, 1880 (good
health), July 5, 1861 (weights). Mrs. Davenport outlived the other nieces
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The death of her favorite—and only remaining—brother,

George, on November 2, 1891, was a still further blow to Martha

Jane. George had gladly assumed the duty of keeping the family

together, and he had also succeeded his father as Deacon of the

First Baptist Church. The diary entries become briefer after this,

and are interspersed with clippings and quoted poetry. But Mar-

tha Jane lived into the twentieth century; she died on December

10, 1907. She had reached the age of eighty-nine, seven years

short of her mother's span. Her will (one day she recorded that

she made her will “by way of variety”) disposed of a personal

estate of $12,165 and real estate worth $3,500. Even taking into

account the money she received from her mother, this suggests

rather careful husbanding over the years. Gifts to charities, in

addition to the $500 to the First Baptist Church, included $100
to the Beverly Hospital and the same amount to the Beverly Fuel

Company; $50 each to the Women’s Board of Foreign Missions,

Home Mission Society, Boston Seamen’s Bethel, Deaf Mute
School, and Old Ladies Home Society. There were many gifts, of

$500 or under, to the children and grandchildren of her brothers.

Thus even in death this strong-willed woman had things the way
she wanted them. 22

When she died, she was the last of her generation, a relic of

the Victorian era. She must have seemed, to her young grand-

nieces, determinedly old-fashioned, in dress and manners.

Although she could find enjoyment in simple things, she was also

a worrier and given to introspection. As she herself put it, “I fear

I look on the dark side of life.” She seems also to have been de-

scribing herself when she wrote of someone else, in 1875, “Lovely

ones seem born for heaven. The self-willed enduring ones can

better fight the battle of life.” She fought it to the end, and in

doing so made herself, all unconsciously, a notable representative

of her time and place. 23

and the nephews of Martha Jane, and she remembered stories about her
until a year or so before her death. Martha Jane’s niece, Mary Roundy,
married Leland H. Cole. Among those who now remember Martha Jane
are her grand-nieces, Mary Cole Kuell and Margaret Woodberry Lovett.
The Bible reference is a reversal of Psalm 107, verse 18.

22. Diary entry, July 4, 1883 (will). Essex County Probate Records,
book 631, leaf 96; book 633, leaf 237; book 634, leaf 150. The Beverly
Fuel Company was a charitable society to supply coal and wood to the
needy. The Deaf Mute School was in Beverly; her brother, George, had
been interested in it.

23. Diary entries, November, 1893 (dark side of life), April 2, 1875
(self-willed ones).



ANNE BRADSTREET AND THOMAS GRAY:

A NOTE ON INFLUENCE

By Cecil D. Eby, Jr.

The poetry of Anne Bradstreet has usually been seen and

studied as an isolated American curiosity with little importance

beyond colonial New England and with no influence upon sub-

sequent poets. Although Richard Crowder has found a similarity

in point of view between her “Contemplations” and Keats’ “Ode

to a Nightingale,” he does not conclude that one work influenced

the other. 1 The fact is that her poetry was at least moderately

popular in England during her lifetime2 and that it was used by

Thomas Gray as a source for his “Ode on a Distant Prospect of

Eton College” some seventy-five years after her death. Both Brad-

street and Gray treat the theme of “lost innocence,” which is not

remarkable; however, both use the same key words

—

paradise,

bliss, and wise—in that sequence, while developing their theme.

In the twelfth stanza of “Contemplations,” first published at

Boston in 1678, Eve holds the infant Cain on her lap and rumi-

nates upon the loss of Eden, the dark future of her child, and

the wiles of Satan. Although she has tasted knowledge and wis-

dom, she regrets the loss of her former innocence:

[She] sighs to think of paradise,

And how she lost her bliss to be more wise

,

Believing him that was, and is, father of lies.

Unless there is a common source for both poets, Gray must have

recalled her lines when he wrote his concluding stanza of “Ode

on a Distant Prospect of Eton College,” first published in 1747.

As rephrased by Gray, Bradstreet’s lines become the thematic

center of his poem, which speculates upon the future of innocent

boys who, like Cain, know nothing of the suffering that lies in

wait for them:

1. “Anne Bradstreet and Keats/' Notes and Queries, III, 386-388 (Sep-
tember, 1956).

2. J. Kester Svendsen, “Anne Bradstreet in England: A Bibliographical

Note,” American Literature, XIII, 63-66 (March, 1941).
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Thought would destroy their paradise.

No more; where ignorance is bliss,

Tis folly to be wise.

This correspondence in rhyme and diction is too close to be ex-

plained by mere chance.

If it is true that Gray borrowed from Bradstreet, then she is

the first American poet to influence—however casually—an im-

portant English one. A literary influence, for the first time per-

haps, crosses the Atlantic from west to east.



THE TOWN RECORDS OF IPSWICH

By Thomas C. Barrow*

The history of Ipswich reflects, in miniature, much of the

history of the New England area. The town itself was one of the

earliest settlements in Massachusetts. In 1633 the new colonists

at Boston, fearing a possible French encroachment to the north,

dispatched a party to establish a permanent settlement there.

Since that period other towns and cities have grown at a greater

rate than Ipswich, but few have older and more continuous rec-

ords of their existence and development.

From the early days, when the famous minister John Wise,

first through his opposition to the arbitrary and despotic govern-

ment of Governor Andros and later through his defense of the

democratic Congregational church system, was a prominent figure,

Ipswich has played its part in the affairs of Massachusetts. Like

most New England communities, throughout the eighteenth cen-

tury it was primarily an agricultural area. After the Revolution the

town was caught up in the exciting days of the great age of New
England shipping. Some towns, particularly Salem, outdistanced

Ipswich in the extent and range of their trading interests, but

many ships were built in the town and that industry became a

major factor in its commercial life. Still later the transition to the

age of textiles and factories had its effect. Taken as a glimpse of

New England in miniature, the history of Ipswich is of more than

local interest and its records worthy of preservation. 1

*Note: In May, 1961, the Town of Ipswich asked the author to ex-

amine and evaluate the historic records now preserved in the town hall.

What appears below is the result of that survey. The brief introduction is

by no means a definitive analysis of the records but is offered only as a

selective and descriptive indication of the type and variety of the holdings.
At the moment the records are sorely in need of proper arrangement and
classification, and when that is accomplished the listings below will un-
doubtedly need revision.

1 . For those interested in the history of Ipswich, the two volumes en-
titled Ipswich in the Massachusetts Bay Colony (Ipswich, 1905-1917), by
Thomas F. Waters, provide a somewhat dated but detailed and readable
story. Also available is Joseph B. Felt’s History of Ipswich, Essex, and
Hamilton (Cambridge, 1834), which is difficult to use but which con-
tains many early references.

294
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Some of the oldest records, and those of particular interest, con-

cern the common lands. As was true in most New England towns,

at the time of the original settlement, certain lands were set aside

for the joint use of owners of property within the township. In

time private initiative led to the breakdown of this system and the

lands came into the possession of individual citizens. During the

transitional period from general to private ownership, leasing of

the common lands by various groups was widespread. Such were

the “proprietors of Jeffreys Neck” who, in 1659, obtained the right

of cultivating a number of acres in the common lands. In the

town records the transactions of this group are preserved for the

period from 1713 to 1836. Taken together, whether scattered

through the volumes of the town meetings or in the items relating

to the various proprietary groups, the land records of Ipswich

provide the basis for a valuable study in themselves.

One particularly extensive and continuous series consists of the

“Records of the Overseers of the Poor.” The American colonists,

as part of their English heritage, brought with them a tradition

of local responsibility for the care of the poor and indigent. How
this task was accomplished is shown in the Ipswich records. Care

had to be exerted to insure that only such persons as were right-

fully entitled to the charity of the town received it; the records

provide numerous examples of men and women, not natives of

Ipswich, who, before they would have become a charge on the

town, were sent back to their place of origin. For their own in-

digent inhabitants the town made what provision it could. From

as early as 1719, at least, there was a “poorhouse” of sorts, but

many persons were provided for by being entrusted to the care

of other inhabitants. For those able to do some work indenture

was the common arrangement. Sarah Tryall, for example, “a

minor Aged about Eight years,” was indentured by the overseers

to Captain Thomas Foster in 1778 for a ten year period. Sarah

was “faithfully to serve in all Employment as becometh her;” Cap-

tain Foster was paid fifteen pounds for assuming responsibility for

her and agreed to keep “said apprentice in good and sufficient

Victuals, Drink, Apparrel, Washing, Lodging, Medicines . . .

and to learn her to Read and say her Catechism and bring her up

in good Housewifery and Family work, Sewing, Kniting, and

Spinning, etc.” At the end of her term of service Foster was to
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give Sarah two “Compleat Suits of apparrell, the one for Lord’s

Days and the other for Working Days.”2 During the nineteenth

century poorhouses and orphanages replaced this system, and

local control gradually gave way to increased participation in such

affairs by the state government.

The taxation records, however, illustrate that even in the nine-

teenth century local concerns continued to outweigh the growing

but still minor state or national involvements. In 1823 the largest

taxpayer in Ipswich was John Heard. Heard owned three pieces

of property, totaling over four hundred and ten acres. He had

houses and other buildings on each piece of land and kept four-

teen oxen, three horses, nineteen cows, and eight pigs, along with

other animals. He possessed sixty ounces of silver plate and had

bank stock and money at interest to the value of $7,000. The

total evaluation of his property, real and personal, was placed

at $23,643. In 1823 Heard payed $170.43 in taxes. Of that

amount $157.63 went to the town and the county. Only $12.80

was paid to the state government. In the same year a total of

$4,618.56 in taxes was collected in Ipswich; only $345.79 of

that sum went to the state.

How was the town’s money spent? In the ninteenth century, as

in the eighteenth, the local units within the Commonwealth had

many responsibilities, more proportionately speaking than they do

today. Some of the funds went for the day-to-day expenses of op-

erating the town government; some went to the county for Ips-

wich’s share of the general expenditures. Some went for schools,

some for the care of the poor. Another item was the construction

and upkeep of roads and highways. Many of the present day state

or federal highways had their origin in the local enterprise of the

towns and cities of America. A letter from Daniel Balch of New-
buryport to Daniel Haskell of Ipswich, dated October 3, 1832,

illustrates the importance of this activity. Writing as agent for the

Newburyport Turnpike, Balch complained to Haskell that repairs

recently made on the Salem road that crossed the Turnpike caused

great inconvenience and damage to the latter by preventing proper

drainage, so that it was “dangerous for a Chaise turning Foster’s

2. Sarah Tryall’s indenture is preserved separately from the volumes
of the overseers of the poor, in a collection of loose papers, marked “Papers
relating to the Revolutionary War,” in the possession of the Town Clerk.
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corner.”3 Just as the roads owed their origins to the initiative of

citizens in the two towns, this problem was one to be settled local-

ly by an appeal from Newburyport to Ipswich, and whatever

arrangements were made were financed entirely by these local

units.

Firefighting also called for special arrangements and financing.

The “Records of the Firewards” show how this was done in the

nineteenth century. The entry for April 22, 1824, notes that it

had been voted that, in case of fire, Jacob Lord, Samuel Baker, and

Robert Kimball were to “give directions as to the pulling down
or demolishing of any house or building, which may be necessary

to demolish. . .
.” Two other men were to direct “in forming

lanes in case of fire,” while another was to “take charge of the

ladder on the fence of Jabez Farley esquire and see it conveyed

to any fire that may take place, and returned.” Buying of new
ladders gradually gave way to the purchase of pumps and more

effective equipment, as this activity too was altered by the passing

of the years.

Of special interest in these years of the anniversary of the Civil

War are the records of the men of Ipswich who served in that

great struggle. One contemporary volume in the town hall pre-

serves the basic facts on the servicemen, their background and

careers, while another larger volume, compiled somewhat later,

gives fuller information on some of their activities. The appear-

ance of certain names on these lists shows that Ipswich, in its way,

was not untouched by two other major events that were to trans-

form New England during the nineteenth century. James Clark,

who “Died in service May 5, 1862, at Hatteras Inlet,” was a

weaver by trade, born in Nottingham, England. William Cash,

who “Died at Andersonvill Prison Ga. Sept. 28 1864,” was also

an Englishman and a weaver by profession. Starting with the

establishment of Slater’s Mill in Rhode Island at an earlier date,

the rapid growth of industry and manufacturing, particularly

textiles, owed much to the importation of those experienced and

knowledgeable Englishmen, who came from a country at that

time far in advance of ours in the techniques of industrialization.

Also appearing in the Civil War records are such names as

3. Balch’s letter is at present inserted inside the cover of volume two
of the Valuation of Polls and Estates for the years 1823-1830.
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William Calahan and Patrick Caughlin, both of whom served

with distinction and even re-enlisted after being wounded and dis-

charged early in the war. These men had been born in Ireland

and came to Ipswich in the great tide of Irish immigration. Lack-

ing the trained skills of the Englishmen, these Irish settlers were

listed merely as “laborers,” but they fought long and hard for the

northern cause and, with their fellow compatriot immigrants, in

the long run were to contribute even more to the diversity and

richness of modern New England.

One final item points up the fact that although much has

changed since Ipswich was founded in 1633, some things stay

the same. Today many New England communities are caught up
in the dilemma of maintaining the history and beauty of the past,

while at the same moment keeping pace with the demands of

modern life. The problem is not necessarily as new as it might

seem. In 1769 William Dennis asked the town meeting for per-

mission to build a barbershop in the center of Ipswich. A “con-

siderable Number of Inhabitants” filed a petition against his re-

quest. The barbershop, they felt, would be an inconvenience and

an eyesore. Writing that they “flatter themselves they speak the

. . . sentiments of every disinterested, unprejudiced Person,”

they argued that they wished only to “Safeguard . . . the Honour,

Beauty, and Decorum of this ancient, pleasant and reputable

Town, both to the present, and down to . . . Posterity and suc-

ceeding Generations.”4 Except for its archaic wording, this peti-

tion might be received today by any town meeting in New Eng-

land, as the preservation of the past and its unique heritage re-

mains the most consistent and constant of problems.

The town records of Ipswich are primarily local in nature. But

as those records themselves illustrate, the historic past of America

had its roots in localism. Increasing central control, whether on

the national or state level, may be the present day fact, but the

past belongs in a large measure to the cities, towns, and villages,

and their individual and particular achievements. There can be

no question that the records of that past are worth preserving, and

the town of Ipswich is to be congratulated on the interest it has

shown in his area. Hopefully, Ipswich’s example will be followed

4. This petition is to be found in a bundle of unmarked papers kept in

the possession of the Town Clerk, similar to the item in footnote two above.
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by the other towns and cities, and in this way the origins and

growth of America will be preserved “both to the present, and

down to . . . Posterity and succeeding Generations.”

********
The Records5

A. Town Meetings

1. Town Grants, Town Meetings, 1634. One vol. Actually

covers the years 1634-1660.

2. Town Records, Land Grants, 1634-1757. One vol.

3. Town Meetings

,

1 697^ 1900]. Nine vols. Some volumes

are marked “Town Records” instead of “Town Meetings.”

4. Copy of the Town Records, 1634-1662. One vol. This

is a compilation made in 1835 at the order of the town
meeting. Pages 3-5 contain an interesting description of

the extent and condition of the town records in 1833.

5. Records of the Town of Ipswich, 1634-1720. Three vols.

This is a most useful compilation made in 1890 by
Nathaniel Farley.

B. Selectmen’s Records

1. Selectmen's Records and Accounts, 17 17-1770. Two
vols.

2. Bills Allowed hy the Selectmen, i84o-[i9oo]. Ten vols.

3. Orders Approved hy the Selectmen, 1895-1896. One vol.

4. See below, under Treasurer’s Records, #1.

C. Treasurer’s Records

1. Treasurer's and Selectmen's Records, 1699-1727. One
vol.

2. Treasurer's Account Book, 1753-1762. One vol.

3. Treasurer's Records, 1761-1790, 1781-1791, 1840-
1873. Three vols.

4. Treasurer's Accounts, 1792-1816, 1827-1832, 1840-
1867. Three vols.

5. Treasurer's List of Accounts to he Collected hy Collectors,

1810-1843. One vol.

5. The records presented here are carried only to the year 1900.
When that date appears in brackets, it indicates that the records con-
tinue on into the present century. It is hoped that all major items have
been listed here, but certain loose documents have not been included, such
as old deeds and receipts of servicemen in various wars, which are now
kept separately in the office of the Town Clerk.
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6 . Various Tax, Note, and Other Accounts of the Treasurer

,

1791-1818, 1840-1867. Two vols.

7. Treasurer's Accounts with Various Highway Districts,

1816-1840. One vol.

8. Sundry Accounts Paid hy the Treasurer, 1866-1869,
1871. Two vols.

9. Treasurer's Cash Accounts, 1876-1887, 1894-1895,
I 897"[ I 9°°]- Three vols.

10.

Journal of the Treasurer, i863-[i9oo]. Nine vols. Some
years missing.

D. Tax Records

1. Tax Accounts, 1796-1827. One vol. An informal record

kept by the Treasurer.

2. Tax Valuation Lists. Eight vols., covering various locali-

ties and years: “Southward, 1789;” “Town, 1799;”
“Town, 1789-1812;” “Chebacco Ward, 1785-1792;”
“Town, 1791;” “Northside of River (no date);” “North-

South (no date);” “South Side, 1821-1822.”

3. Valuation of Polls and Estates, 1815-IT900]. One hun-
dred and sixty vols. Some years missing.

4. Tax Abatements, 1784-1790, i856-[i9oo]. Six vols.

5. School Tax lists, 1847, 1849, 1851-1853, 1855. Ten
lists.

6. Record of Taxes Paid, 1847-1849. One vol.

7. Highway Tax list, 1824-1834, 1839-1851. Two vols.

8. Tax Receipts, 1888-1889, 1891, 1892. Three vols.

9. Tax List, Date Unknown (in pencil on cover, 1853).
One vol.

10.

Information on Taxable Property (date unknown').
One vol.

E. Overseers of the Poor

1.

Records of the Overseers of the Poor, 1761-1838, 1841-
[1900]. Twenty-three vols. and one box.

F. Land Records (see also above, under Town Meetings)

1. Records of the Commoners and Proprietors, 1702-17 12.

One vol.

2. Commoners' Records, 1720-1788. One vol.

3. Treasury Book of the Commoners and Proprietors of the

Common Lands, 1769-1792. One vol.

4. Records of the Proprietors of the North Common Field,

1724-1787. One vol.
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5. Records of the Proprietors of Jeffreys Neck, 1713-1836.
Two vols.

6. Book of Records of the North Division of Turkey Hill

Eight and the Eight Next Rowly, 1725-1728. One vol.

Included in the town records is a copy of this volume,

made in 1905, by J. W. Nourse.

7. Record of the Early Commoners of Ipswich from 1702
to 1714. One vol. This compilation, made in 1891 by
Farley, actually covers the years 1634-1720.

8 . Allotment by the Commoners of Ipswich of Woodlands
at Chebacco, Paine's Hill, and Perley's, Circa 1710. One
vol. This is a copy made at an unknown date by an un-
known person.

9. Copies of the Records of the Commoners and Trustees,

1694, 1702, 1719, 1720. Two vols. This is a compila-

tion, presumably made by Luther Wait, of the items

relating to the common lands that appear in the records

of the town meetings for the indicated years.

G. Births, Deaths, Baptisms, etc.

1. Births, Marriages, Deaths, Intentions, 1663-1859. Three
vols.

2. Births and Baptisms, 1734-1739. One folder.

3. Intentions of Marriage, 1860-1889. One vol.

4. Lists of Births, 189 7-[1900]. One vol.

5. Records of Births and Baptisms, Publishment, Marriages,

Deaths, etc., 1664-1734. One vol. This is a compila-
tion made in 1852 by A. Kimball at the order of the

town.

6. Records of Births, Publishments, Marriages, and Deaths,
etc., 1635-1844. Three vols. These volumes are a com-
pilation made between 1879 and 1889 by Farley from
the county and church records.

H. Schools

1. Feefees Records, Grammar School of Ipswich, 1636-
1834. One vol. This is a literal copy, made perhaps in

1834, of some of the early records of the school.

2. Middle School District, Clerk's Book, 1803-1868. One
vol.

3. Middle School District, Prudential Committee Account
with the School District, 1834-1868. One vol.

I. Miscellaneous

1. Records of the Independent Congregational Society of
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Ipswich (Methodist Episcopalian Church '

) 1842-1860.
One vol. (only partially filled).

2. Constitution and Bylaws of the Ipswich Lyceum, 1850.
One vol.

3. Ipswich Social Library, Accounts Between the Treasurer

and the Proprietors, 1810-1838. One vol.

4. Records of the Eirewards of the Town of Ipswich, 1824-
1870. One vol.

5. Lists of Credets, 1777. One vol. This is a list of credits

given to those men who served in the Revolutionary War
through 1777. Along with the original, a photostatic

copy is kept with the town records.

6. Records of Personal Property Mortgages, 1833-1877.
Six vols.

7. Records of Chattel Mortgages, i867-[i9oo]. Three vols.

8. Ledger of the Town of Ipswich, i867-[i9oo]. One vol.

This volume contains records of the various financial

dealings between the different departments of the town
and also between the town itself and other neighboring

communities.

9. Town notes

,

186 9-[1900]. One vol. This is a record

of the town’s financial transactions in loans, anticipating

revenue, etc.

10. Record of Licenses Granted, 186 5-[1900]. One vol.

1 1 . Record of the Names of the Servicemen in the Union
Army during the Civil War. One vol. Inside the cover is

a militia roll, dated 1862.

12. Grand Army of the Republic—Personal War Sketches of
Servicemen Drawn Up in 1890. One vol.



AMERICAN PRIVATEERSMEN IN THE MILL PRISON

DURING 1777-1782

By Howard Lewis Applegate

During the American revolution, a number of seafar-

ing men, especially New Englanders and men from Essex

County, comprised the crews of American privateers, or armed

vessels owned by private individuals holding government com-

missions to act against enemy shipping. Some New England

privateers were captured by British ships of the line and their

crews were interred in several English prisons in the mother

country. This subject is usually ignored or given only passing

notice by naval historians. When some attention is devoted to war

prisoners, the emphasis is usually concentrated on American pris-

oners, who were inmates of jails in British America or on prison

ships. Two pioneering works on this subject, Francis Abell’s Pris-

oners of War in Britain 1758-1815 (1914) and Danske Dan-

dridge’s American Prisoners of the Revolution (1911), are not

completely satisfactory to the readers who seek scholarly and ana-

lytical accounts. This article is an explorative study of the most

celebrated of eighteenth century British prisons, the Old Mill.

Most Americans in the Mill were committed there as a result

of a Justice of the Peace examination, rather than being summar-

ily interred. The first task of the Peace Justices was to determine

the nationality of the captured crewsmen, as all Englishmen and

Irishmen were impressed into the King’s fleet. Americans who had

no proof of their birthplace were often the targets of naval im-

pressment officers. All Americans who had sufficient proof of their

birthplace were then individually examined and asked a series

of questions related to their family, the privateer, including its

captain and port of call, and capture by the English. This pro-

cedure was often repeated to see if any sailors changed their

stories. The captured Americans were then questioned together.

After these steps had been completed, the Peace Justices handed

down their decisions and all Americans were committed to the

Mill Prison, as they were always found guilty of the charges of

piracy, rebellion, and high treason, and sentenced to prison at
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the pleasure of the King which meant the duration of the war. 1

The Justice of Peace examination was not illegal by English

standards of law, but the procedure appeared to be an inquisition

to groups of sailors far away from home and families. The exami-

nation, furthermore, jolted the Americans’ morale or what re-

mained of it after capture and weeks of sailing to an uncertain

fate, and most of them entered British prisons completely de-

moralized. Naturally, the Americans objected to these court pro-

ceedings, but received little satisfaction.

The first Americans arrived at the Mill on May 27, 1777. The
prison, situated on a promontory between Plymouth Town and

Plymouth Dock, about a quarter of a mile from each place, was
so named because windmills had once graced this eminence. 2

High double walls, twenty feet apart, surrounded the prison.

Sentries were posted on the walls, in the courtyard, and in the

buildings. The outer gate at the main entrance was iron and the

inner gate wooden; the former opened into the outer yard, where

the commissary offices and cookroom were situated; and the latter,

open most of the daytime in order to allow free communication

with the prison keeper, whose office was between the walls, led to

a large courtyard, 251 feet long and 158 feet wide, which had a

water pump near the gate and a lamp post in the center. The west

end of the court was enclosed by the hospital at the south corner

and offices at the north corner. The southern and eastern walls

were stone, ten to fourteeen feet high with broken glass set in

mortar on top to discourage escapes. The northern end of the

court was walled from the east end to the Long Prison Building

by an inner wall and by an outer wall twenty feet to the north. 3

1. Samuel Cutler, “Diary,” New England Historical and Genealogical

Register XXXII (1876), 186; Jonathan Haskins, “Diary,” New England
Quarterly XVII (1944), 295-296; Charles Herbert, “Diary,” Prisoners of

1776: A Relic of the Revolution, ed., R. Livesey (Boston, Rand, 1854),
p. 1 14; Ralph D. Paine, The Ships and Sailors of Old Salem, (New York,
Outing Co., 1909), 1 24-1 2 5n; George Ralls, “Account of Captivity in

England,” Revolutionary Manuscripts, New-York Historical Society Library,

New York City; William Russell, “Journal,” in Ships and Sailors of Old
Salem, 124; Andrew Sherburne, Memoirs of ... a Pensioner of the Navy
of the Revolution (Utica, Williams, 1828), 77-79. A copy of the William
Russell Journal, made by James Kimball of Salem, is in the Essex Insti-

tute manuscript collections.

2. Cutler, 185-186, 308; Haskins, 295; John Howard, The State of the

Prisons in England and Wales with Preliminary Observations . . . (War-
rington, England, William Eyres, 1784), p. 185; and Sherburne, 81-82.

3. Joshua Barney, A Biographical Memoir of Commodore Joshua
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The prison was composed of four main buildings, one of which

local legend told was built in Queen Anne’s reign. The largest

building, a two story structure situated on the north, called the

Long Prison, was said to be 132 feet long and 20 feet wide. This

building, windowless on the north side, was the main American

ward. Other prison buildings included the hospital, the commis-

sary, and the agent’s offices. 4

All new arrivals passed through a similar routine. American

sailors were herded into the small yard between the outer and

inner gates where they were inspected and counted. Before the

inner gate opened, the newcomers heard the inmates within

crying “more prisoners, more prisoners.” When this gate finally

opened, the new arrivals were rushed into the courtyard, where

the old prisoners, searching for friends and relatives, carefully

looked them over. 5

The treatment of eighteenth century prisoners was not gener-

ally humanitarian, and prisoners of war were treated with more

severity than were civilian criminals. One historian of American

privateering wrote that while other British jails and prisonships

were scenes of barbarous oppression and suffering, the Americans

at Mill Prison appeared to have been on good terms with their

captors, except for some who were placed in dungeons. His gen-

eralization was inaccurate. There was no great friendship between

guards and prisoners, as the former searched new arrivals, strip-

ped them of many possessions, and sent them to the wards with

few reminders of America. Sentries showed their hostility by

robbing the prisoners’ charity box, striking inmates, or eating in-

mates’ rations. Prisoners retaliated by throwing rocks at guards,

making deliberate miscounts at the daily checks, and constantly

agitating the guards. Hatred of the British guards appeared to

raise American morale. 6

The official in charge of the prison was the agent, Mr. Cowdrey,
who was arbitrary, heartless, and a strict disciplinarian. When

Barney . . . (Boston, Gray and Bowen, 1832), p. 88; Sherburne, 79,
81-83; and William Widger, “Mill Prison Diary,” Essex Institute Historical
Collections , LXXIII (1937), LXXIV (1938), 46.

4. Cutler, 186; Sherburne, 82; and Widger, 46. The dimensions of the
building varied from account to account.

5. Sherburne, 79.
6. Barney, 90; Paine, 131, 139; Russell, 145-146; and Widger, 24,

38 -39 , 344 -
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Dutch prisoners were paroled, they left some clothing and neces-

sities for the Americans, but Cowdrey burned these articles. Some-

times he locked the men out of their wards. Most of the prisoners,

therefore, hated Cowdrey because his actions were examples of

cruelty and tyranny which they believed existed in the ministry

of the King. In 1782, when a new ministry assumed the reins of

government, the agent feared that he might lose his job, as the

reform leaders promised to investigate the prisoner of war prob-

lem. Cowdrey wrote a document which stated that he had con-

tinually treated the men fairly. When asked to sign his petition,

the Americans refused. 7

When their conditions were intolerable or when the agent

abused them, the Americans could appeal to a higher authority,

the Commission of Sick and Hurt Seamen, which supervised

prisoners of war. Commissioners periodically visited the Mill to ob-

serve first-hand actual conditions. The prisoners petitioned the

Commission for redress of grievances, more food or clothing, larger

quarters, exchange, or to protest ill treatment by the guards.

There was one important defect in the inspection plan; the agent

usually knew when the inspectors were coming and served better

food and released men from the dungeons. John Howard, a hu-

manitarian working for prison reform, paid a surprise visit to the

Mill on January 2, 1779. He examined the provisions, super-

vised cooking techniques and tasted a sample prison meal. After

visiting all wards and hospitals, he reported that a competent and

honest inspection system was essential. He suggested quarterly

visits to each prison with inspectors filing reports on health,

quarters, and food of the inmates. 8

Naturally, daily life at Mill Prison was boring. The inmates

arose early, between six and seven, then prepared breakfast from

food issued on the preceding day. When weather permitted, the

prisoners were sometimes given freedom of the courtyard in the

mornings. The men were counted as they left the wards to deter-

mine if any had escaped during the night. At noon the inmates

were usually sent to the Long Prison for lunch, where they re-

mained until three p.m. when freedom of the courtyard was

allowed until sunset, when the guards checked them back into

7. Cutler, 186; Ralls Mss; Russell, 166, 248; and Widger, 29, 154.
8. Cutler, 395; Haskins, 300; Herbert, 68, 227; Howard, 189; and

Widger, 23, 328.
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the wards. 9 When the Americans desired revenge on a cruel

platoon of guards, they rigged miscounts, with several of the

smallest boys sneaking into the ward by a cookroom window.

When the check revealed a discrepancy, a recount was ordered

and if this failed to turn up the missing, the agent was notified. In

the meantime, the pranksters slipped back into the courtyard and

returned to their regular places in line before the agent made his

count which usually proved accurate. The agent then lectured the

guards to the accompaniment of American horselaughs. 10

The prisoners were closely watched by guards stationed at the

gates, between the walls, and in the yards and wards. The guards,

usually local militiamen, served in shifts and were responsible for

maintaining order and enforcing prison rules. The agent imposed

a policy of no fights after eight p.m., but the orders were disobey-

ed. The guards continually confiscated candles, but the inmates

resourcefully burned marrow bones instead. The agent had all

bones removed from meat rations and ordered guards to extinguish

all lights at the regular hour. If any lights were seen after this

time, the sentinels were directed to fire a warning volley over the

wards, and if this failed, to fire into the wards. This technique was

employed only once, on June 26, 1781, but no one was injured. 11

The living quarters of the Mill were probably better than con-

temporary British civilian jails. The capacity of the American sec-

tion was about 800 inmates, but no more than 625 were ever

quartered there at one time. John Howard reported that American

wards, when compared to those assigned to French prisoners, were

spacious and convenient. At first there was no special officers’

area, but by early 1778, a separate ward for these men was es-

tablished. The wards were noted for their warmth and dryness

and the last of new chimneys were installed on February 18,

1778. Each man had a hammock and straw bed, consisting of a

seven pound sack of straw, a thin rug and bed clothes. Blankets

were generally scarce. Most American inmates thought their ac-

commodations comfortable when compared to what they had
heard of other prisons. 12

9. Barney, 88; Cutler, 187; Haskins, 296; Russell, 133; and Sher-
burne, 86.

10. Widger, 24, 29.

11. Herbert, 98, 107, 114, 186; and Widger, 28, 152, 341, 344.
12. Cutler, 186; Haskins, 301, 425; Herbert, 75, 92, 98-99, 101, 103,
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Many Americans who arrived at Mill Prison in May, 1777,
were poorly clothed, and during the first few weeks of confine-

ment, the guards took most of their jackets and shoes. While

warm weather continued, lack of clothing was not detrimental,

but when September cold nights came, the Americans petitioned

the board for shoes and stockings. Their request was never an-

swered, but the agent allowed future prisoners to keep their sur-

plus clothes. In November, about sixty percent of the Americans

lacked a full set of clothing. Some had sold their shoes, shirts, or

jackets to get money to buy food or beer. Finally, the agent had a

clothing inspection in December, and those who were without

sufficient attire were to be supplied at government expense. By
February, 1778, the men were issued jackets, breeches, shirts,

stockings, shoes, caps, and coats. At the same time charity groups

distributed suits to them. After 1779, the British issued all new
inmates a full complement of clothing. The prisoners were ex-

amined monthly to check for cleanliness and deficiency of clothes.

Shoes were not distributed to all men until June, 1781. 13

The prisoners frequently complained about their rations. The
daily diet consisted of : three-fourths of a pound of beef, except on

Saturday when six ounces of cheese was substituted, one pound

of brown bread or biscuit, one quart of peas or pound of greens,

and occasionally vegetables, potatoes, and salt.
14 The British ad-

mitted that this ration was less than that given to prisoners from

other nations, but Howard asserted that the provisions supplied

the Americans were of superior quality. Paine compared the

American prison diet to the British navy ration, noting that the

King’s seamen received more beer, meat, peas, cheese, and oat-

meal. He said that this difference was unimportant because the

British were active, while the prisoners were sedentary. Paine,

however, failed to realize the fact that the weight of prison food

was usually well below the authorized amounts. 15

107; Howard, 184, 194; Ralls Mss; Russell, 134, 150, 159, and Sher-
burne, 80.

13. Cutler, 187, 397; Haskins, 297, 302, 430; Herbert, 62, 70-71, 78,
86, 90, 94-96, 1 1 5, 160, 175, 203, 215; Russell, 145; Widger, 23-25,
30, 38, 144, 155, 342.

14. Cutler, 186-188; Haskins, 2, 297; Herbert, 50, 52, 180; Paine,
139-140; Ralls Mss; Widger, 314, 318.

15. Annual Register XXIV (1782), 152; Howard, 184; and Paine,
119, 140.
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The inmates, divided into messes consisting of four to eight

men, were given their rations daily at eleven a.m. Each mess

received a loaf of bread, which was distributed in a unique way.

One person would divide the loaf in quarters, as exactly as

he could; then one of the mess would turn his back, and
another, in the presence of the rest, touches a piece of bread,

saying to him who had turned his back, who shall have that?

‘John/ who shall have that? ‘myself/ and who shall have

that? ‘you shall have it/ of course, the fourth quarter must
fall to the person not named. 16

The division of beef was more complicated. The meat was weigh-

ed, divided by the number of messes, and cut into portions as

nearly equal as possible. Each day a different mess sent a repre-

sentative to participate in the meat distribution. The representa-

tive was blindfolded and when the prison cook called the num-

bers of the messes, this man touched a cut of meat, which was

that particular group's share. Despite attempts to have equal por-

tions of meat, some cuts were larger, but left-over scraps were

given to those messes which received small pieces. The participat-

ing mess received a large portion of boneless meat appropriately

called “blind mess,” and it was generally assumed that these men
feasted. The “blind mess” system was discontinued in 1781 when
the agent finally discovered that the prisoners were stealing extra

rations. On the other hand, the Americans claimed that the cooks

refused to serve full rations unless bribed. 17

The Americans complained that their three-meal allowance

was not sufficient for one complete meal. Many prisoners ate

their rations upon receipt of them and then did without during the

next two meals. The situation became worse when the prisoners

were placed on short diet which consisted of three-fourths of a

pound of beef, one pound of bread and one quart of liquid daily.

Some prisoners were forced to sell their clothes in order to get

money to buy food. Others ate grass of the courtyard, cabbage

stumps from the mud, snails from the prison walls, or sucked old

animal bones. Once the prisoners caught a dog belonging to one

of the guards and cooked it for supper, but more often rats were

trapped and stewed. 18

16. Herbert, 89; and Sherburne, 83.
17. Haskins, 436; Herbert, 72; Sherburne, 84; and Widger, 24, 330,

342.
18. Haskins, 298; Herbert, 65, 216-219, 231; Russell, 125, Sherburne,

84, and Widger, 24.
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The Americans complained that the food was often short-

weight and of poor quality. Inferior bread, beer, cabbage, peas

and cheese were sometimes issued. Once the beer was so poor that

the thirsty inmates poured it on the floor rather than drink it.

The beef was often the lowest grade available and several times

infested with maggots. When the men protested the issuance of

this type of ration, the agent always said if they would eat it,

then he would supply better quality provisions in the future. His

pleas were never heeded because the prisoners knew Cowdrey

could not be trusted. Those men persisting in their complaints

were sometimes sent to the dungeon. Prison inspectors weighed

the rations and checked the quality of the food. In September,

1777, they recommended that an additional one-quarter of a

pound of beef be included in the daily diet. Generally, the in-

spectors found the food to be of good quality and accurate

weight. 19

The agent allowed farmers and merchants to operate a market

outside the main gate, where the inmates spent money sent them

by private charities, friends, or relatives. Some of the merchants

who worked for the agent reaped great profits and by late 1777
so dominated the market that independents were not allowed to

peddle their goods. Despite several official investigations, prices

were high. A pound of tobacco cost 2s. 4d. in December, 1777,
but rose to 5s. during March, 1778. The favorite purchases were

potatoes, white bread, milk, pork, beer, brandy, and tobacco. 20

In addition to official rations and market purchases, the Ameri-

cans also obtained food from private charity, which began in

January, 1778. Each man received a daily supply of one-quarter

of a pound of white bread, an equal amount of meat, and a

variety of vegetables, leeks, broth, soap, and tobacco. The food

situation was much improved by this allowance and sometimes

the Americans had too much food. Unfortunately, food supplies

from charities ceased after December 15, 1778, when funds were

exhausted. 21

19. Cutler, 307, 396; Haskins, 299, 301-305, 426, 432, 439; Herbert,

65, 68-69, 81, 147, 173, 180, 203, 216-219, 231-232; Howard, 194;
Ralls Mss; Widger, 41, 320, 332.

20. Haskins, 301, 305; Herbert, 69, 82-83; Russell, 133; and Widger,
22, 151, 322.

21. Haskins, 301, 303; Herbert, 70, 95-96, 104, 116-117, 150, 203;
and Widger, 46.
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While the inmates were supposed to get fresh water daily,

they actually received little water that was either fresh or pure.

The water was usually parsimoniously measured out and it was

scummy, dirty, and “thick with animalcules,” because the ditches

and drains were used as water supply collection areas. The pris-

oners applied for daily supplies of fresh water, but there is no in-

dication that their petition was granted .

22

The British emphasized personal cleanliness of the prisoners

because they believed good health would necessarily result. Wash-
ing troughs, pumps, and soap were provided and the inmates

encouraged to wash themselves and their clothes, both of which

were frequently inspected. Wards and bedding were also cleaned

and aired. One technique used by the agent to clean the wards

was to smoke the buildings with charcoal and sulphur twice a

week if weather permitted. At the same time tar oil was applied to

all wooden posts. This method of fumigation was credited with

reducing foul air, dampness, and filth. If the prisoners refused to

cooperate in the British program of cleanliness, they were severely

punished. The inmates were exercised daily, except in the harsh

cold of the winter season. Sanitary facilities were located in the

courtyard .

23

Prison doctors took precautions to prevent spread of infectious

diseases. All inmates who had never contracted smallpox were

inoculated, and this process was speeded up when doctors learned

that the Americans were secretly inoculating themselves. The
British method was to place healthy inmates on special diets be-

fore inoculation and then keep them in isolation wards until they

had successfully recovered. Few prisoners died under British care,

but most Americans who had been secretly exposed to the disease

died. The prison physicians also treated cases of fever, rheuma-

tism, dropsy, gout, itch, diarrhea, and minor aches and pains .

24

The Mill Prison hospital consisted of ten sections in several

three story interrelated buildings. Each section contained six

22. Barney, 87; Russell, 144, 147, and Widger, 39-40, 47.
23. Haskins, 91, 99; Herbert, 90, 93, 97, 106, 115-116, 185, 302,

304; Sherburne, 80, 87; Ralls, Mss; Russell, 147-148; and Widger, 23,
40-42, 47 , 142-143, 239, 338, 343 -344 .

24. Barney, 87; Haskins, 289, 297-299, 302, 306-307, 425, 431, 435;
Herbert, 57, 59, 123, 126-127, 166, 168, 171, 182, 186, 203, 226-227,
232; Howard, 185; Russell, 132-134, 137, 160-161; Widger, 39-48, 215,
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wards capable of holding 25 men. Thus the hospital could ac-

commodate 1500 men in double-decker beds. Lack of heat re-

mained a problem until January, 1779, when coal was sent for

use in the new fireplaces. In February of the same year, Howard

noted that the hospital was still dirty and offensive. 25

The Americans claimed that the British had an unusual system

of sending men to the hospital. Men who were slightly ill were

given a routine remedy in the wards, “Dr. Ball’s Infallable Cure

of all Manners of Diseases,” consisting of a mixture of salts, jalap,

conserve of roses, and balsam. A ward visit by the prison doctor

is described as follows:

One of our men said to the Doctor,

‘Doctor, I’ve a violent pain in my Head.’

Reply: ‘Take some Mixture.’

‘Doctor, I’ve a sour Stomach.’

Reply: ‘Take some Mixture.’

‘Doctor, I’ve a violent Fever on me every Night.’

Reply: ‘Take some Mixture.’26

Only very sick men were allowed into the hospital and, often be-

fore completely recovered, they would be returned to the wards.

This procedure, whether intentional or accidental, provoked the

prisoners and led them to discuss the prison medical service.

Some felt that British medical care was virtually worthless and

refused to accept any aid or drugs, preferring to care for them-

selves or trusting in the “Physician of Physicians.” Others real-

ized the British failings, but accepted the service as the best

available. Yet, the feelings of many are summarized in one pris-

oner’s account of the chief surgeon’s death: “This morning we
are informed that our chief doctor is dead. He died very suddenly;

I believe that there are not many in prison who will mourn, as

we have no reason to expect that we can get a worse one.” Despite

all complaints, most Americans had adequate medical attention,

and Howard pointed out that only three and one-half percent of

the Americans died, a low figure for prisoner of war compounds. 27

The American prisoners in the Mill would have led a horrible

25. Herbert, 140, 185, 188, 193, 203-204; Howard, 184; and Sher-
burne, 90.

26. Russell, 160-161.
27. Barney, 87; Cutler, 187-188, 308, 315, 395-396; Haskins, 297,

299, 304, 429 -431 , 507; Herbert, 41-47, 89, 109, 127, 135-137, 158,
167, 175, 182, 221; Howard, 185; Ralls Mss; Russell, 160-161; Sher-
burne, 89-90, 160; and Widger, 24, 43, 143.
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existence except for the fact that they received four types of

charity: the box, individual gifts, subscriptions, and Franklin’s

allowance. The first group of American seamen built a small box

which they placed at the main gate where visitors might drop

pennies. Betweeen June n and 23, 1777 some 17s. 4d. was

collected and divided among the men. Several days later, however,

the box was permanently removed. Inmates claimed that guards

helped themselves to the proceeds and charged visitors to gawk

at the prisoners. The second charity aid was gifts from individuals

who had learned of the prisoners’ plight. This income came in

variable amounts, although it lasted for the duration of imprison-

ment. 28 The subscription, a fund raised among the English people

for relief of American seamen, began in 1777 and amounted to

nearly £3,815. Reverend Heath, the Presbyterian minister at

Plymouth, supervised the distribution of the fund and was ably

assisted by Miles Sowrey, a local merchant. Enlisted men received

2 shillings weekly and officers were given three shillings, both al-

lowances in the form of clothing, food and money. These gifts

began in January, 1778, and lasted until December, although

the amount of money given was reduced in September. The sub-

scription committee refused to begin a new campaign fund in

December because the Americans were supposed to be exchanged.

When the possibility of exchange faded in early 1779, a new
fund was started and the men received six-pence weekly from

this allowance until 1781, when the charity treasury was finally

exhausted. 29 In 1781, the work of Heath and Sowery was aug-

mented by Benjamin Franklin, American minister to France, who
tried to send each man a sterling shilling weekly.30

The Americans began to expect charity and actually demanded
it. There was little genuine thankfulness in the hearts of most

men. Rather, fist fights sometimes determined how donation

money was used or who received charity supplies of clothing or

food.31

28. Charles K. Bolton, The Private Soldier Under Washington

,

New
York, Scribners, 1902, 190; Cutler, 187, 305, 395-396; Haskins, 297-
298, 429; Herbert, 51-56, 158; and Sherburne, 85.

29. Bolton, 190; Cutler, 395; Haskins, 303-306, 431, 435, 439; Her-
bert, 91-92, no, 123, 166, 186, 196, 201-202, 221-223; Russell, 132;
and Widger, 317.

30. Bolton, 190; Russell, 132, 145; Sherburne, passim; and Widger,
passim.

31. Haskins, 303-304; Herbert, 96; Russell, 146-147; and Widger, 26.
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There were three kinds of British punishments : denial of privi-

leges, isolation in the dungeon, and physical harm. Those sen-

tenced to special confinement were sent to the “black hole,” a

dark dungeon which did have a caged section (20 x 8 feet)

where the men could get fresh air. Most sent to the dungeon were

sentenced to forty days and half rations as punishment for at-

tempting escape. Others were perpetual drunks, those who
complained about food, and men who agitated the guards or lit

candles after hours. Other penalties included reduced rations,

closing the farmers market, abolition of beer, whipping, forfeiture

of bedding, or denial of exercise. 32

As prison life was so monotonous, anything unusual became a

diversionary activity. The prisoners celebrated American holidays

such as the Fourth of July, anniversary of the surrender of Bur-

goyne, news of the defeat of Cornwallis, the French Kings birth-

day, and the signing of a treaty with Holland. 33 In non-holiday

seasons, some inmates occupied themselves by gambling, dancing,

fiddling, drinking, boxing, and wrestling. Others turned to serious

diversions such as reading, for local ministers distributed books

while bribed guards sometimes smuggled in newspapers. Those

who had a few extra shillings sometimes ordered books from Lon-

don sellers. Study was as popular as reading. William Russell es-

tablished a school for cabin and powder boys and received a few

pennies in tuition. Captain R. S. Tibbets taught writing and read-

ing, and Captain James Brown lectured on navigation. Some

Americans pursued independent study of seamanship, arithmetic,

and geometry. 34

Writing also helped to occupy the hours. Although the agent

did not allow pens, paper, or ink during 1777, some of the pris-

oners had already hidden these items and wrote secretly. When
Mr. Cowdrey relented and allowed the men to write, he began to

censor their letters, but when the men became aware of his ac-

32. Barney, 89; Cutler, 306-307; Haskins, 298, 425; Herbert, 57, 61,

64, 84, in-112, 133-134, 137, 144-146, 151, 176, 195, 180; Ralls

Mss; Russell, 125, 150, 152; Sherburne, 87; and Widger, 25, 31, 33,

45, 150, 319, 336, 345-

33. Cutler, 305; Haskins, 298, 426, 432; Herbert, 148, 181; Russell,

129, 131, 142; Sherburne, 86; Widger, 30, 42-44, 157, 235.

34. Haskins, 297, 305-307, 424, 436; Herbert, 46, 81, 85, 92, 112,
114, 139, 148, 152, 173, 196-198; Paine, 133; Russell, 157-158, 170;
Sherburne, 81, 85, 89; and Widger, 48, 324, 339, 342.
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tion, important letters were coded and secreted out of the prison

by visitors or men being exchanged. 35

Some of the more resourceful men whittled away their time by

making little boxes which they sold to visitors. Depending on size

and quality, the boxes sold from one to fifteen pence. Other men
made ladles, spoons, shoe buckles, model ships, knitting sheaths,

fish nets, or small chests. Several enterprising Americans obtaind

coffee, tobacco, or bread concessions, purchasing their wares from

local traders and selling their goods to fellow inmates, making a

daily profit of a few pennies. 36

The Mill Prison did not have a chaplain on its staff and con-

sequently, during the first year of confinement, the Americans

received little religious guidance. While some of the religiously-

inclined men did protest the absence of a minister, most men had

little regard for the Sabbath, which was simply another day of

confinement, little different from the days before and after. 37

When this situation came to the attention of several local dissent-

ing ministers, they tried to change things. Bibles, books of sermons,

and prayer books were sent in, and this material was welcomed

by prisoners with religious inclinations and read by others who
had nothing better to do. Plymouth ministers also tried to reform

the mens’ morals, distributing booklets which espoused the cause

of civil, sober, and honest living. Other tracts warned the in-

mates to accept Jesus Christ as their savior, as he was their only

hope of salvation from prison. The effect of these pamphlets was

to instill in a number of men a quiet reverence for the Sabbath.

Public prayer sessions began in December, 177 8. 38

The period of the greatest interest in religion, however, did not

begin until late 1781, when the American prisoners requested

ministerial attendance on Sundays. After some debate, prison

officials allowed a local preacher, Mr. Gibbs, to visit the jail on

Sundays. As the first sermon on October 28 was well received,

Reverend Gibbs continued his visits during the remainder of the

year, while other pastors visited the prison in 178 2. 39

35. Cutler, 186; Haskins, 307; Herbert, 67, 121, 123, 143, 158, 168,

1 71; Ralls Mss; Russell, 148; Widger, 39-40, 44, 339, 347.
36. Cutler, 187, 306; Haskins, 296-297; Herbert, 51-59, 82, 90, 118,

1 91, 216; Sherburne, 85.
37. Haskins, 425; and Herbert, 84, 115, 140.
38. Haskins, 302, 425; and Herbert, 94, 120, 140, 152, 203.
39. Russell, 150-153, 162-163; and Widger, 47, 142, 146-147, 151-

157 -
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Although confined in an English prison, the American inmates

formed themselves into a miniature republic, framed a constitu-

tion, and passed laws. The prisoners’ government was formed af-

ter a particularly long and violent drunken riot, on July 17, 1778,
when a group of serious men determined to have law and order.

These men were well aware of the threat of the charity com-

mittee to cease donations unless the disturbances ceased. Fighting,

cardplaying, gambling, cursing, drunkenness, and disrespect to

officers were forbidden by law.40 Those accused of breaking the

rules had a trial and were assigned one of a number of punish-

ments if found guilty. A dozen lashes on the naked back was the

punishment most frequently inflicted. The rules, once approved,

were read in the yard to all inmates and also posted in conspicu-

ous places in the wards. Six days later, the American section was

in uproar, when a few men who refused to conform defaced the

signs. They were punished by a special committee. After this

incident, most of the inmates adhered to the rules, although, some

were later punished for drunkenness, robbery, or disrespect. The
agent cooperated with American efforts at discipline, because the

prisoners’ government was doing much of his work for him. 41

From the first day of their confinement until the hour of their

release, American prisoners were captivated by thoughts of escape

and freedom. Naturally, most escape attempts were made in warm
weather. Most of those who tried to flee were recaptured, but

most prisoners felt that this was a necessary risk. A successful es-

cape was dependent on money and outside friends, both difficult

to obtain.

The Mill Prison was not escape-proof, even though the walls

were high and constantly watched. There were a number of es-

cape techniques. One favorite plan was to get into the hospital,

which was weakly guarded, nearer the outside walls, and close to

a drain which led into a river on the south side of the prison.

Others preferred to work on “blind mess” because the cookroom

was near the low wall and gate. Some of the boldest inmates tried

to walk out the front gate, by stealing clothes of guards or prison

employees. The richest inmates often tried to bribe the guards,

but most sentries refused to cooperate. Occasionally the guards

40. Haskins, 427-428; Herbert, 1 51-154; and Sherburne, 90.
41. Haskins, 427-428; Herbert, 151-155; Russell, 150, 155; and

Widger, 145.
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accepted the bribes which were pocketed and then turned the un-

fortunate Americans in to the agent for an additional reward.

Prison employees who aided escapees were severely punished; four

were shot and a number flogged, one a legendary 700 times.42

Three other escape methods were very popular. Some inmates

dug into the drain vaults and walked waist high in garbage, water,

and sewage refuse to the river and from there swam to the oppo-

site bank. This plan was dependent on lengthy periods of sawing

bars and boring through stone to gain admittance to the vaults.

Others desired offal disposal duty, hoping to use the garbage tubs

as boats if the guards relaxed their watch or were distracted.

Most of these attempts to gain freedom failed. The majority of

those who considered escape preferred digging under or through

the walls or scaling these barriers. These were usually group ven-

tures which involved sawing window bars and the men lowering

themselves down the walls by ropes of sheets and blankets, or

hiding the results of digging in clothes chests, straw sacks, neces-

sary vaults and covering up the holes with false floors or walls.43

Prison officials naturally tried to prevent escapes. Lamps out-

side the walls were lit every night as a precaution. Sentries period-

ically inspected the wards and walls, looking for breeches, bags

of dirt and digging tools, which were seized. Hammocks were

moved to the center of the wards to make concealment of breaks

in the wall nearly impossible. Prison masons filled in holes and

built walls higher and laborers installed double grates on all drains.

Guards were ordered to fire at fleeing prisoners, but this command
was repealed in June, 1778, due to public pressure.44

If an escape was successful, the inmates left behind, carefully

concealed, the break in order to give their countrymen a chance

to get out of heavily-patrolled Devon county. The messes con-

tinued to draw the regular number of rations to prevent suspicion

42. Barney, 90; Cutler, 305, 397; Haskins, 298-301, 306, 427-429,
438; Herbert, 41, 45, 57, 76, 78, 103, 108, 115, 129, 145-146, 150,
156-158, 176, 192, 199; Russell, 1 3 1, 135, 149, 154; and Widger, 29,
33, 37, 45, 83, 142, 153, 155, 328, 336, 341, 344, 346.

43. Barney, 88, 90; Cutler, 306-307, 428, 438; Haskins, 30, 299, 307-
309, 424-426, 432-435; Herbert, 23, 69, 58-59, 78, 126-127, 132, 134,
137, 147, 153, 159, 165, 188, 193, 215; Russell, 125, 128, 143; Sher-
burne, 87; and Widger, 31, 44, 142, 145, 342, 345.

44. Cutler, 306-307; Haskins, 291, 301, 309, 425; Herbert, 56, 60,
67, 70-72, 82-83, 131, 142, 160; Russell, 125, 145; Widger, 22, 31-32,
39, 144, 142.
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by the cooks and butchers. In the daily countings, the cabin boys

were usually first in line and after they were admitted to the

wards, clothes were changed and these smaller youths crawled

through a broken drain back into the courtyard and got into line

again. In these ways, absences could be concealed for several

days. 45

When Americans escaped, British officials enlisted the aid of

citizens and the militia in hunting them down. The people were

quite willing to help, because a bounty of £5 was placed on the

head of each escapee. When one hundred inmates poured through

a breech in the wall on February 7, 1779, the prison officials had

to pay £435 to recover eighty-seven of them from the citizens.46

Prison officials wanted the inmates to have as little contact

with the outside world as possible. The number of visitors was re-

duced and even those who were allowed within the prison, had

to talk to the inmates in the presence of the agent. As newspapers

were usually denied them, “The history of two and a half years

of the Revolution as it was conveyed to the Americans in Mill

Prison in piecemeal and hearsay rumors was a singularly gro-

tesque bundle of fiction and fact.” News was sometimes smuggled

in by bribed guards. When news was bad for America, however,

the agent always allowed newspapers to be brought in. Most

prisoners felt as one writer who noted that “no news is the best

news for us; for if there is anything against us, they are ready

enough to tell us.” Since most of the news received by the pris-

oners was pure lie or propaganda, it kept them in a constant state

of turmoil and dejection. 47

There were some American privateersmen who were impressed

into the Kings service and others who enlisted. Habitual escapees

were sentenced to serve in the British navy. 48 Naval officers regu-

larly visited the prison trying to recruit Americans onto their

ships. Their offers were attractive: full pardon and absolution

from the crimes of rebellion, treason, and piracy. Most who en-

45. Herbert, 143, 174, 199; Sherburne, 88; and Widger, 153.
46. Barney, 99; and Herbert, 60, 216.

47. Cutler, 305; Haskins, 302-306, 425; Herbert, 55, 59, 63, 70, 77-

78, 80, 83, 86, 97, 99-100, 103-105, no, 116, 120, 141, 199, 206;
Paine, 126-128; Ralls Mss; Russell, 128, 134-135; Sherburne, 86, 144;
and Widger, 24-25, 27, 37, 143, 145, 156-157, 313-318, 322, 328, 340,
345-

48. Russell, 150; and Widger, 142, 47.
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listed did so when the prisoners’ morale was at low ebb. Between

June, 1777 and January, 1779, fifty-four petitioned for pardon

and were conditionally freed pending service with the King’s

fleet. Sixty joined up from April, 1781 to January, 1782. These

men were encouraged by the British officers to write to the Mill

inmates describing the advantages of working for the crown.

About eleven percent of the American prisoners (130 men) did

join the service, and their action was severely criticized by those

who remained imprisoned. One diarist wrote:

For my own part, to enter on board a ship of war is the last

thing I would do. I would undergo every thing but death

before I would think of such a thing. This prison has been

a little hell on earth, but I prefer it as much as before a man-
of-war, as I would prefer a palace before a dungeon.49

If escapes failed as they so often did, American seamen were

comforted by the rumors of exchange. Negotiations between the

English and Franklin accomplished little during 1777 and most

of 1778. Although a cartel was signed in October, 1778, the

first group of Americans to leave Mill prison departed in March,

1780. Exchange agreements depended upon the number of British

imprisoned in America, as the ministry refused to accept any

Englishmen held by the French. In October, 1781, another agree-

ment was reached, but only fifty-three of the 428 men in the Mill

were released. After a change in British governments, a general

exchange measure was passed in April, 1782, and all Americans

in England, nearly one thousand in number, were released shortly

thereafter. 50

Morale, defined as the mental state making possible the sus-

taining of courage, determination and endurance in times of test

and trouble, is influenced by a number of factors. The morale of

the Americans imprisoned at the Old Mill fluctuated from time

to time. The high peaks were when conditions of life (quarters,

food, clothing, and health) were satisfactory, amusements modi-

fied the routine, war news good, charity abundant, escapes suc-

49. Haskins, 430, 433-434, 439; Herbert, 69, 113, 162-164, 177, 182-
183, 189, 221-222; Russell, 144; Sherburne, 83, and Widger, 22, 37, 38,
40-43, 145 ,

1 55 , 178, 337 , 347 -

50. Bolton, 191; Haskins, 302-305, 433-434; Herbert, 83-136, 138-
170, 179-182, 219-229; Russell, 126-127, 134, 143-145, 151, 157-158;
Sherburne, 83; and Widger, 33-47, M3, 1 54-157 , 3*7, 322-324, 328-
329 , 347 -
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cessful, nationalism rampant, and pospects for quick exchange

excellent. The depths were reached when war news was bad,

food intolerable, clothing insufficient, charity money spent, escape

attempts futile, enlistment in British service attractive, disease

rampant, or prospects of exchange hopeless. Five of these factors:

British recruitment, charity, escapes, exchange, and war news,

were the keys to determining American morale in this particular

prison.
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count Book, 2 off
Browne, Bartholomew, Jr., 21, 27
Browne, Benjamin F., 93
Browne, Hannah, 20, 21
Browne, James, 20, 21
Browne, James, Brother, 28
Browne, John, 21, 27
Browne, Jonathan, 21, 27
Browne, Sarah, 21
Browne, Susanna, 27
Bufford and Company, 119
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Bull Moose Party, 269-271
Bullock, , 77, 78
Bunker Hill, 169
Bunker Hill (ship), 184, 185
Bunker Hill (tug), 74
Burgis, William, 101
Butler, Nicholas Murray, 265
Buttolph, Jno, Lt., 28

Cabot Street, Beverly, Mass., 64
Calahan, William, 298
Calcutta, India, 225, 226, 227,

230; ice trade with, 207, 208,
225-228

California, 63
California Marine Paint Company,

77
Cambridge Platform, 3, 12, 18
Callum, John, 28
Cannon, Joseph G., Speaker, 261,

265, 267, 268
Canton, China, 62
Cape Ann, Mass., 58
Cape de Verdes, 68
Cape Town, U. of S. Africa, 68
Carlton, Samuel, 87
Carlton, William, Capt., 87
Carlton, William (printer), 87,

120, 139, 142, 143
Carolinas, 187
Caroline (vessel, Zanzibar), 38
Carpets, use of in Essex County,

100, 107
Carrill, Edward, 28
Cary & Company, 64
Cash, William, 297
Catholics in Salem, 136
Caughlin, Patrick, 298
Cawly, James, 28
Centipede (schooner), 181, 184,

188, 189, 194
Ceta, de, Goberto, 203
Chamberlain, Sarah, 123
Chapman, Jno, 28
Charleston, S.C., ice trade with,

204, 205
Charleston (H.M.S.), 191
Charlestown Wharf Company,

230
Charming Polly (sloop), 176
Cheavers, Mary, 28
Cheavers, Peter, 28
Chebacco, 158
Chebacco Lake, 285
Chebacco Parish, Ipswich, 2
Chelong Point, 70
Cheverus, , Bishop, of Bos-

ton, 136
Chicago, 111., 65

Chimmo Bay, 62, 72
China, Roundy’s trips to, 1838-

1854, 62-64; 1863-1868, 68-

77
Choate, David, 158
Church government, John Wise’s

views on, 12-18
Churches Quarrel Espoused, The,

3 > 12
Chusan, China, 62
Civil War, 53, 56, 288; effect on

farming in Illinois, 67; Ips-

wich, 297, 298, 302; sympa-
thies of some English ship cap-
tains with the North, 68

Clark, Champ, 266
Clark, James, 297
Closing of American Consulate in

Zanzibar, 1850, 48, 49
Cock, Edward, 28
Codman, , Capt., 208
Codner, Gregory, 28
Codner, Jno, 28
Coffin, Wm, 28
Cogan, Robert, 32
Cole, , Capt., 181
Collection of Psalms and Hymns

for Puhlick Worship, A, 139
Collins, John, Capt., 187
Colman, Benjamin, Rev., 102
Columbia (ship), 116
Columbian Exposition, Chicago,

108
Commerce (ship), 191
Commission of Sick and Hurt

Seamen, 306
Committee of Correspondence,

Salem, 172, 173; Elias Hasket
Derby, member of, 172, 173

Committee on Industrial Arts and
Expositions, 267

Conant, , Capt., 28
Concordia (ship)

,
216

Congress (privateer), 193
Congress (schooner), 181, 187
“Contemplations,” 1678, 292
Cook, George Allan, 8
Cooke, Caleb, 58
Cooke, Jno, 28
Cooper, William, Rev., 102
Copley, John Singleton, 102
Coringa (bark), 226
Corne, Michel Felice, 152, 153,

159
Corne, Michel Felice, 158
Corwen, Samuel, Judge, 152
Cousins, Willard C., Mr. and

Mrs., 104
Cowan, Robert, 158, 159
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Cowdrey,
3i4

305, 306, 310,

Cox, Mary, Widdw, 28
Cox, Wm, 28
Crane, Winthrop Murray, 272
Crode, Jno, 28
Cronenshilt, von, John, 82
Crowninshield, Anstis Williams,

83, 84, 86, 87, 99, 102; Bible

owned by, 103
Crowninshield, Anstis 0>. 1727),

84
Crowninshield, Benjamin (b.

1737), 84
Crowninshield, Benjamin (b.

1758), 87, 89-93, 106, 188
Crowninshield, Benjamin W. (b.

1772), 115, 116, 119, 120
Crowninshield, Benjamin (b.

1782), 89, 91, 140
Crowninshield, Clifford, 83
Crowninshield, Elizabeth Allen,

83
Crowninshield, Elizabeth (b.

1727), 84
Crowninshield, Elizabeth (b.

1736). See Derby
Crowninshield, Elizabeth (b.

1794), 89
Crowninshield, Francis B., Mrs.,

81, 122
Crowninshield, George (t>. 1734),

84, 89, 93, 103
Crowninshield, George, Capt., 135
Crowninshield, Hannah Carlton

(b. i734)> 85, 86, 89, 129,

142, 149
Crowninshield, Hannah (b.

1763), 87, 118, 119
Crowninshield, Hannah (b.

1789). See Armstrong
Crowninshield, Jacob (b. 1733),

84-86; pillowcase owned by,

122
Crowninshield, Jacob (b. 1799),

89
Crowninshield, Johannes Caspar

Richter, 82
Crowninshield, John (b. 1696),

83, 84, 99, 102, 104; inven-

tory of estate, 85, 86, 126-128;
servants, 86

Crowninshield, John, Jr., Capt.,

(b. 1728), 84, 86
Crowninshield, John (b. 1761),

87
Crowninshield, John (b. 1771),

89, 9i, 93
Crowninshield, Maria, 89

Crowninshield, Mary (b. 1740).
See Elkins

Crowninshield, Mary Derby, 84
Crowninshield, Mary Lambert, 89,

91, 120
Crowninshield, Mary Williams,

121
Crowninshield, Richard, 83
Crowninshield, Sarah (b. 1730),

84
Crowninshield, Sarah Hathorne,

87
Crowninshield, Sara Gardner, 122
Crowninshield-Bentley House, spe-

cial issue, April, 1961, 81-164.
See also Architecture, Salem

Crumwell, Jno, 28
“Crystal Blocks of Yankee Cold-

ness: The Development of the
Massachusetts Ice Trade from
Frederick Tudor to Wenham
Lake 1806-1886," by Philip
Chadwick Foster Smith, 197-
232

Cuba, ice trade with, 201-203
Cummings, Abbott Lowell, “The

House And Its People," 82-97
Cunningham, Edward, 63, 68, 69
Curtain rods, 1 00
Curtis,

, Capt., 28
Curwen family furniture, objects,

102, 103, 107, 151-154, 157
Curwen, George Rea, 103, 151,

152, 157
Curwin, George, Capt., 1 51-154
Cushing, Joshua, 122

Dabney and Cushing, 139
Dalrymple, Marguerite, 92
Danforth, , 163
Darlin, Daniel, 28
Daniel, Stephen, 28
Dartmouth College, 14

1

Davenport, Melvin, Mrs., 290
Dean-Barstow House, Taunton,

Mass., 103
Deane, Thomas, 28
de Ceta, Goberto, 203
Delano, , 75
Dennis, Amos, 28
Dennis, William, 298
Dent & Company, 75, 76
Derby, Elias Hasket, 84, 89.

See “Elias Hasket Derby and
The American Revolution,”

166-196; 170; early career,

167; activities before Revolu-
tion, 168-174; activities during
Revolution, 174-196; career as
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Derby, Elias Hasket, continued
soldier, 169; member of Com-
mittee of Correspondence, 172,

173; turns to privateering, 176;
prizes taken by, 179, 180, 183,
184, 189, 190; as selectman,

172, 173; trade ventures during
Revolution, 182, 183, 186,

187, 192-196
Derby, Elizabeth Crowninshield, 84
Derby, John, 173, 174, 191, 192
Derby, Mary, 84
Derby, Richard, 163, 167, 170-

172, 174
Derby, Richard, Jr., 167, 168,

172
Dewsnap, John, 63
Dexter, Henry Martyn, 5
Dexter, Ralph W., “

‘Salem Day'
at Meetings of the American
Association for the Advance-
ment of Science,” 57-60

Diamond, Edward, 28
Diman, James, 131
Dixey, Jno, 28
Dixey, Sami, 28
Dixon, 111., 65, 77
Dixwell, George B., 71, 72, 75,

76
Dod, Jno, 28
Dod, Thomas, 28
Dodge, Ernest S., “Lawrence

Waters Jenkins,” 258-259
Doliver, Thomas, 28
Dolphin (schooner), 176, 177,

184
Draper, , Gov., 272
Dresser, Louisa, 151, 152
Drowne, Thomas, 163
Dudley, Joseph, 8
Dugglace, Joseph, 28
Duke of Leinster (ship), 179
Dwennie, Micael, 28

Eagle (brig), 62
Earl, Ralph, 107
East Church, Salem, 84, 1 30-1 34,

139, 146, 149, 161, 162;
architecture, 119, 162, 163

East India Marine Society, 146,
158, 159

East Public School, Salem, 139
Eastern Railroad Company, 58
Eby, Cecil D., Jr., “Anne Brad-

street and Thomas Gray: A
Note on Influence,” 292, 293

“Elias Hasket Derby and The
American Revolution,” by Rich-
ard H. McKey, Jr., 166-196

325

Eldridge, James, Mr. and Mrs.,
121

Ebeling, Christoph Daniel, Prof.,

142, 145
Eliot, John, Sir, 12
Elizabeth Kimball (clipper), 226,

228
Elkins, Henry, 85
Elkins, Mary Crowninshield, 84
Elkins, Thoms, 28
Ellen (bark), 216
Ellinhood, Benjamin, 28
Ellis, Francis, 28
Emerton, Ephraim, 181
Emerton, James H., 58
Emily Jane (vessel), 72, 73, 74
Emmerton,

, Capt., 44, 45
Endecott, Anne Gower, 158
Endicott, John, Gov., 114, 158
Endicott, John, 65
Endicott, Martha Mansfield, 65
Endicott, William, 63, 65, 71,

72
Endicott, William C., 58
Endicott-James, , Capt., 69
England: ice trade with, 213-225;

trade with Zanzibar, 31-56
Englis, Sami Phipen, 28
English, Mary Hollingworth, 116,

157, 158
English, Philip, 116, 157
Enoch Frye house, 121
Essex, Mass., 99, 158
Essex County Natural History So-

ciety, 1 51
Essex Historical Society, 138, 151
Essex Institute: 19, 20, 82, 138,

1 51, 156; Annual Report,
1960-1961, 233-260; Fiftieth
Anniversary, 60; founding of,

59; transfer of scientific collec-

tions to Peabody Academy of
Science, 59; visit to, by
A.A.A.S., 1880, 58

Essex Lodge, 148
Essex Register

,

143, 144
Essex Street, Salem, 81-83
Everett, Edward, Rev., 149
Everett, Edward, 228
Exchange (ship), 191

Fabens, B. Frank, 31, 34, 40, 45
Fairbank, John K., 63
Fairfield, James, Capt., 92
Fales, Dean A., Jr., “The Furnish-

ings of the House,” 98-128
Fame (brig), 184, 186, 188
Fanny, 182
Farley, Jabez, 297
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Farlow, W. G., 60
Favorite (brig), 199
Fearon, Robert I., 71, 73, 76
Felson, Nathl, 28
Felt, Joseph B., 3
Fire Queen (vessel), 75
First Church in Salem, Mass., 58,

139
First Church, The, 118
First Meeting House, 156
First Parish Church, Beverly, 130
Fisher, N

,
Rev., 159

Fisher, Polly, 1 08
Fisher, Theodore, 159, 160
Fletcher, William, 197
Flint, James, 120, 131
Fly (schooner), 189, 193
Flying Fish (brig), 191
Fohkien (steamer), 68
Foochow, China, 62
Forrester, Simon, Capt., 175, 179
Fortune, Thomas, 28
Foss, Eugene Noble, 269
Foster, Christopher, 28
Foster, Edw., 163
Foster, Sam, 290
Foster, , Capt., 295
Fowle, Henry Bentley, 120
Fowle, William Bentley, 119
Fox (brig), 191
Fox, The, 188
France, trade with Zanzibar, 52
Franklin, Benjamin, 120, 313
Franklin (brig), 184
Franklin (ship), 187, 192
Franklin, 186
Fredericksburg, Va., 187
Free American (vessel), 173
Freeman, James, 132
French, Humphrey, 28
French, Thomas, 10
Fresh Pond, Cambridge, Mass.,

207, 209, 213
Friend, Richard, 28
Frothingham, James, 119
Frothingham, Thomas G., 228
“Furnishings of the House, The,"

by Dean A. Fales, Jr., 98-128
Furniture. See Crowninshield-

Bentley House issue, 98-128;
154-156

Gage, Addison, 228, 229
Gage, Charles O., 229
Gage, Thomas, Gen., 173
Gage, Hittinger & Company, 212,

224, 225, 228
Gage, Sawyer and Company, 228

Gale, Abraham, 28
Gale, Salem, Oct. 9, 1804, 91
Gammon, Phillip, 28
Gardiner, Robert Hallowell, 200,

205, 207
Gardner, Abl, 28
Gardner, Augustus Peabody. See

“Augustus Peabody Gardner:
The Conservative as Insurgent,"
by Richard B. Sherman, 261-
276; Chairman, Committee on
Industrial Arts and Expositions,

267, 268; death, 275; early
life, 261-263; elected to Mass.
Senate, 263; elected to U.S.
Congress, 263; election of,

1912, 269-271; political views,

263, 276; runs for governor,

272-274; work to change rules,

265-268
Gardner, Constance Lodge, 262
Gardner, Isabella Stewart, 262
Gardner, Jno, 28
Gardner, John L., 224
Gardner, John Lowell, 262
Gardner, Thomas, 261
Gardner, Unci, 28
Gardoqui, , 192, 194
Garfield, James, Pres., 289
Gatman, Francis, 28
Gedney, Samuel, 26, 28
Gel6e, Claude, 160
Geography and History of Ameri-

ca, 145
Germany, trade with Zanzibar, 52,

53
Gibaut, Edward, 102, 175
Gibaut, John, Capt., 146
Gibaut, Sarah Crowninshield, 102
Gillinham, James, 29
Gleason, Roswell, 124
Gloucester, Mass., 101
Glour, Peter Henderson, 29
Glover, Jonathan, 29
Gold, Joseph, 29
Goldthwait, John, 124
Gompers, Samuel, 265
Good Fortune (schooner), 182,

183, 186
Goodhue, Benjamin, 160, 161
Goodhue, George, 61, 64, 65
Goodin, Robert, 29
Governor Andrew (steamer), 59
Gower, Anne. See Endecott
Grabau, A. W., 60
Grafson, Joseph, 29
Grand Army of the Republic, 302
Grand Lodge of Mass., 148
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Grand Turk (ship), 177, 191,
193; career of, 189, 190, 193,
194

Grant, Daniel, 29
Gray, Robert, 29
Gray, Thomas. See “Anne Brad-

street and Thomas Gray : A
Note on Influence,” 292, 293

Gray, William, 107, 183
Great Eastern Railroad, 215
Green, Mary, 29
Green, Rufus, 55
Green, Rufus, and Company,

Providence, R.I., 51
Green, Thomas, 29
Greenwood, John, 102
Griffenhagen, George, “Bartholo-
mew Browne, Pharmaceutical-
Chemist of Salem, Massachu-
setts, 1698-1704,” 19-30

Grigs, Jacob, 29
Griswold, A. V., Bishop, of Rhode

Island, 137
Griswold, George, 63, 64
Griswold, John N. Alsop, 63, 64
“Guide to Localities Illustrating

the Geology, Marine Zoology,
and Botany of the Vicinity of
Boston,” 60

Hacker, George, 29
Haggett’s Pond, Andover, 209
Halifax, N.S., 175, 178
Hall, Samuel, 108
Hallet, Allen, 166, 167, 175
Hamerton, Atkins, Capt., 33-40,

48, 50, 51
Hamilton, Mass., 262
Hammond, John Hays, 263
Hancock, John, 168
Hancock House, 1 00
Hankow, China, 72
Hardy, James, 29
Harlequin QSally') (schooner),

179
Harlequin (schooner), 182, 189,

193
Harlequin (ship), 193
Harlequin, 185, 189
Harmonia (ship), 226
Harmony Grove Cemetery, 149
Harrington, Arthur, 229
Harris, Richard, Capt., 29
Harrison, Benjamin, Pres., 289
Harvard College, 2, 130, 140,

141, 145
Haskell, Daniel, 296
Hasket and John (brig), 187,

188

Hassan ibn Yussuf, Capt., 38
Hathorne, Daniel, Capt., 179
Hathorne, Sarah, 87
Hatfield, Mass., 2
Havana, Cuba, 202, 203, 206
Haverhill, Mass., 9
Hawkins, Jno, 29
Hawkins, Jno, Widdw, 29
Hawkins, Thom, 29
Hawthorne Hotel, 93
Hazlitt, William, Rev., 132
Head, Francis, Sir, 21

1

Heard, Albert F., 63, 69-76
Heard, Augustine, 61, 68-71, 73,

76
Heard, George, 71, 76
Heard, John, 296
Heard, & Co., A., 70, 74-76
Heard Collection, Harvard Busi-

ness School, 61
Heath, , Rev., 313
Helmont, Van, John Baptista, 22
Henderson, Jno, Widdw, 29
Hendly, Benj, 29
Hendly, Senr, 29
Hero (snow), 188
Hersey (ship), 191
Higginson, Colonell, 29
Higginson, Gno, Major, 29
Highmore, Joseph, 102
Hill, Phillip, 29
Hill, Samuel, 112
Hill, Zebelon, 29
Hiller, Joseph, 160
History of Ipswich, 3
History of the United States of

America from the Discovery of
the Continent, 3-5

Hobbs, Samuel, Capt., 185, 186
Hodges, Benjamin, 140
Hodges, Hannah, 140
Hodges, , Capt., 116
Hodges, , Mrs., 115
Holgate, James, 29
Hollingworth, Mary. See English.
Hollingworth, William, 157
Hollis, Katherine, 29
Hollis, Thomas, merchant, 102
Holmes, Jno, 29
Holmes, Oliver Wendell, 23
Holyoke, Edward Augustus, Dr.,

155
Homan, Edward, 29
Homan, Jno, 29
Homan, Peter, 29
Hong Kong, China, 62, 69, 70
Hong Que, 76
Hooper, Henry, 29
Hooper, Jno, 29
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Hooper, Joseph, 29
Hopkins, R. W., 229
Horn Pond, Woburn, Mass., 209
Horne, Joseph, 29
Horrill, Humphrey, 29
Hotel Hawthorne, 93
Houlton, Joseph, Sr., 29
“House And Its People, The,” by

Abbott Lowell Cummings, 82-97
Howard, John, 306, 308
Howard Street Burying Ground,

149
Howlett, William, 10
Huguong (vessel), 76
Humfries, , 279
Hunt, Joel, Widdw, 29
Hunt, Lewis, 29
Hunt, R. N., 40
Hunt & Company, T., 69
Hunter (ship), 184-186, 193
Hutchins, Richard, 117
Hutchings, Thomas, 29
Hygeia (bark), 62

Ice. See “Crystal Blocks of Yankee
Coldness: The Development of
The Massachusetts Ice Trade
from Frederick Tudor to Wen-
ham Lake 1806-1886,” 197-
232; techniques of cutting, 215,
217; techniques of shipping,

218, 220, 224, 225, 228;
storing, 203, 215, 217, 219,
229

Ice Trade. See “Crystal Blocks of

Yankee Coldness: The Develop-
ment of the Massachusetts Ice

Trade from Frederick Tudor to

Wenham Lake 1806-1886,”
197-232; quality of ice, 210-

212; popularity of ice, 220-227;
decline of, 229; summary, 230-
232

Icehurg (ship), 226
Iceking (ship), 226
Iceland (ship), 226
Illinois Central Railroad, 65, 66
Immigration Restriction League of

Boston, 265
Independent Congregational So-

ciety of Ipswich, 301-302
Influenza, Salem and Boston,

Mass., 1700, 20
Ingersoll, Jonathan, Capt., 166
Ipswich, Mass., 2-18, 69; South

Parish, 158; See “Town Rec-
ords of Ipswich, The,” 294-302;
catalogue of town records, 299-
320

Ipswich Lyceum, 302
Ipswich Social Library, 302

Jackson, George, Dr., 25, 26, 29
Jamaica, ice trade with, 203, 204
Jamaica Packet (schooner), 166
Jane (brig), 62
Jardine, , 76
Jefferson, Thomas, Pres., 5, 91,

115, 141, 144
Jeffreys Neck, proprietors of, 295
Jelly, William, 47, 52
Jenkins, Lawrence Waters. See

“Lawrence Waters Jenkins,” by
Ernest S. Dodge, 258-259

Jenkins, , 74
“John Wise of Ipswich Was No

Democrat in Politics,” by Ray-
mond P. Stearns, 2-18

Johnson, Jno, 29
Johnson, Thomas H., 5, 6
Johnston, Thomas, no, in, 115
Josselyn, John, 24

Kelle, Jno, 29
Kennebec River, Me., 207
Kentucky, 65
Kernwood (Salem), 58
Keswick, , 76
Kiang Loong (vessel), 70, 71
Kidd, William, Capt., 19, 21
Kilham, A. D., 289
Killburn, Sami, 29
Kimball, A., 201
Kimball, James, 304W
Kimball, Robert, 297
Kin Shan (vessel), 70
King, Benjamin, 109
King, Jno, 29
King, Richard, 29
Kipling, Rudyard, 224
Kronenscheldt, von, Casper von

Richter, 26

Lake Oppegaard, 224
Lake Quannapowitt, Wakefield,

Mass., 209
Lamprell, , Capt., 186, 187
Lander, Charles B., 214-216, 223,

229
Lander, Peter, Capt., 179
Lane, Thomas, 166
Lang, Jeffrey, 102, no
Launder, Jno, 29
Leach, John, 178
Leslie, Alexander, Col., 173
Leslie’s raid, 168
Letters-of-marque, 187, 188
Lexington (brig), 186, 188, 192
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Lexington (schooner), 185, 187
Lincoln, Abraham, Pres., 283
Linsy, Brothr, 29
Little John (schooner), 182, 183
Locke, Will, Surgeon, 21
Lodge, Constance. See Gardner,

Constance Lodge
Lodge, Henry Cabot, Sen., 262,

263, 265, 269-271, 273, 274,
276

London, Eng., 37
Long Wharf Lane, Salem, 88
Lord, Jacob, 297
Loring, William, 68
Loring, , 281
Lovett, Robert W., “American

Merchant, Roundy,” 61-78;
“The Many Sides of Martha
Jane,” 277-291

Lowell, Mass., 58
Lowell (ship), 62
Lucy Elizabeth (ship), 64
Lyell, Charles, Sir, 211, 212, 215
Lyons, Henry, Dr., 228

McCall, Samuel W., Cong., 264,
272

McCormick, Cyrus, 66
McDonald, C., 70
McEhrich. See Mulhish
Mclntire, Samuel, 90, 118, 158,

159, 160
Mackauly, Jno, 29
McKey, Richard H., Jr., “Elias

Hasket Derby and The Ameri-
can Revolution,” 166-196

Mackmillion, Jno, 29
MacLean-Partridge, David, 75
Madagascar, 53
Madagascar (bark), 208
Madison, James, Pres., 144
Madras, India, 226, 227
Magery, Joseph, 29
Magery, Laurence, 29
Main, Henry, 29
Manning, Jacob, 29
Manning, R. C., 58
“Many Sides of Martha Jane,

The,” by Robert W. Lovett,

277-291
Marblehead, Mass., 19, 121, 180,

226
Marblehead Neck, Mass., 58
Marshall, Humphrey, 65
Martinique, 206; ice trade with,

198-201
Mary (schooner), 171
Maryland, 20
Mascol, Thomas, 29

Mason, Lydia, 115
Massachusetts Bay Colony, Chart-

er, 8
Massachusetts General Court, 8
Massachusetts Historical Society,

145 , 147
Massy, Jno, Snr & Junr, 29
Maston, Will, 29
Masury, Samuel, 34, 47
Mather, Cotton, 2, 3
Matheson, Jardine, 75
Maule, Father, 29
Maule, Jno, 29
Maule, Peleth, 29
Maule, Sarah, 29
Maule, Susanna, 20
Maule, Thomas, 20
Meadville, Pa., 118
Mecham, Jno, Snr., 29
Mechom, Jerimiah, 29
Meeting House, Wenham, Mass.,

214
Merrill, Benjamin, 159
Merrit, Abigal, 29
Merrit, Sami, 29
Metropolitan-Wenham Lake Ice

Company, 230
Meyer, George von Lengerke, 263
Miles, Goodwife, 29
Mill Prison, England, 178, 180.

See “American Privateersmen in

The Mill Prison During 1777-
1782,” 303-320; charities for

prisoners, 313; description of,

304, 305; disease, 31 1, 312;
escapes from, 316-318; ex-

changes of prisoners, 319; life

in, 314-316; living conditions,

307-31 1 ; prisoners, treatment
of, 305, 306; punishments, 314

Miller, Perry, 5-7, 17
Milo (ship), 204
Minerva (ship), 190
Ministerial Association, 146
Minute Men, Salem, 168
Mohican (man-of-war), 68
Monmouth (brig), 184, 185
Monroe, James, Pres., 113
Moody, William H., 263
Morgin, Joseph, 29
Morgin, Sami, 29
Morning Star (sloop), 188
Morse, Edward S., 57, 58, 59, 60
Mottey, Joseph, 171
Moudey, Elisabeth, 125
Moulde, Edward, 26
Mozambique, 53
Mulhish, William, 27
Mulliken, Jonathan, 123
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Muscat, 53

Nahant, Mass., 285
Namoa, China, 62
Nancy (schooner), 166, 175, 191
Nantasket (ship), 208
Naples (ship), 62
Nathan Dean House, 90
National Eagle (clipper), 226
Neale, Jno, 29
Nedeham, Isaack, 29
New Burying Ground, 148
New Orleans, La., ice trade with,

206; 230
New York, N.Y., 37, 65, 77
New York Marine Society, 147
Newburyport Turnpike, 296
Newport attack, 169
Niagara Falls, 66
Nichols, David, 161
Nichols, Nathaniel, 183
Nichols, Sarah Brown, 120
Ningpo, China, 62
Norris, Edward, 29
North Bridge, Salem, 168
North Grammar School, 130
Northey, Sarah, 109
Norton, Jno, 29
Nourse, J. W., 301
Nye, Gideon, Jr., 62

Oakes, Jno, 30
Old Mill. See Mill Prison
Oliver Cromwell (brig), 180,

181, 184
Oliver Cromwell (ship), 185,

191
Opium trade, China, 62, 63, 72,

74-76
Orne, Benjamin, Capt., 88
Orne, Joseph, 30
Osgood, Charles, 119
Otis, James, 172

Pacific (British transport), 176
Packard, Alpheus S., 58, 59
Paine, William, 130
Palfray, Warwick, Jr., 143
Palmerston, Henry J. T., Lord, 36,

4° „
Panic of 1857, 66
Paracelsus, 22
Parrington, Vernon L., 5
Partridge, Nehemiah, 104
Patterson, , Capt., 112
Patteshall, Mrs., and Child, Por-

trait of, 154
Patty (sloop), 183
Patty (ship), 191, 192

Peabody, Francis, 58, 223
Peabody, George, 59, 223
Peabody, S. Endicott, 58, 59
Peabody Academy of Science,

1869, 57
Peabody Museum, Salem, rededi-

cation, 1869, 57, 59; 158
Peabody Museum of American

Archaeology and Ethnology,
Harvard, 59
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